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The Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping (CARD) submitted undated comments to
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CARD Comment 1
March 1997 Letter
Page 2

Text of Comment
Containment
It is clear that radionuclide releases from WIPP to the accessible environment in

excess of the limitations of 40 CFR 191 can occur only if three factors are met:
1. A sufficient fraction of the actinide inventory must be mobilized in dissolved or
colloidal form.
2. The engineered containment within and adjacent to the repository must be breached
. and capable of discharging brine, and
3. The intervening geologic environment and man-made features within it facilitate
effective transport to the compliance boundary.
As long as poor definition charactetizes the nature of the waste (such as the amount,
size distribution and solubility of plutonium particles) and other parameters are
ill-defined, such as the amount of rc~cting brine and numerous other components still
being investigated in the actinide source term (AST) project, DoE cannot eliminate
the first factor unequivocably. The CCA relies heavily on elimination of factors 2.
and 3. Among the various claims being disputed by interveners to this application,
the writer addresses some limited but vital subjects related to failure of seals and
engineered barriers, discharge from the undisturbed and disturbed repository via paths
to the surface or to Rustler aquifers caused by hydrofracturing around borehole seals
or shafts or through the overburden strata. Secondly, groundwater flow and transport
incident to concentrated discharge in fractures and dissolution conduits of the Rustler
and younger formations is discussed, suggesting that those barriers are compromised.

DOE Response
Results from the performance assessment modeling shows that the behavior of the
undisturbed disposal system will result in extremely effective isolation of the
radioactive waste. Concrete, clay, and asphalt components of the shaft seal system
will provide an immediate and effec:tive barrier to fluid flow through the shafts, and
will isolate the repository until salt creep has consolidated the compacted crushed salt
components that will permanently seal the shafts. The disturbed rock zone around
both the shafts and the repository excavations will heal over time, and will not
provide a ready pathway for fluid flow. Brine flowing out of the waste disposal
region through anhydrite layers may transport actinides as dissolved and colloidal
species. The quantity of actinides that may reach the accessible environment during
undisturbed performance transported through the interbeds is six orders of magnitude
DOE's Response to CARD's March 1997 Leuer on the
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below the EPA limits for complianc1e demonstration. The performance assessment
results show that for undisturbed scenarios no migration of radionuclides occurs
vertically to the top of the Salado Formation through the shaft seal system.
The factors controlling the aqueous actinide concentrations discussed in Chapter 6,
Section 6.3.4.5 states:
"The solubility of the actinides as a function of equilibrium between anhydrite,
halite, MgO, and brine is calculated outside of the performance assessment
using FMT, a computer code for calculating actinide concentration limits based
on thermodynamic parameters. The parameters for FMT are derived both
from experimental investigations specifically designed to provide parameter
values for this model and from the published literature. FMT and its
application are described in Appendix SOTERM (Section SOTERM.3.5).
Table 6-11 presents a summary of solubility parameter values for each actinide
oxidation state consistent with the assumptions regarding chemical conditions
stated in this section and in Section 6.4.3.4. These values are documented in
Table 6-11 and in Appendix PAR (Parameters 36 through 45 and Table
PAR-39). Details of the generation of Table 6-11 are given in Appendix
SOTERM (Section SOTERM.3).
Actinide concentration may not be equal to the values sampled in LHS. This
condition could arise when there are not sufficient actinides in the solid phase
in a particular cell, when combined with the dissolved actinides that may have
been transported into that cell! from an adjacent cell, to achieve the
concentration value as determined by LHS sampling. This situation is referred
to as inventory limited.
The actinide inventory is depleted on a cell-by-cell basis by the computer code
NUTS (NUclide Transport Systems) for the undisturbed, El, and E2
scenarios. The treatment of the E1E2 scenario is described in Section
6.4.13.5. In a computational cell, the processes affecting actinide dissolved
concentration are dissolution of solid actinide compounds, advection of
dissolved actinides by brine flow from neighboring cells and interaction with
colloidal particles (see Section 6.4.3.6). NUTS dissolves each actinide until
the maximum concentration determined by the actinide source term algorithms
is obtained or an inventory limit is reached. In the repository, the transfer of
actinides between solid phase and solution is tracked to preserve mass balance
of the actinide inventory. Outside the repository, the model does not
precipitate actinides into the solid phase, thereby giving a conservative
measure of mobile actinide quantities (see Appendix SCR, Section
SCR.2.5.3.2).
II
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Performance assessment did not suggest that the barriers of the Rustler and younger
formations are compromised by groundwater flow and transport incident to
concentrated discharge in fractures and dissolution conduits. The shaft seal system
includes engineered materials possessing high density and low permeability.
Components of the seal system within the Salado provide the primary barrier by
limiting fluid transport along the shaft during the regulatory period. Components of
the seal system within the Rustler limit commingling of groundwater between waterbearing members. Components of the seal system overlying the Rustler fill the shaft
with common materials of high density, consistent with good engineering practices.
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CARD Comment 2
March 1997 Letter
Page 3, 4

Text of Comment
Shaft Seals
The intended hydraulic function of :>haft seals (CCA 3.3.1.2) is to "restrict
groundwater flow" and "limit radionuclides," not to eliminate them. There is neither
a proven, field-tested technology of sealing (especially in salt), nor an irrefutable
conceptual design to assure us that those objectives will be met. Shaft seals in mining
applications have histories of such frequent failures as to make a prudent engineer
_treat the proposed seals with cautious skepticism, even if their design is apparently
good, innovative, well-studied and reviewed.
I examine, first, the mechanical behavior of some seal components in relation to each
other, during the period of shaft closure before significant repository air pressures are
imposed. I examine, second, the propensity for seal failure by pneumatic
hydrofracture, a potential mechanism for development of a conduit for concentrated,
rapid egress of air and brine, contaminated or otherwise, from the repository to the
Rustler aquifers or the surface. It is evident that the seal designers may have given
insufficient credence to the hydrofracture mechanism along the seals, or into the strata
above the repository, competing avenues for release of the pressures that will build
upon compression of the air and gasses that will develop in the repository.
Concrete plugs with asphalt water-stops have recently been redesigned. Such
"chemical" seals in mine-shaft use have a checkered history of failure by
displacement. Asphalt is a viscous liquid, so when subjected to shear, it is more
readily deformed than is salt. The intended function of the asphalt, filling not only a
shaft segment, but also filling a tapered kerf (slot) excavated all-around one radius
into the shaft wall, is to intercept the (disturbed rock zone) DRZ, believed to be the
most likely path for fluid bypassing the impermeable seal materials that will fill the
shaft. The radial extension of the DRZ around the tip of the kerf has been modeled
(CCA 7.6.1) to conceptualize its development and subsequent crack closure when the
asphalt and adjoining concrete plugs take on load from the convergence of salt. One
cannot tell from the text whether or not the modeling is realistic in conceptualizing
the closure consequences.
The asphalt will shrink slightly during cooling (days), after the upper concrete plug
has set (hours). Presumably, the concrete plug will support itself in shear without salt
damage as the concrete gains strength (months). Ensuing creep deformation of the
DOE's Response to CARD's March 1997 Letter on the
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walls (years) will load the asphalt and concrete. According to reported structural
calculations (SEAL 7.4.4.2), the radial stresses for upper, middle and lower seals in
asphalt will be only 1.8, 2.5 and 3.2 MPa at 100 years, and in concrete (SEAL
7.4.1.2), only 2.5, 4.5 and 5.5 MPa at 50 years. They claim that such modest
backpressures will heal the DRZ, e~ven while creep continues to close the shaft. The
geometry of the kerf will speed its closure, relative to the radial closure around
cylindrical concrete elements, thus modeling should show vertical components of salt
movement towards the kerf. As stated (CCA 7.6.1, Para 2), after 20 years the DRZ
is localized, 2 m deep, at the asphalt/concrete contact, where such shear of salt
against concrete must be maximum.
The designer's concern should be that more rapid closure of the kerf will raise the
asphalt pressure more rapidly than the salt/concrete contact pressure, so that asphalt
may prise and penetrate upwards along that contact. Whenever a fluid of density less
than the surrounding rock rises to higher levels, the propagation of the hydrofracture
is unstable. There is nothing to prevent the extrusion of the asphalt until the waterstop is replaced (centuries) by salt, and the asphalt is displaced along the contact of
the overlying clay seal segment. Apparently we cannot count on the interception of
potential seepage paths along the shaft DRZ by placement of asphalt water-stops,
because they may not be permanent.
The asphalt column at the top of the Salado (element 6 of Fig. 3-4) is to be composed
of asphaltic aggregate. It will be lightly loaded and will have some shear strength, so
will have limited or no mobility past its upper plug of concrete placed against
anhydrite of the Unnamed member of the Rustler.
Other parts of the seal system should compact without discharge or distortion.

DOE Response
The CCA performance assessment is based on an established design, as documented
in CCA Appendix SEAL. Appendix Peer (PEER 1.2 Conceptual Models Peer
Review Report (July 1996), Section 3.20) concludes the current design is readily
achievable and adequate for supporting current compliance performance assessment
calculations. However, as the shaft seal system will not be constructed for several
decades, it is reasonable to assume that construction techniques will improve and that
new or improved material specifications will be available at some point in the future.
As stated in Chapter 3, Section 3. 3. 1:
"Such a seal system will not be implemented for several decades, but in order
to establish performance requirements now that can be achieved at a later date,
a shaft seal system has been designed possessing excellent durability,
performance, and constructability using existing technology. The design
DOE's Response to CARD's March 1997 Letter on the
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approach is conservative, with redundant functional elements and various
common materials. Because this design is not the only possible combination
of materials and construction strategies that would adequately limit fluid flow
within the shafts, future developments may change the design."

The intent of the statement that shaft seal design "may change" reflects the
expectation that technology improvements will occur. The seal system design
presented by the DOE represents a design that will work, and can be built using
today's technology. Appendix SEAL (Appendix A, page A-1) states:
"The shaft seal system will not be constructed for decades; however, if it were
to be constructed in the near term, materials specified here could be placed in
the shaft and meet performance specifications. A material specification is
necessary today to establish a frame of reference for design and analysis
activities and to provide a ba.sis for seal material parameters. This document
was used by three integrated working groups: (1) the architect/engineer for
development of construction methods and supporting infrastructure, (2) fluid
flow and structural analysis personnel for evaluation of seal system adequacy,
and (3) technical staff to develop probability distribution functions for use in
performance assessment."
The design basis for the current certification performance assessment calculations is
known and is documented in detail in Appendix SEAL:
•

Design Description - Appendix SEAL (Appendix A) and Chapter 4 of
Appendix SEAL and,

•

Material Specifications - Appendix SEAL (Appendix D) and Chapter 5 of
Appendix SEAL

•

Any changes to the seal system design would be incorporated through the
recertification process and would require acceptance by the regulator prior to
implementation.
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CARD Comment 3
March 1997 Letter
Page 4, 5
Text of Comment
Repository Pressure and Discharge
Waste emplacement design incJudes a backfill of sacks of MgO placed to buffer
acidity as C02 evolves from decomposing organics in the waste. Hydration to
Mg(OH) 2 will sequester water beneficially, but release it as C02 combines with the
hydroxide. Besides maintaining low actinide solubility, it is evident that the MgO will
reduce the rate of gas pressure build-up and diminish the liquid filling repository
. voids.
Castile brine occurrences pressurized by biogenic H2S (such as ERDA-6, 1981) are
analogues for the evolution of repository contents, wherein decomposition of
cellulose, plastics, rubber and steel will generate C02 and H 2 • DoE's concepts of the
nature of these Castile brine reservoirs is found in CCA 6.4.8, but there is no
recognition that primitive pressures must be lithostatic as a limit, that the extent,
interconnectedness and discharge processes must be tied to the stress state of salt. The
Castile fluids are stored in rather stiff fractures in the anhydrite. The pressure has
developed by microbial reduction made possible by methane or petroleum in the
presence of anhydrite. Its threshold for dissipation by hydrofracture along weak
contact partings is the lithostatic pressure of salt adjoining such fractures, not the
steep fractures interior to the anhyd1ite beds. Upon tapping such a reservoir with a
drill hole, its head is initially thousands of feet above land surface, but as it flows,
friction drops the pressure rapidly. It would flow freely until anhydrite fracture
closure attains hydrostatic pressure for the brine.
How much of the H 2S is dissolved or gaseous in the Castile is unknown, but it is
probably dissolved because none of the drill intersections have produced gas only,
followed by brine. In addition to elastic closure of fractures and expansion of brine,
evolving gas in the column drives the well discharge. Remote parts of a reservoir
become isolated as diminishing pressure causes closure of hydraulic fractures at salt
contacts.
In the repository, compaction begins with air only, and ends with air, decomposition
gasses and brine from inflows, all at lithostatic pressure. The greatest factor of
uncertainty is the amount of brine that will enter during the long room closure period
while pressure is below lithostatic. The National Academy review (NAS, 1996,
App.C) summarized the competing theories, indicating cumulative inflows in the
DOE's Response to CARD's March 1997 Letter on the
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range of 500 to 800 l/m of drift. _It appears that none of those computations were
coupled to backpressure computations. Like the Castile anhydrite beds, some areas of
which contain abundant brine, there: is probably a variation of brine content in
fractures of Salado interbeds, and variations in size and continuity between reservoir
areas. Hydrofractures may or may not join various steep-fracture reservoirs,
depending upon their pressure histories. So the calculated cumulative brine flows may
err by large amounts, and a conservative inflow may total more than 1000 l/m.
The choice of backfilling materials in the rooms provides the only control over final
void volumes, since the waste can sustain only so much residual void space when
compacted to lithostatic total stress. Ideally, since waste voids will probably become
saturated, residual porosity should be maximized, to limit the amount that can
otherwise be expelled from the repository after the gas has escaped. The MgO
backfill will absorb water into the hydroxide, then yield it as the carbonate is formed .
. The amount of MgO is said to exceed the gas expected to evolve, so a net water
absorption will function to inhibit corrosion, just as will pH control. But unlike salt
backfill, MgO will not sequester air; the Mg(OH) 2 will saturate and consolidate as it
continues to take load. Compressed air in fractures and contacts and within the
collapsed drums will all communicate to hydrofractures that can form as pressure
attains lithostatic in the repository. It doesn't seem conservative to assume that the
backfill and residual voids will retain all the remaining brine, since gas will continue
to evolve. I am unaware of any DoE claim that brine will be unavailable for transport
of radionuclide contaminants away from the repository, nor would it be prudent to so
assume.
A possible safety measure rejected by DoE is the option of completing the backfilling
around the waste and MgO packages with dry compressed or adobe bricks of clay. It
is well-known that clays of the montmorillonite family have extremely high cation
exchange capacities and can exert high swelling pressures. Reduction of the initial air
volume and prompt backpressure would shorten the time to cessation of closure.
Diminished inflow and enhanced absorption of brine would ameliorate corrosion.
Perhaps an absence of free brine could be guaranteed, limiting the actinide source to
the fluids already in the waste, less the actinides which can be absorbed by the clay.
In absence of incontrovertible geologic containment and retardation, such engineered
barriers may be the only way to get certified.
It is safe to say that a diminished rate of decomposition of the waste does not
eliminate the prospect of continued pressure build-up to hydrostatic. As proposed, the
large initial voids ratio of the repository (as seen in Fig. 3-8) probably implies that
the air cannot be contained at less than lithostatic pressure in the residual voids of the
waste containers, some of which will be brine-filled. Continued gas generation, at any
rate, will ultimately raise pneumatic pressure to lithostatic in spaces communicating
with the DRZ in the marker beds. The compressed air and gasses are available to
DOE's Response to CARD's March 1997 Letter on ,rhe
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form and drive hydrofracture either along the seals or through the overburden rocks.
The energy available for propagation and friction is in excess of 2.5 X 10 12 joules, if
the original void volume of about 460,000 m3 (SEAL 8.3.2), plus any generated gas
is compressed to about 11146 th of that volume.

DOE Response
The H 2S encounter by ERDA No. 6 is not considered to be a factor associated with a
Castile brine encounter. As stated in Appendix GCR Section 1.6:
"Regional exploration of bedded salt for a radioactive waste repository in the
Delaware Basin included boreholes into the evaporites and associated rocks.
One such hole, ERDA No. 6, encountered an accumulation of saturated
NaCl-Na2S04 brine accompanied by H 2S-rich gas. This fluid and fluids from
other boreholes elsewhere in the area have been characterized geochemically
according to solute content, 18 0/ 160 and D/H ratios and natural actinide
content. Deviations from the: equilibrium 234 U/238 U activity ratio (a) of 1.0
were found in all water samples. These deviations are used to affirm the
isolation of ERDA No. 6 and to establish bounds on the age of the ERDA No.
6 fluid .....
. . . . .The geochemistry of the proposed WIPP site shows that the mineralogy of
most of the rock salt is relatively simple."
As further stated in Section 8.4.5 of Appendix GCR:
"A significant deposit of native sulfur is being exploited by the Frasch process
approximately 50 miles south of the WIPP site in northeastern Culberson
County, Texas. The occurrence is associated with brecciated and carbonatized
anhydrite beds of the Castile Formation. Considerable exploration has been
under way since discovery of the Culberson deposit, but that exploration has
been aligned along the southern and western parts of the Delaware Basin
where the Castile Formation either lacked halite during deposition or the halite
has been removed by dissolution. The genesis of the deposits is believed to
depend on a combination of bacterial action, induced fracture permeability and
a source of hydrocarbons (presumably from upward escape of natural gas or
crude oil along fractures from the Delaware Mountain Group). The closest
analogy to such a setting in the northern part of the Delaware Basin and the
vicinity of the WIPP site would be either "breccia pipes" or H 2S-laden brine
reservoirs. Careful attention was given in selecting the WIPP site to avoid such
structures; further investigation has not revealed any such structures, therefore,
no sulfur deposits are expected."
DOE's Response ro CARD's March 1997 Letter on the
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The conceptualization of a Castile brine reservoir and the uncertainty analysis are
summarized below in order to assurie the reviewer of the comprehensive manner in
which this important issue has been addressed by DOE.
Castile brine reservoirs are believed to be fractured systems, with high-angle fractures
that are wide spaced. Therefore, a borehole can penetrate through a volume of rock
which contains a brine reservoir without intersecting any fractures and thus not
produce any brine. They occur in the upper portion of the Castile. 1 Although
appreciable volumes of brine have been produced from several reservoirs in the
Delaware Basin, there is little direct information on the areal extent of these
reservoirs or the interconnection between them. The presence of a pressurized brine
pocket is treated in the conceptual model of WIPP as discussed in Section 6.4.8. of
. the CCA.
The Castile brine reservoir conceptualization has been done after careful analysis and
evaluation of data from years of research. As mentioned in the CCA, WIPP-12 was
deepened in 1981 to test for possible~ brine and gas in the deformed Castile. The
probability of encountering brine and gas was considered low because ERDA-6 and
other known brine reservoirs in the Castile occurred in areas with greater
deformation. During drilling, fractured anhydrite in the upper Castile (lower A3)
began to yield pressurized brine and gas. The borehole was deepened to the basal
anhydrite (Al) of the Castile. Subsequent reservoir testing 1 was also conducted to
estimate reservoir properties (see Section 2.2.1.2.2 and Section 6.4.8 of the CCA).
The results from numerous hydrauliic tests performed in the ERDA-6 and WIPP-12
boreholes suggest that the extent of the highly permeable portions of the Castile is
limited. As discussed in Section 2. l.3.3 and modeled in Section 6.4.8, the vast
majority of brine is thought to be stored in low-permeability microfractures; about 5
percent of the overall brine volume is stored in large open fractures. The CCA model
uses parameter values derived from the ERDA-6 and WIPP-12 tests for quantifying
some reservoir characteristics.
DOE does recognize that the units intersected by a drill hole may be sources for brine
flow to a waste panel either during or after drilling. In fact, the CCA cites an
example, where the Castile contains isolated volumes of brine at fluid pressures
1

Popielak, R.S., Beauheim, R.L., Black, S.R., Coons, W.E., Ellingson, C.T., and
Olsen, R.L. 1983. Brine Reservoirs in the Castile Formation, Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant (WIPP) Project, Southeastern New Mexico. TME 3153. U.S. Department of
Energy, Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Albuquerque, NM. (Available from NTIS as
DE86004341/XAB.)
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greater than hydrostatic (see discussed in Section 2.2.1.2.2). The WIPP-12
penetration of one of these reservoirs provided data on one brine reservoir within the
controlled area. The potential consequences of a drill hole tapping both a waste panel
and a brine reservoir is accounted for through uncertainty analysis that has been
deemed reasonable and adequate by the Conceptual Model Peer Review Panel. As
per the Panel,
"Given that the conceptual model predicts that there will be enough brine to
corrode the waste and that other assumptions appear conservative, making
other impacts unlikely, the model is adequate for its intended use ... The
conclusions appear to be valid. Estimates of inflow volumes from the
mechanisms proposed in the model appear to be reasonable. . . The model is
adequate for implementation."
_Although site characterization, repository design, and waste characterization activities
have removed much uncertainty from the analysis, some uncertainties remain. These
remaining uncertainties have been incorporated in the performance assessment through
the use of reasonable, realistic, and conservative assumptions about models and
parameter values. In general, the DOE has not attempted to bias the performance
assessment toward a conservative outcome, and therefore the mean CCDF represents
a reasonable estimate of the expecte:d performance of the disposal system.
Because of the many associated uncertainties, the DOE has made conservative
decisions during the design of the conceptual and computational models, as listed in
Table 6-30 of the CCA. For example, within the repository portion of the
BRAGFLO model, fluid flow in a single panel is treated as if all rooms were a single
void (that is, pillars are omitted). This assumption allows brine flow through an
intrusion borehole to contact more waste than it would if it followed a more realistic
flow path between rooms. The effoct is conservative with respect to brine flow
through a plugged and abandoned borehole. Similarly, the DOE has chosen to model
fluid flow through plugged and abandoned boreholes as if all intrusions occurred into
a down-dip (that is, southern) panel, which is also a conservative assumption. As
noted in Section 6.2 and Appendix SCR, in some cases processes have been omitted
from the model because the only possible effects of including them would be
beneficial to system performance.
Brine will be available for transport of radionuclide contaminants. The discussion in
Chapter 6, Section 6.0.2.2 shows no effect on the compliance determination.
"Some quantity of brine is expected to be present in the repository under most
conditions and this brine may contain actinides (which dominate the
radionuclide inventory and are therefore the elements of primary regulatory
interest) mobilized as both dissolved and colloidal species .... Brine flowing out
DOE's Response to CARD's March 1997 Letter on the
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of the waste disposal region through anhydrite layers may transport actinides
as dissolved and colloidal species, but the quantity of actinides that may reach
the accessible environment boundary during undisturbed performance through
the interbeds is insignificant and has no effect on the compliance
determination. "
Consolidation will continue until it reaches mechanical equilibrium. As stated in
Appendix PORSURF, Section FOR.SURF .2:
"Creep closure of the excavation begins immediately and causes the volume of
the cavity to become smaller. If the room were empty, rather than partially
filled with waste, closure would proceed to the point where the void volume
created by the excavation would be eliminated and the surrounding halite
would return to its undisturbed, uniform stress state. In a waste-filled room,
the waste will eventually contact the surrounding rock; the rate of closure will
decrease and eventually cease as the strength of the waste becomes sufficient
to support the rock above the room. Initially, unprocessed waste can support
only small loads, but as the room continues to close after contact with the
waste, the waste will consolidate and support a greater portion of the weight of
the overburden. Consolidation will continue until it reaches mechanical
equilibrium.
The presence of either brine or gas retards the closure process. First, if brine
is present and immobile in tihe waste, closure largely ceases when the void
volume decreases to the point where the voids are completely filled (saturated)
with brine."
Waste degradation processes indicate that the role of the gas phase in fluid flow and
the pressure history of the repository will be far more important than would be
expected if the initial air were the only gas present. The total volume of gas that may
be generated by corrosion and microbial degradation may be sufficient to result in
repository pressures that approach lithostatic. Sustained pressures above lithostatic
are not physically reasonable within the disposal system, and fracturing of the more
brittle anhydrite layers is expected to occur if sufficient gas is present. The
conceptual model implemented in the performance assessment causes permeability and
porosity of the anhydrite marker beds to increase rapidly as pore pressure approaches
and exceeds lithostatic. This conceptual model for pressure-dependent fracturing
approximates the hydraulic effect of pressure-induced fracturing and allows gas and
brine to move more freely within the marker beds at higher pressures.
These pressures will not exceed lithostatic, because fracturing within the more brittle
anhydrite layers will occur and provide a pathway for gas to leave the repository.
Fracturing is expected to enhance gas and brine migration from the repository, but
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gas transport will not contribute to lthe release of actinides from the disposal system.
Brine flowing out of the waste disposal region through anhydrite layers may transport
actinides as dissolved and colloidal species, but the quantity of actinides that may
reach the accessible environment boundary during undisturbed performance through
the interbeds is insignificant and has no effect on the compliance determination.
Overall, the behavior of the undisturbed disposal system will result in extremely
effective isolation of the radioactivewaste.
The validity and adequacy of the DOE modeling effort in this area has also been
confirmed by the Conceptual Model Peer Review Panel. The panel determined the
Salado and the impure halite modeling efforts to be adequate. As stated in Chapter 9,
Section 9.3.1.1:
11

Although differences in the behavior of pure and impure halite, variable
degrees of impurity, and complexities of stratigraphic distribution of zones of
impurity exist, the modeling of all halite rocks in the Salado as impure halite
is an acceptable model simplification. . . The model appears to be adequate for
the same reasons that the ovc~rall Salado model is adequate. Brine inflow
sufficient to corrode the waste and to drive biogenic degradation is assumed.
For error to be significant, brine inflow would have to be very large, which is
unlikely ... The conclusions drawn on the basis of the impure halite model are
valid for PA purposes. 11
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CARD Comment 4
March 1997 Letter
Page 5, 6

Text of Comment
Seal Failure. In shafts and boreholes, the pre-existing contacts between wall rocks
and seal materials are likely paths of hydrofracture, and the vertical aspect enhances
instability (runaway propagation to up-hole regions of decreasing rock stress). There
is nothing to stop it except whatever tensile strength may exist in the least-healed
discontinuity, such as dust coatings on original walls. It may propagate readily
between air-filled voids of the compacted salt fill, and certainly along fluid films in
the clay seals. Asphalt deforms to pass air at contacts, and salt will yield to form a
. parting against concrete. Likewise, boreholes sealed with concrete will not sustain
much beyond lithostatic fluid pressures before parting at contacts. The DRZ
fractures, even healed ones in salt, are candidates for hydrofracture. One might
design end-constraints for a salt column to exceed lithostatic radial pressure, but it
would not be permanent. It is easy enough to design effective seals for fluid
pressures below lithostatic, but not above.
The computations in SEAL 8., the hydrologic evaluation of seal performance, are
perhaps valid, but the assumption of homogeneous, intergranular or continuous
fractured-media properties do not apply under all conditions, such as at high
pressures. Seals and DRZ rocks behave as continuous media during early phases of
repository closure, but under lithostatic or higher pressures, fluids will travel along
singular pathways not envisioned by the modelers. During compaction of clay and
perhaps of salt, air can be expelled along contacts of the seals. During any
subsequent consolidation phase, water can be expelled along those same pathways.
Either fluid will take~ path of least resistance, usually by forming a conduit at the
rock/seal contact, persistently maintaining that opening as flow occurs or preserving a
path susceptible to re-opening and c:oncentrated flow when pressure is raised. Seals
can be breached to the Rustler aquifers or to the surface via the unsaturated zone. If
engineered barriers in the repository preclude free brine, it would be harmless air and
gas discharge. Otherwise, the undisturbed scenario has a potential for radionuclide
releases to Rustler aquifers by way of shafts or boreholes.
DOE Response
The hydrologic evaluation of seal performance in SEAL 8 are valid. The
performance of the shaft seals constitutes only one aspect of the compliance
calculations. As demonstrated in Figure 6-41 of the CCA, the releases from cuttings,
cavings, and spallings are shown to be the most important contributors to the location
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of the mean CCDF. Figure 6-41 provides a display of the relative contribution of
each mode to the total release. The mean CCDF for subsurface releases (e.g.,
through an intrusion borehole and the Rustler as mentioned in the comment) resulting
from groundwater transport is not shown because those releases were less than 10...s
EPA units. No radionuclide transport to the Culebra occurred through the shaft seal
system.
The assumption of homogeneous, intergranular or continuous fractured-media
properties do apply under conditions such as at high pressures. Repository pressures
are not expected to cause seal failure because pressures high enough to cause
fracturing of interbeds will not occur until after the long-term components of seals are
consolidated. As stated in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1.6.2 and 3.3.1.6.3:
"In the physical setting, pore~ fluids can create pore pressure and reduce the
rate of the compacted salt column reconsolidation. Calculations demonstrate
that repository gas pressure will not impact reconsolidation. The fluid flow
analyses conducted to support seal system design efforts can be reviewed in
Appendix SEAL (Appendix C). As a result, the salt column achieves its
long-term effective permeability at 100 years following seal construction."
"Fluid pressure of the Salado is higher than fluid pressure in the Rustler so
that upward migration of brines could occur through an inadequately sealed
shaft. Results from modeling (discussed above) demonstrate that the
crushed-salt seal will reconsolidate to a very low permeability within 100 years
following repository closure (see Appendix SEAL, Appendix C). Structural
results reported in Appendix SEAL (Section 7.4) show that the DRZ
surrounding the compacted day and compacted components will completely
heal within the first several decades (see Appendix SEAL, Appendix D, Table
D-20). As a result, upward brine flux at the Rustler and Salado contact in the
sealed AIS is approximately 35 cubic feet (1 cubic meter) over the 10,000-year
regulatory period. This brine originates in the marker beds; no brine from the
repository migrates up the shaft."
In addition, many of the shaft seal components have been modeled conservatively by
the DOE. For example, within the shaft seal system, concrete components are
modeled as if they degrade 400 yea:rs after emplacement. This underestimates their
potential to limit fluid flow over th(~ long-term. These conservative assumptions do
not affect the location of the mean CCDF, which, as shown in Section 6.5.3, is
dominated by cuttings and cavings releases.
Concrete, clay, and asphalt components of the shaft seal system are expected to
provide an immediate and effective barrier to fluid flow through the shafts, isolating
the repository until salt creep has consolidated the compacted crushed salt components
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that will permanently seal the shafts. Around the shafts, the DRZ in halite layers are
expected to heal rapidly because the~ presence of the solid material within the shafts
will provide rigid resistance to creep. The DRZ around the shaft, therefore, will not
provide a continuous pathway for fluid flow.
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CARD Comment S
March 1997 Letter
Page 5,6,7,8
Text of Comment
Hydrofracture through the Salado. If the shaft seals are as good as they can be
made, then hydrofracture will occuir elsewhere instead. In essence, no fluid phase can
be long contained by seals or geologic media when the fluids exceed lithostatic
pressure; the best that can be done is to assess the relative weaknesses of competing
paths of egress. Mindful that roof slabbing (even presently occurring in the
experimental rooms) exposes one or more weak partings, at anhydrites "a", "b" or
the clay at the base of MB 138, subsequent closure will cause those members to bend
_and decline towards the center of the room. Air will remain in the anhydrite fractures
even as rock stress attains lithostatic over rooms as well as pillars (the unmined salt
between rooms). During roof deformation, shear displacements produce microscopic
openings along several such stacked partings that extend towards the centerline of the
pillar. Coalescence of the DRZ from room to room can occur by hydrofracture across
the pillar regions, completing the continuity of the entire repository, even if there are
room or panel seals in place. DoE has chosen to neglect the NAS recommendation
(1996, p. 145) for generous, long room entry seals, that would diminish the continuity
of the repository. All rooms should dead-end in salt for isolation. Canadian potash
mines safely excavate 2000 ft rooms with only one entry. The concrete seals to be
emplaced for RCRA compliance (CCA 3.3.2) are not being relied upon for
compartmentalization to isolate nudear waste products. Therefore, the energy of air
compression and gas generation stored in the entire repository is available to drive a
single hydrofracture to great distances.
I anticipate a counter-argument that lithostatic pressure cannot build because the
slightly-permeable anhydrite beds would continually bleed air from the repository,
especially from the up-dip extremities, while brine continues to drain into the downdip extremities. The fallacy of that argument is the erroneous belief that brine in the
marker beds is at no more than 12.5 MPa (Beauheim, et al., 1993), when
measurement itself disturbs the pressure. Virgin pressure must be lithostatic to prevent
salt closure of the fractures. Therefore, it is doubtful that appreciable air losses can
occur through the marker beds until that formation pore pressure is exceeded at the
repository end, even if it takes centuries to attain it.
In the far-field, remote from any stress perturbations the excavations may impose, it
is safe to assume that creep of salt maintains lithostatic, all-around rock pressure
equal to the overburden load. In such circumstances, the presence of structural
weaknesses will govern the nature of a hydrofracture forming in response to fluids
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exceeding lithostatic. Clay partings along contacts between salt and marker beds, and
some clay lamina within salt beds are candidate horizons. These may be interrupted at
infrequent local breaks in stratigraphy formed during Permian deposition by channels
that crossed the shallow salt-flats. They have been observed in the experimental area
of the repository (D. Borns and R. Patchett, personal communication, 1995). The
effect of such an interruption of a bedding-plane hydrofracture is to force the opening
to propagate elsewhere. It is known also that hydrofractures tend to jump up to higher
levels in the strata, where load is less. In homogeneous rock, hydrofractures become
dish-shaped. Such behavior in the Delaware Basin has been demonstrated. In 1991,
the Bates #2 Well encountered brim~ with 1000 psi shut-in pressure while drilling at
2240 feet. It flowed about 840 gpm for 5.5 days. Responsible for the brine was a
Texaco Co. well injecting (oil-field waterflood operations) at 3000 ft depth, about 760
ft lower than the Bates well intersec:tion and about two miles away. It is consistent
with that incident to predict that when pneumatic pressure in the repository
_approaches the fracture gradient of 0.966 psi/ft depth, it will either hydrofrac a seal
or produce a single, elongated hydrofracture along a succession of overlying partings
of the Salado, ultimately breaching the Rustler aquifers. As EEG (1996, p. 2-4) point
out, the Rustler/Salado contact is also a potential pathway. Alternatively, an extensive
hydrofracture may intersect a borehole inadequately sealed to sustain the pressures
from deeper horizons.
The importance of borehole sealing, at sites both on and off the land withdrawal area,
is evident from the Bates #2 Well experience, and from other water-flood
hydrofractures encountered in recent years. DoE has chosen to accept the condition of
numerous abandoned wells in the region, presuming them to be well sealed in
accordance with state regulations. But the imperfection of casing cement jobs and the
corrosion that destroys casings in evaporite environments point to predictable vertical
paths open to the surface now or in the foreseeable future via the many abandoned
and active oil wells. The possibility that waterflood operations in the neighborhood
may propagate hydrofracture to the repository, saturate and pressurize it, then
hydrofrac an outlet to the surface is very real.
Discharge of air and gases is innocuous, insofar as TRU waste is not expected to
generate appreciable radioactive gas to contaminate the repository air. The
significance of pneumatic hydrofracture is that it prepares and maintains an open path
for escape of liquids to follow after the available vapor-phase has discharged from the
repository. The energy of any remaining room closure is available to expel fluids of
density below that of salt. Only if engineered barriers have been emplaced in the
rooms can sufficient brine sequestration be envisioned to preclude eventual brine
discharge along hydrofracture conduits, and DoE has not maximized use of such
barriers.
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DOE Response
Hydrofracture through Salado
Lithostatic pressure by definition means the pressure resulting from the weight of the
overlying stratigraphic column. So the maximum pressure that could be exerted on
resident fluid in the Salado Formation at a particular depth would be linked directly to
the weight of the overlying units, including a portion of the Salado Formation when
considering the repository. In reality though, the fact that rocks have strength,
including bedded salt, means that the rocks themselves support some portion of the
overburden pressure, thereby ensuring that true lithostatic pressure is not exerted on
fluids within the rocks. In the case of the Salado Formation, the bedded salt has
substantially less strength than other units within the stratigraphic column (i.e., the
bedded salt deforms as lower differ·ential stress), and as a result, the pressure on
. fluids within the bedded salt increases above hydrostatic pressure but is not likely to
reach lithostatic pressure. This is especially true in the anhydrite interbeds, which
have substantially more strength than halite-rich layers, and have pre-existing,
partially healed fractures within which fluid resides.
Another process which may affect the pressure within the disposal rooms will be the
generation of gases resulting from corrosion of metals and the biodegradation of
organic material in the waste itself. Both of these processes require the presence of
water in some form, and both procc~sses consume water. For either or both of these
processes to continue, additional water must be introduced into the disposal rooms.
As the gas pressure in the disposal rooms approaches lithostatic pressure, the
repository and the Salado Formation will be in equilibrium, and no pressure gradient
exists for water to flow into the disposal rooms.

If lithostatic pressures occur within the disposal rooms, the possibility of
hydrofracturing exists. Two locations where fracturing is least likely to occur in the
vicinity of the repository are around the panel seals and across the pillars between
adjacent disposal rooms. The panel seals, by their very nature and engineering
design, will act as rigid bodies shortly after emplacement. The amount of salt creep
necessary to compress, and for prac:tical purposes eliminate, the surrounding DRZs is
relatively small when compared to lthe amount of salt creep that must occur in the
disposal rooms to compacting both the waste and the backfill in addition to
compressing the DRZ. Pillars between the disposal rooms will behave similarly to
panel seals. Once disposal operations begin, adjacent disposal rooms will not remain
open for long periods of time prior to backfilling and closure. As a result, the DRZ
around the disposal rooms will be of limited extent and is unlikely to extend across a
pillar. As will be the case for the panel seals, the relatively wide pillars will act as
rigid bodies, and relatively little salt creep will be required to compress and virtually
eliminate any DRZ.
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Salt creep will occur in the disposal rooms, because the waste and backfill must be
compressed in addition to the DRZ. From experience in salt mines and in
excavations at the WIPP, most of the salt creep in excavated rooms will occur in the
vertical direction (i.e., both the roof and floor will creep more than the walls). The
expected extent of salt creep of the floor and ceiling is likely to result in displacement
of anhydrite marker beds primarily along existing or reopened fractures. These
displacements may provide pathways for gases in the disposal rooms to reach the
anhydrite marker beds. Based on observations at the WIPP, these marker beds are
already fractured, and as a result, the gas pressure exerted on these marker beds is
unlikely to create new fractures (other than reopening previously sealed fractures), or
a single fracture that would extend a considerable distance from the repository.
Stresses applied to fractured rocks tend to be dissipated by movements along existing
fractures rather the creation of new fractures .
. The DOE's conceptual model of the: disposal system has marker beds in the vicinity
of the disposal rooms (MB138, anhydrite layers a and b, and MB139) acting as
migration pathways for brine and gas flow (see Section 6.4.5.2 of the CCA). MB139
and anhydrite layers a and b will be within the DRZ that is expected to surround the
excavations, and MB 138 was included to account for uncertainty in the extent of the
DRZ. Clay partings were not included in the model, because the inclusion of
additional small-scale fractures will tend to dissipate the gas pressure rather than
concentrating the pressure for fluid migration through the marker beds.
The proposed analogy between the Texaco water-flood situation and the WIPP is not
valid. The geologic setting at the two locations are distinctly different, and as a
result, the response of the WIPP disposal system to injection wells in the vicinity of
the repository would not be the same as the response in the Texaco injection area. In
addition, the practices associated with the Texaco injection were distinctly different
than what is current practice in response to more recent regulations which apply to the
completion and operation of injection wells. For performance assessments, the DOE
is directed by 40 CFR Part 194.33(<;)(1) to assume that "Future drilling practices and
technology will remain consistent with practices in the Delaware Basin at the time a
compliance application is prepared.'"
To assess the possible effects of a leaky injection well in the vicinity of the WIPP as a
separate issue from performance assessment, the DOE analyzed what effect brine
disposal in the vicinity of the WIPP might have on the disposal system (please see
Phase II FEPs. Summary Memo of Record. FEP NS-7a: The Effects of Salt Water
Disposal and Waterfloociing on WIPP by D. M. Stoelzel and D. G. O'Brien). The
analyses included selecting the maximum injection pressure allowed by regulation and
preferentially flawed borehole casing and cement that allowed the pressure to affect
preferential anhydrite interbeds that would connect the borehole with the disposal
rooms. In addition, assumptions about material properties affecting brine flow were
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deliberately selected to overestimate the effects of injection on the disposal system.
This analysis demonstrated that hyd:rofracturing cannot extend from the Withdrawal
Area boundary to the repository during the 10,000 year performance period and that
the volume of brine located within the interbeds that would be forced into the disposal
rooms would be relatively small (Stoelzel and Swift, 1997). Stoelzel and Swift (1997)
conducted additional modeling studies that confirmed the CCA screening decision
documented in Appendix SCR.3.3.1..3.1.
As for the EEG' s suggestion that the Rustler/Salado contact is also a potential
pathway for radionuclide migration, the material that composes the Rustler/Salado
contact is the insoluble residue remaining after dissolution of bedded salt. This
material includes the clay, which results in high radionuclide-sorption values. The
DOE believes that considering only flow and transport in the Culebra Dolomite,
which has lower retardation values than the Rustler/Salado contact material,
. conservatively overestimates the lateral extent of radionuclide migration that may
result from human intrusion into the repository.
Reference:
Stoelzel, D.M., and P.N. Swift, 1997. "Supplementary Analyses for the Effect of Brine
Disposal and Waterflooding on the WIPP." Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
NM. SWCF WPO# 44158.
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CARD Comment 6
March 1997 Letter
Page 8, 9

Text of Comment
Disturbed-case scenarios. Whereas the above considerations leading to pneumatic
hydrofracture apply to the undisturbed repository, they should also be applied to the
single borehole El or E2 case or th€~ ElE2 case that would, at least, discharge
accumulated gasses and air from the repository. After hydrofracture, repository
pressure may not normally attain lithostatic again without a connection to the Castile
brines or waterflood brines. If the drilling occurs subsequent to undisturbed
hydrofracturing, pressures may become elevated when a Castile brine reservoir is
intercepted, the El scenario (CCA, 6.3.2.2.2).
In the event of potash mining in the McNutt member of the Salado overlying the
repository, the consequences would be far more extensive than merely the
enhancement of Culebra transmissibility (Corbet and Knupp, 1996). In addition to
shaft penetrations, the overburden between the mine and the surface would be
disrupted by numerous steep subsidence fractures. Many traversing salt may re-heal
while mining proceeds, but typically, potash mines flood via fractures carrying water
from overlying aquifers, as occur in the Rustler. Thus, a mine overlying the WIPP
repository can provide different con111ections to the accessible environment, depending
upon the time of repository breaching relative to the time of mining. The mining
level, about 75 m above the repository, would retain lateral continuity for centuries
before it seals itself. Thus, it would provide continuity from the repository to the
surface, via the shafts, boreholes old and new, and especially via hydrofractures, the
mine and Rustler aquifers. Several of these are potentially more likely than the simple
M scenario envisioned by DoE.
The E2 scenario (CCA 6.3.2.2.1), a drill hole inadvertently penetrating the repository
would discharge any accumulated air and gas, but if it occurs after venting by
undisturbed hydrofracture, the rooms may have closed to a state of near-saturation,
facilitating brine discharge to the borehole, driven by expansion of the remaining gas
and elastic expansions. The repercussions would depend upon the state of the
repository, thus the timing of events,. Diversion to the Culebra aquifer would result
from successful blowout prevention at the collar of the hole.
A drill hole through a partially vented repository room, a closed access drift or the
DRZ of any part of the system could conceivably be drilled deeper for resource
exploration, whereupon a pressurized brine reservoir in the Castile could be
encountered (El scenario, CCA 6.3.2.2.2), producing brine flow. Because no
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mechanically effective backfill or room seals are to be employed, direct circulation to
a point of hydrofracture egress is likely to sweep any mobile contents out of a panel
or perhaps two panels, but the panel closures would protect other panels from direct
flushing. However, any blowout preventer restraining direct brine discharge up the
hole would result in hydrofracture from room to room, to any shaft, borehole or
hydrofracture to the Rustler, since the Castile brine is generally at lithostatic pressure
for its deep level, thus much higher than lithostatic for shallower levels. The path
depicted in Fig. 6-11 represents only one of those possible, and probably not the
worst.
Many potential paths are possible with the E1E2 scenario, as described in CCA
6.3.2.2.3, conceivably sweeping as many as two panels of their mobile wastes. It
seems unlikely that the DRZ would have greater conductivity than would paths
through rooms, but in the event that panel closures function effectively, brine flowing
. through any salt-bounded fracture c:ould readily enlarge it to concentrate flow,
bypassing much of the waste. It is not convincing to say that the E1E2 scenario is the
worst case, that it is to be minimized because the compound probability of two such
penetrations is low. The El drill hole in combination with prior breaching paths
seems more likely and dangerous. The event of exploration well penetration of the
repository seems unlikely to contaminate the Culebra because such wells would be
new and cased through the Culebra. Thus the claimed retardation due to Culebra
transport processes might not provide a barrier when needed most.
DOE Response
Drilling occurring subsequent to undisturbed hydrofracturing has been addressed in
the compliance calculations. As addressed in 40 CFR § 194.33(b)(2):
"In performance assessments, drilling shall be assumed to occur in the
Delaware Basin at random intervals in time and space during the regulatory
time frame."
Because inadvertent human intrusio:ns are assumed to occur at anytime between 100
years and 10,000 years after the decommissioning of the facility (AICs are effective
for the first 100 years, see details in Section 6.4.12.2) drilling does occur subsequent
to undisturbed hydrofracturing. The random sampling of both the time and the
interval of intrusion between the 100-10,000 year time-frame ensures that the effect of
drilling after undisturbed hydrofract:uring is already considered in the compliance
calculations.
Subsidence fractures in the event of potash mining is specifically addressed in Chapter
6, Section 6.4.6.2.3. The modeling of the effects of subsidence is consistent with the
conceptual model and other guidanc:e presented by the EPA in 40 CFR Part 194. As
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stated in Chapter 6, Sections 6.4.6.2.3:
"The EPA clarifies its conceptual model on the effects of mining on hydraulic
conductivity of the units of tlhe disposal system in the Preamble to 40 CFR
Part 194 (EPA 1996a, 61 FR 5229). The EPA states:
Some natural resourcc::s in the vicinity of WIPP can be extracted by
mining. These natural resources lie within the geologic formations
found at shallower depths than the tunnels and shafts of the repository
and do not lie verticallly above the repository. Were mining of these
resources to occur, this could alter the hydrologic properties of
overlying formations-including the most transmissive layer in the
disposal system, the Culebra dolomite-so as to either increase or
decrease groundwater travel times to the accessible environment. For
the purposes of modeling these hydrologic properties, this change can
be well represented by making corresponding changes in the values for
the hydraulic conductivity. The Agency has conducted a review of the
data and scientific literature discussing the effects mining can induce in
the hydrologic properties of a formation. Based on its review of
available information, the Agency expects that mining can, in some
instances, increase the hydraulic conductivity of overlying formations
by as much as a factor of 1,000, although smaller and even negligible
changes can also be expected to occur. Thus, the final rule requires
DOE to consider the effects of mining in performance assessments. In
order to consider the 1effects of mining in performance assessments, the
DOE may use the loc:ation-specific values of hydraulic conductivity,
established for the different spatial locations within the Culebra
dolomite, and treat them as sampled parameters varying between
unchanged and increased 1,000-fold relative to the value that would
exist in the absence of mining."
Based on its review of available scientific data, the EPA expects that mining can
occasionally increase the hydraulic conductivity of overlying formations by as much
as a factor of 1,000, although smallc:r and even negligible changes can also be
expected to occur. Thus, the final rule requires DOE to consider the effects of
mining in compliance calculations. The EPA has also added four important clarifying
concepts. First, they have concluded that there are no minerals vertically above the
repository that are similar to those currently being extracted in the Delaware Basin.
Second, the EPA has not drawn any conclusions about the effect of mining on
groundwater travel times to the accessible environment. Third, it may be assumed
that the important effects of change in hydraulic conductivity occur only in the
Culebra. Fourth, the hydraulic conductivity data established in the Culebra by the
DOE may be multiplied, in case of mining, by a factor from 1 to 1,000. Therefore,
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in focusing on the effects of increasing Culebra transmissivity, the DOE has adhered
strictly to the guidance from the EPA and thus satisfied all criteria and requirements
of the 40 CFR 194.
As explained in Section 6.4.6.2.3, the effects of subsidence caused by potash mining
are included in the compliance calculations because of specific criteria in the 40 CFR
Part 194 regulations. DOE has incorporated the effects of subsidence caused by
mining, by using the conceptual model introduced by the EPA in 40 CFR Part 194.32
(b) and (c), which state what gets mined, when it gets mined, and the effects of
mining on the disposal system.
Within the disposal system, minerall resources similar to those currently being mined
outside the disposal system may be mined at an uncertain time in the future. Outside
the disposal system, mineral resources reasonably expected to be mined in the near
. future should be assumed to be mined. DOE has included both of these effects in
analyses of both disturbed and undisturbed performance. Inside the disposal system,
whether and when a mining event occurs after the active institutional control period is
determined by a probabilistic model, whereas anything that is reasonably expected to
be mined outside the disposal system is assumed to be mined by the end of WIPP
disposal operations.
As explained in Section 6.4.12, the sequences of future events that may occur are
determined using a random sampling procedure described in detail in Appendix
CCDFGF (Section 3.2). Each 10,000-year sequence is generated by randomly
sampling six parameters, two of which are the interval of time between drilling
intrusions (which yields both the number and time of intrusions) and the occurrence of
mining. Probability distribution functions are assigned to each of these six parameters
and random sampling from these distributions is used to generate 10,000 equally
likely, independent futures for the \VIPP for each realization executed and CCDF
constructed.
Inadvertent human intrusions are assumed to occur at any time between 100 years and
10,000 years after the decommissioning of the facility. Both the number and time of
intrusions are determined sequentially by sampling from a CDF derived from the
Poisson model that probabilistically describes the time period that elapses between an
intrusion at a fixed time and the next intrusion. The time interval to the next
intrusion following an intrusion may vary from 0 years to greater than 9,900 years,
with a probability determined by the rate constant l. This ensures that the time of
drilling (as modeled in the CCA) may occur either before or after undisturbed
hydrofracturing has taken place. Hydrofracturing that might occur after intrusion, as
a result of pressure increases from continued gas generation or Castile brine inflow, is
included in the analysis.
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CARD Conunents 7 to 22
March 1997 Letter
Sununary of Comment Text
This group of comments by CARD are written by Dr. R. H. Phillips and Dr. D. T.
Snow. They present a wealth of detailed information on the hydrology of the
Delaware Basin and, in particular, the Rustler Formation. However, most of this
information has already been presented in the CCA and its supporting references.
Therefore, it has already been considered by the DOE in the formulation of the WIPP
performance assessment (PA) models and supporting databases. In particular, the
available geological and hydrological observations are implicitly accounted for by the
stochastic model used by the DOE to represent flow in the Culebra. Furthermore, the
information presented by CARD is interspersed with a considerable amount of
.speculation and error, as well as misrepresentation of the DOE position. The DOE's
conceptual model is often in agreemt~nt with CARD, although the CARD comments
claim otherwise. CARD has presented few arguments that have not been discussed in
the CCA and that relates to the adequacy of the models used in the CCA.
The DOE considers it appropriate to provide a general response focused on the
relevance to compliance of the issues raised by CARD. Some of the detail in the
CARD comments is, therefore, not addressed specifically. However, response to
specific points is made within the discussions where it is clear that new information is
being presented by CARD or where it is clear that CARD disagrees with the positions
provided in the CCA.
The CARD comments essentially concern the adequacy of the hydrological model and
data used in the CCA to represent the Culebra and Rustler Formations. This response
is split into four general discussion c:ategories covering the main issues raised. The
general discussions and the comments covered by each discussion are listed below.
Some comments fall into more than one category.
(i)

Screening of karst formation and its consequences.

Comments 7, 9, 20, 21, 22
(ii)

Treatment of recharge and climate-related variations.

Comments 19, 21
(iii)

Use of borehole data to parameterize CCA models.

Comments 14, 18
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(iv)

Adequacy of the CCA model for Culebra hydrology.

Comments 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20, 22
The synopsis of the DOE's response is as follows:
•

The DOE recognizes that the Culebra is an extremely heterogeneous, fractured
medium. The uncertainties involved in attempting to characterize the hydrogeological
character of the Culebra have led to the development of a hydrological model for
CCA based on well data. This approach is consistent with international practice.

•

The CCA model uses several simplifying assumptions. CARD regularly confuses
assumptions as a statement by the DOE of reality. The DOE's conceptual model, as
. presented ·in the CCA, is in agreement with the following points raised in the CARD
comments:
regional groundwater flow is three-dimensional,
all rocks above the Salado (including the Mescalero caliche) have some
permeability,
recharge to the water table can occur over the entire land surface,
Nash Draw and WIPP-33 are examples of karstic features.
The DOE disagrees that:
karst occurs within the WIPP site,
extensive halite dissolution has occurred in the Rustler within the WIPP site.

•

Simplifying assumptions made in d1~veloping the CCA models are justified by
sensitivity analyses using or considering more detailed representations of the system.
In particular, extensive three-dimensional groundwater flow modeling has been
undertaken to support the two-dimensional CCA model.

•

The Culebra flow model used in th1~ CCA is conditioned using measured
transmissivity data and tested for adequacy by comparing observed and calculated
steady-state and transient heads. It is, therefore, consistent with the WIPP borehole
data and accounts for the observed, heterogeneous fracture flow. Contrary to the
assertion by CARD, the head data can be contoured as continuous smooth surfaces
and so argue against karstic flow. The amount of borehole data collected is sufficient
to adequately parameterize the CCA model.

•

The use of probability distribution functions for parameters and the generation of one
hundred different spatially-variable transmissivity fields captures the range of
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uncertainty in the Culebra flow conditions. Therefore, the detailed localized
information repeated in the CARD comments is implicitly accounted for in the model
results.
•

The DOE has demonstrated that the hydrochemistry of the Culebra is consistent with
the groundwater basin model. Past interpretations of inconsistency were made on the
basis of a two-dimensional flow fielld. Contrary to the contention of CARD, the DOE
does not deny the occurrence of ve1tical leakage. However, recharge rates are slow.
Groundwater in the Culebra, within the vicinity of the WIPP site, is probably at least
several tens of thousands of years old.

•

The CCA uses the assumption that the climate will change and uses conditions that
raise the water table to the land surface in a few hundred years as a conservative
upper limit for precipitation during the next 10,000 years. The DOE assumes that the
recharge rate during the late Pleistocene was sufficient to maintain the water table at
the land surface. The CCA model allows for a factor of up to 2.25 increase in
Culebra flow velocities due to increased precipitation in the future. This method of
accounting for the effects of future climate change was considered adequate by the
Conceptual Model Peer Review Panel.

•

The DOE agrees that Nash Draw is a karstic feature. However, there are no
examples of karstic features within the Land Withdrawal Area (LWA). The DOE
has investigated several features in 1the vicinity of the WIPP site previously thought
most likely to indicate karst. The m~est observed features are at WIPP-33, which
may represent a prong of dissolutio111 extending eastward from a karst transition zone
near Livingston Ridge.

•

The CCA uses calculations of radionuclide transport to the accessible environment,
which is conservatively assumed to lie at the ground surface and at the lateral
subsurface limit of the controlled area. Radionuclide transport to points miles beyond
this boundary is not conservative nor informative.

Screening of Karst Formation and its Consequences
The term "karst" refers to a type of surface morphology that results from the
dissolution of rock, largely by percolating groundwaters. Karst topography most
commonly forms in carbonate rocks, although it can also form in other readily soluble
rock types such as evaporites. Associated with karst are hydrological characteristics
related to dissolution features. The:se include rapid infiltration, fracture flow,
channeling, and irregular groundwater velocities.
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CARD states the DOE denies the existence of, or is not interested in karst. The DOE
has not denied the presence of karst features the WIPP site, and its position on the
relevance of karst formation to the integrity of the WIPP site is clearly presented in
Appendix DEF, Sections DEF.3.3 and DEF.3.4 of the CCA. This position has been
corroborated by the EEG in work published by Chaturvedi and Channell (1985) and
re-iterated in a recent submission to the EPA (Chaturvedi, 1990; Docket No. 11-D102). This position is again summarized here.
Section 2.1.6.2 and Appendix DEF, Section DEF.3.3, of the CCA summarize the
occurrence of karstic features in th1~ vicinity of the WIPP site. Information is also
available from Barrows (1982), who initially raised the concerns about the
implications of karst formation for the safety of the WIPP, Chaturvedi and Channell
(1985), who describe an investigation of the issue carried out by LeGrand in response
to Barrows on behalf of the EEG, :and Bachman (1985). One of the best examples of
karst topography in the vicinity of the WIPP is at Nash Draw, some 6 miles (10
kilometers) to the west of the Land Withdrawal Area (LWA).
As documented in Appendix DEF, Nash Draw contains many karstic features, such as
collapse sinks and swallow holes. Both the EEG study and Bachman ( 1985) consider,
however, that east of Nash Draw around Livingstone Ridge there is a transition zone
that marks the eastern limit of significant karst development. A prong of dissolution
may extend further east from this transition zone, as indicated by dissolution features
encountered by WIPP-33. Howev(~r, there is no evidence from hydraulic
conductivities that this prong extends into the LWA.
Comment #20 by CARD documents several observations concerning the possible
presence of karst features at the WIPP site including (i) heterogeneous
t:ransmissivities, (ii) cavernous zom~s. and (iii) surface features. These observations
are discussed below.
(i)

The heterogeneous distribution of transmissivities and the presence of hydraulic
connections between some boreholes (see also p.10 of Comment #22). The
DOE interprets these as the result of preferential flow along fracture networks
(e.g., Beauheim, 1989). CARD contends that they could be karstic channels.
Observed karstic features to the west of the WIPP are largely related to
dissolution of the Salado and collapse and fracturing of overlying units.
Formation of karstic channels in the Culebra are not apparent in areas that
have not fractured due to underlying dissolution. However, in terms of the
CCA model, the interpretation of the origin of high conductivity zones is not
important. The CCA represents all the measured conductivities, including
those observed in the pump-tests mentioned by CARD, with spatially-varying
transmissivity fields. Attachment A of Appendix TFIELD in the CCA
presents the 100 conditionally-simulated calibrated transmissivity fields, all of
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which reproduce the observed transmissivities shown in Figure TFIELD-5
(see, for example, Appendix TFIELD, Section TFIELD.4.2.2). Figure
TFIELD-5 presents the same: data as Figure 3 in Comment #20. Furthermore,
contrary to the assertion by CARD in Comment #10, the measured head data
can be contoured as continuous smooth surfaces and so argue against karstic
flow (see later). Head changes in boreholes indicative of rapid recharge at the
WIPP site during times of heavy rainfall have not been observed. Such
changes would be expected if recharge was occurring through karstic channels.
(ii)

Cavernous zones encountered in WIPP-33. The DOE attributes the karst
encountered at WIPP-33 to gypsum dissolution. However, CARD contends
that a consistent lack of core recovery at two stratigraphic horizons in other
boreholes within the LWA can be used, by analogy to WIPP-33, to infer
cavernous zones extending across the site. CARD contends that these two
horizons, one above the Magenta in the Forty-niner member and one below the
Culebra in the unnamed lowc~r member, are associated with deposits
interpreted by CARD as dissolution residues. These horizons have also been
well documented by the EEG in Chaturvedi and Channell (1985), along with
another postulated dissolution residue in the Tamarisk member. There are two
points to make. First, as CARD itself points out, lack of core recovery alone,
particularly in the carbonate rocks, cannot be taken as evidence for caverns
because of the fractured nature of the rocks and the ineffectiveness of the
recovery technique. Second,, the horizons identified in the CARD comments
and the EEG work have been studied extensively by the DOE and are almost
certainly not dissolution residues.
The three horizons (M2/H2, M3/H3, M4/H4) in question were studied
extensively by Holt and Powers on behalf of the DOE. As well as performing
studies of surface outcrop and extensive analysis of drilling data and
geophysical logs, Holt and Powers also studied sedimentary structures in the
Rustler Formation in three of the WIPP shafts. These detailed studies are
documented in Appendix F AC of the CCA and are summarized by Powers
(1997). The DOE studies df~monstrate that the spatial changes and structures
observed in the Rustler are largely related to depositional facies variation and
processes, and not to post-depositional dissolution. In the proposed dissolution
residue units, sedimentary structures show features consistent with sub-aerial
exposure. Channels filled with intraformational conglomerates, and graded
bedding in units bounded by erosional contacts are unequivocal evidence that
the beds were not deposited in a salt pan environment. In addition, a 200-foot
(61.5 meters) thick halite unlit cannot be reduced to a 10-foot (3 meter) thick
residue while preserving such bedding and similar sedimentary structures.
Soft sediment textures demonstrate that some halite was removed from the
beds during exposure, not after the rocks were buried. Holt and Powers
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(1988; Appendix FAC) proposed that the sedimentary features and thickness
variations of the Rustler Formation are consistent with a depositional
environment that varied later-d.lly from a salt pan east of the WIPP, through
intermediate saline environme:nts, to mudflats in the west that were exposed
sub-aerially and developed small channels.
Rustler rocks display post-depositional alteration, as do all sedimentary rocks.
However, there is no evidence that significant quantities of halite have been
removed by post-depositional dissolution. Recent drilling at H-19 on the
depositional margin of the halite in the Rustler has documented localized
structures that can be attribute~ to dissolution of halite through water/rock
interaction (Holt, 1997). However, these structures are confined to the margin
of the halite and, therefore, have only a localized effect on transmissivity and
cannot be taken as evidence of karstic activity across the LWA.
In summary, the DOE does not consider that the horizons referred to by
CARD are dissolution residues and that there is no evidence for cavernous
zones across the WIPP site.
(iii)

Surface features. The karst tieatures described by CARD (in both Comment
#20 and #21) at WIPP-33, east of Nash Draw, have already been well
documented (e.g. Sandia, 1981; Bachman, 1981). H-7 is located in Nash
Draw, and so the occurrence of karst and collapse features at this borehole is
to be expected. Within Nash Draw, collapse of the Rustler beds through
dissolution at the top of the underlying Salado has caused extensive fracturing
and brecciation of the Rustler and allowed extensive percolation of
groundwater. Holt and Powers (1988) demonstrated a general relationship
between removal of Salado halite by dissolution and the amount of brecciation
of overlying units. East of Livingstone Ridge there is a marked decrease in
the extent of Salado dissolution and a consequent decrease in the extent of
fracturing of the Rustler (e.g., Powers and Holt, 1995). As mentioned above,
this is considered to mark a transition zone that marks the eastern limit of
significant karst development. A prong of dissolution seems to extend east
from this transition zone as far as WIPP-33. This is evidenced at the surface
by the line of sinkholes described by CARD (Comment #20). However, there
is no indication that the Salado at the WIPP site has been thinned by
dissolution (Powers and Holt, 1995) and there are no examples of karstic
solution channels within the LWA.
CARD proposes that a dissolution residue is found at the Rustler-Salado
contact in the vicinity of the \\TIPP site. Holt and Powers ( 1988) considered
this zone to mark a primary e:rosional contact marking the energetic change
from the shallow brine environment of the Salado to the marine lagoonal
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environment of the Lower Rustler. Evidence for a dissolution residue at the
top of the Salado is limited to the west of the WIPP site and comes from
thickness changes in the Upper Salado (Powers and Holt, 1995) and the
Salado-like natural gamma signature of the residue (Jones et al., 1960) under
Nash Draw.
CARD suggests that WIPP-14 is a sinkhole and that lost core represents dissolution
zones into which there has been collapse (Comments #20 and #22). WIPP-14 was
one of the boreholes drilled by the DOE specifically to investigate possible karst areas
identified by Barrows et al. (1983). The borehole exhibited a normal stratigraphic
sequence. The gravity anomaly at 'WIPP-14 observed by Barrows et al. (1983) has
been interpreted to arise from poorly indurated surface material and conversion of
anhydrite to gypsum in the Rustler Formation (Barrow in Appendix C of Chaturvedi
and Channell, 1985). The observation by CARD that all halite has been removed is
_based on the assumption that halite was originally present. This is not consistent with
the interpretation of Holt and Powers (1988) that the WIPP-14 sediments were
deposited on the margins of an evaporitic pan and, therefore, that there was no
significant deposition of halite.
Evidence of the timescale for development of Nash Draw comes from radiometric
dating of the dissolution residue at the top of the Salado beneath Nash Draw and
observations of the youngest sedimentary formations overlying the WIPP site. Within
Nash Draw, a U-Th analysis of Upper Salado dissolution residue indicates an age of
at least 700,000 years (Szabo et al., 1980). Gatui'ia Formation sediments were
deposited unconformably on older units across the Delaware Basin from at least 13
million years ago to about 500,000 years ago (Powers and Holt, 1993). Thicker
deposits of the Gatui'ia Formation in Nash Draw are evidence that the Draw had
already formed a depression in the land surface at the time that the Gatui'ia was being
deposited. The Mescalero caliche overlies the Gatui'ia, and the upper crust of the
Mescalero caliche is interpreted to have formed about 420,000 years ago (Szabo et
al., 1980). Along Livingstone Ridg1~ on the eastern margin of Nash Draw, the
surface rocks, including the Mescalero caliche, show evidence of deformation. Thus,
it has taken at least hundreds of thousands of years or more for the margin of Nash
Draw to assume its current form. This timescale, combined with the lack of evidence
for any dissolution of the Salado at t.he WIPP site, means that there is no expectation
that the edge of halite dissolution at the top of the Salado will move eastward and
reach the controlled area during the period of regulatory concern. Therefore, the
DOE does not consider karst formation in the future to pose a threat to the integrity
of the disposal system well beyond the regulatory timeframe.
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Treatment of Recharge and Climate-related Variations
CARD incorrectly asserts that the DOE fails to recognize the recharge of the Dewey
Lake by infiltrating rainwater, leakage to the Rustler, and the three-dimensionality of
groundwater flow at the WIPP site. The DOE's conceptual model for the Culebra
allows for vertical leakage across th1e basin. Corbet and Knupp ( 1996) performed
three-dimensional modeling of the groundwater basin to support the simplified twodimensional approach taken in the CCA PA. In Corbet and Knupp's modeling, a
uniform potential recharge across the basin of 0.2 to 2.0 millimeters per year was
used, with the range accounting for future climatic variations. This range is also
consistent with the findings of Campbell et al. (1996), who used a chloride mass
balance method to determine localiz1ed infiltration rates at the WIPP site itself. The
recharge value was also chosen to yield a modeled water table consistent with that
observed. The model results showed that the groundwater in the Culebra within the
WIPP site boundary had originated outside the site by a combination of lateral flow of
distal leakage along the Culebra and by up to 60% vertical leakage from overlying
units nearer the site. Discharge predominantly occurred by lateral flow only. The
model also showed that it takes thouisands of years for water to reach the Culebra in
the WIPF site along both recharge routes. The net effect of this recharge and
discharge pattern is captured in the boundary conditions and transmissivities used in
SECOFL2D, the two-dimensional groundwater flow code used in the CCA PA.
Therefore, contrary to CARD's contention, the DOE does allow for vertical recharge
and three-dimensional groundwater flow. The issues in dispute seem to be the
amount of recharge and its infiltration rate to the Culebra, both now and in the future.
These issues are discussed below in terms of hydrochemical evidence for recharge,
hydrochemical evidence for residence time and infiltration rates to the Culebra, the
CCA treatment of recharge, and the CCA treatment of climate change.
Hydrochemistry

CARD uses the groundwater geochemistry in the Culebra to infer westward flow
directions across the WIPP site (p.4 of Comment #22) and influx of dilute vertical
leakage along flowpaths to the south and west of the site (p.11 of Comment #21). A
number of points need to be made in response:
(i)

The predominant north-south groundwater flow direction across the WIPP site
is determined by the measun~ transmissivities and heads. There is no a priori
fixing of the flow direction. Appendix TFIELD of the CCA describes how the
measured transmissivities are used to generate spatially-variable transmissivity
fields for SECOFL2D. Corbet and Knupp (1996) showed the flow directions
in the present-day groundwater system at the basin scale. These flow
directions were determined by the distribution of transmissivities used in the
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three-dimensional model and, in turn, these transmissivities are related to
geological variations.
(ii)

The DOE does not believe that groundwater in the Culebra within the LWA
will discharge at Malaga Bend. The DOE does not dispute that some parts of
the Rustler may discharge to Laguna Pequena and Laguna Grande de la Sal,
but it is not clear why CARD insists that groundwater from the LWA must do
so. The three-dimensional modeling did not show that Laguna Grande de la
Sal will be a discharge area for the WIPP in the next 10,000 years. This
argument is, in any case, enitirely irrelevant with respect to compliance, since
the accessible environment for the CCA calculations is more strictly defined as
the lateral subsurface limit of the controlled area.

(iii)

CARD contends that westward flow must occur because saline groundwaters
with NaCl concentrations in excess of 10,000 milligrams per liter occur in
Rustler rocks with no halite. CARD then considers that a large dilution by
rainwater recharge is necessary during westward flow, since groundwaters to
the east are more saline. However, the groundwater basin model developed by
Corbet and Knupp (1996) has recently been utilized to produce a coherent
explanation of the hydrochemistry of the Culebra that is consistent with the
flow directions presented in the CCA (Corbet, 1997). This explanation is
summarized here. Based on major-solute compositions, four hydrochemical
facies have been delineated in the Culebra (Ramey, 1985; Siegel et al., 1991):

•

Zone A contains saline ( - 2 to 3 molal) NaCl brines with Mg/Ca molar ratios
of about 1.2 to 2, and lies in the eastern part of the LWA.

•

Zone B contains relatively dilute CaS04 -rich groundwater (ionic strength <
0.1 molal) and lies west of the eastward extent of dissolution of the Upper
Salado.

•

Zone C contains waters of variable composition with low to moderate ionic
strength (0.3 to 1.6 molal). The most saline (NaCl rich) water is found in the
eastern edge of this zone, close to borehole locations where halite is observed
in the Tamarisk Member.

•

Zone D is defined based on inferred contamination of water from the other
facies by potash-refining ope:rations in the area. The Culebra groundwaters in
this area have anomalously high salinities (3 to 7 molal) and K/Na weight
ratios (0.2) compared to other wells in the study area (salinities < 3 molal;
K/Na weight ratios 0.01 to 0.09).
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:Earlier interpretations of groundwater flow and solute chemistry in the Culebra
Member of the Rustler, including that of CARD, have been based on the premise that
rock/water interactions along a flow path away from the WIPP site must transform
Facies C water into Facies B water. This premise is only valid if flow is assumed to
be confined to the Culebra. Howev1er, the three-dimensional groundwater basin
modeling of Corbet and Knupp (1996) has shown that the Facies C and B waters
originate from different recharge areas and travel paths to the Culebra, and that the
solute chemistries of these waters ar1e consistent with interactions with the rocks that
occur along their respective flow pa1ths to the Culebra. This eliminates the previous
concern about the apparent inconsistency between the observed solute chemistry and
flow directions in the Culebra.
Corbet ( 1997) has concluded that Fades A groundwater occurs in a region of
unaltered Rustler with a very low hydraulic conductivity and, therefore, moves
. extremely slowly. This water probably was recharged more than 600,000 years ago.
Solutes in the Facies A water are from dissolution of Rustler and/or Salado halite and
perhaps from synsedimentary brines.. The solute concentration of Facies A water
increases toward the east, reflecting a source of solutes east of the WIPP and slow
advective/diffusive transport toward the west. Facies B groundwater occurs in a
region of relatively rapid vertical leakage into the Culebra. This groundwater entered
the Rustler in a region to the southwest of the WIPP site and has reacted mainly with
Rustler anhydrite along its path to the Culebra. As Facies B water flows to the
southeast it probably mixes with Facies C groundwater. Facies C groundwater was
recharged to the north and northeast of the WIPP site. It is mainly meteoric recharge
water that has reacted with Rustler anhydrite and halite. As Facies C water flows
toward the south across the WIPP site, it is joined by small amounts of Facies A
solutes being transported from the east.
The findings of the groundwater basin modeling are consistent with the conclusion of
Bodine and Jones (1990) that Culebra groundwaters are mainly recharge waters that
have interacted with Rustler anhydrite and halite before reaching the Culebra. The
groundwater basin modeling results are also consistent with the recharge of
groundwater south of the WIPP site as proposed by Chapman (1988) and Myers et al.
(1991). Finally, the groundwater basin modeling results also support the conclusion
of Lambert (1991) that extensive dilution of more saline water has not produced the
Facies B water.

Residence time
CARD implies that dilution by vertical leakage into the Culebra must be rapid.
However, there is no chemical evid(~nce as to why this must be the case. No
anthropogenic signatures, e.g. bomb tritium, have been detected in Culebra
groundwaters. Stable isotope signatures and radiocarbon ages indicate that the
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dominant component of the Culebra groundwaters is thousands of years old (see
Siegel et al., 1991 for summary). Travel times from the atmosphere to the Culebra in
excess of 12,000 years are consistent with the flow pattern predicted by the
groundwater basin modeling. The DOE finds it difficult to conceptualize Facies C
water as having been recharged less than 12, 000 years ago because overlying
anhydrites are not thought to have been fractured by Upper Salado dissolution, and
because lateral flow rates within the Culebra are very slow. Consequently, the DOE
considers that Facies C groundwater was recharged more than (and perhaps much
more than) 14,000 years ago (Corbc~t. 1997). It should also be noted that modeled
travel times to the Culebra are not very sensitive to assumed recharge rates (Corbet
and Knupp, 1996).
Residence times of more than 12,000 years for the Facies B water are also consistent
with the groundwater basin model. However, shorter residence times are probably
. also consistent with this modeling. This is because lateral flow rates in the Culebra
are much faster than in the region of Facies C water and the overlying anhydrites are
thought to be fractured. One minimum radiocarbon date of 14,900 yr has been
obtained from the H-9 well (Lambert, 1987). This well is located in the Facies B
zone, near to the eastern extent of Upper Salado dissolution, that is, in the region
where mixing of Facies Band C waters is expected.
CARD stated in Comment #19 that the groundwater in the Culebra cannot be "fossil
water" because it is undersaturated. The waters are saturated with respect to phases
such as gypsum and calcite (Siegel 1et al., 1991). U ndersaturation with respect to
halite reflects a combination of availability of halite to react with the water, the large
amount of halite dissolution required to achieve saturation, halite dissolution rates,
changes in groundwater chemistry tlhrough other reactions, and groundwater flow
rates. Undersaturation cannot, therefore, be simply attributed to short residence
times, particularly when the waters are saturated with respect to other phases.

Recharge
CARD criticizes the DOE for not identifying the points of recharge to and discharge
from the Rustler Formation. Corbe:t (1997) identified the likely recharge zones for
the hydrochemical facies observed at the WIPP site. Because the flow field used to
model the Culebra in the CCA is based on the observed transmissivity distribution and
the values of hydraulic head at the boundaries, the points of recharge beyond the
model boundaries do not affect the model results. Similarly, the CCA calculations
are only concerned with discharge to the accessible environment, a distance of a few
kilometers from the repository. The points of discharge to the surface beyond the
accessible environment are irrelevant to the compliance calculations.
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In the three-dimensional modeling used to support the PA, Corbet and Knupp (1996)
used values of recharge thought to be representative of the long-term average over a 4
square kilometer area. These values of 0.2 to 2.0 millimeters per year are consistent
with those determined by Campbell et al. (1996), whose measurements were observed
to be comparable with those from similar environments elsewhere. Corbet and Knupp
(1996) applied the recharge across the entire top surface of their model. The average
long-term recharge value used was justified by comparing the calculated hydrological
conditions (water table and heads) with those observed. This probably resulted in a
better estimate of the value than the disparate and uncertain mass balance approaches
quoted by CARD.
In addition, Hunter (1985) estimated evapotranspiration rates of 98% to 99.5% for the
region. These are considerably higher than those quoted by CARD (Comment #19)
and consistent with a recharge rate of around 2 millimeters per year.
Climate Change

CARD misrepresents the treatment of future climate change by Corbet and Knupp
(1996) in two ways. First, the claim that Corbet and Knupp "is said to have bounded
the hydrologic effects of karst, mining, and climate change, simply by analyzing the
effects of an increase in the hydraulic conductivity of the Culebra" is not correct. No
such claim for the effects of karst and mining has been made, and the effects of
climate change were not analyzed by increasing the hydraulic conductivity of the
Culebra. Second, CARD questions why the full-glacial maximum was not
considered. The CCA uses the late Pleistocene full-glacial climate as a conservative
upper limit for precipitation during the next 10,000 years (Appendix CLI, Section
CLI.5 and CLI.6). Corbet and Knupp (1996) clearly stated that the last glacial
maximum occurred in the Pleistocene some 22,000 to 18,000 years ago. However,
the groundwater flow model requires an estimate of recharge, not precipitation. The
DOE assumes, therefore, that the n~harge rate during the late Pleistocene was
sufficient to maintain the water table at the land surface, and Corbet and Knupp
(1996) began their simulations at the end of the Pleistocene at 14,000 years BP, when
there was a clear decline in the annual precipitation rate (Appendix CLI). The
starting flow field was equilibrated using a recharge rate set to raise the water table to
the land surface, i.e., the top model boundary. Therefore, extending the simulations
further back into the Pleistocene with the same or higher recharge rate would have no
effect on the results.
The DOE agrees with CARD that a glacial advance is predictable, but does not
envisage a return to maximum Pleistocene conditions within the next 10,000 years
(Appendix CLI, Section CLI.8). The cyclical nature of climate changes was
considered in the model of Corbet and Knupp (1996). Three historical wet cycles
during the Holocene have been identified and presented in Appendix CLI of the CCA.
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Corbet and Knupp (1996) included these cycles in their analysis and used two models
for future climate evolution:
(i)

An increase in precipitation 500 years into the future, which then remains
constant for the next 10,000 years (the "step" pattern).

(ii)

Cyclical increases and decreases in precipitation every 2,000 years (the
"Holocene" pattern).

The recharge rates used by Corbet and Knupp (1996) for the Holocene were varied
for sensitivity analyses, but the range was limited to values that did not result in
unrealistically high simulated heads for the present. This modeling was used to
parameterize the Climate Index, a multiplication factor for the Culebra flow velocities
to account for the effects of future climate change in the CCA (Corbet and Swift,
1996; Appendix PAR, Parameter 48). The CCA allows for a factor of 2.25 increase
in Culebra flow velocity due to incn2sed precipitation in the future. This method of
accounting for the effects of future climate change was considered adequate by the
Conceptual Model Peer Review Panel (Appendix PEER, Section 1, Part 3 .18).
The observation by CARD that futuire runoff and precipitation could cause Laguna
Grande de la Sal to overflow into the Pecos River is irrelevant to the performance of
the disposal system, because modeled radionuclide releases are summed at the LWA
boundary for evaluating regulatory compliance. Such surface phenomena are
screened out of the performance assessment on the basis of low consequence
(Appendix SCR, Section SCR.1.5.4).
Potable Water

CARD repeats the documentation given in Appendix USDW of the CCA of water
quality and quantity as determined from boreholes in the Dewey Lake Redbeds and
Rustler Formation. However, no water in the vicinity meet the EPA's definition in the
rule of an underground source of drinking water (USDW) so DOE conservatively
developed its own criteria for a hypothetical USDW. The DOE indicates in the CCA
that potable water (as determined by the DOE criteria of TDS < 10,000 milligrams
per liter and production of > 5 gallons per minute) occurs in the Magenta and in the
Dewey Lake within the LWA, and are also possible outside the LWA in the Dewey
Lake and Santa Rosa Formations. Note that none of the occurrences of potable water
meet the EPA definition of a USD~r because they do not meet the EPA criteria for a
water distribution system, and therefore, no underground waters met the EPA's
definition of a USDW in the vicinity of WIPP. CARD criticizes the DOE for not
undertaking further investigation of possible USDWs. However, the DOE has taken a
bounding approach in demonstrating compliance with the EPA' s groundwater
protection requirements of 40 CFR § 191.14. The bounding analysis assumed that all
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of the radionuclides reaching the ac:cessible environment were available to a
hypothetical USDW at the edge of the LWA. Even with such an unrealistic
assumption, releases were well below the regulatory standards for drinking water (see
Chapter 8 of the CCA). Therefore, further characterization of possible USDWs
would be of no consequence to meeting the groundwater protection requirements and
would be an inappropriate use of resources.
Use of Borehole Data to Parameterize CCA models
CARD questions some hydraulic properties used by Corbet and Knupp (1996) and
inferred from geological observations (Comment #18). CARD also raises the
question of how the DOE can be sure that the site characterization boreholes have
captured the range of Culebra transmissivities (e.g., last full paragraph on p.3 and last
paragraph on p.13 of Comment #20). These questions are addressed below by
. considering the derivation of both regional- and local-scale hydraulic model
parameters.

Regional-scale hydraulic parameter values
The DOE realizes that a limitation of the basin-scale three-dimensional groundwater
flow modeling is the necessary coarse discretization of the hydraulic properties. To
approximate hydraulic values within a broad area by using the highest measured
value, however, would be neither realistic nor conservative. The approach of Corbet
and Knupp (1996) is documented in Sandia record package SWCF-A
1.2.07.1 :PDD:QA: Non-Salado:Culebra Transmissivity Zone: CLIMTIDX/GLOBAL.
As a first approximation, Corbet and Knupp estimated average hydraulic
conductivities using the geometric mean of measured values and, where necessary,
published values for similar, intact rock-types. They then modified the values where
appropriate to account for the effects of post-depositional processes comprising Salado
dissolution, dissolution of pore- and fracture-filling minerals, and interaction with
halite deposits. As discussed above~, the DOE considers that fracturing and disruption
of Rustler strata resulted from collapse after dissolution of the Upper Salado and not,
as contended by CARD, from extensive dissolution of Rustler evaporitic salt deposits.
The mapping of the boundaries marking the extent of these processes is clearly
described by Corbet and Knupp ( 1996) and the supporting record packages. There
are two approximations in the boundary mapping that prevented accounting for all
local-scale variations: the regional scale of the map, and the discretization of the
boundary into 2 kilometer lengths.
The 2 kilometer by 2 kilometer cell dimensions mean that details within the region
covered by the site characterization cannot be represented. Corbet and Knupp (1996)
acknowledged that local-scale observations, such as some of those made by CARD,
are not reproduced. This limitation was offset by placing emphasis on results from
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simulations that reproduced the larg€:r-scale features of the modem-day flow pattern.
Because of the heterogeneous hydrological nature of the Rustler Formation, there is
considerable uncertainty in deriving large-scale values of hydraulic conductivity and
recharge rates from the available observations. Therefore, Corbet and Knupp (1996)
examined the sensitivity of model results to the assumed values of conductivity and
recharge, and placed more emphasis on observations of the behavior of the system
that were less sensitive to changes in these parameters. An example of such an
observation is that nearly all outflow from the Culebra beneath the site is by lateral
flow.
CARD claims that the hydraulic conductivity value used for the Dewey Lake unit is a
wild guess, quoting data from two wells as examples of higher values. In the
modeling of Corbet and Knupp (1996) the hydrological unit representing the Dewey
Lake also represents the overlying Triassic rocks. The value for this unit used by
Corbet and Knupp ( 1996) was based on literature data for similar rock-types.
Attempts to measure the conductivity of the lower Dewey Lake rocks have failed
because of its extremely low value. CARD states that the Triassic rocks have a
sufficiently small conductivity to "block" recharge. Therefore, use of the highest
measured conductivities in the Uppeir Dewey Lake would have been unrealistic.

Characterization of local-scale

transmissivi~y

The DOE recognizes that the transmissivity of the Culebra varies significantly across
the WIPP site. It is not, therefore, possible to estimate the transmissivity with
certainty at all points of interest from only a limited number of boreholes. One
generally accepted method of representing such heterogeneity is through use of a
stochastic model (e.g., de Marsily, 1986). Such models assume that the spatial
variation is random. However, in using a stochastic model approach, the DOE has
ensured that the pattern of transmissivity generated by the model is constrained by
actual observations, (i.e., the borehole data). The CCA uses one-hundred generated
spatially-variable transmissivity fields to capture the uncertainty associated with the
spatial variability of the available dar.a.
As with any modeling, the question arises as to how many data are required to build
sufficient confidence that the model is an adequate representation for the purposes of
PA? This question can be examined in a number of ways for the stochastic model
used by the DOE:

•

Examine the fit of the calculated field to the calibration data. Section
TFIELD.4.2.2 of the CCA compares steady-state heads and transient heads
from pumping tests with thos1;: calculated using the generated transmissivity
fields. The fit is good. An improvement over earlier work was noted and
attributed to use of a finer grid in the WIPP site area and to an independent
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optimization of the properties for the higher and lower transmissivity portions
of the model. These two conditions produced higher transmissivities
connected in a more tortuous fashion than in previous WIPP PAs.

•

Examine the changes in the calculated fields caused by the introduction of
more calibration points. Thie sensitivity of modeling results to the number of
transmissivity measurements used to condition the stochastic model was
examined within the INTRA VAL program (Andersson et al., 1996). An
independent team of modelers from AEA Technology in the UK performed
three hundred realizations of their transmissivity field model using 0, 10, 20,
and 39 transmissivity measurements for conditioning (Figure 4.13 of
Andersson et al., 1996). The reduction in uncertainty for their model was
large between the realizations using 0 and 10 measurements, and reduced
further between the realizations using 20 and 39 measurements, which
indicate appropriate data incorporation to allow reliable estimates of
transmissivity variations.

•

Examine the sensitivity of transpon calculation results to fields generated with
different numbers of calibration points. Because of the retardation of
radionuclides in the Culebra,, the final CCDFs calculated by the CCA are, in
fact, not sensitive to the Culebra transmissivity and, therefore, are not
sensitive to changes in the g1:!nerated field. No releases to the accessible
environment were calculated with any of the one-hundred generated
transmissivity fields.

The transmissivity fields are generated from data that cover several orders of
magnitude. The DOE has already drilled a number of boreholes and conducted pumptests to investigate proposed karst foatures and to ensure that no outlying high
transmissivity areas are omitted from the modeling. The method of generating the
transmissivity fields, the number of fields generated, and the range and number of
observed data used to condition the fields ensure that the behavior of groundwater
flow in the Culebra and the associated uncertainty are captured in the PA. The
DOE's modeling approach has been corroborated by the Conceptual Model Peer
Review Panel, who state (Appendix PEER, Section 1, Part 3.2.2.4):
"The existing transmissivity field models seem to cover the regions of greatest
concern to site performance with what appears to be an adequate testing data
distribution to rule out local variations in flow significant to performance of the site.
The density of field testing data seems to be adequate."

It is not clear what point CARD is trying to make with the documentation of
measured heads in Table 2 of Comment #22. The DOE agrees that differences in
hydraulic heads between boreholes can be used to constrain groundwater flow
directions. This is true for both porous isotropic media and for fractured rocks where
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fracture lengths are short compared to the distances between the head measurements.
Table TFIELD-3 in Appendix TFIELD of the CCA presents essentially the same
Culebra head data as that documented by CARD. However, there are slight
differences between the data presented by the DOE and CARD because the DOE has
re-analyzed well data and recalculated the steady-state head data to eliminate, to the
extent possible, the effects of drilling, construction and well testing (see Section
TFIELD.2.2.4). The head data pn~sented by the DOE have been contoured as
continuous smooth surfaces, arguing for a continuous flow field. As stated above, a
comparison of the observed Culebra heads with those calculated using the
conditionally-simulated Culebra transmissivity fields used in the CCA show good
agreement. Therefore, the groundwater flow directions calculated by SECOFL2D are
consistent with the observed Culebra heads.
The observed Culebra heads are consistent with the assumption that the Culebra is
· acting as a drain for overlying units. CARD claims that heads at WIPP-25 and H-6
indicate upward flow from the Cukbra to the Magenta. Of the sixteen wells for
which head data are available for both the Culebra and the Magenta, thirteen wells
clearly indicate downward flow, two indicate downward flow within the range of
uncertainty (WIPP-25 and WIPP-27), and one shows equal heads in both units and is,
therefore, indeterminate (H-6). WIPP-25 and WIPP-27 are in Nash Draw where
collapse has disrupted the confining layer between the Magenta and the Culebra.
Flow paths in Nash Draw and beyond the accessible environment boundary are of no
relevance to the compliance calculations and/or, to the validity of the assumptions
made in the two-dimensional CCA model of the Culebra.

Adequacy of the CCA Model for Culebra Hydrology
The conceptual and mathematical models for groundwater flow and transport in the
Culebra have developed iteratively over the last decade using input from field tests,
preliminary performance assessment analyses, and peer review (e.g. Sandia, 1991,
1992-1993). The Culebra has non-uniform properties, both horizontally and
vertically. For CCA purposes, it is necessary to capture the effects of this variability
in order to derive robust predictions for radionuclide transport. The term robust is
used here to mean as realistic as possible, given the variability and uncertainty
associated with the system, but without overpredicting the retardation performance of
the system. In some cases, the DOE has chosen to make conservative, simplifying
assumptions to capture the effects of variability and to bound uncertainty. The
iterative cycles of preliminary performance assessments, field tests, and sensitivity
analyses have been aimed at achieving a robust representation of the Culebra in the
CCA.
CARD makes several comments concerning the adequacy of the CCA model for
Culebra hydrology and radionuclide transport. The majority of points made by CARD
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have been dealt with in the general response above. The remaining points are
addressed specifically here.

Comment#8

Fracture Characterization

The DOE recognizes that the Culebra has a complex fracture network. There is also
the potential for some vertical flow. As CARD notes, the distribution of Culebra
fracture types is not predictable. The DOE considers it doubtful that even a very
costly slant-hole drill-coring program would allow development of a fracture network
model that accurately represented th1~ distribution of fractures in the Culebra. The
uncertainties in the hydrogeological character of the Culebra have led to the
development of a hydrological model for CCA based on well data. As the Conceptual
Model Peer Review Panel noted (Appendix PEER, Section 1, Part 3.2.1), the large
number of hydrological tests within the LWA, the variety of types of testing, and the
·long period of monitoring suggest that the DOE's flow model is sufficient to answer
compliance-related questions about the Culebra. The DOE has adopted a simplified
and conservative representation of the Culebra flow field. The Culebra is treated as
confined in order to maximize lateral flow and minimize travel times to the accessible
environment. For the same reasons,, the fractures are assumed to be horizontal and
continuous (interconnected).

Comment#JO Use of Darcy's Law
For a rock system of parallel and continuous fractures with laminar flow, an
equivalent hydraulic conductivity can be defined based on the conductivity of the
fractures, the conductivity of the matrix, and the fracture apertures and spacing.
Applying Darcy's Law, this equivalent hydraulic conductivity can be used to
approximate flow in the fractured rock as an equivalent porous medium (e.g., de
Marsily, 1986). Such approximations assume that water flow is in steady state. In
transient systems, the transmission of pressure variations tends to occur more quickly
in the fractures than in the matrix (double porosity), and time-dependent derivations
of Darcy's Law are used. Results of hydrological tests on wells completed in the
Culebra are consistent with the response of a heterogeneous medium obeying Darcy's
Law (Jones et al., 1992). Results of some well tests have indicated double-porosity
behavior during the early part of the: test (Jones et al., 1992). However, the time of
pressure equilibration between the different porosities is short compared to the time
considered in the WIPP PA. Therefore, for the purposes of fluid flow calculations in
the PA, the DOE models the Culebra as a heterogeneous, single-porosity medium
obeying Darcy's Law. This CCA model, together with the generated transmissivity
fields, reproduces the observed heads (contoured as a smooth potentiometric surface)
in the Culebra (Appendix TFIELD, Section TFIELD.4.2.2). The DOE considers this
to be an adequate demonstration of the robust nature of the model, including the
appropriateness of assuming Darcian1 flow.
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Comment#]] Treatment of the Culebra as a porous, homogeneous medium with continuously
varying propenies
It is clearly stated in the CCA (Section 2.2.1.4.1.2) that Culebra transmissivity is

controlled by the abundance of open fractures. However, for CCA purposes, the
movement of water through both fractures and matrix is approximated by a model of
a heterogeneous, single-porosity medium obeying Darcy's Law. The transmissivity
fields used in the CCA model are based on the transmissivities measured from field
tests. There is no evidence of significant (i.e., large-scale) zones with higher
transmissivity than those already observed in the boreholes used to condition the CCA
model.

Comment#12 Treatment of the fracture fl.ow as isotropic
·As stated above for Comment #8, even an extensive slant-drilling program is unlikely
to allow development of a model to predict fracture distributions and orientations.
Therefore, the DOE represents the Culebra as a single-porosity medium with a
spatially-variable transmissivity in the PA. This stochastic model reproduces the
observed transmissivities and heads, and captures the uncertainty due to the
heterogeneous nature of the Culebra. The approach taken by the DOE is more robust
than it would have been if we had attempted to characterize a randomly-oriented
fracture set.

Comment#13 Use of a two-dimensional representation for the Culebra
The use of a two-dimensional horizontal representation of the Culebra in SECOFL2D
is a simplified implementation of the actual three-dimensional groundwater flow
system. Three-dimensional modeling of the regional groundwater flow in the Rustler
Formation has been performed to help understand the system and guide its
conceptualization for the purposes of the CCA (e.g., Davies, 1989; Corbet and
Wallace, 1993; Corbet and Knupp, 1996). Corbet and Knupp (1996) actually used
nine hydrostratigraphic units to model the Rustler, rather than the five suggested by
CARD.
Corbet (1995; Appendix MASS, Attachment 15-7) also carried out an analysis
specifically to ensure that the two-dimensional model is adequate for estimating
actinide transport within the PA. This analysis showed that, although a significant
amount of vertical leakage occurs into the Culebra, all of the outward flow from the
LWA was by lateral flow along the Culebra. Therefore, the two-dimensional model
accounts adequately for the release pathways. The impact of neglecting vertical
leakage when calculating transmissivity from transient pumping tests is small because
the length of time of the pumping tests is too short for significant leakage to occur.
However, accounting for possible changes in boundary conditions with time for the
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two-dimensional model must considc::r the effects of changes in vertical leakage at the
basin scale. This has been done using the three-dimensional groundwater basin flow
model (Corbet and Swift, 1996; Appendix PAR, Parameter 48).
Comment#15 Treatment of matrix diffusion
Attachment 15-6 of Appendix MASS of the CCA documents that tracer tests at the H11 and H-19 hydropads could not be: interpreted by models allowing for
heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity alone. These tests corroborate previous
evidence for double-porosity effects and matrix diffusion affecting transport in the
Culebra (Jones et al., 1992). The Culebra transport model (SECOTP2D) therefore
accounts for advection through fractures and other permeable porosity, dispersion
during advection due to heterogeneity, and matrix diffusion. The derivation of the
parameter values used to characteriz1:! these processes is described in Attachments 15-3 and 15-6 of Appendix MASS, and Appendix PAR, Parameters 35, 49, 50, and 51.
The advective and diffusive porositic::s and the half- matrix block length are sampled
parameters, the upper and lower range limits for which are based on field and
laboratory observation. These parameters, therefore, capture the uncertainty due to
the heterogeneous distribution and size of Culebra fractures and porosities.
CARD is correct in stating that matrix diffusion becomes less important as fracture
apertures widen and groundwater flow rates consequently increase. Double-porosity
groundwater transport models account for this effect. For the purpose of responding,
the DOE assumes that CARD is actually concerned that the CCA model for Culebra
transport does not account for dissolution and consequent widening of fracture
apertures during the 10,000 year simulation.
Section 8. 7 of Appendix F AC of the CCA describes fracture styles in the Rustler
Formation. Gypsum fracture fillings usually indicate separation along a single
fracture. Several episodes of crosscutting relationships show that the fracture style
changed through time. At the WIPP exhaust shaft, arcuate gypsum-filled fractures
have slickensided surfaces. The slickensides probably developed as the mudstone
units deformed due to loading and unloading. The fractures are observed to be
dissimilar to fracturing associated with solution collapse (Holt and Powers, 1988).
There is no apparent relationship of WIPP fracturing to dissolution at the WIPP site.
The DOE considers that differential unloading is responsible for the majority of the
Rustler fractures.
Culebra groundwaters are saturated with respect to gypsum and calcite and
supersaturated with respect to dolomite. There is, therefore, no possibility that
fracture apertures could increase by dissolution at the present time. Furthermore, for
any future climate scenario, it is likely that the groundwater will be saturated with
respect to gypsum before it enters the Culebra. There is no evidence that matrix
diffusion could decrease over the regulatory period.
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Comment#16 Representiveness of Kd

valut~s

Radioactive waste disposal programs worldwide base the distribution coefficient (KJ
data used in their performance assessments on laboratory measurements. Reasons
include cost, logistical constraints, and the difficulty of obtaining meaningful field
measurements. The cost and difficulty in setting up and interpreting sorbing tracer
tests conclude that such tests can be: used only to build confidence in limited parts of a
Kd database.
The procedure and rationale follow1~ by the DOE in developing Kd values is clearly
set out in Appendix MASS, Attachment 15-1, and Appendix PAR of the CCA. The
~ values used in the CCA have been commented on by the EEG, and the DOE has
responded to these criticisms (Response to EEG Comment #12, 7 February, 1997).
The observation by CARD implies that the laboratory Kd values have been used
. directly with no scaling considerations which is not the case. The example given by
CARD cannot be considered specifically because CARD does not indicate where the
figures quoted came from or even to which radionuclide they apply. However, the
DOE considers that the batch laboratory results on crushed rock are representative of
the field scale tests because grain sizes and available surface areas at the two scales
are similar. This consideration was accepted by the EEG in their February 7
comment and by the Conceptual Model Peer Panel in their Supplementary Report of
December 1996 {Appendix PEER, Section 1, Part 3.10.2). It is not appropriate to
attempt to scale the data by considering the relative surface areas of crushed rock and
fractures; the conceptual model used in the CCA for retardation considers only
sorption in the matrix of the rock, not the fractures.
The DOE also conducted flow-through tests on intact rock-cores for comparison with
the crushed rock experiments. Breakthrough was not observed for Pu, Am, and Th,
even after pumping brine through the cores. Therefore, only minimum ~values
could be derived for these radionuclides. The ~ parameter ranges used in the CCA
are consistent with these minimum values. Flow-through tests for U and Np
generally yielded lower~ values than the crushed rock experiments because the
contact times in the flow tests were not sufficiently long to allow equilibrium to be
reached. Therefore, Kd values derived from the crushed rock experiments are more
reliable. Despite this, the Kd parameter range for U used in the CCA was extended to
encompass the results of the flow-through tests.

Comment#17 Evidence for clay linings retarding radionuclide migration
CARD is mistaken; the DOE takes no credit for radionuclide retardation on clay
fracture linings.
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Compliance with this requirement is discussed in CCA Section 7.4, and an analysis of
different engineered barriers is presemted in Appendix EBS of the CCA. Amongst the
engineering alternatives considered in this analysis were different canister designs and
vitrification of appropriate waste components (Appendix B of Appendix EBS).
Transmutation was included in the candidate list of engineering alternatives, but was
not included in later analyses as it has only been demonstrated for pure isotopic
fractions and is therefore inappropriate for wastes comprising mixtures of materials
(Appendix C of Appendix EBS).
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CARD Comment 24
1\ilarch 1997 letter

Text of Comment

Harold M. Frost
3-5-97
NUCLEAR TRANSMUTATION AS A 1'1fEANS OF REDUCING IBE MENACE OF
PLUTONIUM AND RADIOACTIVE WASTES.
You can · t get rid of radioactive substances by burying them, at least not safely, at a
. flawed facility like WIPP. The half-lives of the isotopes are immutable; there is
nothing that you can do to eliminate~ radioactive substances.
Or is there? Yes, there is an alternative to burying radioactive substances: nuclear
transmutation of the offending radioactive isotopes, the turning of them into stable
isotopes and isotopes that have shorter half-lives than the starting materials, thus
eliminating the need for virtually perpetual reposition of the radioactive substances, or
at least to a great degree reducing the far future hazards of the waste.
A great beauty of the transmutation idea is that as envisioned, it would involve a
system that produces far more energy than it uses to transmute the waste, so that a
nuclear transmutation facility could produce electricity to supply to the grid as it is
transmuting waste.

How Would It Be Done?
One vision of a transmutation system comes from Los Alamos National Laboratories
(LANL), and is described in various publications of LANL that are available to the
public ( two publications are cited below). In very simple terms, it would consist of a
powerful accelerator that would dirc~t an intense beam of protons to a "target." The
target would be a material which when bombarded with protons of the proper
engergies [sic] would produce a shower of neutrons (many neutrons per proton), and
of course the plutonium or other wastes that are being transmuted; it is the intense
flux of neutrons that is responsible for the transmutation reactions. The system would
be set up so that there would never be a critical mass of plutonium or other fissile
isotopes in the system at any one time, so an explosion caused by a runaway chain
reaction could not occur.
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The transmutation reactions would generate heat, which would be extracted from the
system to drive a steam turbine, to rnn a generator, to produce electricity.
Some of the electricity would have to be fed back to the proton accelerator, but most
of it could be fed into the electrical power distribution grid.
If the plutonium stockpiles and othe:r wastes are ever all used up, then the system
could still be run by using naturally occurring thorium or uranium, if there were a
need and desire to do this. This technology is indeed elegant and beautiful, and
would be very useful if developed and put to use. It would be certainly be much
better than the perilously dangerous unsoundness of WIPP.

Is It Feasible?
. Very definitely, this vision is quite feasible. The technology involved is not
extraordinarily difficult, and much of the technology is already developed or on the
way to being developed. The required proton accelerator would basically be a scaledup version of an existing Los Alamos accelerator.
If there is a will to do it, and if the funds are made available (economically it would
be a much better deal in the long run than WIPP, though initial development and
construction costs would be high), then this vision most definitely can be made to
come to pass. Relevant research has also been done in Russia and in the Czech
Republic, and in other countries.

A Means Of Preventing Future Plutonium Mines.
And as far as the plutonium is conct~rned, it is far, far better to transmute it into
something other than plutonium, so that it can never be used to produce a fission
device. Simply burying the plutonium would open up the possibility that the
repositories containing plutonium could anytime within the next many, many
thousands of years be made into plutonium mines. Plutonium mines-a dreadful
prospect indeed.
Conclusion.
Accelerator Transmutation of Waste (ATW) is a brilliant and technologically elegant
possible future means of dealing with the menace of accumulated plutonium and
various accumulated radioactive wastes. This technology offers the possibility of
virtually eliminating dangerous plutonium, and dramatically shortening the period of
most dangerous activity of the various radioactive wastes. It is far better in the long
run both economically and environmentally than WIPP, which is unsound and
dangerous as a result of many flaws.
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FOR FURTHER READING:
Arthur, E.D. Accelerator-based Systems for Plutonium Destruction and Nuclear
Waste Transmutation, Los Alamos National Laboratories, Los Alamos, N.M.
AIP Conference Proceedings-International Conference on Accelerator-Driven
Transmutation Technologies and Applications, Las Vegas, Nevada, July 25-29, 1994.
Los Alamos National Laboratories, Los Alamos, N.M.
DOE Response:
The basis of Mr. Frost's comment is that DOE should use nuclear transmutation in a
particle accelerator driven reactor as a means of converting plutonium (and other
fissionable radioactive materials in the waste proposed for isolation at the WIPP) to
- it's related fission products. Mr. Frost asserts that in the process, a net energy gain
would be achieved, and its use to generate electricity would defray the cost of 1) the
facility to separate the fissionable materials from the non-fissionable elements of the
waste, and 2) the nuclear reactor used for the transmutation. He argues that this
alternative waste disposal concept obviates the need for the WIPP.
DOE notes that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA) committed the United
States to geologic isolation as the b~~st long-term solution to the final disposition of the
waste. In the intervening years, many alternatives to geologic isolation have been
proposed. Concepts such as the separation and transmutation (S&T) of nuclear wastes
that either eliminates or reduces their radiological inventories have been studied for
many years (even before the NWPA of 1982). However, the difficulty in both the
separation process and the nuclear r1eactor process has consistently led to the
conclusion that S&T is not practicable.
The most recent (and by far, the most comprehensive) analysis was commissioned in
1991, when the Secretary of Energy requested the National Research Council to
conduct a broad systems review of the application of S&T technologies to waste
disposal. The NRC established a 19-member multidisciplinary committee and over
the succeeding four years, developed a comprehensive assessment (NAS, 1996). This
study included the use of a light-water reactor (LWR), an advanced liquid-metal
reactor (ALMR), and an accelerator-driven subcritical nuclear reactor concept for
producing neutrons called the accele:rator transmutation of waste (ATW). It
concluded that S&T technologies for waste disposal would require a national
commitment to nuclear fuel reprocessing and that implementation would require many
billions of dollars over the next few decades before the technologies and political
acceptability could mature.
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CARD Comment 23
March 1997 Letter

Text of Comment
BREACH SCENARIOS AT THE WIPP SITE
by Richard H. Phillips, Ph.D.
and David K. Mitchell, P.E.
The WIPP site is located in a known mineral district. Potash resources, including
sylvite [KCl] and langbeinite [K2Mg2(S04) 3], in the McNutt member of the Salado
Formation, extend directly above thf~ WIPP repository (FEIS, 1980, Figures 8-5, 9-1,
-9-2). Oil and gas resources in the Delaware Mountain Group (and lower formations)
extend directly underneath the WIPP repository (FEIS, 1980, Figure 8-6; EEG-62,
1996, Figure 2.2-6). This has been known since before the WIPP site was selected.
Under the original WIPP site selection criteria, only "areas more than two miles from
deep drill holes" were considered (GCR, 1978, Figure 2-3). When a test hole called
ERDA-6, drilled at the original WIPP site, encountered a pressurized brine reservoir
in the upper anhydrite of the Castile Formation, between the Salado Formation and
the Delaware Mountain Group, the site had to be abandoned. Because no other
potentially suitable sites in the Delaware Basin could be found, a new map was drawn
indicating "areas more than one milf~ from deep drill holes." (GCR, 1978, Figure 28) On this basis, the current WIPP site was selected.
Two test holes, ERDA-9 and WIPP-12, were drilled at the current WIPP site,
penetrating 53 feet and 47 feet deep,, respectively, into the Castile Formation,
stopping short of any repressurized brine reservoir. Thus the FEIS concluded that
brine reservoirs "are extremely unlikely near the repository." A Stipulated
Agreement was later signed between DOE and the State of New Mexico requiring that
borehole WIPP-12 be deepened. (WlPP-12 is located one mile north of the center of
the WIPP site).
On November 22, 1981, pressurized brine associated with hydrogen sulfide gas was
encountered at WIPP-12 in the upper Castile anhydrite, 240 feet below the Salado
Formation. The brine flowed to the land surface at a rate of 45 gallons per minute
(1540 barrels per day) for forty days. Total brine outflow was 60,000 barrels, or
about 2.5 million gallons (DOE, 1982, TME 3148). Thus a geologic mechanism
exists which is capable of flooding the WIPP repository, corroding the steel drums,
dissolving the waste, and carrying contaminated water up the WIPP shafts to
overlying aquifers or to the land surface (EEG-6, 1980, pp. 47-48).
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The total volume of the WIPP-12 brine reservoir was later estimated at between 17
million gallons (EEG-23, 1983, p. 29) and 30 million gallons (EEG-22, 1983, p. 79).
By comparison, about 63 million gallons would be necessary to completely fill the
WIPP repository (EEG-16, 1982, p. 45). It is likely that the WIPP-12 brine reservoir
extends directly underneath the WIPP waste emplacement panels (EEG-23, 1983, p.
31; Phillips, 1987, Figure -6; EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-3) Borehole ERDA-9 (located 320
feet from the center of the WIPP site) was never deepened; but less than 100 feet of
vertically fractured anhydrite is all that separates the pressurized brine reservoir from
ERDA-9, an existing pathway to the WIPP repository. The plan is to plug ERDA-9,
but there is no proven technology for plugging boreholes in salt formations, and
CARD doubts that it can be done successfully.
In 1983 the boundaries of the WIPP site were reduced, from an approximation of a
circle with a three-mile radius (18,960 acres) to a perfect square, four miles on each
- side (10,240 acres). The DOE thereby relinquished control of 8, 720 acres in what
had been designated as Zone IV (EEG-23, 1983, Figure 26), within which DOE had
intended to prevent secondary methods of oil recovery such as waterflooding or
hydrofracturing, to prevent solution mining for potash, and to oversee the eventual
plugging of oil and gas drill holes (FEIS, 1980, p. 8-4). The rationale, according to
DOE, was that "the minimal amount of crude oil likely to exist within the WIPP site"
made waterflooding adjacent to WIPP unlikely (EEG-55, 1994, p.21; EEG-62, 1996,
p. xiv). CARD has long suspected that one of the reasons for reducing the
boundaries of the WIPP site was the presence of obvious karst features in Zone IV
(e.g., boreholes WIPP-33 and WIPP-14) as described by Barrows (1982, pp. 6-8,
reprinted in EEG-32, 1985, Appendix A; see also Barrows to Chaturvedi, 8/6/82,
Appendix B; Barrows to Chaturvedi, 4/7/83, Appendix C). Whatever the reasons,
there are now, within the old Zone IV, 14 oil wells and 6 gas wells. Altogether,
there are now, within two miles of the current WIPP site boundary, 101 oil wells, 18
gas wells, 7 oil and gas wells, 4 brine injection wells, and 9 dry holes (EEG-62,
1996, Figure 2.2-2).
All of this is in direct violation of EPA standards for the siting of repositories for
nuclear waste disposal, and with good reason. The very purpose of geologic disposal
is to emplace the nuclear waste in an area unlikely to be disturbed during the
necessary period of waste isolation. No deep geologic disposal site is more likely to
be disturbed than one in a known mineral district. Here is the text of the relevant
EPA standard:
Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there is a
reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible resources,
or where there is a significant concentration of any material that is not widely
available from other sources, should be avoided in selecting disposal sites.
Resources to be considered shall include minerals, petroleum or natural gas ...
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Such places shall not be used for disposal of the wastes covered by this part
unless the favorable characteristics of such places compensate for their greater
likelihood of being disturbed in the future. (40 CFR 191.14e).
DOE claims that because the WIPP site was selected before the EPA standards
were promulgated, the natural resources provision does not apply, and thus the
WIPP site has been "grandfathered" into existence. CARD agrees with Neill
et al. (EEG-61, 1996, p. xvi) that there is no "grandfather" provision in 40
CFR 191, and that there has been no formal acceptance of WIPP as a
repository.
It is worth noting that langbeinite potash, unlike sylvite, contains no chlorine, and is a
desirable fertilizer for soils that cannot tolerate additional chlorine. Langbeinite is a
rare mineral, found only in the Carlsbad area and in eastern Europe (DEIS, 1979, pp .
. 9-16, 9-18, 9-19; FEIS, 1980, pp. 9-21, 9-23).

The existence of potash within the \JVIPP site poses a number of dangers to the \JVIPP
repository: (1) The DOE contends !that "active institutional controls" will prevent
potash mining within the WIPP site for 100 years after closure, even though the DOE
has never committed to exercising such control and expects other government
agencies to do so. After institutional controls are lost, potash mining could destroy
much of the Salado Formation as a geologic barrier. (2) If water were to flood the
potash mines, the water would travel laterally along marker beds in the Salado
Formation, and could reach the WIPP shafts. (3) The potash mines themselves could
serve as preferential pathways for migration of contaminated water from the WIPP
repository. (4) Potash mining could cause fracturing, subsidence, and collapse of
overlying strata, thereby increasing the hydraulic conductivity of the Rustler aquifers
and damaging the casings of oil wells, as DOE acknowledges (SEIS, 1996, pp. 4-21,
H-14).
Thus there is no such thing as an "undisturbed scenario." It is inevitable that the
hydrology of the WIPP site and vicinity will be adversely affected by future potash
mining. Accordingly, for purposes of performance assessment, groundwater flow in
the Rustler Formation should not be modeled under steady-state assumptions. DOE
states in the SEIS (p. H-14) that it has taken this into consideration by examining the
impact of a 1000-fold increase in th1e hydraulic conductivity of the Culebra dolomite
due to potash mining, but the reference given (DOE 1996t) is not listed in Appendix
H. CARD expects to be granted ample time to analyze said reference after its
identity is revealed to us.
One of the most plausible breach sc1enarios for \JVIPP involves exploratory drilling for
oil and gas beneath the repository. After institutional controls are lost, which DOE
expects to be 100 years after closun!, someone could drill directly through the waste
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emplacement panels and penetrate a pressurized brine reservoir in the Castile
Formation, creating an instant breach of the WIPP repository, and carrying
contaminated brine to the Rustler aquifers or to the land surface. To DOE,
pressurized brine reservoirs are only "hypothetical" (SEIS, 1996, Figures H-9, H-10,
H-12, H-14), and an open borehole such as this would only be a "potential" pathway
between the brine reservoir and the 'WIPP repository (SEIS, 1996, p. H-48).
According to DOE, this pathway could flood the repository and flush "water," but
not radionuclides, to the overlying Rustler aquifers (SEIS, 1996, p. H-48). Even
though the WIPP-12 brine reservoir is under artesian pressure and flowed from a
depth of 3016 feet to the land surface at a rate of 45 gallons per minute (DOE, 1982,
TME 3148, p. 3,) DOE assumes tha.t, under this drilling intrusion scenario, it would
take 10,000 years for radionuclides to migrate as much as 200 feet above the WIPP
repository in concentrations equal to or greater than one picocurie per liter (SEIS,
1996, Figure H-12). Accordingly, the dose to a member of the drilling crew is
always within acceptable limits, never more than 520 millirem (SEIS, 1996, Table H31). This dose is from ingestion of drill cuttings (SEIS, 1996, p. H-63) if a panel of
contact-handled transuranic waste (C'H-TRU) is penetrated. The dose from remotelyhandled transuranic waste (RH-TRU) is only 220 millirem (SEIS, 1996, Table H-31).
This defies common sense, because the maximum allowable surface dose for a
canister of RH-TRU (1000 rem/hour), is 5000 times higher than for a canister of CHTRU (200 millirem/hour) That is why RH-TRU is remotely handled.
Under the drilling intrusion scenario, DOE assumes that the borehole would be
"plugged at abandonment using standard regulatory requirements and practices"
(SEIS, 1996, p. H-49) "and thereafter maintains a relatively low permeability ....
For these assumed conditions, no releases to the Culebra were simulated." (SEIS,
1996, p. H-87) This enables DOE to consider radiation exposure only to the drilling
crew, and nobody else. It defies common sense to assume that with 45 gallons per
minute of brine contaminated with plutonium and associated with hydrogen sulfide gas
flowing out of an exploratory oil well, the drilling crew is going to plug the hole.
Moreover, DOE assumes that even if the hole is not cased during drilling, and
contaminated brine were to reach the Rustler Formation, it would be transported only
to a well used to supply water for cattle, which could then become a source of meat
consumed by a cattle rancher (SEIS, 1996, p. H-14). DOE does not consider that
contaminated brine could be carried all the way to Nash Draw, Laguna Grande de la
Sal, and the Pecos River, thus expos:ing large numbers of people, because this could
violate EPA standards for radiation c~xposure.
The latest breach scenario, and perhaps the most serious, is known as the Hartman
Scenario. This involves brine injection, which the DOE refuses even to consider.
This scenario is not hypothetical. It cannot be prevented by institutional control of
the WIPP site. It is happening today. These are the facts:
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Brine injection is utilized by oil companies for one of two reasons: 1) salt water
disposal, which involves the injection of unwanted brine through a disposal well and
into permeable rock strata bounded above and below by impermeable rock strata; or
2) waterflooding, which involves th1e injection of pressurized brine into an oil-bearing
zone in order to force additional oil to flow toward a producing oil well (EEG-62,
1996, p. 2).
In 1991, Doyle Hartman, an independent oil operator, attempted to drill an oil well
on the Bates lease, 40 miles east-southeast of the WIPP site. Known as the Bates #2
well, it was located about two miles from a brine injection well operated by Texaco
for waterflooding purposes. In 1953, the Bates #1 well, located 100 feet away, had
been drilled successfully; the well had been plugged and abandoned in 1988. The
Bates #2 well encountered pressurized brine at a depth of 2240 feet, and drilling had
to be terminated at 2280 feet. Brim~ flowed from the Bates #2 well at a rate of 840
·gallons per minute, or 1200 barrels per hour, for 5.5 days. Fluid pressures were so
high that the well could not be shut in for fear of an underground blowout. A total of
298 truckloads were required to haul the salt water away, and a pipeline had to be
constructed to help alleviate the problem.
When the Bates #2 well was finally brought under control by using rapid-setting
cement to shut off the flow, a shut-in pressure of 1000 psig was observed at the land
surface. This equates to a pressure gradient of 0.966 psi per foot of depth, compared
to the normal gradient of 0.525 psi per foot of depth for a column of saturated salt
water. The only source in the vicinity with documented pressure gradients equal to or
greater than those observed at the Bates #2 blowout was Texaco· s fluid injection well,
two miles to the south (Van Kirk, 9/16/94; Bredehoeft to Lovejoy, 1/8/97). Hartman
sued Texaco, won the case, and wa:s awarded $5.6 million in damages (EEG-62,
1996, p. 8).
It turned out that pressurized brine injected by Texaco at 3000 feet below the surface
(EEG-62, 1996, p. 131) had risen 700 feet vertically and migrated two miles
horizontally through an anhydrite marker bed in the lower Salado, the same formation
in which the WIPP repository is loc:ated. A failed well casing, due to long exposure
to corrosive brine, was the most logical pathway into the Salado. The brine was
being injected at pressures greater than lithostatic, high enough to induce a massive
hydraulic fracturing of the anhydritt~ marker bed over a large area that included the
Bates #2 well (Bredehoeft to Lovejoy, 1/8/97). There are at least ten anhydrite
marker beds in the lower Salado; they extend across the entire Delaware Basin, which
is why they are called "marker beds." According to Dennis Powers of Sandia
National Laboratories, the Hartman blowout probably occurred in Marker Bed 140 or
142 (EEG-62, 1996, p. 66), which are 67 feet and 104 feet, respectively, below the
WIPP repository horizon.
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Despite the 40-mile distance between the Bates #2 well and WIPP, the characteristics
of the Salado marker beds remain the same. If pressurized brine is injected and is
able to leak through the casing of an oil well into an anhydrite marker bed, it can be
expected to induce fracturing and to travel two miles or more (Chaturvedi, in EEG62, 1996, pp. 104-105). There are already 130 oil or gas wells within two miles of
the WIPP site; four of them have been converted to brine injection wells (EEG-62,
1996, Figure 2.2-2), at least one of which is operating at a pressure that exceeds the
lithostatic pressure at the repository horizon (EEG-62, 1996, p. xvii). The
consequences of waterflooding of the~ WIPP repository due to pressurized brine
injection would be catastrophic (Van Kirk, 9/16/94, p. 12). If pressurized brine were
injected into Marker Bed 139, which is four feet below the repository, the WIPP
could be flooded with massive amounts of water, and dissolved radionuclides could be
carried out of the repository, away from the WIPP site, and into the accessible
environment (EEG-61, 1996, p. 6-3:; EEG-62, 1996, p. 16).
It has been argued that waterflooding of the WIPP repository is unlikely because brine

injection near WIPP takes place in the Bell Canyon Formation, at a much deeper
horizon than at the Texaco well. Indeed, there are at least 15 brine injection wells
within eight miles of the WIPP site i(EEG-62, 1996, Figure 2.6-2), and all of them
inject into the Bell Canyon Formation (EEG-62, 1996, p. 15). However, recent
water level rises in the Culebra Dolomite at WIPP test well H-9b, located 6.45 miles
south of the WIPP site, are strongly correlated with brine injection into the Bell
Canyon Formation, more than 4400 feet below the land surface, at a well (Devon
Energy· s Todd 26 Federal #3) locat1~ three miles away. There is more than 3700
feet of vertical separation between the Bell Canyon and the Culebra; between them lie
the relatively impermeable salt beds of the Castile and the Salado; and yet injected
brine was able to rise all the way to the Culebra. It is apparent that, in the vicinity of
brine injection wells, the Castile and the Salado are not reliable geologic barriers
(EEG-62, 1996, pp. 127-128, 132).
As Bredehoeft concludes: "The Hartman Scenario is not easily dismissed."
(Bredehoeft to Lovejoy, 1/8/97). And yet the DOE does exactly that. DOE contends
that, according to the criteria for compliance with EPA standards, "the most severe
human intrusion scenario" that requires analysis is "inadvertent and intermittent
drilling for resources" (40 CFR 194 . 33bl, cited in EEG-61, pp. 6-1, 6-2). DOE
contends that "consequences greater than that of exploratory drilling" need not be
considered (EEG-62, 1996, pp. xv, 16). Because the Hartman Scenario has~
severe consequences than the drilling intrusion scenario, it need not be considered.
CARD agrees with EEG; this "defies common sense." (EEG-61, p. SCR-6). The
EPA criteria, at 40 CFR 194.32c, plainly require that DOE analyze the effects of
"boreholes and leases that may be re.quired for fluid injection activities." (EEG-62,
1996, p. 159). EPA, in its Supplementary Information, Subpart D, requires that
DOE analyze the effects of "water-tllood injection for secondary recovery of oil,
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solution mining and the disposal by injection of brine accumulated during recovery of
oil." Not to consider the Hartman Scenario is flagrantly illustrative of a callous
disregard for human life.
Ultimately, waste containment at ·wIPP depends upon DOE· s ability to seal the shafts
and plug the boreholes perfectly, forever, because the overlying Rustler aquifers
cannot be relied upon even to retard the migration of radionuclides in groundwater.
DOE· s Compliance Certification Application (CCA) describes in some detail the
"presently envisaged shaft seal systc~m" (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, pp. 3-15 to 3-21).
DOE admits to three potential flow paths within the shaft seal system: (1) through
the seal materials themselves; (2) along the interface with surrounding rock; and (3)
through the "disturbed rock zone" (DRZ) adjacent to the shaft wall. Even if the
engineered seal materials are of low permeability, and even if construction methods
ensure a tight interface with the surrounding rock, the disturbed rock zone will be a
. groundwater flow path (DOE/CAO., 1996-2184, p. 3-25). In DOE· s words: "It is
well known that a DRZ develops in the rock adjacent to the shaft immediately after
excavation. After closure of the shaft this fractured zone is initially a major flow path
regardless of the material placed within the shaft" because whatever seal components
are used will be more permeable than intact Salado salt (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, pp.
3-23, 3-24). In the WIPP ventilation shaft, the disturbed rock zone includes five
"washed out zones" which had to be cased with liner plates to prevent further caving
of the shaft wall (TME 3179, Figure 1). With this in mind, it will be useful to
examine the components of DOE· s "presently envisaged shaft seal system."
(1) Compacted earthen fill will extend from the land surface to the top of the Dewey

Lake Redbeds. Obviously, this will be more permeable than surrounding Gatuna and
Santa Rosa sandstone.
(2) A concrete plug will extend 40 feet downward from the top of the Dewey lake
Redbeds. At this interval, DOE admits that the shaft will have to be "grouted before
removal of the shaft lining to assure! structural stability of the shaft wall."
(3) Compacted earthen fill will extend from the concrete plug through the Dewey
Lake Redbeds to the Rustler Formation. This will be more permeable than
surrounding sandstone and siltstone.
(4) Bentonite clay will extend through most of the Rustler Formation, including the
Magenta and Culebra dolomite, both of which produce water in the WIPP shafts.
The clay would be relatively impermeable, allowing Rustler groundwater to travel
along the interface and through the disturbed rock zone.
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(5) A concrete plug will be emplaced through 20 feet of the lower unnamed member
of the Rustler Formation. Open fractures were observed at this horizon; groundwater
will be able to travel along the interface and through the disturbed rock zone.
(6) An asphalt column will bridge the Rustler-Salado contact. Unsaturated Rustler
groundwater will travel along the interface, dissolve the Salado salt, and enlarge the
disturbed rock zone.
(7) A concrete plug will be emplac,ecf through 23 feet of the Upper Salado. This is
intended to fill "irregularities in the shaft wall," but will be ineffective because the
disturbed rock zone will be continually enlarged by dissolution.
(8) Bentonite clay will extend through most of the Upper Salado. This will not
prevent dissolution in the disturbed rock zone.
(9) Another 23-foot concrete plug will be emplaced near the top of the McNutt
Potash Unit. Again, this will be unable to fill irregularities in a shaft wall undergoing
active dissolution.
(10) A 560-foot column of crushed and compacted salt will extend from the concrete
plug almost to the repository horizon. The crushed salt will be more permeable than
the rock salt. DOE admits that salt column will offer "limited resistance to brine
migration" for about 100 years after emplacement.
(11) Another 23-foot concrete plug, at the bottom of the salt column, will be unable
to fill irregularities in the shaft wall.
(12) About 100 feet of bentonite clay will be emplaced at the bottom of the shafts,
"to promote early healing of fractur,es in the surrounding salt." Again, the interface
and the disturbed rock zone will be more permeable than the bentonite clay.
(13) A salt-saturated concrete monolith will be installed to fill the underground
excavations at the repository horizon.
It is apparent that the "presently envisaged shaft seal system" will not be able to
prevent the downward migration of unsaturated Rustler groundwater. It surely will
not be able to withstand pressurized brine, whether from the Castile brine reservoir,
from salt water disposal, or from waterflooding operations.

In addition to the four WIPP shafts, there are six deep boreholes within the WIPP site
that penetrate deeper than the repository horizon. DOE seems aware of only four of
them (WIPP-13, WIPP-12, ERDA-9 and DOE-1). There are also two deep drill
holes (Badger Federal and Cotton Baby, identified in EEG-61, 1996, p 3-7) which
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were abandoned by private operators (EEG-55, 1994, Figures 11, 12, 13; also shown
in FEIS, 1980, Figure 8-6); these do not appear on the map of unplugged boreholes
in DOE· s Compliance Certification Application (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, Figure 3-9).
"The DOE had planned to develop special borehole plugging procedures for boreholes
at the WIPP site. It now appears that conventional plugging procedures for
commercial wells will be followed." (EEG-61, 1996, p. 3-6). Thus it is with good
reason that EPA requires DOE to assume, for purposes of performance assessment,
"that the permeability of sealed boreholes will be affected by natural processes, and
. . . that the fraction of boreholes that will be sealed by man equals the fraction of
boreholes which are currently sealed in the Delaware Basin." (40 CFR 194, Subpart
C). DOE, in its Compliance Certification Application, speaks of shaft seals and
borehole plugs in the present tense (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, pp. 3-19 to 3-21); DOE
has no right to do so, as the technology for sealing shafts and plugging boreholes in
. salt formations has not been demonstrated. In fact, DOE attempted in 1977 to plug
the ERDA-10 borehole at the Gnome Site in Nash Draw. Four separate plugs were
emplaced for a total length of 4430 feet (SAND 81-2034), but no report appears to be
available describing the success or failure of the attempt.
Ever since WIPP tunnels were excavated, saturated brine from Salado marker beds
has been seeping into the WIPP repository. This brine would be capable of flooding
the WIPP tunnels, corroding the st1~l drums, and dissolving the waste, creating a
radioactive slurry at the repository horizon. Because the brine is saturated it would
not be capable of dissolving any more salt; and once the WIPP tunnels are filled, the
contaminated brine would have no other place to go but up the WIPP shafts, in what
is known as the "undisturbed scenario." It is CARD· s position that the sealing of
shafts and the plugging of boreholes are too important to be left to chance. The
credibility of the WIPP site depends upon it. Until the technology is demonstrated, in
the field, it is premature even to consider allowing WIPP to open.
ALTERNATIVES TO RADIOACTIVE DUMPING
There are alternatives to radioactive~ dumping. DOE dismisses them too easily. In
the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS, 1980), DOE devoted more than a
thousand pages to geologic disposal, and only three pages to alternative technologies
(pp. 3-2 to 3-5). In the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS, 1996),
DOE devotes over seven hundred pages to geologic disposal, and only two pages to
alternative technologies (pp. 3-43 to 3-45), often stating that these alternatives were
considered and rejected in the FEIS. From the beginning to end, DOE has skewed
the NEPA process so as to make the decision to proc~ with WIPP appear
reasonable and inevitable. This is in direct violation of NEPA case law, which states
that the Environmental Impact Statc~ment should treat the decision "as an impending
choice to be pondered, (not) as a foregone conclusion to be rationalized." [372 F.
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Supp. 223, 253 (1974)] (For a disc:ourse on NEPA case law as it applies to WIPP,
see "Radioactive Dumping: The State of the Art," reprinted in WIPP-DOE-173).
These are some of the alternatives to radioactive dumping:
Transmutation of isotopes with long half-lives into isotopes with short half-lives could
greatly reduce the necessary period of waste isolation. DOE rejected transmutation
because: (1) the process would be carried out in a nuclear reactor; (2) the process
has not yet been proven for large-sc:ale facilities; (3) waste products would be created
in the process, so that geologic disposal might still be necessary; and (4)
transmutation could not be performed upon contact-handled transuranic waste (CHTRU), which consists largely of contaminated laboratory materials. But transmutation
might be feasible for remotely-handled transuranic waste (RH-TRU) and high level
waste (HLW}, in which radioisotopc~s are more highly concentrated. Transmutation
has been demonstrated on an experimental basis at Los Alamos National Laboratories
. (LA-UR-94-3022; LA-UR-94-4351; LA-UR-95-1792).
Vitrification would combine RH-TRU and HLW with molten glass. The advantage to
vitrification is that it would make the waste less mobile, and therefore easier to
contain. The waste would be less able to be entrained in the air, and less able to be
transported by groundwater. DOE :rejected vitrification because of the large volume
of CH-TRU, again failing to address the feasibility of the process for RH-TRU and
HLW. DOE argued that a vitrification program would delay TRU waste disposal,
skewing the decision-making process in favor of geologic disposal.
Engineered barriers in the form of improved waste containers could lengthen the
period of time before waste in a geologic repository would come in contact with the
host rock. In the FEIS (1980, pp. 9-159, 9-160), DOE hoped to develop a canister
that could remain intact for 300 to 500 years, a span of time embracing ten half-lives
of cesium-137 and strontium-90, which are the major heat-producers in HLW.
Again, DOE does not consider improved waste containers for disposal of TRU at
WIPP.
Taken together, these alternatives could make isolation of RH-TRU and HLW
possible. Short-lived isotopes, in vitrified form, in containers designed to resist
corrosion, emplaced in a geologic n~pository, might remain isolated from the
environment for ten half-lives or more, during which time the radioactivity will have
decreased by a factor of 1000. Inst,ead, DOE plans to bury long-lived isotopes,
untreated in any way, in steel drums, in direct contact with wet salt, the most
corrosive host rock imaginable.
It is CARD· s position that no waste~ should be brought to WIPP. The waste should

be stored above ground, in a monitorable and retrievable manner, until a solution is
found. DOE admits (DEIS, 1979, p. 9-165) that the environmental effects of leaving
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the waste where it is, in the short te:rm, would be less than the effects of retrieving it,
identifying it, packaging it, trucking it, unpackaging it, lowering it down the WIPP
shafts, and burying it at WIPP. The $17 billion that DOE plans to spend on WIPP
could fund a genuine scientific effo1t to solve the problem.
DOE Response
R.H . Phillips and D.K. Mitchell present a series of points relating to the future
evolution of the WIPP site. Their comment refers extensively to the Supplementary
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS). The SEIS was prepared in accordance with
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which has
different requirements to those in 40 CFR Part 191 and 40 CFR Part 194. The
Compliance Certification Application (CCA) was prepared to respond to the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 191 and 40 CFR Part 194. However, the SEIS and the
. CCA have much material in common, and most of the events and processes Phillips
and Mitchell discuss are considered in the CCA. The DOE provides a response here
to all comments, except where they are specific to the SEIS.
Change of site selection criteria
Section 1.3 of the CCA provides a summary of the site selection process that led to
selection of the WIPP site. The sitt~ selection criteria used by the DOE and its
predecessor organizations were used as guidance to choose a site for additional, more
detailed investigation. Fulfillment of these criteria, however, is neither a necessary
nor a sufficient condition for demonstrating compliance with the criteria in 40 CFR
Part 191 and 40 CFR Part 194. Once the WIPP site had been identified as a potential
site, it was subject to an extensive site characterization program. Data from this
characterization program, and the re:sults of modeling studies based on these data,
have been used along with other information to demonstrate compliance with the
EPA's criteria.

Pressurized brine
The CARD comment describes the pressurized brine reservoir encountered during
drilling of WIPP-12, but does not present specific comments concerning the extent of
brine reservoirs or their treatment in the performance assessment (PA). The DOE is
aware of the WIPP-12 brine reservoir (see CCA Section 2.1.3.3), and has devoted
considerable resources to determining the extent of this and other brine reservoirs.
Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.8 of the CCA describe how the DOE has treated the possible
intersection of a pressurized brine reservoir by a future borehole in CCA calculations.
Borehole ERDA-9 was drilled near the repository footprint. Appendix SCR of the
CCA (Section SCR.2.3.8.2) considf~rs WIPP investigation boreholes as potential
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pathways for radionuclide transport. The screening discussion concludes that, in
comparison to other pathways, WIPP investigation boreholes are of low consequence
to the performance of the disposal system.
ERDA-9 is not "an existing pathway to the WIPP repository". A number of
conditions would need to be satisfied for ERDA-9 to act as a pathway for radionuclide
transport as hypothesized by CARD:: a brine reservoir must be present; a mechanism
is required to establish a pathway from a brine reservoir to the base of ERDA-9; a
plug must be in place above the repository horizon to prevent brine flow to the
surface; fracturing of anhydrites must take place between ERDA-9 and the nearest
waste panel. Even if all these conditions were satisfied and brine entered the
repository, cumulative releases to the accessible environment would be negligible,
until such time as the repository were to be inadvertently penetrated by a future
borehole. It is important to remember also that the DOE has committed that ERDA-9
-will be plugged with a continuous pllug (see CCA Chapter 3, Section 3.3.4)
Boreholes are routinely sealed in the: Delaware Basin and elsewhere, and continuous
concrete plugs of the type that will be used to seal ERDA-9 are an established
technique. This type of plug is mandatory for deep boreholes in the potash enclave.
Their use is required by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the New
Mexico Oil Conservation Division (NMOCD) because of their effectiveness.
Appendix DEL of the CCA describes corrosion of casing and degradation of cement
in short plugs, but contrasts this with the stability of continuous plugs. The different
physical and chemical conditions within continuous plugs ensures that they will
remain effective for periods in excess of 10,000 years. In the context of the CARD
comment, if ERDA-9 were to be left unsealed, and in the unlikely event of brine from
the Castile reaching the borehole, then any brine would flow towards the surface and
not enter the repository via the interbeds.
Resource disincentive
With regards to resource disincentiv1~ requirements in 40 CFR § 191.14(e) the DOE is
fully aware and has accounted for all resource exploitation in the CCA PA. The
DOE does not claim the site is "grandfathered"; the WIPP meets the requirements of
40 CFR § 191.14(e) because the 40 CFR § 194.45 criteria is met regarding resource
disincentive. 40 CFR § 194.45 statt!S that:
If performance assessments predict that the disposal system meets the containment
requirements of§ 191.13 of this chapter, then the Agency will assume that the
requirements of this section and § Jl91.14(e) of this chapter have been fulfilled.

The DOE has shown that the WIPP meets the containment requirements (see Section
6.5 of the CCA), and concurs with the EPA that this demonstrates that the favorable
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characteristics of the site compensate for any increased likelihood of intrusion due to
the presence of resources.
Consideration of natural resources has been a part of the WIPP program since 1974.
Early resource evaluations included caliche, salt, brine, sulphur, uranium, gypsum,
potash and hydrocarbons. The results of these evaluations are summarized in
Appendix GCR of the CCA.
The report contained in Appendix GCR was the principal source of natural resource
information considered in the development of the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS), which was issued in 1980 (DOE, 1980). The FEIS Record of
Decision (DOE, 1981) concluded that "the Los Medaiios site appears acceptable for
long-term disposal of TRU waste with minimal risk of any release of radioactivity to
the environment. There is no indication that an alternative site for the demonstration
. would pose reduced risk". The FEIS evaluations were performed with the requisite
level of independence so as to meet the NEPA requirements.
The statement by CARD that the DOE has not committed to exercising 100 years of
active control of the site after closure is inaccurate. The DOE will maintain active
controls for at least 100 years (reference Chapter 7 and Appendix AIC of the CCA).

Potash mining
CARD appear to have misunderstood several aspects of the DOE's treatment of
potash mining in determining compliance with the EPA' s criteria. In particular,
CARD are incorrect in asserting that the DOE has not committed to establishing
active institutional controls that would prevent potash mining within the controlled
area.
40 CFR § 194. 41 states that:
(a)

(b)

Any compliance application shall include detailed descriptions of proposed active institutional
controls, the controls' location, and the period of time the controls are proposed to remain
active. Assumptions pertaining to .active institutional controls and their effectiveness in terms
of preventing or reducing radionuclide releases shall be supported by such descriptions.
Performance assessments shall not consider any contributions from active institutional controls
for more than 100 years after disposal.

Section 7.1 and Appendix AIC of the CCA comply with 40 CFR § 194.4l(a) by
providing a detailed description of the active institutional controls (AICs) that will be
employed at the WIPP site and their location. These descriptions have been
supplemented by a detailed schedule for implementation of the AICs, submitted by the
DOE in response to a request for additional information [Response to Comment 43 in
EPA Letter of December 19, 1996; Enclosure l].
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As for the period of time that AICs are proposed to remain active, the DOE is
committed to implementing the control programs for as long as such controls are
useful and practical. However, in c:ompliance with 40 CFR § 194.4l(b), credit for
active institutional controls is not considered in the performance assessment beyond
100 years from closure of the repository.
The DOE can foresee no credible scenario whereby active control of the WIPP site
will be lost within 100 years following closure. Governments have successfully
controlled and protected facilities of national importance for hundreds of years. The
US Government in particular has existed and effectively maintained many facilities
under its control for over 200 years. The DOE and its predecessor agencies have
successfully maintained (preventing intrusion) several major facilities, including
nuclear facilities, for over 50 years. Therefore, the DOE believes that AICs will be
effective for at least 100 years, and are likely to be effective for substantially longer
. periods.
In the period following the assumed failure of AICs, the potential for potash mining
to take place in the controlled area and to affect the hydrogeological properties of the
Rustler is considered in CCA calculations (see Sections 6.4.6.2.3 and 6.4.12.8 of the
CCA). The DOE does not argue that the disposal system will be unaffected by potash
mining; calculations of "undisturbed performance" are required by the regulations
applicable to the WIPP. Undisturbt:~ performance is defined in 40 CFR § 191.12 to

mean:
"the predicted behavior of a disposal system, including consideration of the
uncertainties in predicted behavior, if the disposal system is not disrupted by human
intrusion or the occurrence of unlikely natural events."

Consideration of only undisturbed performance is required for compliance assessments
with respect to the Individual and Groundwater Protection Requirements (40 CFR §
191.15 and 40 CFR § 191.24).
The dose calculations referred to by CARD in their comment do not form part of the
DOE's documentation of complianc1~ with 40 CFR Part 191 and 40 CFR Part 194 in
the CCA, and so a detailed responst:~ is not presented here. As a general point, the
DOE would point out that RH-TRU waste is similar to CH-TRU waste except that the
former is contaminated with short-lived beta-gamma emitters as well as the long-lived
actinides present in CH-TRU waste. These beta-gamma emitters will rapidly decay
during the 100-year post-closure period of active institutional control. After several
hundred years, the radiological effects of drilling through an RH-TRU container will
be similar to those from drilling through a CH-TRU drum. Furthermore, because an
intrusion borehole would intercept a stack of three CH-TRU drums rather than a
single RH-TRU container, after a certain period of time, doses arising from CH waste
could be greater than doses arising from RH waste.
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With respect to the CARD comment on the 1,000-fold increase in Culebra hydraulic
conductivity, the EPA guidance on 40 CFR 194 (EPA 402-R-95-014) suggests assess
mining impacts by randomly sampling the hydraulic conductivity of the Culebra using
a probability distribution of 1 to 1,000.
Mining within the controlled area after 100 years is included in calculations of
disturbed performance using the conceptual model outlined in 40 CFR § 194.32(b).
The regulations state that the PA should consider " ... that mineral deposits of those
resources, similar in quality and type to those resources currently extracted from the
Delaware Basin, will be completely removed from the controlled area during the
century in which such mining is randomly calculated to occur." The DOE has
therefore based its analysis of the effects of future potash mining inside the controlled
area on the quantity and type of potash currently extracted from the Delaware Basin,
as summarized below.
Figure 6-20 in the CCA shows potential mining targets within the controlled area.
The DOE estimated the mining targ1ets based on areal extent and thickness of orebearing zones, ore grades, and current mining practices with respect to economic
viability. The DOE's approach is the same as that used by Griswold in NMBMMR,
1995, p. VII-6. In this context it is important to remember that terms like "minable
reserves", "reserves", and "resources" are different and have different definitions.
The DOE used the term "resources~' to describe the areal extent of potash
mineralization. The volume of potash resources considered to be Lease Grade
Reserves was determined by identifying those resources that either met or exceeded
the BLM criteria of "four feet of 10 percent K20 as sylvite or four feet of 4 percent
K20 as Langbeinite, or equivalent combinations of the two minerals." Griswold
further screened the Lease Grade Reserves by applying current economic factors to
identify those zones where extraction would occur if the areas located within the
controlled area were available for lease.
In this text at p. VII-10, Griswold points out that for the 4th ore zone, the "16"
contour line defines the boundary for a resource to meet the criteria for classification
as Lease Grade Reserves. The "37 . 5" contour represents the criteria for economic
mining. Likewise on p. VII-11, with regard to the 10th ore zone, the "40" contour
line represents the minimum criteria. for a reserve, and the boundary line representing
the "55" contour line represents the economic mining criteria.
The DOE has estimated future mining impacts as stipulated in 40 CFR 194, within the
CCA PA modeling. The mining impact analysis used in the CCA PA is conservative
and adequately represents all possible future impacts on the WIPP disposal system.
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Plugging of flowing wells
CARD are correct in noting that brine may flow to the surface if future drilling for
oil and gas intersects a pressurized brine pocket in the Castile. Brine flows in
exploration boreholes are not an unusual feature of exploration drilling, and nor is the
presence of hydrogen sulfide. This means that there are well established practices for
countering increases in pressure, brine flows, and gas pockets during drilling.
Typical procedures used in the Dela.ware Basin are described in Appendix DEL of the
CCA.
The brine flow of 45 gallons per minute that is mentioned by CARD was encountered
during the drilling of WIPP-12, which was an investigation borehole for the WIPP
project. The well was allowed to flow in order to discover information about the
Castile brine reservoirs. Drillers exploring for oil and gas would not be concerned
-with acquiring this type of information and would take steps to reduce the flow.
Brine flow up a borehole from a Ca.stile brine pocket would entrain little, if any,
waste from the repository because brine moving straight up a borehole will not mix
significantly with the waste (see Sec:tion 6.4; Appendix MASS, Section MASS 16.2;
Appendix MASS, Attachment 16-2; and Section 9.3 of the CCA). Releases from the
repository during drilling are associated with cuttings and cavings from the waste as
the drill bit first encounters the waste, and from spallings and brine releases if the
pressure in the repository is high enough. These releases are all accounted for in the
PA calculations. The DOE conservatively assumes that drillers do not take
preventative measures at this point, allowing for drilling to continue in the normal
way into the Castile. If drillers were monitoring for radioactivity, they would detect
the intrusion and take appropriate measures prior to drilling into the Castile.
In summary, there is no basis for CARD to suggest that drillers would abandon a
flowing well or that such an action would release additional radionuclides into the
accessible environment.
Releases to the accessible environment
If PA calculations showed that radionuclides would reach the accessible environment
in sufficient quantities to violate the EPA standards, the DOE would not have
submitted the CCA. Because there are no significant releases beyond the controlled
area, the DOE conjectured that people may live near the boundary of the controlled
area at some time in the future, and made a highly conservative calculation of
hypothetical doses. The boundary of the controlled area is closer to the repository
than is Nash Draw, and groundwater flow from Nash Draw to the Pecos River is not
relevant to determinations of dose.
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CARD have provided other, more detailed comments on groundwater flow in the
Rustler, and the DOE has provided :responses to these comments elsewhere. In the
context of defining release scenarios, the DOE's reason for assuming that a cattle
rancher may consume beef from cattle that have drunk water from the Rustler is to
ensure that the dose calculations are conservative.

The Hartman Scenario
As elsewhere in this comment, Phillips and Mitchell do not appear to have located all
relevant information in the CCA. These comments are very similar to those that were
made by the EEG on the Draft Compliance Certification Application (DCCA). The
DOE has thoroughly evaluated the so-called Hartman scenario and has also provided
additional material to the EPA in response to their comments of 19 March 1997
(Response to Comment 21 in EPA Letter of 19 March, 1997). This information
.validates the original FEP screening decision in the CCA (see Appendix
SCR.3.3.1.3.1.).

Shaft seals
The comment discusses the shaft seal design presented in the CCA. As the comment
notes, this is the currently envisaged. design that the DOE has used to demonstrate
that the WIPP satisfies the containment requirements of 40 CFR Part 191. As stated
in the CCA, the DOE does not intend to limit the design of the system to current
technology. Future advancements in materials and sealing designs can and will be
used, as appropriate, to ensure maximum performance of the shaft sealing system.
However, the current design, used i111 PA, is reliable, appropriate, and known. All
proposed changes to system design will be documented and approved by the EPA
prior to implementation, as required by 40 CFR 194.4.
The CARD comment lists the proposed components of the shaft seal system and
makes a series of unsupported assertions concerning their performance. Each of these
components is described in detail in Appendix SEAL of the CCA. CARD appear to
be under the misconception that the shaft seals will be required to attain their longterm performance characteristics upon emplacement. The shaft seal system has been
designed explicitly to allow for the DRZ in the halite above the repository horizon to
heal through salt creep, and analyses indicate that the salt column becomes an
effective long-term barrier in less than 100 years (Appendix SEAL, Section 7.4.2).
During this period the repository pmssure will be too low, and there will be
insufficient brine in the repository, for flow to take place up the shafts. Active
institutional controls will prevent intrusions during this period and the shaft seals will
not be subject to pressurized brine from the Castile. Even in the absence of
institutional controls, the concrete and asphalt water stops will provide sufficient
sealing to prevent brine flow up the shafts. Concrete fills irregularities in the shaft
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wall, while use of the Salado Mass Concrete assures good bonding with salt. Salt
creep against the rigid concrete components establishes a compressive stress state and
promotes early healing of the shaft lDRZ surrounding the concrete plugs (see Chapter
5 of Appendix D to Appendix Seal).
The CARD comment asserts that Rustler groundwater will flow down the shaft seals,
but does not cite any evidence from head measurements to show why such a flow
would occur. The DOE's discussion of the potential for borehole-induced solution
and subsidence in Appendix SCR.3.3.1.4 of the CCA is relevant in this regard. Even
if the permeability of the shaft DRZ were great enough to allow flow to take place,
the absence of a sink for any downward percolating water would prevent significant
dissolution of the Salado. At the most extreme, freshwater reaching the top of the
Salado would dissolve sufficient halilte to become saturated, and dissolution would
then cease.

Migration of brine
The CARD comment notes that brine seeps into the repository from the marker beds
in the Salado, and that this brine willl become contaminated through waste dissolution.
These processes are well recognized by the DOE and have been the subject of much
research and analysis. Brine flows into the repository at present because the pressure
within the repository during the pre-closure period is less than that in the Salado.
Once the repository is sealed, however, the repository pressure will be controlled by
gas generated through corrosion and other processes. The complex interaction of
brine inflow and gas generation is modeled by the computer code BRAGFLO (see
Section 6.4 and Appendix MASS of the CCA for further details). The scenario
presented by CARD of uninhibited brine flow into the repository and then up the
shafts does not have a physical basis.

Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping
In addition to comments concerning the future evolution of the WIPP site, Phillips
and Mitchell also discuss possible allternatives to deep disposal of radioactive waste.
Their comments in this section concern the Environmental Impact Statement that has
been prepared by the DOE in accordance with the requirements of NEPA (DOE
1980, 1996). The comment also refers to alternative strategies for high-level
radioactive waste (HLW), despite th1~ fact that the WIPP site will not receive HLW.
The CCA was prepared to respond to the requirements of 40 CFR Part 191 and 40
CFR Part 194. One of the assurance~ requirements in 40 CFR Part 191 [40 CFR
§ 19 l.14(d)] requires that:
Disposal systems shall use different types of barriers to isolate the wastes from the
accessible environment. Both engin1::ered and natural barriers shall be included.
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In its development of the Compliance Certification Application (CCA), DOE has
maintained the commitment made in the NWPA, and the many associated
congressional mandates made since L982 to safely and effectively dispose defenserelated TRU waste at the WIPP in geologic isolation.
Reference:
(NAS, 1996) "Separation and Transmutation as Alternate Concepts for DOE's Radioactive
Waste Disposal", National Academy of Sci1ences, National Academy Press, Washington, DC,
20002
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GENERAL HYDROLOGICAL CONDIDONS AT TIIE WIPP SITE
David T. Snow, Ph.D.
Introduction
The basic elements of the regional hydrology near the WIPP site have not been established in a
conventional way. A casual, ·but trained obseiver, seeing the abundant white precipitates in Laguna
Grande de Sal, and the pitted, strcmn.less plain upslope to the east would quickly hypothesize that
he was seeing the respective discharge and recharge areas of an unconfined karst system that
traverses the east-dipping Dewey Lake and Rustler elastics and evaporites as well as the underlying
Salado salt beds. A few bore holes disclosing thicknesses that decrease westward should have
indicated that dissolution has removed from the WIPP site the Forty-Niner and Tamarisk salt beds,
and that it has thinned the Unnamed Member salt to a pinch-out west of the site. Consistent with
that understanding, dissolution has left clay residuum where the above-mentioned salt beds have
been reduced, as well as at the top of the Salado Fonnation, well into the site.
The first bore holes disclosed the 7m thick Culebra Dolomite to be the most consistent aquifer,
increasing in transmissibility westward by five orders of magnitude, consistent with greater fracture
permeabilities due to dissolution of infillings of gypsum and karst channelization. Rustler
anhydrites and siltstones generally tested low in transmisSioility, raising the question of
confinement for flows in the Culebra, a potential path for contaminants escaping the repositocy.
Pumping tests were analyzed as though the Culebra were fully confined, an advantage for safety if
it could be relied upon to convey contaminants almost horizontally to a distant accessible
environment.
The hydrologists responsible failed to follow ithe classical approach to resolving the apparent
inconsistency and uncertainty: they should have asked, where along the basin margin is the Culebra
con!lned or uncon!lned, or to what degree is :It both ? The hallmark of an unconfined aquifer is a
water table, but in fine-grained rocks, the water level in bore holes is slow to equilibrate to the
water table level. Once the zone of saturation is reached in drilling, the work has to be stopped
long enough to allow the water level to adjust, sometimes a matter of days. No such observations
were undertaken, so the original water table was left undefined, a fatal procedural flaw. Water
levels were only recorded consistently in wells cased to the Culebra, on the premise of
confinement Had there been an effort to define the water table, a systematic study of the relative
levels of the water table and the Culebra heads would have revealed areas of full confinement east
of the WIPP, local confinement within the LWA and unconfinement west of the site and on to
Nash Draw. Because confinement along flow paths of concern was a premature conclusion of
DoE, the efforts necessary to resolve the nature and causes of variations were not undertaken.
Nested piezometers should have been installed. The geochemistry, apparent age distributions and
measures of local recharge and discharge for the flow system could have been analyzed to resolve
alternative hypotheses of flow control features and recharges, from which a more defensible model
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could have been conceived and implemented, a model co~tent with all, not merely most of the

aara.

From an organizational point of view, DoE's hydrological consultants have emphasized

'

hydrosiratigraphic modeq but they have negiecied the implications of dissoiuiion, less amenabie
to modeling, features arguably first in importance in terrain as novel as that at WIPP. Alternative
geological conditions and hydrological implications were certainly debated.over the years, but the
numerical inclinations of the many prevailed over the qualitative preferences of the few, to favor a
layer-cake model they were capable of solving, given the paucity of data .
Too little credence was given to the implications of field observations, such as the obvious
sinkholes in and west of the LWA, as well as in Nash Draw., or to deductions from the
discontinuous Mescalero Caliche. The techniques of drilling, coring and logging were inherited
from potash explorations requiring only rock composition, so the geologists and hydrologists were
inattentive to the need for and feasibility of obtaining data relevant to the hydrology. The geometry
of Rustler and Dewey Lake fractures and dissolution features varying across the site were
neglected, to the detriment of the hydrological testing and modeling efforts that followed.
Warnings of the implications ofkarst hy such observers as Ferral and Gibbons (1979), Anderson
(1978), and especially Phillips (1987) were discounted because they didn't fit the hypothesis of
Culebra confinement so favorable to the applicant, DoE. With objectivity compromised, the
rcaliz.ation of the important role of karsti:fication in detemrining flow and transport properties of
the entire overburden sequence has been lost If the result of an impartial assessment is a
conclusion that the Culebra and other non-Salado strata fail to provide a barrier to transport, then
the applicant must re-apply on other grounds for compliance.
In absence of e:\.'Ploration data focused on karst hydrology, a model proposed herein for

groundwater transport of raclionu~lides has to rely on the available site observations, and upon
literatw-e, experience and reasoned speculation about the dissolution-enhanced conduit system at
and near WIPP.
Characteristics of Evaporite Karst
With Reference to the WIPP Site. Carlsbad. NM
The following description of cvaporite karst terrain has been formed from observations in several
countries and especially from underground exposures in salt and potash mines that have
experienced inflows. Reasonable speculation and logic support conclusions of cause and effect. A
model of evaporite karst system geometry would have been a good starting position for the design
of field explorations and the testing of a site, such as the WIPP environment. A revised assessment
of the travel time in the Rustler Formation from a point near the repository to the accessible
environment is a necessary derived result.
1. Whereas carbonate terrain has frequent fractures of tectonic origin, evaporites have few
because creep closes them in salt, and low rock strength leads to large spacings in the associated
argillaceous elastics. Consequently, dissolution channels that form in youthful stages of evaporite
karst tend to be widely spaced. Anhydrites and dolomites found with evaporites, being stron~
brittle rocks, develop youthful dissolution systems resembling those in limestone terrain.
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2. Dissoiuiion proceeds more rapidiy in eva.porites and associated anhydrites and soft ciastics than
it does in carbonates because great solubility, low erosive strength and rapid alteration processes
favor channel enhancement. Anything that changes the hydrology can quickly change the medium.
3. There are chemicru processes peculiar to evaporite terrain that infl~ence its karst development.
a. Fresher waters alter anhydrite slowly to gypsum, accompanied by about 10% swelling

which effects fracture zones in adjacent rocks.
b. Salt and gypsum may re-precipitate, filling fractw'es in nearby anhydrites and
carbonates. Several generations of infilliilgs represent regional geochemical changes over time.
c. Small physical changes, such as temperatw'e, pressure and dilution can have strong
consequences for the rate and direction of dissolution or deposition.
4. Volume changes in evaporite bodies, especially the thinning of salt members dissolved at their
surfaces, exert profound physical changes on overlying brittle rocks, while carbonates are usually

dissolved from within, maintaining the thickness of the member. ·
a. Dissolution at a horizon, such as the top of salt, produces subsidence of the overburden,
random and non-uniform in plan. This leads to normal-displacement fracturing with random
strikes in anhydrites and carbonates, less frequently in soft elastics.
b. Gypsification heaves the overburden non-uniformly, producing extensional fractw'es. It
also distends anhydrite beds, producing compressional fractures and some anticlinal folds.
5. Dissolution of a fracture in evaporites tends to concentrate flow, causing rapid evolution to a
single passage, while an enlarged conduit follo"ing a network of fractures through carbonates or
anhydrites tends to retain multiple branches iinto maturity. This results from the absence of
frequent tectonic fractures in evaporites, most conduits requiring other causes of initiation, such as
subsidence or faulting.
6. Abundant insolubles liberated from salt and materials eroded from associated soft elastics give

rise to abundant detrital materials that fill conduits by channel transport processes, especially
during waning stages of recharge events.
7. Field e"\idence of sedimentarv structw'es in residual clav beds indicates that its materials have
been transported by running water. There may develop clay :films at salt contacts by diffusion of
salt through the interstices of the clay, resulting in structure-less accwnulation, but the majority is
transported. Laminae of clay bordering anhydrite beds, top and botto~ seem ubiquitous,
suggesting advective removal of salt through the anhydrite beds, more permeable than the salt.
Concentrated flow parallel to a contact occurs at the intersection of a fracture abutting the salt, but
thereafter, it migrates over the salt surface. IIll order to concentrate flow persistently, such a conduit
must connect downstream, to other conduits. If egress is cut off, flow and dissolution of conduit
walls slows down, facilitating closure by salt 1:reep. Similarly, a conduit roof of residual clay may
close plastically, or fall abruptly. Thus, if a conduit is found. open. it ig probably connected
downstream to others. Laterai conduit dispiac.ernent is the mechanism of deveiopment of a
J
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continuous bed of residuwn, mainly by bend migration and point-bar depo£ition of tr.aJWported
detritus. Dissolution at a conduit wall dc::pc:nds upon boundary layer shear more: than upon brine:

concentration, so turbuience, discharge and conduit dimensions are directiy reiated in some
complex way. Because discharge has to depend upon the porous media hydraulics of beds
contributing to the conduit flow, the spacing of conduits is another dependent variable. If
something happens in the overburden and in the beds upstream to limit supply, the system of open
conduits changes by increasing spacing to maintain aperture. Consequently, there may develop
large areas of residuum without open conduits if a cut-off pipe has diverted flows to a lower
stratum. Residuum in the unsaturated zone may retain continuity as barriers to percolation,
fanning perched water bodies, or in the ~aturated zone as supporting beds below more ;onductive
karstic levels.
Proceeding down-gradient along the top of a salt bed (if it were possible to explore it), one would
find the first residual clay accumulation to be associated with some channels eroded into the salt.
Further downstream, chance intersection by lateral migrations develops a dendritic pattern of larger
channels with greater spacings. Where close-spaced channels are occasionally pinched off by
creep, new ones form nearby. The \.:swbiishment of a laterally persistent clay is a dynamic channel
replacement process along a band downstream of the leading (upstream) edge of the residual
deposit. If drilling discloses a layer of residual clay upon some remaining salt, there may be
channels nearby, missed by the drilling, that are both upstream and downstream of that well site..
If residuum is found. but no salt remains. the responsible channels may have closed. flow piratd
to lower strata along steep conduits initiated by :fracture flow across anhydrite, carbonate or elastic
beds. Nevertheless, if one could follow the residuum upgradient, an edge of the parent salt bed
would be found, upon which open channels persist. The occurrence of residuum implies karst
upstream.
In the unsaturated zone, a continuous layer of residuum is a banier that may locally perch
groundwater flowing down dip either in intergranular elastic rocks, fractured carbonates or
anhydrite, or in channels formed in them. If no recharge were to occur over a prolonged period,
the perched water would disappear. But if recharge is recwring, a water table may develop and
persist upsection of the edge of salt beds. The confinement of :flow upon impermeable residuum or
salt whose structural dip is opposite to the flow direction, results in a cascading water tibll!. Flat
segments of the water table intcnupted by steep segments between confined channels represent th~
static situation between recharge events, while a higher, more continuous water table is a transient

recharged condition. Widely separated drill holes "1ithout synoptic head measurements cannot
distinguish between the static and transient conditions, recording only an apparent water table.
8. By reason of high evaporite solubility, singular channels observed in continuous salt cut rapidly
towards baee level, the discharge elevation. The prevalence of anhydrite and clay layers in salt
formations typically supports flat channel segments, intenupted by steep segments where the

channels cut across the strata, stair-stepped in pro.file.
9. Unlike karst development in carbonates, dissolution of evaporites tends to go rapidly to
completion. As long as salt remains and flow can contact it, salt will be removed until only residual
materials remain between less soluble beds. If a salt bed is represented elsewhere by residuwn
only, there is an intermediate region where salt, residuum and solution channels co-exist. Since

residuum is due to coalescence of channel ~' the persistence of open channels in residuum is
fonuitous. Even gypsum after anhydrite eventually vanishes from the stratigraphic sequence,
leaving residuum. Between residuum and equivalent anhydrite are intenne~te regions of
anhydrite, gypsum and channels with variable degrees of infilling. The most likely terminal horizon
to find open channels is at the base of a sulfate rock unit perched on rcsidumn. Progressive
differential subsidence resulting from irregular dissolution disrupts the overlying elastic or brittle
beds, promoting the formation of erosion channels that follow fractures across the poorlycemented elastics. Tue apertures of conduit!i so eroded across elastics are much smaller than those
that form within or upon the soluble rocks. Conduit cross-sections across elastics tend to be
circular or elliptical, while conduit cross-sections at bedding planes of soluble rocks tend to be
lens-.shaped. Tue mature evaporite karst is likely to have a small frequency of large beddingcontrolled conduits on the clay residues of the original salt beds, and a like frequency of smaller
steep conduits crossing the coarse muddy sandstones.
10. In the presence of both evaporites and carbonates, the carbonates serve as horizons of
resistance to down-cutting. Therefore, large dissolution channels convey water on the carbonates,
feeding a system of more frequent solution-cmlarged fracture conduits within the carbonate rocks,
originally two orthogonal sets normal to bedding. Thus, pervasive or diffuse dissolution features in
carbonates and anhydrites, such as partial openings in fractures otherwise gypsum-filled, suggest
the presence of larger solution channels in overlying evaporite rocks.
11. Weakly cemented elastics only develop sinkholes at the surface by sapping action above the
cavities, in this case where underlain by dissolved evaporites. Tubular conduits are eroded along
fractures cutting the elastics. These extend upwards, not only to the water table, but also to the
surface, because the subsurface conduit concentrates flow, just as topographic irregularities
concentrate runoff. During recharge events, the sapping process proceeds upstream to connect the
cavity With the point of ingress, such as an arroyo noor. As structural support is removed :from
below by erosion, deflection of strata may form a sink, concentrating more surface flow at a
swallow. When concentric graben fractures form, displacements lead to a collapse. A sink may
partially fill with collapse breccia or stream-transported debris. A sinkhole or chain of sinkholes
signifies a prior, large-aperture dissolution conduit traversing beneath them. There is no ~:::r.::inty
that the furthest upstream sinkhole marks the upstream end of the parent conduit, which may have
its source more remote where recharge is collected at uneroded, distributed fractures. An
alignment of sinks indicates fracture control of the underlying bedding-plane solution channel.
Such aligned sinkholes have long been known on the Gypsum Plain of New Mexico and Texas
(Melton, F.A.,1934, Linear and dendritic sink-hole patterns, Science_. 80:123-124).
12. If sinkhole formation occurs from the bottom upwards, we need to know what controls the
development of the parent conduit. Gypsi.fication does not cause flexure downwards. but
subsequent dissolution of gypsum may develop a cavity to promote sapping of overlying elastics.
At the WIPP site, cavities form either by salt or gypsum dissolution by water that percolates slowly

through the overburden of argillaceous ciasiic.s. The most shallow sait bed nearest the outcrop of
the Rustler was the locus of the earliest dissolution following a feature that could siupply a
concentrated fl°"' such as the trace of a steep tectonic fracture abutting salt from above. If
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fractures ever cut sait, they are heaied by creep but not in the elastics, so dissolution starts along
the strike of its intersection with the top of salt The flow develops by a component of the regional
gradient acting in the :fracture. The tectonic pattern of NW and NE-striking joints of the Delaware
Basin has elements in the Rustler elastics at WIPP as well as in the carbonates and anhydrites.
A second control is similar, conduits that form by dissolution of the gypswn that forms in matrix
adjacent to water-bearing :fractures in otherwise insoluble anhydrite. A reticulated pattern of
primacy .fractur~ conduits in elastics or 3Ilhydrite, where they abut underlying clay, will develop
larger solution conduits in the direction of the tectonic :fracture set closest to the regional gradient.
Conversely, a salt-bounded conduit rapidly evolves channels more nearly aligned vi.ith the gradient,
since it loses fracture control as it incises the salt.
13. Size-evolution of conduits in salt is influenced by creep closure. If several channels in salt were
to occur, the channel carrying the least brine will pinch off, so discharge becomes concentrated in
a few, widely-spaced conduits which follow the gradient and enlarge at the expense of others.
14. Not all percolating water is collected through sinkholes directly into dissolution channels of the
uppermost salt. Upslope of a sinkhole area, water recharged percolates slowly through the
intervening fractured non-salt units. eventually concentrating along fracture-controlled salt bed
intersections. This is the argument for conduit extension up-gradient of sink holes. Retrogr:ide
growth is envisioned.
The salt bed controlling a conduit may act as an aquiclude for some time. But If the channel
encounters a defect in the salt. such as a elastic-filled paleo-channel or a fracture in salt that is
newly-formed or elastic-filled, it can flow to lower stratigraphic horizons, such as the next deeper
salt bed. The concentrated flow traversing and dissolving the upper salt will erode a steep conduit
across the elastics by traction of the weak clays and sands, some structural detail responsible for its
cow-se. In time. the major dissolution channels form a stair-step profile, down to the salt bed or
residuum closest to the outlet. Like~ise, gypsum dissolution localized along fractures in anhydrite
define other cross-cutting conduits.
Channels in the plane of bedding are generally larger in cross section than needed for steady
system flow. Consequently, they remain full-conduit but stagnant most of the time if the dip of
bedding bas a component opposite to the flow direction. If the dip is in the direction opposite to
flow, it will develop a cascade over the edge of each impermeable bed that supports channels,
where a steep conduit along a structural defect forms across intervening beds to each successive
supporting bed. If dip is towards the discharge end, incision of conduits through salt will form
vertical chasms bounded by salt, and floored by underlying beds. Open-channel flow will prevail,
since air entry from the outcrop will cause the channels to drain, or to be partially filled much of
the time.
15. Flow concentration in the discharge region of a system enhances dissoiution rates an<i cavern
formation. Topographic control of discharge, say, to a spring occupying a reentrant of the surface,
concentrates C3Velll formation nearby and near the water table~ enfarging headward. Jointing,
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subsidence fraciuring, soiubiliiy contrasis and perhaps fauit OCCUITence influence tne Oetalls Ot
formation.
16. If karst system flow is to the outcrop of a sedimentacy basin, the major flow component must
be essentially up-dip. Each spill point on a confining bed is a persistc:nt point on the water table,
while the rest of the conduit system is at atmospheric pressure only in the steep, cross-cutting
segments. During most of the time between meteorologic events, a detailed depiction of the water
table would show a stair-stepped profile, with effectively stagnant, flat water table segments
characterizing the long salt or residuum-bounded legs of the path oriented up-dip. A less-detailed
survey of the piezometric surface, as is obtained by wells completed in the wall-rocks, generally
cannot reflect the transients, but depicts an apparent water table, defined and controlled mainly by
the spill-point elevations. The actual flows in the long conduits occur at much lower gradients,
largely unrelated to the apparent gradient. Thus, hydraulic conductivity cannot be deduced from
the regional fl11~ and the apparent gradient, JlS measured between wells completed in the wall
rocks. Nor can the velocities be deduced from models of the regional gradient acting on media
characterized in the wall rocks.
17. If the karst system penetrated to the same~ level everywhere in a bas~ it would bevel the older
strata, progressively as flow approaches the discharge area. Thus, salt beds, as seen at WIPP. have
been removed to deeper stratigraphic levels, •ilS the discharge area is approached. However~ the
retrograde evolution of karst channelization implies more shallow development with distance from
the discharge area. It is critical to estimate the: depth of penetration of dissolution effects at various
positions, when exploration has not specifically defined it. The distnbution of residuum, left from
the removal of salt is the pnmary delineator. The distribution of openings in fractures formerly
filled with gypsum pro\ides another measure . There is a karstic region everywhere above and
downgradient of such observed features. ·where residuum is found, channels have been and may
persist. Where only ftacture dissolution has occurred, there may be dimlse dissolution without
channels of significance. Diffuse dissolution must extend an uncertain distance headward of the
most advanced positions of defines or sinks.
18. One might expect that chance dissolution and structural defects that lead to windows through
the confining salt beds headward of the spill-points would produce a boxwork of large solution
cavities in a zone having uncertain vertical extent. But dissolution in salt is so rapid that a shortcircuit tends to enlarge and to pirate all the flow, forming a new spill point. Predecessor channels
above it are left unsaturated. Thus only a single level of major channels is believed to be active at
any time, all others at higher levels being inactive, until reoccupied during extreme flood events. A
thin level ofactive channels overlying a deep :zone of diffuse dissolution features constitutes the
saturated ground, a karstic aquifer traversing the dipping strata. That geometry is far more
significant than the classical hydrostrarigraphy bounded by formation and member contacts.
Recharge to the saturated ground has to be rapid, since large relict channels persist in the vadose
zone, riddled with abandoned cavities, partially filled with debris.
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Flow and Transport in the Karst
1. The typical major meteorologic event that produces local runoff into sinkholes, including those
obscured by eolian sand infillings, develops hydraulic transients in the karSt system. Swallow holes
and conduits in the unsaturated zone may be blocked by debris or squeeze, providing storage and
delaying anival of the water to the saturated zone. The saturated active channel zone, essentially
one layer thick, has such high transmissibility that it can cany the transient flu,'{ received with only
small changes of gradient and little storage, being saturated by reason of its retrograde dip. To
some degree, the piezometric surface rises temporarily to fill in the stair-steps. During periods of
years between recharge events, the water table is flat overlying large bedding-confined channels
that tl,)en carry no water, whereas in the diffuse saturated zone beneath it. there may be slow flow
in response to the more regional gradient. Much of the Culebra must be so described.
Events in the region of discharge should be observed, but they may be masked by the surface
storm effecLi;;. so that when an evaporative basin fills or the river flow suddenly increases, the
magnitude of spring discharge remains unrecognized. Whatever storage is pro'\ided by changes of
the water table. plus the elastic storage due to pressure changes in the saturated zone, the decaying
flows earned by the diffuse porous zone and, to lesser degree by the cavernous zone are
discharged during years between storm events.
2. Recharged water does not pass through the system without some mixing with ambient water.
The average residence time depends, in part, upon the storage volumes in the saturated zone.
Transport in the cavernous layer is too rapid to facilitate much matri.'{ diffusion or sorption. Since
most of the total water volume is below the cavernous. high-velocity zone. there is ample time for
matrix diffusion and sorption to tlke place in the diffuse zone of fracture and intergranular flow.
3. Only one glimpse has been provided of the part of the cavern system active during storm
transitmts. At \\ilPP-33, five caverns of large, but uncertain dimensions were found, one in Dewey
Lake, two in Magenta and two in Forty-Niner gypsum. There are many other drill holes that
provided evidence of former caverns, where now only residual mud is encountered. These occupy
several levels in the Dewey Lake, at 14 to 19 ft above the Magenta in the Forty-Niner Member. 6
to 22 ft above the Culebra in the Tamarisk Member, and just below Culcbra at the top of the

Unnamed Member. The specific sutface of the cavern system is uncertain but small. It: for
example, there are ten conduits with cross-sections 0.5 X 10 ft each 100 ft of width by 50 ft in
then S=.04, implying that sorptive and diffusive retardation is small. If there were no
other pore system present, all recharge would anive at and be conducted by this cavernous system
in very short travel times. The transmissibility of the cavern system is so enormous that it operates
for only a few days after a recharge event, then quickly becomes stagnant. Though it is primarily a
saturated confined syste~ due to the easterly dip. it is an unconfined system close to the spill
points, where it may have increasing cross-section as the water table rises. Because the vadose
zone contains many abandoned conduits, the water table cannot rise to the surface in pluvial
periods, as hypothesized by Corbet and Knupp. Travel time cannot be estimated from hydraulics,
since neither conductivities nor transient gradients are known to any degree. Alternatively,
residence times in this system can be estimated by its fluid volume and the replacement rate,
thickness~

factors which may have less uncertainty.
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4. We mav make an arbitrarv
zone ana
. distinction between 'inc ma'cure, cavernous sa'rurarea'Km"Sr
.
the thicker zone of more youthful, :fine-textured karst below i~ and we could speculate on the
partitioning of flux between the two systems. If the cavernous karst channels are supported from
below by impermeable salt or residual clay beds, then the diffuse aqWfers underlying such layers
transition from confined to uncon:fine~ receiving whatever small flux can penetrate across
bedding and flow up-dip according to the apparent, more regional gradient In actuality, there are
probably all gradations of karsti:fication in the :fine-textw'ed zone, but large conduits are so
infrequent there that most drill hofos have mi'ised them. Due to long-term drainage to the shafts,
since 1983, and to pumping dw"ing tests since: 1979. the water table has remained in the diffuseconduit zone below its natural level within the: cavernous zone, so transmissibilities tested do not
reflect the high values that would be relevant during the 10, 000 year regulatory period. Tested
properties reflect the low end of the scale of the :fine-te"--tured underlying zone, since wells h.:ive
been completed only in the Culebra <lolomite where they usually display confinement To some
degree~ the computed transmissibilities refl\!;:t thicker sections, including dissolved horizons above
and below the Culebra. as well as in fractured and dissolved anhydrite. The aquifer tested is locally
confined by residuum layers, but it is not resnicted to the Culebra, so 7 meter well completions in
it have e~erated Culebra conductivities. Transmissibilities have varied over five orders of
magnitude, consistent with the karstic vagaries of the fine-textured system.
5. We take issue with DoE 's modeling of flow and transport through the aquifer( s), which has
assumed flow only in the 7m Culebra, fully confined, having a T-field based upon measured T's in
the mid-range and assuming continuity of values inappropriate for fractured or karstic
channelization. Alternatively, one could accept DoE's estimates for that fine karst system because
it is, at least, based on some conductivity measures and tracer testing. However. it is our position
that tl1e majority of the average annual flll"{ has been neglected because recharge estimated from
evaporation in Laguna Grande is an order of magnitude greater than DoE deduced by calibrating
its regional groundwater model. Even gre:iter :tlu"'<es may occur, that discharge water over the sill
of Laguna Grande into the Pecos River. Evaporation estimates indicated that a minimwn of
20mm/year recharges the cavernous karst systc:m. At higher than current levels, it is transponed
without retlrdation through the cavern system to Nash Draw. Simultaneously, the additional flux
,..;a the fine-textured karst system may be taken essentially as proposed by DoE, but with greater
transmissibilities to convey 10 mm/year.
6. Transport may be estimated on the assumption that a repository breach is sudden and copious,

as would occur if a hydrofracture were driven by repository or Castile reservoir pressure,
propagating up-dip and up-section until it intersects the Rustler karst system about 2 miles west of
the center of the L WA. Because a hydrofracture in a normally loaded basin would follow bedding
weaknesses and have large lateral ex1ent, it would readily intersect a narrow solution channe~
feeding its discharge directly into that of the natural flux resulting from ~pisodic recharge over the
entire pian of the flow system.•<\ssume that rec:harge through the vadose zone is unifonn aiong the
flow path. 10 miles long, and that the point of Jinjection is 6 miles from the Nash Draw discharge
point. If flow paths arc roughly parallel, unifonn recharge collects and flow increases linearly
9
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dm\nstream. T)pical of maturation of a karst, it is likely that channels enlarge and become less
:frequent do~nstream. to maintain nearly constant flow velocities. Flow capacity increases
downstream to convey the increasing flu't. Neglecting any fluid interchange between the large
cavernous conduits and the underlying finer-tcA"tured .karstic and porous media. all that is needed
to evaluate transport of a conservative tracer are estimates of the fluid volumes along the karst
conduits. and the annual recharge, or water volwne recharged per uriit area per event of period t.
7. Depicted, here, is a coalescing single-layer channel system repeated each 2000 ft of width,
inclined from the surface to the discharge point in Nash Draw, 52800 ft distant from the eru;tem
edge of the karst region, a likely groundwater di\lide.

Uniform Recharge, r

Recharge of 20mm/year is assumed to be uniform over the area. TI1e channels are sma11er and
more numerous at the upstream end than at the tenninus. It is assumed that the aggregate crosssectional area increases lineally over the path, to maintain approximately constant velocity, so as to
maintain apertures against closure by sedimentation and creep. The discharge increases
downstream, ru; recharge is accumulated. Recharge. r. is assumed to be conveyed, half in transient
flows by the cavernous zone, half in steady flm.v in the fine-textured underlying zone. If the
cavernous zone is arbitrarily taken to be I 00 ft wide and 50 ft deep at the area overlying the
repository, two miles downstremi of the divide • the I% porosity would imply 50 ft2 of conduit
there, and 250 ft2 at the ~charge end. The area of pores A=ax, so a=.0047 is the proportionality
constant. Transport velocity is
V = Q/A = rwx/ax =10(100)/305/.0047

The travel time from a point of injection, at
t

= (52800-x)'700 = 45 vears

x~21120

= 700 ft/year

ft to the

~ml,

\\l1ere Xo=-:52800 ft is

:

so if waste is injected at 4 miles , i.e., 2 miles west of the skifts, it would emerge in Nash Draw in
about ..J.5 ye6ll"S. Note that Laguna Grande is taken as the accessible emirorunent in this exercise,
since the L WA boundary is in a region of unlikely water use. Reasonable changes in the inten·al
between conduits or their dimensions, or of the recharge rate could conceivably result in travel
times as short as 5 years or as great as 500 years, but never 10,000 years. Convective dispersion
due to velocity variations within a solution channel or between channels of differing size would
sprc:id the aniva1 of contaminant molecules, but that would have no effect on the cumulative
amount arriving at the compliance bounda1:v.
8. An alternative breach would be along a borehole, either by seal failure or by the El-E2 scenario.
It caQnot be assumed that a borehole will discharge directly into the cavern system. but more likely
into the finer-tex1ured karst, including the Culebra. So it would be transported more slowly until it
reaches the large channels. It is not credible to assume, as did DoE, that flow is confined to the
Culebra, but rather, that flow has an up-section component, from Culebra across such units of the
Rustler that are unconfined. The first likely residual clay aquiclude is stratigraphically about 6 lo 22
ft above the Culebra, where flow may enter the cavernous zone near the water table after about
1500 ft of travel. The travel time is the sum of times in the two zones.
It would be prudent to assume that the system of dissolution conduits in the fine-textured zone
becomes increasingly integrated into larger and less frequent channels approaching the arbitrary
cavernous zone, but we might estimate the longest possible travel-time on the basis of measured
properties that DoE has assumed to be Culebra properties. If injection is so slow as to have no
effect on the gradients, the time would be proportional to the shortened path length and the travel
times computed by DoE, 5 km to the compliance boundary via the Culebra. On that basis, the
maximum travel times would be about .09 as long as those ofDoE. ::\tfany of the CCDF would fail
the EPA criteria. since the additional travel time in the cavernous zone would be negligible. The
e\idence for karst dissolution in the Rustler suggests shorter travel times =ilong much of the flow
paths in the [me-textured karst as well as a cavernous water table zone. suggesting failing CCDF' s
as a consequence.

BREACJI SCENARIOS AT THE WIPP SITE
by Richard B. Phillips, Ph.D.

and David K. Mitchell, P.E.
The WIPP site is located in a known mineral district. Potash
resources, including sylvite [KCl] and langbeinite [K2 Mg2 (S0 4 ) 3 ] ,
in the McNutt member of the Salado Formation, extend directly
above the WIPP repository (FEI:S, 1980, Figures 8-5, 9-1, 9-2).
Oil and gas resources in the Delaware Mountain Group (and lower
formations) extend directly underneath the WIPP repository (FEIS,
1980, Figure 8-6; EEG-62, 1996, Figure 2.2-6). This has been
known since before the WIPP site was selected.
Under the original WIPP site selection criteria, only "areas more
than two miles from deep drill holes" were considered (GCR, 1978,
Figure 2-3). When a test hole called ERDA-6, drilled at the
original WIPP site, encountered a pressurized brine reservoir in
the upper anhydrite of the Castile Formation, between the Salado
Formation and the Delaware Mountain Group, the site had to be
abandoned. Because no other potentially suitable sites in the
Delaware Basin could be found, a new map was drawn indicating
"areas more than one mile from deep drill holes." (GCR, 1978,
Figure 2-8) On this basis, the current WIPP site was selected.
Two test holes, ERDA-9 and WIPP-12, were drilled at the current
WIPP site, penetrating 53 feet and 47 feet deep, respectively,
into the Castile Formation, stopping short of any pressurized
brine reservoir. Thus the FEIS concluded that brine reservoirs
"are extremely unlikely near the repository." A Stipulated
Agreement was later signed between DOE and the State of New
Mexico requiring that borehole WIPP-12 be deepened.
(WIPP-12
is located one mile north of the center of the WIPP site) .
On November 22, 1981, pressurized brine associated with hydrogen
sulfide gas was encountered at WIPP-12 in the upper Castile
anhydrite, 240 feet below the Salado Formation. The brine flowed
to the land surface at a rate 1of 45 gallons per minute ( 1540
barrels per day) for forty day:S. Total brine outflow was 60,000
barrels, or about 2.5 million 9allons (DOE, 1982, TME 3148).
Thus a geologic mechanism exists which is capable of flooding the
WIPP repository, corroding the steel drums, dissolving the waste,
and carrying contaminated water up the WIPP shafts to overlying
aquifers or to the land surfac12 (EEG-6, 1980, pp. 47-48).
The total volume of the WIPP-12 brine reservoir was later
estimated at between 17 millon gallons (EEG-23, 1983, p. 29) and
30 million gallons (EEG-22, 19l93, p. 79) . By comparison, about
63 million gallons would be nec:essary to completely fill the WIPP
repository (EEG-16, 1982, p. 4!5). It is likely that the WIPP-12
brine reservoir extends directly underneath the WIPP waste
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emplacement panels (EEG-23, 1983, p. 31; Phillips, 1987, Figure
76; EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-3) Borehole ERDA-9 (located 320 feet from
the center of the WIPP site) was never deepened; but less than
200 feet of vertically fractured anhydrite is all that separates
the pressurized brine reservoir from ERDA-9, an existing pathway
to the WIPP repository. The plan is to plug ERDA-9, but there is
no proven technology for plugging boreholes in salt formations,
and CARD doubts that it can be done successfully.
In 1983 the boundaries of the WIPP site were reduced, from an
approximation of a circle with a three-mile radius (18,960 acres)
to a perfect square, four miles on each side (10,240 acres). The
DOE thereby relinquished control of 8,720 acres in what had been
designated as Zone IV (EEG-23, 1983, Figure 26), within which DOE
had intended to prevent secondary methods of oil recovery such as
waterflooding or hydrofracturing, to prevent solution mining for
potash, and to oversee the eventual plugging of oil and gas drill
holes (FEIS, 1980, p. 8-4). The rationale, according to DOE, was
that "the minimal amount of crude oil likely to exist within the
WIPP site" made waterflooding adjacent to WIPP unlikely (EEG-55,
1994, p. 21; EEG-62, 1996, p. xiv). CARD has long suspected that
one of the reasons for reducing the boundaries of the WIPP site
was the presence of obvious karst features in Zone IV (e.g.
boreholes WIPP-33 and WIPP-14) as described by Barrows (1982, pp.
6-8, reprinted in EEG-32, 1985, Appendix A; see also Barrows to
Chaturvedi, 8/6/82, Appendix B; Barrows to Chaturvedi, 4/7/83,
Appendix C). Whatever the reasons, there are now, within the old
Zone IV, 14 oil wells and 6 gas wells. Altogether, there are
now, within two miles of the current WIPP site boundary, 101 oil
wells, 18 gas wells, 7 oil and gas wells, 4 brine injection
wells, and 9 dry holes (EEG-62,- 1996, Figure 2.2-2).
All of this is in direct violation of EPA standards for the
siting of repositories for nuclear waste disposal, and with good
reason. The very purpose of geologic disposal is to emplace the
nuclear waste in an area unlikely to be disturbed during the
necessary period of waste isolation. No deep geologic disposal
site is more likely to be disturbed than one in a known mineral
district. Here is the text of the relevant EPA standard:
Places where there has been mining for resources, or
where there is a reasonable expectation of exploration
for scarce or easily accessible resources, or where
there is a significant concentration of any material
that is not widely available from other sources,
should be avoided in selecting disposal sites.
Resources to be considered shall include minerals,
petroleum or natural gas ... Such places shall not be
used for disposal of the wastes covered by this part
unless the favorable characteristics of such places
compensate for their greater likelihood of being
disturbed in the future. (40 CFR 191.14e)
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DOE claims that because the WIPP site was selected before the EPA
standards were promulgated, the natural resources provision does
not apply, and thus the WIPP site has been "grandfathered" into
existence. CARD agrees with Neill et al. (EEG-61, 1996, p. xvi)
that there is no "grandfather" provision in 40 CFR 191, and that
there has been no formal acceptance of WIPP as a repository.
It is worth noting that langbeinite potash, unlike sylvite,
contains no chlorine, and is a desirable fertilizer for soils
that cannot tolerate additional chlorine. Langbeinite is a rare
mineral,. found only in the Ca:rlsbad area and in eastern Europe
(DEIS, 1979, pp. 9-16, 9-18, :9-19; FEIS, 1980, pp. 9-21, 9-23).
The existence of potash within the WIPP site poses a number of
dangers to the WIPP repository:
(1) The DOE contends that
"active institutional control:s" will prevent potash mining within
the WIPP site for 100 years after closure, even though the DOE
has ·never conunitted to exerci:sing such control and expects other
government agencies to do so. After institutional controls are
lost, potash mining could destroy much of the Salado Formation as
a geologic barrier.
(2) If water were to flood the potash mines,
the water would travel laterally along marker beds in the Salado
Formation, and could reach thE:! WIPP shafts. (3) The potash mines
themselves could serve as preferential pathways for migration of
contaminated water from the WIPP repository.
(4) Potash mining
could cause fracturing, subsidence, and collapse of overlying
strata, thereby increasing the hydraulic conductivity of the
Rustler aquifers and damaging the casings of oil wells, as DOE
acknowledges (SEIS, 1996, pp. 4-21, H-14).
Thus there is no such thing as an "undisturbed scenario." It is
inevitable that the hydrology of the WIPP site and vicinity will
be adversely affected by future potash mining. Accordingly, for
purposes of performance assessment, groundwater flow in the
Rustler Formation should not l:>e modeled under steady-state
assumptions. DOE states in the SEIS (p. H-14) that it has taken
this into consideration by examining the impact of a 1000-fold
increase in the hydraulic conductivity of the CUlebra dolomite
due to potash mining, but the reference given (DOE 1996f) is not
listed in Appendix H. CARD ex~ects to be granted ample time to
analyze said reference after its identity is revealed to us.
One of the most plausible brea.ch scenarios for WIPP involves
exploratory drilling for oil a.nd gas beneath the repository.
After institutional controls are lost, which DOE expects to be
100 years after closure, somecine could drill directly through
the waste emplacement panels a.nd penetrate a pressurized brine
reservoir in the Castile Formation, creating an instant breach
of the WIPP repository, and carrying contaminated brine to the
Rustler aquifers or to the land surface. To DOE, pressurized
brine reservoirs are only "hypothetical" (SEIS, 1996, Figures
H-9, H-10, H-12, H-14), and an open borehole such as this would
3

only be a "potential" pathway between the brine reservoir and the
WIPP repository (SEIS, 1996, p. H-48). According to DOE, this
pathway could flood the repository and flush "water," but not
radionuclides, to the overlying Rustler aquifers (SEIS, 1996,
p. H-48). Even though the WIPP-12 brine reservoir is under
artesian pressure and flowed from a depth of 3016 feet to the
land surface at a rate of 45 gallons per minute (DOE, 1982, TME
3148, p. 3), DOE assumes that, under this drilling intrusion
scenario, it would take 10,000 years for radionuclides to migrate
as much as 200 feet above the WIPP repository in concentrations
equal to or greater than one picocurie per liter (SEIS, 1996,
Figure H-12). Accordingly, the dose to a member of the drilling
crew is always within acceptable limits, never more than 520
millirem (SEIS, 1996, Table H-31). This dose is from ingestion
of drill cuttings (SEIS, 1996, p. H-63) if a panel of contacthandled transuranic waste (CH-TRU} is penetrated. The dose from
remotely-handled transuranic waste (RH-TRU} is only 220 millirem
(SEIS, 1996, Table H-31}. This defies common sense, because the
maximum allowable surface dose for a canister of RH-TRU (1000
rem/hour), is 5000 times higher than for a canister of CH-TRU
(200 millirem/hour) . That is why RH-TRU is remotely handled.
Under the drilling intrusion scenario, DOE assumes that the
borehole would be "plugged at abandonment using standard
regulatory requirements and practices" (SEIS, 1996, p. H-49} "and
thereafter maintains a relatively low permeability . . . . For these
assumed conditions, no releases to the CUlebra were simulated."
(SEIS, 1996, p. H-87) This enables DOE to consider radiation
exposure only to the drilling crew, and nobody else. It defies
common sense to assume that with 45 gallons per minute of brine
contaminated with plutonium and associated with hydrogen sulfide
gas flowing out of an exploratory oil well, the drilling crew is
going to plug the hole. Moreover, DOE assumes that even if the
hole is not cased during drilling, and contaminated brine were to
reach the Rustler Formation, it would be transported only to a
well used to supply water for cattle, which could then become a
source of meat consumed by a cattle rancher (SEIS, 1996, p. H-14).
DOE does not consider that contaminated brine could be carried
all the way to Nash Draw, Laguna Grande de la Sal, and the Pecos
River, thus exposing large numbers of people, because this could
violate EPA standards for radiation exposure.
The latest breach scenario, and perhaps the most serious, is
known as the Hartman Scenario. This involves brine injection,
which the DOE refuses even to consider. This scenario is not
hypothetical. It cannot be prevented by institutional control of
the WIPP site. It is happening today. These are the facts:
Brine injection is utilized by oil companies for one of two
reasons: (1) salt water disposal, which involves the injection of
unwanted brine through a disposal well and into permeable rock
strata bounded above and below by impermeable rock strata; or
4
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(2) waterflooding, which invo,lves the injection of pressurized
brine into an oil-bearing zone in order to force additional oil
to flow toward a producing oil well (EEG-62, 1996, p. 2).
In 1991, Doyle Hartman, an independent oil operator, attempted
to drill an oil well on the Bates lease, 40 miles east-southeast
of the WIPP site. Known as the Bates #2 well, it was located
about two miles from a brine injection well operated by Texaco
for waterflooding purposes. In 1953 the Bates #1 well, located
100 feet away, had been drilled successfully; the well had been
plugged and abandoned in 1988. The Bates #2 well encountered
pressurized brine at a depth of 2240 feet, and drilling had to be
terminated at 2280 feet. Brine flowed from the Bates #2 well at
a rate of 840 gallons per minute, or 1200 barrels per hour, for
5.5 days. Fluid pressures were so high that the well could not
be shut in for fear of an underground blowout. A total of 298
truckloads were required to h.aul the salt water away, and a
pipeline had to be constructed to help alleviate the problem.
When the Bates #2 well was finally brought under control by using
rapid-setting cement to shut off the flow, a shut-in pressure of
1000 psig was observed at the land surface. This equates to a
pressure gradient of 0.966 psi per foot of depth, compared to the
normal gradient of 0.525 psi per foot of depth for a column of
saturated salt water. The only source in the vicinity with
documented pressure gradients equal to or greater than those
observed at the Bates #2 blowout was Texaco's fluid injection
well, two miles to the south (Van Kirk, 9/16/94; Bredehoeft to
Lovejoy, 1/8/97). Hartman sued Texaco, won the case, and was
awarded $5.6 million in damages (EEG-62, 1996, p. 8).
It turned out that pressurized brine injected by Texaco at 3000
feet below the surface (EEG-62, 1996, p. 131) had risen 700 feet
vertically and migrated two miles horizontally through an
anhydrite marker bed in the le>wer Salado, the same formation in
which the WIPP repository is located. A failed well casing, due
to long exposure to corrosive brine, was the most logical pathway
into the Salado. The brine was being injected at pressures
greater than lithostatic, high enough to induce massive hydraulic
fracturing of the anhydrite marker bed over a large area that
included. the Bates #2 well (Bredehoeft to Lovejoy, 1/8/97) .
There are at least ten anhydrite marker beds in the lower Salado;
they extend across the entire Delaware Basin, which is why they
are called "marker beds." Acc:ording to Dennis Powers of Sandia
National Laboratories, the Hartman blowout probably occurred in
Marker Bed 140 or 142 (EEG-62, 1996, p. 66), which are 67 feet
and 104 feet, respectively, be!low the WIPP repository horizon.
Despite the 40-mile distance between the Bates #2 well and WIPP,
the characteristics of the Salado marker beds remain the same.
If pressurized brine is injected and is able to leak through the
casing of an oil well into an anhydrite marker bed, it can be
5
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expected to induce fracturing and to travel two miles or more
(Chaturvedi, in EEG-62, 1996, pp. 104-105). There are already
130 oil or gas wells within two miles of the WIPP site; four of
them have been converted to brine injection wells (EEG-62, 1996,
Figure 2.2-2), at least one of which is operating at a pressure
that exceeds the lithostatic pressure at the repository horizon
(EEG-62, 1996, p. xvii). The consequences of waterflooding of
the WIPP repository due to pressurized brine injection would be
catastrophic (Van Kirk, 9/16/94, p. 12). If pressurized brine
were injected into Marker Bed 139, which is four feet below the
repository, the WIPP could be flooded with massive amounts of
water, and dissolved radionuclides could be carried out of the
repository, away from the WIPP site, and into the accessible
environment (EEG-61, 1996, p. 6-3; EEG-62, 1996, p. 16).
It has been argued that waterflooding of the WIPP repository is
because brine injection near WIPP takes place in the
Bell Canyon Formation, at a much deeper horizon than at the
Texaco well. Indeed, there are at least 15 brine injection wells
within eight miles of the WIPP site (EEG-62, 1996, Figure 2.6-2),
and all of them inject into the Bell Canyon Formation (EEG-62,
1996, p. 15). However, recent water level rises in the Culebra
dolomite at WIPP test well H-9b, located 6.45 miles south of the
WIPP site, are strongly correlated with brine injection into the
Bell canyon Formation, more than 4400 feet below the land
surface, at a well (Devon Energy's Todd 26 Federal #3) located
three miles away. There is more than 3700 feet of vertical
separation between the Bell Canyon and the Culebra; between them
lie the relatively impermeable salt beds of the Castile and the
Salado; and yet injected brine was able to rise all the way to
the Culebra. It is apparent that, in the vicinity of brine
injection wells, the Castile and the Salado are not reliable
geologic barriers (EEG-62, 1996, pp. 127-128, 132).
unli~ely

As Bredehoeft concludes: "The Hartman Scenario is not easily
dismissed." (Bredehoeft to Lovejoy, 1/8/97). And yet the DOE
does exactly that. DOE contends that, according to the criteria
for compliance with EPA standards, "the most severe human
intrusion scenario" that requires analysis is "inadvertent and
intermittent drilling for resources" (40 CFR 194.33bl, cited in
EEG-61, pp. 6-1, 6-2). DOE contends that "consequences greater
than that of exploratory drilling" need not be considered (EEG62, 1996, pp. xv, 16). Because the Hartman Scenario has more
severe consequences than the drilling intrusion scenario, it need
not be considered. CARD agrees with EEG; this "defies common
sense." (EEG-61, p. SCR-6) The EPA criteria, at 40 CFR 194.32c,
plainly require that DOE analyze the effects of "boreholes and
leases that may be required for fluid injection activities."
(EEG-62, 1996, p. 159) EPA, in its Supplementary Information,
Subpart D, requires that DOE analyze the effects of "water-flood
injection for secondary·recovery of oil, solution mining and the
disposal by injection of brine accumulated during recovery of
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oil." ·Not to consider the Hartman Scenario is flagrantly
illustrative of a callous disregard for human life.
Ultimately, waste containment at WIPP depends upon DOE'S ability
to seal the shafts and plug the boreholes perfectly, forever,
because the overlying Rustler aquifers cannot be relied upon even
to retard the migration of radionuclides in groundwater. DOE's
Compliance Certification Application (CCA) describes in some
detail the "presently envisaged shaft seal system" (DOE/CAO 19962184, pp. 3-15 to 3-21). DOE admits to three potential flow
paths within the shaft seal system: (1) through the seal
materials themselves; (2) along the interface with surrounding
rock; and (3) through the "disturbed rock zone" (DRZ) adjacent
to the shaft wall. Even if the engineered seal materials are of
low permeability, and even if construction methods ensure a tight
interface with the surrounding rock, the disturbed rock zone will
be a_ groundwater flow path (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, p. 3-25). In
DOE's words: "It is well known that a DRZ develops in the rock
adjacent to the shaft immediat.ely after excavation. After
closure of the shaft this fractured zone is initially a major
flow path regardless of the material placed within the shaft"
because whatever seal components are used will be more permeable
than intact Salado salt (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, pp. 3-23, 3-24). In
the WIPP ventilation shaft, the disturbed rock zone includes five
"washed out zones" which had to be cased with liner plates to
prevent further caving of the shaft wall (TME 3179, Figure 1).
With this in mind, it will be useful to examine the components of
DOE's "presently envisaged shaft seal system."
(1) Compacted earthen fill will extend from the land surface to
the the top of the Dewey Lake Redbeds. Obviously, this will be
more permeable than surrounding Gatuna and Santa Rosa sandstone.

(2) A concrete plug will extend 40 feet downward from the top of
the Dewey Lake Red.beds. At th.is interval, DOE admits that the
shaft will have to be "grouted before removal of the shaft lining
to assure structural stability of the shaft wall."
(3) Compacted earthen fill will extend from.the concrete plug
through the Dewey Lake Redbeds to the Rustler Formation. This
will be more permeable than surrounding sandstone and siltstone.
(4) Bentonite clay will extend through most of the Rustler
Formation, including the Magenta and Culebra dolomite, both of
which produce water in the WIPP shafts. The clay would be
relatively impermeable, allowing Rustler groundwater to travel
along the interface and through the disturbed rock zone.
(5) A concrete plug will be emplaced through 20 feet of the lower
unnamed member of the Rustler Formation. Open fractures were
observed at this horizon; groundwater will be able to travel
along the interface and through the disturbed rock zone.
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(6) An asphalt column will bridge the Rustler-Salado contact.
Unsaturated Rustler groundwater will travel along the interface,
dissolve the Salado salt, and enlarge the disturbed rock zone.
(7) A concrete plug will be emplaced through 23 feet of the Upper
Salado. This is intended to fill "irregularities in the shaft
wall," but will be ineffective because the disturbed rock zone
will be continually enlarged by dissolution.
(8) Bentonite clay will extend through most of the Upper Salado.
This will not prevent dissolution in the disturbed rock zone.
(9) Another 23-foot concrete plug will be emplaced near the top
of the McNutt Potash Unit. Again, this will be unable to fill
irregularities in a shaft wall undergoing active dissolution.
(10) A 560-foot column of crushed and compacted salt will extend
from the concrete plug almost to the repository horizon. The
crushed salt will be more permeable than the rock salt. DOE
admits that salt column will offer "limited resistance to brine
migration" for about 100 years after emplacement.
(11) Another 23-foot concrete plug, at the bottom of the salt
column, will be unable to fill irregularities in the shaft wall.
(12) About 100 feet of bentonite clay will be emplaced at the
bottom of the shafts, "to promote early healing of fractures in
the surrounding salt." Again, the interface and the disturbed
rock zone will be more permeable than the bentonite clay.
(13) A salt-saturated concrete monolith will be installed to fill
the underground excavations at the repository horizon.
It is apparent that the "presently envisaged shaft seal system"
will not be able to prevent the downward migration of unsaturated
Rustler groundwater. It surely will not be able to withstand
pressurized brine, whether from the Castile brine reservoir, from
salt water disposal, or from waterflooding operations.
In addition to the four WIPP shafts, there are six deep boreholes
within the WIPP site that penetrate deeper than the repository
horizon. DOE seems aware of only four of them (WIPP-13, WIPP-12,
ERDA-9 and DOE-1) . There are also two deep drill holes (Badger
Federal and Cotton Baby, identified in EEG-61, 1996, p. 3-7)
which were abandoned by private operators (EEG-55, 1994, Figures
11, 12, 13; also shown in FEIS, 1980, Figure 8-6); these do not
appear on the map of unplugged boreholes in DOE's Compliance
Certification Application (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, Figure 3-9).
"The DOE had planned to develop special borehole plugging
procedures for boreholes at the WIPP site. It now appears that
conventional plugging procedures for commercial wells will be
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followed." (EEG-61, 1996, p. 3-6) Thus it is with good reason
that EPA requires DOE to assume, for purposes of performance
assessment, "that the permeab:Llity of sealed boreholes will be
affected by natural processes,, and . . . that the fraction of
boreholes that will be sealed by man equals the fraction of
boreholes which are currently sealed in the Delaware Basin."
(40 CFR 194, Subpart C) DOE, in its Compliance Certification
Application, speaks of shaft seals and borehole plugs in the
present tense (DOE/CAO 1996-2184, pp. 3-19 to 3-21); DOE has no
right to do so, as the technology for sealing shafts and plugging
boreholes in salt formations has not been demonstrated. In fact,
DOE attempted in 1977 to plug the ERDA-10 borehole at the Gnome
Site in Nash Draw. Four separate plugs were emplaced for a total
length of 4430 feet (SAND 81-2034) , but no report appears to be
available describing the succe!SS or failure of the attempt.
Ever since WIPP tunnels were excavated, saturated brine from
Salado marker beds has been seeping into the WIPP repository.
This brine would be capable of' flooding the WIPP tunnels,
corroding the steel drums, and dissolving the waste, creating a
radioactive slurry at the repc1sitory horizon. Because the brine
is saturated it would not be capable of dissolving any more salt;
and once the WIPP tunnels are filled, the contaminated brine
would have no other place to g·o but up the WIPP shafts, in what
is known as the "undisturbed scenario." It is CARD'S position
that the sealing of shafts and the plugging of boreholes are too
important to be left to chance. The credibility of the WIPP site
depends upon it. Until the technology is demonstrated, in the
field, it is premature even to consider allowing WIPP to open.
ALTERNATIVES TO RADIOACTIVE DUMPING

There are alternatives to radioactive dumping. DOE dismisses
them too easily. In the Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS, 1980), DOE devoted more than a thousand pages to geologic
disposal, and only three pages to alternative technologies (pp.
3-2 to 3-5) . In the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
(SEIS, 1996), DOE devotes over seven hundred pages to geologic
disposal, and only two pages to alternative technologies
(pp. 3-43 to 3-45), often stating that these alternatives were
considered and rejected in the FEIS. From beginning to end, DOE
has skewed the NEPA process so as to make the decision to proceed
with WIPP appear reasonable and inevitable. This is in direct
violation of NEPA case law, which states that the Environmental
Impact Statement should treat t.he decision "as an impending
choice to be pondered, (not) as a foregone conclusion to be
rationalized." [372 F. Supp. 2:23, 253 (1974)]
(For a discourse
on NEPA case law as it applies to WIPP, see "Radioactive Dumping:
The State of the Art," reprintE~d in WIPP-DOE-173). These are
some of the alternatives to radioactive dumping:
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Transmutation of isotopes with long half-lives into isotopes with
short half-lives could greatly reduce the necessary period of
waste isolation. DOE rejected transmutation because: (1) the
process would be carried out in a nuclear reactor; (2) the
process has not yet been proven for large-scale facilities; (3)
waste products would be created in the process, so that geologic
disposal might still be necessary; and (4) transmutation could
not be performed upon contact-handled transuranic waste (CH-TRU),
which consists largely of contaminated laboratory materials. But
transmutation might be feasible for remotely-handled transuranic
waste (RH-TRU) and high level waste (HLW), in which radioisotopes
are more highly concentrated. Transmutation has been
demonstrated on an experimental basis at Los Alamos National
Laboratories (LA-UR-94-3022; LA-UR-94-4351; LA-UR-95-1792).
Vitrification would combine RH-TRU and HLW with molten glass.
The advantage to vitrification is that it would make the waste
less-mobile, and therefore easier to contain. The waste would
be less able to be entrained in the air, and less able to be
transported by groundwater. DOE rejected vitrification because
of the large volume of CH-TRU, again failing to address the
feasibility of the process for RH-TRU and HLW. DOE argued that
a vitrification program would delay TRU waste disposal, skewing
the decision-making process in favor of geologic disposal.
Engineered barriers in the form of improved waste containers
could lengthen the period of time before waste in a geologic
repository would come in contact with the host rock. In the FEIS
(1980, pp. 9-159, 9-160), DOE hoped to develop a canister that
could remain intact for 300 to 500 years, a span of time
embracing ten half-lives of cesium-137 and strontium-90, which
are the major heat-producers in HLW. Again, DOE does not
consider improved waste containers for disposal of TRU at WIPP.
Taken together, these alternatives could make isolation of RH-TRU
and HLW possible. Short-lived isotopes, in vitrified form, in
containers designed to resist corrosion, emplaced in a geologic
repository, might remain isolated from the environment for ten
half-lives or more, during which time the radioactivity will have
decreased by a factor of 1000. Instead, DOE plans to bury longlived isotopes, untreated in any way, in steel drums, in direct
contact with wet salt, the most corrosive host rock imaginable.
It is CARD'S position that no waste should be brought to WIPP.
The waste should be stored above ground, in a monitorable and
retrievable manner, until a solution is found. DOE admits (DEIS,
1979, p. 9-165) that the environmental effects of leaving the
waste where it is, in the short term, would be less than the
effects of retrieving it, identifying it, packaging it, trucking
it, unpackaging it, lowering it down the WIPP shafts, and burying
it at WIPP. The $17 billion that DOE plans to spend on WIPP
could fund a genuine scientific effort to solve the problem.
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Room M-1500
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<{01 MStreet SW
Washington. DC 20~60
The followin~ is CARD's rebuttal to DOE's res:po.nse to Breach Scenarios at the WJpP Site.
by Richard H. Phillips, Ph.D., and David K. Mitchell, P.E., originally submitted to EPA on
March 17. 1997. We not only present a point-by point rebuttal to DOE's response; ve also
identify passages in our original report .,,.h.ich stand uncontested, together with
additional evidence to support our findings . As a convenience to the .reader. CARD has
numbered the arguments made by the DOE, ilnd has numbered the paragraphs of CARD's
.rebuttal correspondingly.
BREACH SCENAJUOS REVISITED
by Richard HayE~s Phillips, Ph.D.
. and David K. MitcheU. P.E.
1 DOE does not deny that the original site selection criteria we.re altered in order to
accommodate the WIPP site.
Z CARD did offer specific comments concerning the extent of brine reservoirs. We
.referred the reader to .EEG-23 (1983. p. 31 ). PhiUips (1987, Figure 76), and .EEG-61 0996,
p. 2-3). All three .references are in the EPA docket. AU three conclude that the WIPP-12
brine .reservoir extends directly under.neath the WIPP waste panels.

DOE. in performance assessment, assumes that the probability of an oil exploration
borehole intercepting a Castile brine reservoir beneath the .repository is 8~ .<CCA,
p. 9-167). This assumption is based upon a ge·ostatistical analysis by Powers et al. (CCA,
Mass Attachment 18-6) of the entire Nev Mexico portion of the Delaware Basin CCCA,
p. DEL-86). Of a total of 3406 well files rev1e'W·ed. 28, or 8.2%, were found to have
notations by the driller indicating an encounter of pressurized brine CCCA, p. DEL-87).
Subsurface exploration at WIPP does not support this assumption. Three exploratory
d.rtll holes vith1.D the WIPP site CWIPP-12, WIPP-13 a.nd OOE-1> were deep enough to
han encountered brine in the Castile, and o.cte of them did CWIPP-lZJ. In addition, a
time domain electromagnetic survey vas conducted by Earth Technology Corporation
(SAND Si-71-H) in an attempt to determine the distribution of Castile brine beneath the
WIPP waste panels. Based on th1s data, Borns calculated that Castile brine underlies 10%
to'.))% of the waste panel area, with a mean o.f 2'.)% CCCA. Mass Attachment 18-'.)). Borns
constructed a map which depicts brine extending beneath 29% of the waste panel area
CCCA. Mass Attachment 18-5, Figure 1). From ~he same data, the CCA estimates that
Castile brine underlies 2:;% to 57% of the wast.e panels, with a median of 40~ (CCA, p.
MASS-105). Thus the weight of geologic evidence dictates that an exploratory borehole
with111 the WIPP site stands a 25' to 40~ cha.nee of encountering pressurized br111e in
the Castile. DOE's assumption of 8% is neither .realistic nor conservative.
1

3 ERDA-9 is ind~~d "an ujsting path11t•ay to the WIPP reposaory Hh; near enough to
0

the repository footprint (CCA. Figure 3-9) to be within the disturbed rock zone CDRZ>
and therefore must connect the WIPP excavations to the land surface. CARD never said
that ERDA-9 and the Castile brine .reservoir a.re connected: we said that 200 feel of
vertically fractured anhydrite is all that separates them.

4 CARD is aware that DOE plans to plug ERDA-9 in the future. CARD is also aware that
DOE attempted to plug ERDA-10 in 1977. The.re appears to be no .record of the success o.r
failure of the attempt.
5 DOE claims that its borehole plugs will remain effective for 10,000 years. Unless a
continuous concrete plug is shown to withstand the pressures encountered in the
WIPP-12 brine reservoir, this claim is entirely unsubstantiated.
6 DOE does not address the implications of .reducing the WIPP site boundaries. DOE

cannot prevent wate.rflooding fo.r secondary oil .recovery o.r solution mining for
potash. and cannot oversee the eventual plugging of oil and gas drill holes, beyond
the current boundaries.
7 In 1996, according to EEG-62. Figure 2 .2-2, there were 139 oil and gas wells within
two miles of the WIPP site boundary. According to maps obtained from Midland Map
Company, Midland. Texas. the.re a.re now 177, and -47 more have been planned and
located !Figure 11. In January 1980 there were only 37 [figure 21. This means that 140
oil and gas wells have been drilled in 48 square mile sections within two miles of the
WIPP site within eight years' time. The current drilling rate. therefore. is 36 per mi2
per 100 yea.rs. This is 30 times greater than the estimate of 120 per mi2 per 10,000 years
used by DOE i.n performance assessment (CCA, pp. 6-182, DEL-81). DOE's estimate is
derived by averaging the drilling rate throughout the entire Delaware Basin over the
last 100 years. as allowed by EPA criteria (-40 CFR 19'4.33(b)(3)). This de.rives from a
baseless assumption by EPA HO CTR 191, Appendix C) that the drilling rate in
sedimentary rock formations cannot exceed 30 per tm2 per 10,000 years (77 per mi2
per 10.000 years). The criterion is clearly in error and should be overturned.
One of the rea..~ns why the current drilling rate is so high is that active institutional
controls have been removed. Prior to 1990 much of the area surrounding the WIPP site
was being mined for potash. and it is BLM policy not to allow oil and gas drilling in
areas where mining is ongoing. The situation is comparable to what will happen at the
WIPP site when active institutional controls are lost 100 years after closure. The
current drilling rate is the best estimate of what the drilling .rate will be at that time.
Oil and aas companies would be driiHna into the WIPP site today if they were not
prevented from doing so. Figure l reveals that nine of the .recent discovery wells we.re
drilled within one mile of the western boundary of the WIPP site.
Accordi.ng to the CCA <Figure 6-28. p. 6-187) the WIPP waste disposal area is about 173
acres, and the WIPP ope.rations region is about 27 acres, which amounts to 200 acres of
underground excavations. not counting the experimental region. Thus the drilling
rate into t.he WIPP Taste disposal area. when active institutio.naJ controls arc Jost.
should be about 10 per 100 yea.rs. If the chances of penetrating a Castile brine
reservoir a.re 25% to 40%. then an E-1 borehole (one which is drilled through the waste
pa.nets and intercepts pressurized brine) can be expected once every 25 to iO yea.rs.
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S WIPP does not meet EPA containment requirements. parUy because it is located in a
known mineral district and is vulnerable to .human intrusion. Anyone can produce a
performance consistent with the desired con.clusion. This does not explain H'ay the
inevitable breach of confinement occasioned by inadvertent drilling or fluid injection.
9 CARD is ple~~d that DOE has committed to exercising 100 years of active institutional
control over the WIPP site. CARD is also pleased that EPA has awarded DOE no credit for
passive institutional controls 100 years after closure. when active institutional control
is assumed to be lost.
10 Under the heading of "potash mining," DOE devotes an entire page to its plans for
exercising active institutional control, and .never addresses the issue of what happens
v.rhe.n active institutional control is lost: (1) potash mining could destroy much of the
Salado Formation as a geologic barrier; (2) if water ivere to flood the potash mines, the
water would travel laterally along marker beds in the Salado and could reach the WIPP
shafts: (3) the potash mines couJd serve as preferential pathways for migration of
contaminated water from the WIPP repository; and (-{)potash mining could cause
fracturing. subsidence, and collapse of overlying strata, thereby increasing the
hydraulic conductivity of the RusUer aquifer and damaging the casings of oiJ wells.
1l The maximum allowable surface dose rate for a canister of remotely handled
transuranic waste CRH-TRU) is 1000 rem/hr, c:ompared to 0.2 rem/hr for contacthandled transuranic waste CCH-TRUl. DOE says that the isotopes in RH-TRU will decay
rapidly enough that its radiological effects wilt in several hundred years, be similar to
that of CH-TRU. DOE cannot credibly make suc:h a statement because the radionuclide
content of the waste scheduled for WIPP is unknown. Moreover, CARD has shown that
drilling through the repository is likely to ha.ppen much sooner than assumed by DOE.
lZ The hydrologic effects of potash mining beneath the Rustler aquifer are not
adequately modeled by assuming an increase iln hydraulic conductivity (1to1000,
applied randomly). Steeply dipping subsidenc:e fractures could provide pathways
through the upper Salado to the Rustler, thereby reducing the distance required for
hydrofracture from the repository to cause a breach of containment.
13 It is assumed that, after active institutional control is lost, potash resources within
the controlled area will be completely removed within a century. DOE shouJd not be
aJlowed to select. randomly or otherwise, the century in which such mining is
calculated to occur. The realistic and conservative assumption is that potash mining
will occur during the fial century. as soon as active institutional control is lost.
14 Whether or not a mineral is economically feasible to extract depends upon two
conditions: ( 1) its market value; and (2) the aYailable technology. These conditions
are not constant and should not be extrapolated into the distant future.
15 The WIPP-IZ brine reservoir was not "allo,red to flow in order to discover
information about the Castile brine reservoirs." DOE had considered it "highly
unlikely" that brine would be encountered at WIPP-12. DOE was forced to deepen
WIPP-12 as a result of a lawsuit filed by Jeff Bfogaman, then New Mexico Attorney
General. and the WIPP-12 brine encounter was considered an unpleasant surprise.
The brine flowed to the surface at a rate of 'f5 gallons per minute; it filled up the
catchment area so quickly that DOE had to dig a new one. Thirteen days were devoted
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exdusively to hydrologic testing, after whith time the flow 5till was not stopped,
Altogether. 60.000 barrels (2.5 million gallons) flowed to the land surface during a
"10-day period. Similarly, at the Bates •2 well. brine injected two miles away by Texaco
flowed to the surface at a rate of 8'40 gallons per minute ( 1200 barrels per hour) for
~ .~ days before the well was finally brought under control. A total of 298 truckloads
were required to haul the salt water away. and a pipeline had to be constructed to help
alleviate the problem. The "well established practices" for countering brine flows.
alluded to by DOE. are not always successful.
16 DOE states that brine flowing straight up a borehole from a Castile brine "pocket"
would entrain little. if any, waste from the repository. Based on this .reasoning, the
dose to the driller is assumed in performance assessment to be limited to cuttings.
cavings, and spallings. DOE assumes th'1 all exploratory boreholes. even those
encountering pressurized brine. will be plugged at abandonment, and that the plugs
will be effective for 200 years. after which time the plug is assumed to fail completely
(CCA. Appendix PEER. p. 3-73). During this time the connection between the reservoir
and the repository remains open. and the repository becomes filled with pressurized
brine which corrodes the canisters and dissolves the waste. creating a slurry of
radioactive brine along with hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide gas. It is the
second exploratory borehole. in what is known as the El-E2 scenario. that would tap
a pressurized repository and bring radionuclides in excess of EPA standards to the
surface. Drillers might indeed abandon such a flowing well, and such an action would
release additional radionuclides into the accessible environment.
17 DOE makes this statement: "If PA calculations showed that radionuclides would reach
the accessible environment in sufficient quantities to violate the EPA standards. the
DOE would not have submitted the CCA." That is exacUy the point. DOE has incorporated
whatever assumptions we.re necessary to show compliance (e.g .. DOE's assumed
.recharge rate of 0.2 to 2.0 mm/yr, which gives a groundwater travel time of thousands
of yea.rs). Phillips and Snow (1998) have shown, by means of a regional water balance
analysis. that the .recharge rate approaches 20 mm/yr. Using estimates of karst
geometry. Phillips and Snow 0998) have calculated groundwater travel times as short
as 10 years from the WIPP exhaust shaft to Laguna Grande de la Sal in Nash Draw.
Groundwater flov to Nash Draw. and overflow from Laguna. Grande de la Sal to the
Pecos River. a.re quite .relevant to determinations of dose. In the real world. the Pecos
River is where the people live, where actual victims would be affected. Only by
ignoring the large amount of water in Laguna Grande de la Sal can DOE justify its
assumed recharge rates and travel times.
18 DOE assumes that any radionuclides that enter an intrusion borehole would reach
the land surface, bypassing the karstic Rustler aquifer. Even if the hole is not cased
during drilling. the predicted dose is not fatal to the .rancher or the cow. DOE seems
concerned about this point; the statement that "only very small amounts of
contaminants would migrate from the point of release over 10.000 years" is made at
least twenty times in the comment .responses in SEIS-11 (pp. 13-'l. 13-7. 13-H. 13-23.
13-26. 13-30.13-34.13-59. 13-62.13-63. 13-65. 13-68.13-69. 13-78.13-80.13-82.13-87.
13-93. 16-8. 16-11). If the karst model of Phillips and Snov (1998) is essentially correct.
then this statement by DOE is wholly invalid.

f,
19 DOE chides CARD for not having been familiar wJlh the entirety of the Z1 volumes
of the CCA DOE goes on to cite additional material submitted by DOE to EPA i&r the
March 17, 1997 deadline for public comment.

ZO Everything CARD said about the Hartman scenario is true and stands unrefu~ed by
DOE. The reader is referred to our original paper. Breach Scenarios at the WIPP Site.
pp. 4-7. The screening decision referred to by DOE <CCA, Appendix SCR.3.3.1.3.l) claims
that leakage from brine injection wells is "unlikely to occur" near the WIPP for a
number of reasons. Let us examine OOE's evidence: <l) DOE argues that oil production
nea.r the WIPP takes place in the Brushy Canyon Formation at depths greater than
7000 feet. The truth is that some producing oiJ wells near the WIPP are tapping the
Che.rry Canyon Formation at depths of 5100 to 6200 feet. More importantly, brine
injection near the WIPP takes place in the BeU Canyon Formation at depths of only
<fOOO to 5100 feet. Most of the exploratory wells in the Bell Canyon Formation have been
plugged and abandoned; oil recovery curre11tly takes place by secondary methods.
(2.> DOE argues that the Castile Formation. which is not present at the Bates •2 weU
where the Hartman scenario took place, would provide potential "thief zones" that
·v:ould prevent brine injected into the Bell Ca.nyon Formation from rising into the
Salado Formation. CARD has already pointed out that recent water level rises in the
Culebra dolomite at test well H-9b, located 6 -f5 miles south of the WIPP site. are strongly
correlated with brine injection into the Bell Canyon Formation. indicating that the
Castile and the Salado are not reliable geologic barriers. (3) DOE argues that oil pools in
the vicinity of WIPP are smaller than at the Rhodes-Yates field, where the Hartman
scenario took place. and therefore waterflooding on the scale of that undertaken at the
Rhodes-Yates field would be "unlikely" at WIPP. The scale of waterflooding is not the
concern; what is relevant to containment at WIPP is the pressure and duration of
waterflooding. Already there are four brine1 injection wells w'ithin tvo miles of the
WIPP site boundary, one of which is operatiJ1g at a p.ressu.re that exceeds the lithostatic
pressure at the repository horizon. The blowout at the Bates •2 well was caused by
brine injected by Texaco two miles away. The brine had traveled through an anhydrite
marker bed in the lower Salado. one of the same marker beds that exist at the WIPP site.
The.re is no .reason why a similar blowout cannot occur at WIPP due to brine injection at
one of the 177 (soon to be 224) operating oil and gas wells within two miles of the WIPP
site boundary. B.rine injection near the WIPP is happening today. It cannot be
preve.nted by DOE. A ~lowout could occur even.while the workers are in the repository.
21 Ultimately. waste containme.nt at WIPP depe.nds upon OOE's ability to seal the WIPP
shafts perfectly, fo.reve.r, because the overlying Rustler aquifer is karstic and cannot
be .relied upo.n even to retard the migration c1f radio.nuclides. DOE accuses CARD of
making "unsupported assertions" concerning the performance of the shaft seals.
So does DOE. We predict the seals wi11 fail. and DOE predicts the seals will work. Either
argument is equally valid in the absence of supporting data. The "cur.rently envisaged
design" does not "demonstrate" compliance with containment requirements. Until it is
tested in the field. nothing is demonstrated. CARD agrees that the disturbed rock zone
CDRZl will .not heal at the time of emplacement. that 100 years of undisturbed
pe.rfo.rmance will be necessary fo.r salt creep to heal the DRZ (CCA, p. 3-26). CARD is
concerned that the DRZ may never heal at all.
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22 CARD not only ~ser~ that Rustier groundwater~ flow down the WIPP shaf~.
CARD observes that it does so al.ready. When the WIPP exploratory shaft (now the salt
handling shaft) was drilled in 1951. total inflow of Rustler groundwater was estimated
at 1.5 gal/min (2160 gal/day). and less than 0.1 gal/min (1-H gal/day) after liner plates
were installed CTME 3178. pp. <f-3. <f-•O. When the WIPP ventilation shaft (now the waste
handling shaft) was drilled in 1982. total inflow was estimated at 0.3 to 0. 9 gal/ min
(<f30-1300 galiday), some of it from the Rustler, some of it from clay, anhydrite and
siltstone beds in the Salado. When the ventilation fans were turned off. and the water
was no longer being evaporated, a foot of water collected in the tunnel connecting the
exploratory shaft with the ventilation shaft (Phillips. 1987. Plate 2-f). Even after the
ven tilat.ion shaft was lined and grouted. leakage was measured at 0 .5 to 2 .0 liters/ min
( 190-760 gal/day) (SAND88-7002, p. G-7). The WIPP exhaust shaft was drilled in 1983;
even after liner plates were installed and grouted, more than I liter/min (380 gal/day)
of inflow was observed from the Culebra dolomite alone CSAND88-7002, pp. G-5. G-6).
Head measurements are not necessary to show that Rustler groundwater would flow
down the shaft seals. In· situ observations are enough.
23 Rustler groundwater is everywhere unsaturated. In the ventilation shaft, the
Culebra dolomite "produces enough water to wet the underlying shaft walls to the shaft
sump. and to begin dissolution of evaporites exposed in the shaft walls below. The shaft
wall in the Salado "is deeply fluted by dissolution of halite by the seepage" from the
Culebra <TME 3177. pp. <f-3. <f-•O. CARD is concerned that dissolution of halite in the
WIPP shafts "''ill exceed the rate of salt creep,. and that the shafts will never seal.
DOE correctly states that dissolution of the Salado at the repository horizon would cease
as soon as Rustler water has dissolved enough halite to become saturated. The problem
is that Rustler groundwater flow is continuous. Once a pathway exists from the Rustler
to the Salado, the supply of fresh water would be continuous. and dissolution would not
cease until the WIPP repository is completely flooded.
2-f The basic premises of the WIPP were that the salt beds were supposed to be dry, and
that salt creep would surround and encapsulate the waste canisters. But the WIPP is not
located in a zone of pure salt. At the repository horizon. and in the WIPP shafts, the
Salado contains seams of clay and marker beds of fractured anhydrite, both of which
are more permeable than halite and contain up to 25'9 water by volume. It vas thought
that a thermal gradient was necessary for this brine to migrate into the repository.
Now we know that a pressure gradient is sufficient. The brine migrates toward the area
of lowest pressure in the Salado -- the WIPP excavations. Brine is now "weeping" into
the repository at a slow but significant rate. A ventilating system now evaporates the
water. but after closure. the WIPP will be a wet repository. The.re .are no plans for
specially designed containers at WIPP. The waste is to be buried in steel drums placed
in direct contact with wet salt. When the steel drums corrode. the result would be a
slurry of brine and dissolved waste. For more information on this subject, the reader
is referred to: Scientists Review Panel on WIPP. Evaluation of the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant <WIPP) as a Water-Saturated Repositorv, 1988.
When the brine inflow was first discovered, DOE should have accepted the inevitable
and abandoned the site. Instead, DOE argues that the hydrogen sulfide and carbon
dioxide gas produced by corrosion of the steel drums will produce enough pressure to
stop the brine inflow -- that a pressurized repository is a good thing.
6
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The.re a.re no .reliable mea..c;u.rements of b.rine inflov to the .reposito.ry. The Room 0
expe.riments we.re not conducted in a sealed room; consequently. some of the brine Wa.!\
evaporated. Estimates of brine inflow are derived f.rom measurements of permeability
of the day seams and anhydrite beds. but these measurements may be an order of
magnitude low (Scientists Review Panel. 1988. Figure Z).

In SEIS-II (p. i-ZZl the.re are figures. not to say "measured data." on brine inflow to the
WIPP repository It is estimated that 50 to 11;0 cubic meters of brine. on the average,
· will seep into each "''aste disposal room of 3675 cubic meters. This is equivalent to 1.36%
to i35% of the volume of each disposal room. each of which would be 13 feet high.
This would result in Z to 7 inches of brine lit each disposal room. not counting any
downward seepage f.rom the Rustler Formatiion. lateral seepage f.rom brine injection,
or upward flow from the pressurized artesia.n brine reservoir in the Castile Formation.
25 There are alternatives to radioactive dumping. CARD discussed three of them:
(1) transmutation: (2) vitrification; and (3) improved waste containers. DOE claims
to have considered them. but DOE is not utili:iing them.
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WlP\T IS WIPF?

and WJP.T IS TlE PR:BU:M?

W!PP is the nation's first project for the underground disposal of
nuclear waste. orwrs of radioactive waste are to be brought to New r;exico
in OCtober, 1988 and plaoed in a mine near Carlsbad. The Jr.ine is :aoo feet
deep and· has been dug 1~ut of layers of salt. Vertical shafts with
elevators are to be used to carry the waste do"Wn to the mine, where the
barrels of waste are to be packed in crushed salt and sealed behind bloc.ks
of salt and cement. The roorrs containing ...,aste are e~ to be squeezed
and sealed by the slow creep of salt which takes place in salt beds deep
beneath the surface. WlPP has been designed to seal and protect the toxic
.._.aste from any water tha1t might reach the mine and carry waste to the
surface.

Thirty years ago it was decided to bury our nuclear waste in salt
At that time it .,..as generally assumed that salt beds are dry, that
is, inperneable to water. The Jrere presence of salt, it wa.s argued, vas a
guarantee that no water could enter and dissolve the waste. Another
attractive property of salt: was that it was ·~1 f-se~ling'. '!tie slow creep
of dry salt would seal the waste and keep it l!Na.Y from vater. We now kl'X'W
that salt contains water and has a low perneability. Given a difference in
pressure, water can slowly .flow through salt.
beds.

Today, ....ater (brine) is ent•!ring WIPP and the inflow of brine is likely to
continue. If the arount of brine is significant, the drurrs of dry waste
that were to have been sealed in a dry mine will be exposed to water. The
drums will corrode in the brine and their-contents will be exposed to
chemical and bacterial decay. The mixture of brine and 'lilaste vil 1 make a
slurry of l iguid radioacti VE! waste.
The slow creep of salt, once believed
to be an advantage, reverses its r~le as a protector of waste. The
sq..:eezing action of creepl!'lg salt is row directed~Q..the slurry of waste,
which vill also contain gas given off by the bacteria. The mixture of
.._.aste, '-'ater, and gas vill then be under his£l pressure and will seek esca~
alcng a..".y path it finds. E:ven if the arrcunt of brine inflow is small,
~ckets of liquif ied 'Naste can be .created and present a poss;ple h~ard
that was oot cx:msidered in t.he original design of WIPP.
In this report we examine the published evidence that a significant
alh:)Unt of brine will seep into the WIPP repository and we explore the
ramifications of that seepage-... In addition, we consider wtrt brine inflow
'tllas overlooked, hov such an 1::>versi9ht could have developed, and suggest
p:>TicTes ~i9ned to correct the oversight.
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Contrary to the originc:i.l assumption, the underground repository at
WIPP has a steady inflow of brine "weeping" into the underground
excavation. A visitor to the mine may not see the brine because a
ventilating system now evaporates the water. . However, after seals and
plugs are in place, a significant volwre of enpty space in the mine could
be filled by the inf lowing brine. The brine, mixed with waste, produces
undesirable effects and provides several ways for rel easing toxic
radionuclides into the water sui:ply and atnosphere (see Technical P.evierw
SumT1uy, p. 25). These unforeseen conditions at WIPP affect the ability of
the project to comply with environmental standards. For example, the
penetration of the repositc>ry by a borehole is almost certain to carry
waste directly to the surface and rrey release radionuclides in quantities
that exceed standards set forth by the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).

In this rep:irt we describe horw the problem of brine seepage originated
and we explain.why the inflow of brine could continue. We show that the
volt..:.rre of brine in the reF(>s•itory is likely to be significant and then go

on to show h:>w the brine can react with the cannisters to create a gaseous
slurry of liquid waste. Next. we exarrine the cor.sequences •·hen a slurry of
1 iq:.::io rac5ioacti ve ..,·aste is squeezed by the slow creep of salt anc:i show
that these consequences an~ likely to be unacceptable in terms of EPA
safety standards. We also ccmsider the methods prop::>sed for sealing a dry
resposi tory and examine the status of the plugging and sealing prograrr.
which now nust contain the liquid waste.
In addition, our report
summarizes the history of the oversight at WIPP because successful
resolution of the wet-repository problem will require decisions of p.iblic
policy that recognize its C)rigin. Finally, our report concludes with
specific recon:mendations fc1r the successful resolution of the present
di ff icul ties Ui= General Sumrary and Recormendations, p. 24).

In 1956, the National Ac:adeJ'l!r' of Sciences (lru) recormended salt as a
medium for the disposal of z:adioacti ve waste. This recorranendation was
based partly on the lC1W cost and availability of abandoned salt mines. In
addition, the follO'Wing quotc!tions show that t:wio factors rrade salt a~ar
attractive: its plasticity (c~ility to flow and encaJ::6ulate waste) and its
dryness:

•'l'h? JTOst promising net.hod of disposal of high
level waste at the present tine see?rE to be in
salt deposits. The great advantage here is
that no water can pass through the salt.
Fractures are .self-healing ••• Salt is a '1¥eak
JTaterial and •,:ill flow" (~, 1956, p. 4).
~ salt is inpervious to the passage of water
because of its plasticity and crystalline
structure, so t.be mined-out space is very dry.
This dryness increases the life of metals by
reducing rust i!nd corrosion• (NAS, 1956, p.
135).

These NAS recommendations are the basis for the strategy for the
i:errranent diS?'sal of nucleai::· waste at WIPP.
While it is generally t~rue that pure salt has low permeability and
will allow little water to pass through, the present WIPP site is no':.
located in a zone of pure salt.
When the disposal of higb-1 evel waste
(H!}i') was dro~ from the mission of WIPP t.he repository for transuranic
(".m.J} "traSte was ronpleted in shallower salt beds that conb.ined seams of
clay and th.in inte rbeds of fractured and no re ?= rneabl e anhydrite. A thick
bed of pure salt was available but this bed lies immediately above a
s~ted reservoir of tra~l and pressurized brine. Baving the repository
in the less pure salt beds assured that TRU waste was farther from the
brine reservoir but had the t~ffect of increasing the flow of water from
within the enclosing geologic fonration. Brine frbm the Salado Fornation
is now •weeping• into the mine at a slow but significant rate. We believe
that this rate of inflow could be sufficient to saturate the repository
W'ith an awreciable vol Ute of ·""ater after the mine is closed and before the
final encapsulation of waste-disposal drurrs by the creep. of salt. Drum;
containing waste, in contact a•ith brine, will corrode to produce a liquid
sl "Jrry of dissol ve0 and tartial ly di~sol ved waste.
tmaer these conditions, a slurry of waste rather than dry cannisters
will be squee%ed by the creep cf salt. If the re~itory is penetrated by
a borehole, the drilling operation might bring liquified vute to the
surface. In additiai, the creep or self-sea.ling property of salt JZ11Y exert
pressure on the liquid waste. A borehole that penetrates liquid waste
under high pressure Jnight carry large quantities of vaste to the surface
(Fig. l). If the seals in the mine fail to hold, any one of the vertical
shafts in the mne- ray allow waste to escape into the overlying Rustler
aquifer (Fig. 1). Bence, the inflow of brine into the rdne is an ilrp:irtant
developrent and the factors involved and the consequences that folla..1 are
considered in the nert section 1-;,f this review.
~r historic.al develoµ?Ent has \lllOrked to the disadvantage of the
disposal strategy at WIPP. The first WIPP site was abandoned after the
discovery of pressurized brine and conplex geologic structure. ~ project
was rooved westward to its present location in 1975. The only available
site was in an area where the principal water-carrying geologic fornation
(Rustler aquifer) was invol '7ed with dissolution near the surface.
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Dissolution in the ~tler at the ne\.' site has fonred a network of enlarged
fractures and dissolved channels that increase flow and that markedly
shorten the travel tine of water and radionuclides to the biosphere.
The flow of brine into the mine and the network of solution channels
in the Rustler are conditions that could have been identified early and
with little expense had there been a more comprehensive program of
exploration, testing, and review. The history of this belated discovery
anc the premature developrrent of WIPP illustrates several defects in the
use of science irl ?Jblic p:>licy which are considered irl a later section of
this report. The body of this report deals first with the prospects and
problems of having a water-saturated rep:>sitory.
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Cross-section diagram of WIPP showing a room in the repository
and after the creep of salt. Liquid waste in the squeezed chanber
can reach the surface if the 1:harrber is penetrated by a borehole (oil
wel lJ. Water (open arrows) flows into the before excavation on the left
through salt and thin beds of clay and anhydrite and forms a slurry of
waste. If seals fail, the wast.e (solid arrows) may be squeezed from the
charrber and enter the Rustler aquifer (not to scale).
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The inflow of brine into the mine at WIPP was recognized in 1983 after
(~.lcorn, 1983).
The driving force that brings .,•ater

the n!l.ne .,.as excavated

into the mine, according to Deal (1987) and Case and Deal, (1987) is a
difference in pressure between the enclosing rock and the mined excavation.
'lo;ater that is held within the p:>re space of the enclosing rocks is ?JShed
into the mine. '!be flow i:; sti.m.Jlated by mining and the subsequent creep
of salt which fractures adjacent rock and increases the i::orosity and
perr.eability in the rocks adjacent to the excavation.
A systematic study (B1~ine Sarnpl ing Evaluation Proqram - BSEP) 'Was
initiated in 19S.. at the request of the Ne'w Mexico Environnenta.l Evaluation
Group (EEX:;) after it was noticed that several liters of brine had collected
rapidly in newly drilled bo,re~les. An initial surge of brine inflO!wi was
expected as the salt near the mine excavation was dewatered but it 'Was
antici~ted that the inflO!wi of brine into the reFQsitory '-'OUld diminish in
a short time. As expected,, there is an initial pulse of inf low after
excavation but this brief :i;:ulse has been followed by a sustained flO!wi that
in a nwrter of test ooles sh::1.rs little sign of decreasing (Deal and case,
1987, figs. t>-9, I>-11, D-13, D-15, etc.). In some tests the flow after the
initial surge has actually i.ncreased (teal and case, 1987, figs. I>-10, D-

12, t>-25).
A simple difference in pressure between the excavation and the
enclosing geologic formatic1n can explain some of the •weeping• .of brine.
However, this is an inadequate explanation for the sustained inflow of
brine that has Ceer1 observed in the mine. The persistence of this inflow
raises questions about the permeable nature of the salt beds. More than
local or transient effects are needed to account for steady and increasing
flow (Deal and Case, 1987). Moreover, the chemistry of the brine is
cl early different from the~ brine contained in the salt (Stein and
Krurr:hansel, 1986), indicating that the fl ow is not derived from the
dewatering of a.alt. A typical .C-inch X SO-foot test hole in the mine is
receiving several liters of brine/square foot of surface area/year and the
hole vill fill vith brine in less than 20 years. Tbe rate of inflow per '?
unit area can be exp!Cted to decrease calSiderably as the diueter of the ·
opening increases ao that ext.raJ;X>lating to estilrete flow into the entire
mine is difficult. Also, the rate of inflO!wi between different test holes
in the WIPP lline is highly variable, with significantly greater flow
through the i~re inter beds. Bence, it is difficult to determine
precisely the volume of bri.ne that will enter different parts of an
excavation which will extend over an area greater than 1 k2 after it is
conplet.ed.

Bredehoeft (1987) showed that the observed brine inflow data was
consistent with the ~thesis that the salt beds are saturated with water
and that vater flows through the porous salt beds in accordance with
Darcy's law. '!tie validity of Bredehoeft's JT'Odel is SUfP:>rted by drill stern
and shut-in tests conducted in boreholes that penetrate the Salado
Formation fro• the surface.
Surf ace pressures of up to 472 pounds per
square inch have been fowid at: three different localities (Mercer, 1987)
and these high values indicate that the Salado has a significant capacity
4

to nove water. Bredehoeft's nodel explains the persistent flow of brine
into the test boreholes in 1:.he mine and suggests that the inflow observed
over the 600-0ay interval of observation in the BSEP are probably •steady
s:ateR and will not diminish even over long intervals of tirre.
The imFl ications of having perl':'leable flow and a .,,·ater-saturated
repository are not fully known and have been a topic of oiscussion and
concern._by WIPP scientists for the past 6 100nths (Chaturvedi, 1988). on3
prediction (Nowak, 1988} estirrates that a rraxirnurn brine volume of 43 m
(11,000 gal lens) after 100 years. Nowak postulates that this volume of
brine, a layer l.8 inches t.hick on the floor of the empty rr.ine, will be
absorbed by the backfill and that the waste will rerrain dry.
'.M'le Nc:Mak (1988} rep:>rt .bplies that corrplete closure by salt creep in
100 years will prevent a further aCOJmJlation of brine. C.orrplete closure in
a predictable interval of time, however, is uncertain and the NAS (1984}
calls for assurance that the mine will actually close. Field studies of
rates of salt closure in boreholes sh:1w that actual rates of closure can be
far below calculated rates (Stickney, 1987). Furthermore the effects of
rigid anhydrite layers on saJlt creep and closure are difficult to predict.
More important, the effect of creep on brittle anhydrite is to induce
fractures and increase permeability. Sorre low penreability values have
been rep:>rted from tbe interbeds (Peterson et al., 1987) but penreability
is generally higher than in salt and can be enhanced several orders of
magnitude by creep (Peters<>n, et al., 1985). For example, a large
fracture, with a large flow c)f brine, intersects anhydrite Marker Bed 139 ·.
and the floor of the mine in ;Room 2. This type of fracturing is expected
to have a permeability higher than field measurements (Deal and Case,
1987). Most important, brine can zrove directly through Marker Bed 139
which will be separated from 'fr'aste on the floor of the mine by a flow path
of slightly mre than l rreter. This soort path of travel ireans that water
need not pass through and be absorbed by the backfill before finding the
waste. Bence, the conpacted waste, which will still contain a significant
vol ur.e of p:>re space, rray not be isolated from water by creep and closure.

Waste that is not protected from brine \rJil l react to ge."lerate a liquid
form of waste that will be JTOre readily available for trAnSIX>rt in release
scenarios (see later discussion) than will the solid waste precursor. we
concl IJde that a slow rate of brine infla.o does not auto111!ltically assure a
dry, unreactive environrrent and does affect the ability of the rep::>Sitory
to contain waste in confornance with E:PA rtandards.
The presun;>tion that the inflow of brine will be small is based on
estimates of low permeability for the salt beds. Inasmch as the rate of
inflow in any hydrologic syst:em is highly sensitive to permeability we
examine next the uncertainty ir:1 estimates of :peareability of the salt beds.
Volune of BrinE! Expected in the

~itocy

The permeability of salt beds is very low co~red to that found in
rocks such as sandstone and lirrestone. 'nle measurerrent of perneability in
·~rireable• rocks with extre1rely low p:>rosity is difficult, subject to
considerable error, and basE!d upon important assumptions a.bout the
character and uniformity of UM! rock. ~ groundwater flow rrodel (Nowak,

s

..
1988) that was used to cal~late brine inflow used ~rnetility values for
salt betR'een io- 8 to io-· djrcy. The rrodel "1ith 10- darcy generates
inflow that would place 43 m (11,000 gallons) of lt'ater in a room in the
the mine 100 years after the room is !eal ed.
Uncertainty in the
permeability value was e:stimated by Nowak (1988) to be an order of
maor.itude and the model "ri~st(s) upon a number of assumptions that are
being subjected to further testing" (Nowak, l98S}.
·'Ite penreability val_ues used in the nodel by 1'bJak (1988} to calculate
brine inflow may, in fact, be too low because other measurements of the
perrreability of the Salado l~rmation a~ar to be so?Te'w'hat greater.
For
exanple, field rreasurerrents .in the Mt::. 7 borehole, with specially designed
rre~ to rreasure low perrre.ability, have yielded values in the range of
10- darcy (Peterson et al., 19811 Mercer, 1987) or 3 orders of magnitude
greater than used in Nowak's calculations. Another test in the ERDA 9
borehole (located nef the main shaft at the center of the WIPP site) was
in the range of 10- darcy. These test results were accepted with
qualifications CYWing to di ff icul ties of rreasure.nent and the special rrethods
used. 'l1lese relatively high perneabilities, however, cannot be discarded
and illustrate the problerrs of estimating perneability over a vide spatial
area that contains strata of variable character. Both of these tests were
in the same impure salt beds used for the repository and the high values
have been attri.OOted to greater flow in the interbeds (Mercer, 1987).
A summary of available data from surface boreoole and in situ t~sts
(Brr8ehceft, 1987) shows permeability measurements ranging from io- to
10~t of the penreability values tend~ fall '"1ithin the range
of 10- to 10- darcy, with the avera~; near 10- darcy (Fig. 2).
This
higher estimate of permeability (10
darcy) leads to sign if icantl y
different estiirates of brine volume. For example, as permeability
increases, the rate of brine irtflow will also increase by about an order of
rragnitude (Bredetoeft, 1987~ sci that the esti.Irate of 11,000 gallons, based
upon a permeability of io- darcy, becomes about 100,000 gallons at lo-7
aarcy. This volWDe of brine translates to a depth of brine of a.bout 18
in-..hes in an errpty room. In a room filled with drwr:s and backfill this
volume of brine would occupy r.rore than half of the original empty space
and would c:mt.act all of the d1'."\llTS after the crttp of salt has changed the
shape of the room. . 1'his vohm'I!!~ is also several ti?rel more than the voli.me
required to saturate the badtfill (Nowak, 1988). Bence, this difference in
perneability can lead to a significantly larger volume of brine.

f:cy·

'nlll! mthentical IDdels tJFOn which predictions of brine accu:rrulation
are based use a constant value of permeability for estimates of inf low
through the entire repository even though estimates of per?reability are
highly variable (Fig. 2). If a.n area of low or average perllleabil ity is
connected to an area of high permeability in the repository, the rate of
brine i.nflOli is deteadned principally by the region of high pearea.bility.
Thus, it ia plausible that the highest values of neasured perxreability
could deterlline the filling rate and an average value, as assumed in
Jl"Odels, my not be reanin<]ful in terns of brine inflow.
In surtl!il!Y1 ooly recently has the type of grol.Jl'lO.rater flow system at
WIPP been identified and only recently has the possibility of a watersaturated rei:;ository been oonside:red.
A water-saturated repository, even
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with low estimates of steady·-state brine inflow, will ultimately produce a
rrore rrobile fonn of waste. Equally i.r.p:>rtant, estirrates of penreability
cover a broad range of values and include a wide margin of uncertainty.
This range is consistent wit.h a fully saturated rep:>sitory tr.at contains
enough brine to negate planned rr~thoos of disposal. In view of the
unce-rtainty, and the important conse~uences that might follow, it is
prudent to assur.e that the rep::>sitory ...,ill in fact contain a significant
v .:-1 ~:ne of water which wi 11 interact with the drums and produce a liquid
slurry of waste.
We cor.sider next what happens when an underground
charrber containing brine becomes encapsulated by the creep of salt.
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SUrme.ry of borehole arid in situ :t:ernea.bility observatiaia from at
"!f PP site (from Bredehoeft, 1987). The average perneability
lies near 10- darcy. The cal~ations used by Nowak (1988) hyp:>thesizes
that with a permeability of io- darcy a maximum of 11,000 gallons will
enter a room in the rep::>sitory .in 100 years. A perneability of lo-7 darc:y,
however, would increase the volwre of brine inflow to alx>ut 100,000 gallons

Fig. 2.

and near the

or enough to fill nost of the empty space in the backfilled mine and
produce a slurry of waste. The clear box is the window of uncertainty
assu.rrecl by Novak.
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E:ff ects of Pressurizatiai
Th~ creep of salt will heave the floor of the mine U?-'ard, sag the
roof ao...,.,ward, and bow in the walls (o::n:-pare before and .a.f.t.ll 111 ustratior.s
in Fig. 1). Eventually, in a dry rrine, the steady creep of the salt at a
cJE:pth. of 2100 feet would corrpletely fill the enpty space. ~ver, after
the mine is sealed and befo:re the space in the mine is closed by creep, the
infloi,dng brine will fill up any available opening. If the esrpty spa~ is
saturated with enough brir.1e, the 'lil'eight of the overlying rocks 'Will be
s~rted by the water tr~:ed in the chanber and by crushed salt that has
been pl aced in the mine as .backfill. The ne.,..ly created charoer of bri::e
and crushed salt will be encapsulated by the creep and self-sealing
behavior of the salt (Fig. 1). At this point the chal%ber will be
repressured by the "1!ight of overlying rocks and the enclosed brine will be
under a pressure of about 2000 i:si (litrostatic p;-essure). Partial closure
of the excavated space will spread the brine through the cba.nt>er, after
'lil'hich it will be in contact with the partially compressed and collapsed

drum;.
:Reactioos of Wast.e in a Water-saturated

~itory

The soft-st.eel dnms (barrels) that contain low--level waste were not
desianed to survive brine. We assurre that the contents of the cannisters
. will- be in cont.act with an aqueous envircrurent sh:>rtly After the mine is
sealed and that the contents of the druns will be exp:>Sed to water, perhaps
.,,,ithin the 2~ear certified life-expectancy of the drums. ~ end result
of having barrels in C'altact with brine \liill be a liquid mixture or slurry
of partially deronp;ised and partially dissolved waste and salt crystals..
Organic cellulose in this aqueous environnent is likely to be broken down
by ubiquitous heterotrophic and anaerobic bacteria.
This decomposed
rraterial then becones an energy source for sulfate reducing bacteria in the
sulfate-rich brine. Sulfate reduction produces copious quantities of
hydrogen sulfide gas (B~). The volUIT2 of gas that will be generated is
unk..'"lOWrl and contracts tc study gas generation have been awarded by Sandia
Labs.

The total a11Dunt of gas evol ve<3 from the waste has been previously
estimated to be 2000 n:>les per drum to be generated at a rate of 5 roles
per year. This rate of gas generation does not consider the action of
sulfate-reducin<j bacteria which vill add hydrogen sulfide and carbon
dioxide as a by product. ~r does it consider corrosicri of the drums which
alone adds 430 mlea of hydr09en gas per drum {NAS, 1984).
Most
important, estimates for a d.ry mine assume that 9as is generated slowly
over an interval of '00 years with a peak rate of only 5 roles per year.
B;iwever, in a wet mine the reaction could produce mre gas (Ni'.S, 198.f) and
the rate of generation of gas could peak shortly after the chanber is
sealed and pressurized.

i•

It
difficult to predict what the effects of rapidly generating an
awreciable volUte of gas might be. It has been assuned by ~ (1984) that
there is a •&nger point•, ass1.llred to be 150 atnospheres (arout 2000 psi),
that pressures should not exc 1eed. However, the critical or l iquifying
8
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pressures for H 2 ~ and co 2 are l ewer tha..'l 150 atrrospheres. ~uch of the gas
generated Jr.ay be stored in sc::ilution and be available to he:lp drive the
slurry from the mir.e.
We cannot estilT'ate the effects of t~ating on a pressurized and waterf illed rep::>sitory because no specific Wortration has been released at:out
the heat loadings of waste to be placed in the mine. a:iwever, heat will be
generated by the transuranic (TRU) wasu and heating of water at constant
vol UJTe can increase pressure t>y about 10 atn'Ospheres per degree centigrade.
Li t.hostatic pressure will be at:out 150 atlrospheres which JTeans that ooly a
slight rise in ter.perature in a sealed charrber r.Ught raise pressure above
lit.hostatic. Also, a source of: heat increases the inflow of water from the
surrounding rock.
calculations by organizations with access to the data
rust be oone to determine if increased pressure will be problem.

.

The presence of water and aqueous bacterial and chemical reactions
assure that sorre waste will be in solution or capable of being suspended in
a 1 iquid.
Eence, we must a:ssume that waste in a 1 iquid f orrn wil 1 be
available for transp::>rt within a few hundred years after disp::isal. Neither
a saturated repository nor a mobile form of waste was anticipated and
neither is considered in the release scenarios presented in the Final
Envirorurental Inpact Statenent (FEIS, 1980) which is outdated and soould be
revised. The relationship of brine to the release of radionuclides and
the effect on recognized release scenarios ""ill be examined next.
Effect of S!turatioo

ai

Release Scenarios

a.man Intrusioo Scenario
A scenario that considers the conse::'Jences of the per.etration of the
repository by a borehole with.in 10,000 years after decommissioning is a
requirement of Part B of EPA standards. Inasmuch as WIPP is located in a
geologic basin with significant reserves of oil and gas, this is a
reasonable requirerrent. A driJ.ling operation that is capable of reaching
the depth of the repository will probably use a drilling fluid of water or
mud. In a dry Jr.ine, a borehc:ile passing through the repository will
intersect and penetrate druns of dry waste and consolidated backfill. In a
'W'et mine, b::Mever, the drilling fluid vill con:e in contact vith a mixture
of radioactive waste and water. Less than about 2\ water by weight in the
backfill ray facilitate conpact.ion (a:>lcarb and Shields, 19871 SjaardenB
and Jtrieg, 1987) but a slightly larger pc~rtion of water coincident with
saturatiai is likely to inhibit consolidation and produce a loose aggregate
or a slurry of salt (engineerin<; experiE!:!a shc1ws that small differences in
water content of an aggregate c:an have a profound effect on compection).
If a borelx>le enters a room in a water-saturated repository the drilling
fluid that is normally carried back to the surface will mechanically
entrain some of the saturated waste and backfill and carry it to the
surf ace (Pig. 1).
A boreoole· of typical diam:.ter might carry about 45 m3 of fluid in the
drill st.em (pipe) alone. C.alculations cy saz:>dia Labs (Anderson, 1987) sh::1w
that the radioactivity released by only lS m-' of waste slurry discharged at
the surface is sufficient to exceed envirorurental standards set forth in
EPA 40 C.F.R. 191, Part B. N0 loss of circulation is expected in a
1

borehole that penetr~es a pressurized and water-saturated chamber and
several tir.es the J.5 ITT"' vol u.':l: of slurry wil 1 be in the dril 1 pipe before
radioactivity is detected at the surface. In this event, if an uncased
~1ell is not being JT'Onitored for radioactivity and drilling continues for
sor.e tirre, several tirres the volurre of slurry that exceeds enviror.r.ental
standards could be released. We conclude, therefore, that a saturated
mine nay release enough radJ.onucl ides to exceed environmental stariciards.
'!he above best-case analyses assurres a rei;:ository in which there is no
build up of pressure. 'tt>e i;:ossibility of having rore liquid in the mine,
however, can lead to another more serious outcone. If liquid is in the
rep:>sitory then the \i/'eight of the overlying rocks (lithostatic pressure) is
transferred to the incompr,essibl e liquid through the cre-ep of the salt.
This squeezing action, in conjunction ...,ith gas and possible thermal
effects, is capable of dr.1 v ing liquid ...,aste to the surf ace through a
oorerole. Cl'le can a:wreciate the driving force available by examining the
natural pressurized brine reservoirs that have been encountered.in the
Delaware Basin. Ten such natural brine reservoirs have been encountered
during oil and gas exploration and during characterization of the WIPP
site. Al 1 but one have been overpressured and have flowed brine at the
surface (Register, 1981).

'nlese large pressurized natural reservoirs are at the large end of a
continuum of pressurized brine pockets that derive brine from regional
hydrologic saturation, especially from the Salado Pornation. For exarrple,
GriS\ilold (1977) reports a pocket of 100,000 gallons from a unit in the
Salado and there have been many smaller encounters of pressurized brine
during potash inin.ing. ~re.ntly alrrost ~y isolated p:>eket held open for
any length of time is likely to fill with brine a.'ld reach lithostatic
pressure. The pressurized natural reservoirs are clearly capable of
bringing large volumes of tirine to the surface. For example, at ERDA 6
borehole (abandoned WIPP site) the pressure "Was sufficient to drive the
colunn of drilling rud up the pipe in 12 minutes. >.t the Belco occurrence,
drill~ nud with a density of H lbs/gallon ...,as insufficient to cont.a.in
the pressure 11it.hin the brine reservoir.
A pressurized rel ease of brine is a possible a:insequence in b:lth the
natural reservoirs and the artificial brine reservoir .being created at WIPP
because sillilar forces will be acting upon the enclosed liquid.
The
coJrpressibility of the artificial chan'ber can be expected to be greater
than for the natural reservo1rs because the natural reservoirs are partly
s~rt.ed by the strength of mre rigid anhydrite. In addition, the large
volime of cellulose in the waste drun& will probably generate far JrOre gas
than produced in the natural reservoirs.

Drilling into the repository is likely to stop when an eruption of
brine (waste slurry) is enc:our1tered. B:Jwever, the tenninat!Cll of drilling
will not stop the flow unless the well is cai:ped. Well drilling operations
in the Delaware Basin that have encountered pressurized brine have
generally alla.ied the brine 1t.o flow to depletion or near depletion. 'lbe
actual volwre of brine available for release from WIPP would depe"ld upon
the vol u~ of accUJ:11Jl ated brine in a sealed section and al so upon the
integrity of seals between sections of the excavatim. If soae sections in
the 1!li.ne are interc:amected, ....-aste from rrore than ooe sealed section nay be
available for transp>rt.

\

Finally, the natural brine reservoi: that is row known to lie in the
anhydrite beds beneath the site rust be nEntioned and its relationship to a
wet repository needs to be considered. This natural and pressurized
reservo~r is close to and probably connected to the 17,000,000 barrel
reservoii encountered at h1:PP 12. If a tx>rehole at sorre time in the future
should penetrate both the waste repository and the natural reservoir, the
waste in a water-saturated repository could corroine with the lar~er
discharge from the natural reservoir through an uncased wel 1. The total
capacity for flow, in this event, would be several million gallons which
could carry with it a substantial All'Ount of radionuclides from the
repository.

Natural :Release SOenarios

A tightly sealed mine means that the liquid waste will be under
lithostatic pressure and coL1ld escape. A leaky mine would reduce the
problem of transport by reducing lithostatic to hydrostatic pressure.
Conceivably, the mine cou.ld be allowed to leak slowly, bleed off the
overpressure, and allow the liquid vaste to escape into the Rustler
aquifer. However, this strategy is undesireable because reducing the
pressure through leakage cannc1t be assured at a fixed or slow rate and the
Rustler aquifer could become unacceptably contaminated. Examination of
this strategy, however, does illustrate the pathways available for
"natural" release.
At w1:PP the strategy for o:mtainrrent is to isolate drums in the rooms·
behind a backfill of crushed salt and allow the creep of salt to seal the
drums in a cxmpacted and inperr.eable backfil 1. H::iwever, if a sufficient
quantity of brine is in the repository at the time of closure and
pressurization, the perrreability of the backfill will rer.ain high.
There
could be open communication between rooms, tunnels, and vertical shafts
except where inp:nreable barriers to brine migration (Storrront and B::1ward,
1987) are constru9ted.
These constructed barriers, however, may be bypassed by regions of
increased penreability. For exairple, a bed of anhydrite 2 l/2 feet thick
(Marker Bed 139) lies only .C 1/2 feet below the floor of the rep:>sitory and
appears to be the main pathway for bringing brine into the excavations
(Deal and case, 1987).
This anhydrite bed has accW11Jlations of clay at
the upper and lower contact w:L th salt, indicating some dissolution and
water JTOverrent. In a&:Ution, the anhydrite bed has wide fractures that are
partially filled with halite, sure evidence of past water ncvcnent (Borns,
1985). Ex}:erience in solutic:n mining (I:Owhan, 1976) shc:Ms that brine can
rrove over distances of hundreds of neters through similar fractured strata.
Brine under high pressure could JTOVe through the fractured anl'rjdrite bed
and around the constructed barriers. Bence, we conclude that there is a
significant potential for liquids that accumulate in the repository to
bypass the seals between sections of the mine and reach the vertical shafts
that lead to the Rustler aquifer (Fig. 1).
Concrete plugs in the shafts will attempt to isolate the Rustler
aquifer by pouring a brine-saturated concrete within and below the active

zone of salt dissolution that occurs at the base of the Ru.stl er Forrration
(Fie. 1).
This same zone was sealed with grout shortly after the rr.ain
shaft vas constructed. By 1987, l"x:Ywever, water had bypassed this seal and
flo'tt'ed from the Pllstler into the mine at a rate of about l 1/2 gallons fer
minute before evatx'ration (Chaturvedi, tele~ne C011TTl.lTlication, 1987; this
water is not seen by a visitor to the mine because it is collected in a
drip ring and piped to sections of the mine where it is used to settle salt
dust and is subsequently evap::>rated by the ventilation systerr.)._ Fractures
and wash-out zones in the :Lower part of the Rustler 'Were observed in the
walls of the nain waste-handling shaft at WIPP during construction. '!'1)ese
fractures had becorre enlars?ed into solution channels sever~l centi:reters
wide and obviously had carried a significant flow of water (see Plate l in
Cha·turvedi and Channel, 1985). It is probably the flow of unsaturated
water through these and other solution channels in the dissolution zone
that made it difficult to obtain an effective seal because alternate
pathways of flow can be quic:kly established in soluble beds.
Cp!rl solutioo channels in the Rustler aquifer SU<]gest that any liquid
waste that finds its way past the seals will be injected directly into the
Rustler. 'nle solutioo channels that were observed in the min shaft quite
probably connect to the observed area of high hydroloc;ic transmissi vity
that has be-en identified in the Rustler aquifer and that leads southward
from the site. A network of solution channels in the Rustler means that
the travel tille for radionucl ides that enter the aquifer my be fast, with
estimtes as short as 15 years for the rovenent of radiooucl ides to water
wells located south from the site (Chaturvedi and Channel, 1985). Even
these fast travel times are conservative estirrat.es because only·average
flow and not the faster flow through individual channels is considered. We
conclude that the Rustler aquifer is not an effective barrier (see
discussion in Chaturvedi and Olannel, 1985).

The accepted strategy for containment of nuclear waste is based,
ideally, upon the concept of having multiple barriers between the toxic
radionucl ides and the biosphere. Our discussion bas shown how a watersatur!ted repository in bedded salt successively eliminates the
effectiveness of each barrier, beginning with the container, then the solid
waste form, the backfill, and finally the constructed seal& We cannot &a'f
positively that these seal!: will hold or whether failure would be an
advantage or a disadvantage. We can say, however, that the lllltiple
barrier at:Proach bas been abandoned at WIPP and that there ii a significant
potential for a natural release of liquid waste through the highly
perneable ~ler ~er.
The ability of a water-saturated repository to effectively isolate
radionuclides resta primarily upon the plugging and sealing program,
considered in the next section.

Our review of available reports and documents, in light of a watersaturated and pressurized repository, indicates that any confidence in
engineered barriers is premature. Almost no specific information is
available atx>ut plugging and SE!al.1.ng rooms in the re~itory, about sealing
the vertical shafts and "'1ellbores, or about isolating the overlying Jmstler
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Aquifer from the repository. Specific designs for seals and plugs have not
been made because sufficient data have not been collected. Experiments
have been requested (StorJTDnt, et al, 1987) to investigate the problems of
grouting in areas of dissolut.ion, to cetermine the amount of fracturing
produced by mining the shafts., and to estirrate the potential for bypassing
fl uics around the plugs through fractures in the wal 1 rock. More recently,
lkl&,.·ak and Storrront (1987) call for exp:rirrents to cietermine the effect of
inflowin~ brine in the vertical shafts en consolidation and perr.eability.
Until these measurements are made, uncertainties rerrain about the
flow characteristics of the backfilling materials and of the formations
surrounding the storage rooms, wel lbores, and shafts of the repository.
For exairple, a recent rep:>rt (Stornont et al., 1987) states:
lbst rock perrreability is a fundanental para1reter required to
assess the suitability c1f the potential repository. The
i;:errreability represents the forneticn's fundane.."'ltal isolation
capabilities, and is required input tp performance
assessments which describe postulaad fluid flow through and
radionuclide migration away from the underground rep:>Si tory.
Permeability is an impc1rtant consideration in sealing
strategy and designs, because florii through a seal system is
partially dependent on hc>st rock permeability. Formation
perrreability affects the buildup and dissipation of natural
and was~enerated gasses in the repository, and nay also
be important in determin.lng the influx of brine from the
surrounding rock.
This same re?::>rt explains how these uncertainties preclude a reasonable
assessment of the perfornance of WIPP. S.iJnilarly, the NAS WIPP Panel (1984)
asks that it be shown that the sealing of the repository is sufficient to
preclude unacceptable hydraulic: conductivity.
Forty wellbores and 3 shafts have currently been identified for
plugging. The research program to develop and demonstrate the
•effectiveness of seals and plugs is just getting under way. In fact,
preliminary design criteria arE~ not scheduled for developnent until FY88
(Stornont, 1984). This schedule probably reflects the fact that in a dry
mine plugging and sealing is not a major consideration. The PEIS claina no
serious heal th o:>nsequences ev~ for an unplugged boreb::>l e. B:lwever, the
only rrechanism considered in the FEIS for bringing waste to the surface was
diffusion, and no flow was assuned through the rep:>sitory for lOOOyr after
emplacement of the waste. The failure scenarios in the FEIS do not take
into account that a driving force, internal to the repository, may be
available to bring liquid waste to the StJrface. 'nlus, in a wet rep:>sitory
it is irrperati ve that engineered barriers function reliably.
In a&3ition to sealing shafts, it is necessary to backfill roolr'S and
passageways with crushed salt and erect barriers to isolate sections of the
mine. A wet retmi tory pl aces c!!dded inp:>rtance an the integrity of these
barriers; and. the technology is largely untested. Again, the FEIS does not
take into account important information in evaluating the dangers
associated with failures of th1~se barriers. In a 'Wet mine the aegree of
surf ace contamination from dri 11 ing into the rep:>si tory depends upon the
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of interconnection bet:\.'een sealed sections of the rep:isi tory.
Mt un~ed burden on the sealing program.

This

Flow of ground'water U1rough the beds used for repository is another
rrechanism for trans?Jrting radionuclides into the biosphere, and until no..'
the prirrary function of a plug was to limit groundwater intrusion and
subsequent flow out of the facility (Stornont et al., 1987). This is still
a major concern. Separation of an overpressurized cavity from the
overl.Yin9 Ri;stler aquifer nust be maintained by rreiterials that have low
transmissi vity and cement grouts and plugs must have a long life in a
difficult environrent. The enornJ. ty of this task is seen in the inadequacy
of grouts currently used between the aquifer and the liner in the mine
sbafts. Leakage has been estimated at nore than 2000 gallons per day (7.6
nr/day), (Olaturvedi, tele:tn:me comrunication, i987).
The pressure in a wet rep:>sitory that calls for effect.ive seals also
increases the likelihood that waste will escape into the Rustler aquifer.
The assunption that it "'10Uld take lOOOyr for any waste to reach the Rustler
(FEIS, 1980) is no longer reasonable in a rep:>sitory that will probably be
pressurized in less than 20CI years. The half-lives of the llallY isotopes
that will be present in WIPP range from 13 to 387 ,000 years. Plutonium 239
has a half-life of 24,000 years and provides 94\ (by wight) of the
radioactive eleirents that make up TRO waste.
Thus, the pressurized
chanber is formed alJ?Ost immediately, compared to the necessary life
expectancy of WIPP. Onder these conditions seals must not only keep
groundwater from entering the mine, they nust also limit the flow of wastecontainin9 slurry out of the mine and into the Rustler aquifer. The large
pressure difference across seals that a:>uld exist in a -wet r~sitory was
unanticipated in preliminary reports outlining the sealing str~t..e<It·
Pour potential fl CN paths are associated with engineered seals in the
the intact geologic f'orrretion, the region da.:raged by excavation,
the seal/rodt interface, and the seal JTaterial itself. 'nle.se flow paths
nust be considered in connection with both vertical shafts and oorizont.al
penetrations. ~ fol lowing ~!ctions briefly outline the present status of
the p.:.u<1:1in9 and sealing program in these areas.
mine -

Sealing C>f

~

and Boreh::>les

current strategies include sealing water-bearing aquifers above and
below tbe aine to protect the crushed salt in the mine and ahafta from
dissolutiai &mil it <XNOlidates. It is planned that sectioos of shafts
and boreholes in these water-bearing zones be sealed with concrete and
grouted vi th a freshwater grout. The sealing zone vil l extend downward
into the Salado Formation between the aquifers where a salt-compatible
grout will be used. The region bet-ween the concrete plugs vill be filled
with a salt-based iraterial (Storrront, 1984).
Specific problens relate t.o shafts and boreholes separately. Narrow
boreholes are plugged reirotely and it is necessary to check that plll99inq
is co~lete and sound contacts with the sides are inade. More serious
concerns exist r~arding shafts. Shafts are larger and provide direct
access between the Rustler aqu1ifer and the storage region. The larger
cliarreter plug allows for p:>tenti.!lly greater flCN both through the plug and
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through the rock/seal interface. Flor-· through the disturbed zone around
the shafts is proportional to the p-f:irr.eter of the opening. A 1 arge
concrete :i;:l ug generates r:on~ heat dur:.:-.; hydration and is susceptible to
crackins, separation from the side walls, and sinking.
To 'aooress t."iese problmiE, rul tirle sealing corrp:ments are proposf-d
for shafts: caps, bases, seals, bl:lkheaC.S, and fills. Specific designs for
these comoonents have not been rrade. Factors to be considered are the
length o{seals necessary for struct~ral integrity and for preventing
leakage, and mechanical and 9eocher.ical stability of rreterials. The fills
.between the various seals and pluss need to have a low t=erneability and not
settle significantly. The salt-based fills contenplated for the Salado
Formation provide chemical and mechanical corr;>atibility but could also
provide a preferential flow path (Stormnt, 1984) and only recently have
atterrpts been rrade to estilrate the effects of brine inflow from the Salado
on salt-based fills in the shaft (Sjaarderra and Krieg, 1987) and to predict
the behavior of cenent plugs (Sa.n'beek, 1.987).

The rock/seal interface and adjacent rock also provide avenues for
increased flow and effective grouts have not been dem:mstrated. Field
tests of grouts proposed for use at WIPP have exhibited surf ace cracking of
about l rmn (Gulick et al, 1981).
Bence the grouts could allow some
initial aoount of unsaturated flow to produce enlarged fractures where ·
unsaturated brine is in contact with salt. Such a condition may account
for the failure of grout to contain •ater from the Rustler in the main
shaft.
Sealing R::olrs and Sections

The roorrs of the repository 1 ie en ti rely in the Sal ado salt beds, so
proposee sealing of horizontal penetraticns is in the form of bulkheads and
fills. Sfecial consiceratiori.s include: plug enplacerrent r.ear the roof of
crifts, proximity to the waste, perme~ility of the disturbed zone, and
hic;;hly :i:;err.eabl e anhydrite beds. Since the cross sectional area of tunnels
is about the same magnitude as the shafts, the same size considerations
corre into play; but gravitaHonal settling in the horizontal georretry has
ITOre of an i.npact since it affects bonc:li11g near the roof (Stonront, 1984).
'I1>e current concept calls for uultiple conp:inent bulkheads including
cement to provide a short-te~rm barrier to flow, and salt-brick which is
expected to consolidate from pressure in the closin9 tunnels and provide a
long-term barrier (Stormont,, 1984). Salt consolidation, the principle
component in this seal de!:dgn strategy, could be coupromised ~ith
sufficient brine inflow from surrounding rock, preventing the nece:. ary
isolation of the roans and sections within the retx>Sitory and providl.ng a
significant conduit for flow (Storli'Ont et al, 1987).

Effects of Ezc:avatim
A primary concern of the sealing program· is that the geologic
formation could provide a f~th through which fluid could bypass the
engineered seals. Excavation produces a disturbed zone with enhanced flow
characteristics, and separations or fractures in the interbed anhydrite
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layers. The thin layers of salt on the roof or floor betwee1 the interbed
layers rray also fracture. r!'hese fractures could become a connected net'Wcrk.
of high txirosity regions throughout the storage facility (Stonront et al,
1987). The present plan fc1r temporary storage of vaste at WIPP over the
next 5 years cal ls for remining the rooms at the end of that period to
rerrov.e salt that has al ready begun to close the rooins. This adai ti on al
mining could provide additional fractures and avenues for comnunication
throuch
. the forrration and around erected barriers.
Fractures in salt nay "heal• with ti.JTe since t:0rosity decreases 'iii th
deformations due to creep, but this process could be retarded by
pressurized gas that enter:B the mine from surrounding rock or that is
generated by the wet waste. The gas may also fracture adjacent rock if
sufficient pressure is generated (Stoaront, et al., 1987). In addition, if
sufficient gas is generated before closure and corrplete pressurization the
escaping gas rrey help establish pathways through fill or around barriers.
This brief survey of the sealing program highlights the extent of
unsolved prc:Olens at WIPP that uust be resolved before the ~lace:irent of
waste.
'!be unexpected intrusion of brine and the difficulties of sealing
illustrate the pitfalls of II'Oving the WIPP project to final develo?J-ent on
the basis of inadequate infonration and p:>ints to defects in scientific and
p.Jbl ic tolicy 'tihich are explored in the next section.

In addition to scientific and technical q~estions about the
advisability of proceeding with nuclear waste e~lacement at WIPP as
discussed above, the fOlicies that regulate the selection, design, and
manager.:ent of the site are a natter of o:mcern to us. Revierw and analysis
of the history of WIP-r-related FOlicy reveals four 2jor types of t:elicy
irregularities.
Inte.rgoveoaeutal Relat.ialS and

~ity

In the case of nuclear waste storage policy intergovernmental
rel aticns have been part.iailar l. y unstable and cxnfl ic:ted. Specif!ca 11 y, the
relatiCl'JS between the state of New Mexico and the federal goverrurent have
been reinterpreted and ren~:lated with each change in both national and
state aaninistrations, resul t.iriq in a lack of contimity in a.ssigrurent of
power and responsibility for decisionmaking about VIPP. A flexible and
~rim!ntal awroach to intergc>verrmental relations u per~ a~ropriate
in some policy areas, but in the case of a long-term atorage site for
hazardous mterials ina:lnsistent :EOlicy leads to a ~tWly dangerous
confusion over accountability. Constant renegotiation of the rules and
terms that apply to WIPP has done little to clarify and iJrprove the
definition of the mission of the project, has not established clear and
rational lines of authority aiid oversight responsibility, and has not
provided an orderly and systemi.c assessment of the loog-tenn consequences
of waste storaqe at WIPP. Public inp.lt to the decisiauraking process has
been restricted and diminished. As an indirect result, 'WIPP has been
exezrpted !ran i.Jrp:>rtant procedures and research requirenents.
, c

Exen:ption of WIPP from Major Federal Jegulations
The ad hoc ai::proach to c~ccountability for W!PP µ:>licy has led to the
exerrption of the site from two rrajor fe&:r.:l laws that govern nuclear ;:aste
disposal. ~!PP was specifically excluded from the restrictions placed on
waste disposal by the 1982 Nuclear Waste Policy Act. The NWPA allows
states and tribes to veto the! President's oesisnation of a rep::>si tory site
and rrandates extensive OOE c,onsul t.ation with states or tr i.bes whose 1 ands
are selected for waste cisposal sites. It also requires the Nuclear
Regulatory C:Onrr.ission (NRC) to license such sites.. WIPP, by virtue of its
exempt status, is not subject to NRC oversight and the power of the state
in decisiorura.king is similarly unspecified by the law. Exenption of h!PP
from !WlFA provisions has contl~ibuted to the unclear federal-state relations
described above.
Among the New Mexico congressional delegation there is currently a
dispute over whether or not the WIPP should be required to meet
Envirorurental Protection Agency (EPA) standards before the enplacerrent of
any wast~ -is undertaken. 'Ibe EPA standards, vacated last year by the First
Circuit Court of Appeals on g:rounds that they do not adequately protect the
health and safety of the public, are nonetheless the most rigorous
explicitly-stated standards in the law. The exenption of WIPP from ?-M>A
and the possibility that waste: errplacen-ent wil 1 begin witix::>ut EPA oversight
further exacerbates the prololem of insuring adequate accountability for
safety of the site.
·
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Else"Where we describe rE!asons for believing that there are several
important technical questions about \•r!PP that have not been adequately
aooressed by scientific resea:rch. lt.!PP has been considered a special case
by policyr.akers, appropriately treatee in a r.cre flexible fashion than is
normally acceptable, because it is intended as an experimental pilot
project. Thus one of its mc~jor decl~red purposes was to prcvice the
scientific community with data about nuclear waste storage that would
permit the selection and development of facilities for other permanent
storage sites. fbwever, the larger scientific conmmity has had alnost no
role in decisions about the disposal of nuclear waste at WIPP. Only in
October, 1987 were brief abstracts and two talks on the inflow of brine
into the repository presented to a meeting of the Geological Society of
Arrerica. Neither of these talks considered the consequences of the brine
inflow. 'l1le ~ (1984) recognized this deficiency 1n participation by the
science conurunity and called for efforts to correct the situation•
.IXE and WlPP researchers have been slow to respond.

Sone infonration about the! geological characteristics of the site have
been supplied by the u. s. Geological Survey (USGS), but they are not
er.powered to make recommendations on the suitability of the site. Apart
from scientists ernpl oyed by J::>OE and its conuactors, the only group of
scientific reviewers involved in regular assessnent of the progress of the
project are those in the New Mexico Envirorurental Evaluation Group (EEX:;).
The EEG has been responsiblE! for forcing studies that have revealed
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ir.p:>rt.ant probl~ with tile site, especially the lTjdrology of the Rustler
aquifer and the problem of inflO'Wing brine. E!Xi's contribution should not
be minimized. fbwever, EEG is under p:>litical pressures at ooth the state
and national level and the state has rrade agreements that drastically
restrict EEG's role.
l'urtherr.ore, ox; is OC1W in upheaval because of the
p:nding transfer of i;:ersonnel to Carlsbad.
. ~ Wi.S has establ ishE~d a review panel on W!PP at the request of the
OOE.· At times the NAS has presented formal test irony at hearings and in
court to the effect that Wil?P will i:;erfonn according to e~tions.
The
NAS 1 s task, however, formally excludes •approval or disapproval of the
st=eeific plans for WIPP or any of its conp:::inent parts• and the review pa."lel
has a lilr.ited role related to evaluating design criteria.
'11lus, the only
sustained technical review of the scientific research, by the £:Er; and NAS,
has been explicitly and deliberately restricted.

Rational decisionmald.ng a.bout policies with high technical content
derrands extensive and unquestionably reliable research, eSfeeially 'Where
there is a potential for nes;ati ve long-term consequences. Furtherrore,
extensive inp.lt from the scientific conmmity would seem essential for a
project that has been exe~ted from federal law and regulations on the
grounds that scientific research demands rrore flexibility than the law

allows.

Plblic

~iluoo

and t.be Folicy Process

tecisioruraking a.oout WIPf1 has ta.ken place with a mini.ml Of:P'rtuni ty
for ?Jblic inp.Jt. 'lbere have been only three congressional hearings since
the site was designated in 1975; the only OOE hearinq in the la.st 7 years
was forced by the state and al.lowed no role for a p.t>lic resp:mse to WIPP
in the decisionmalting process. Support for WIPP am:>ng citizens of
Ca.rl sbad, and by the current. state administration, seems to ~ based
largely on anticipateO economic: benefits rather tha.n specific knowledge
about the project. !bwever, the rost recent congressiooal bearing revealed
a substantial variety of concc~rns by meni>ers of the local conrwnity and
representatives oi COJrlllllnities through which nuclear vaste will be
transPJrted to the site. At least sozre m!l!bers of tbe CXlOC]ressic:nal panel
were awarently tnaVare that WIPP could be a water-saturated r~itory and
of the bplicaticrw of this develqment.
.
'l1lis lade of pblic knowle-dge and informtica can lead to acceptance
of the project in the short run but ney also prove to be a disadvantage to
the nuclear waste program mld effective government in the long nn. Just
as rational decisionmaking ab<lut WIPP requires i.q;>artial scientific

analysis and review, democrat.le decisionmaking demands extensive and
rreaningful opp:>rtmity for ?Jblic: inp.Jt and reactioo. A failure 1n pblic
policy to assure an orderly and tested scientific process la partly
resp:>nsible for a failure to recognize the early signs that vater from the
surrounding geologic formation could enter the rep:1Gitory in significant
azrounts.. 'Ibe consequences of this oversight, for natimal and even foreign
p:>l icy, as yet unexaJd..ned, might ;be severe.
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8.istory of the Oversight of E1rine Inflow at WIPP
As early as 1552 the c::ncept that certain r.aterials \.'ere i::;::err.eable
...·as bein~ challenged in wcrksbops in tr..e t 1• S. C-eological Survey; a ccr:ron
expression being: "there is no such ti.i."lg as an inperr.eable rock". By the
early l970's, before W!PP was conceivee, there was a body of literature in
hydrology, sorre of it specific to the Delaware Basin, that could hav_e beer.
used to challenge the contention that salt bees of the Sal acio Formation
were irrpenreable to water. 1Griswold (1977) in referring to brine pxkets
in the Salac5o states: "fbwever, the presence of these fluid aCOJITl.llations
needs to be cited to correct the inpression that salt beds are corrpletely
dry." At that time, however, the connection between water in the salt and
perrreable hydrologic flow at W!PP had oot been made.

The first drill stem tests (DST's) in 1976, of borehole AEC 7, and of
borehole ERDA 9, which is adjacent to the main waste-handling shaft for
WIPP, showed that the beds tc1 be used for the repository had ano~ously
high penreability; higher tha;r1 beds above or below; up to 2.1 X 10- darcy.
Interpretations of these cata sust=ected ir.perfect equiprent or attributed
the higher values to local fracturing associated with drilling (Peterson
et al., 1981). Only short-term DST's were run in the belief that longer
tests were not needed, that pressures 'WOUld soon be depleted, and that.only
srrall volurres of fluia \<o'Ould be produceci (Mercer, 1987).
Further testing was initiated in 1981 _ and an anomalous buildup in
forrration pressure to 472 psi was found at W!PP-12. A similar buildup in
pressure to 390 psi was encolintered in a two-day test in Cabin Baby-1 at
about the same time. These high forrr.ation pressures, measured over long
time-intervals,
inoicated that hyc:ologic flow in the Salado was
persistent and that the Salaoo Forration was capable of moving a
significant quantity cf water over a long interval of tine. The anorralous
pressure at Cabin Saby-1 was 1::onsic5ered questionable and not investigated
further (BeauheiJTI et !l., 1983). ~ 19£4, however, an addition~! buildup
at Cabin Baby-1 had confirmed the high formation pressures. Even so, it
was concluded that the rate c1f m::>vement was imperceptable and would not
significantly affect the integrity of the facility (Mercer, 1987). The
first challenge to the belief that the salt beds at WIPP 'fllere essentially
dry was irade by Bredehoeft (1987), a~ently sorretine in 198.t, after the
initial excavation and construction was corrpleted and after prelilninary
data of brine Wlow in the mine was available. Bredehoeft suggested the
alternate hypothesis of a re•gionally saturated and slightly permeable
system that would lead to a water-saturated retx>sit.ory.
In hindsight, rep:>rt.s giv·ing evidence for persistent and significant
flow of brine through the Salado were available in late 1981, before the
WIPP facility was constructed. In 1979, if longer-term drill stem tests at
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AI.C 7 had been carried out after high permeability \r'as measured, the
inforr..ation needed to interpret saturation and f lo..., in the Salado might
have been available. Through 1582, when decisions were being made to
prcceed to construction, the connection beh·een anomalous formation
t=ressurcs and saturated conditions in the repository was overlooked. This
srrall oversight was rooted in the larger one of accepting without question
tbe prerr.ise that salt was dry; a concept that is only generally, and not
specifically, true. The o:mnection was made only after the repository was
constructed and evidence called for an explanation (O;aturveC.i, 1988).

Effects of the Brine Orrersight ca the WIPP Project

Bad it been recogni2ed in 1979 or 1981 that a nuclear waste repository
becorre saturated with water, decisions to oonstruct WIPP might have
been reconsidered. At a minimum, the project would have been delayed
several years by extensive .and long-term bydrolog'.ic testing. Also, sozre of
the research exp:!!lse COMec:ted with other salt-bed projects, such as the
site in the Palo Duro Basin,. might have been questioned.
~uld

.r;

F.arly in the nuclear w.a..ste program it was agreed by all concerned and
rrandated by law that all perrranent disposal of nuclear waste \llOUld be in a
,....solid form. Technically, ~be ll"aterial to be placed in WIPP is solid. But
in a wet rep:>6itory its alrrost imreOiate contact with wter violates the
_spirit if not the letter of the law. During the decades 'When much of the
nuclear waste diSt:Osal program was cornnitted to burial in salt, a theory of
waste disposal ws evolving based upon the concept of rultiple barriers.
This strategy relies up::n a suite of 4 or 5 successive barriers to prevent
toxic nuclides from reachi;ng the biosphere. A sol id waste form is the
first barrier, followed t)y a durable cannister, absorbent packing
materials, and finally an inperneable geologic fornation. If an aquifer is
present, then slow travel tiJres for nuclides o:mstitutes a sixth barrier.
A ...,et repository at WIPP systerr.atical ly eliminates every one of these
barriers (see Technical Review Summary, p. 25). If a connection had been
rrade be'Clir'een t~ anorralous test results and a. saturated refOSitory in 1981
it would t.ave t-een pcssibl~~ to compare t.he cost and safety factors of
changes needed to accoimxx3ate potential water saturatioo at WIPP with other
nuclear waste ~l strategies.

In retrospect, the di!iposa.l strategy at WIPP is_ being reexudned
today because the p>licy exenptiaur given to WIPP freed the project from a
-< rigorous pr09ra11 to characterize and interpret geotechoica.l properties
before decisions were made t<) proceed with design and construction. Bad
such a program been in place 1;ufficient information might now be available
to narrow tl'2 wi.ncbw of uncertainty regarding brine inflow. Also, critical
review of primary data llight. have led to 1Wre conplete testing and the
identification of a water-saturated repository at an earlier stage and
before constructioo.
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The belated recognition that l<iIPP could be a water-saturateo
reFQsitory now leaves the project and t.'">e science COr::':Wlity ir. a difficult
situation.
A first ~riority should ce to cetermir.e the ran;e c.if
uncertainty in perrreability,, brine ir.flow, and in trie CO!T?lete isolaticn cf
••.:aste from brine infloY.'. If the uncertainty car,r.ct be reduced, alternate
engir.ee-rir.g and packagir.~1 cesisns should be ce!;igned ar.d tested to
c5etermine reliability. Typ.ically, ensir.eering r.easures and cha.nses forced
by circumstance and not derivec from careful planning require years of
testing and the negative consequences of alternate plans are rarely
recognized at the tirre of c~nception.
The cost of alternative solutions
should be estirrated and compared to other methods and strategies for
rontai.ning or storing nuclear waste.
A major change in deci:sionmaking is cal 1 ed for and several resFQnses
are demanded by the recognition that WIPP may be a water-saturated
reFQsitory. Final decisionrraking authority for WIPF soould be reroved from
the sp:msoririg agency. But a rore inr.ediate resFOnse is needed to assure
that steps taken withi.n the next year do not corrrnit WIPF to an irreversible
strategy and a plan that fails to recognize the reality and difficulties of
a wet reFOsitory. Present plans call for, and pending le-;islation allows,
120,000 drwrs to be stored .in WIPP until final di5F0sal and backfilling.
The EPA (40 C.F.R. 191, Part B) requires the sponsoring agency for a waste
repository to demonstrate minirr.al consequences for a rel ease of nuclear
waste through a borehole for 10,000 years after burial •. It should be
acknowledged that the present plan for packaging the waste will not suffice
i.n a water-saturated reFOsitory and there is a real FOSSibility that any
waste stored in the mi.ne wil 1 have to be reroved.
There are at;:iarently no, scientific reasons and no published docwrents
justifying ter:;:orary storage of waste.
There appear-to be no exJ:erirr£:-nts,
such as t~e evolution of gas from the ~aste, that cculd not be carried out
under rrore controlled concSitior.s above c;round and with ruch sr.aller vol!.!.'ieS
of waste. Other experment.s, such as the cru·shir.g of drurrs by creep,
reaction of drurrs with backfill, or efficiency of handling the drums could
rore e~sily be c~:ried o:.:t ~.·it!'l c:.:::."::"J •·aste i;: the crur.s. F.eassurcmccs
have l:::>een given that the ....·aste will be renoved if WIPP cannot corrply with
EPA standards. we are u.naware of any current estimates of the costs and
heal th risks of rehandling t:he waste and renoving 120,000 barrels of waste
from the mine.
Bence, pro:i:x>sed le-;islation for WIPP, by allowing .interim
storage, does not acknowledge the possibility of a water-saturated
repository and the attendant difficulties and costs of corrplying with EPA
standards. Furthernore, the le-;islaticn does not specifically exclude· a
waiver that will allow the waste to rerain in place in a water-saturated
mine.
'I1le prudent decision at this tw, in view of the uncertainties of
water saturation, is to defer legislation until the technical matter is
resolved.
The real challenge thi!t arises from the possibility of a watersaturated nuclear waste facility will be not to minimize the problem. The
investigation after the Challenger disaster revealed that even a formal
system of internal checks and awrovals within NASA was inadequate for a
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project subjected to the pressures of haste, the budget, and political
goals. Long-term goals ·~ere sacrificed in a ga?!Ole for the short-ter:n
benefit that did not pay off. The consequences debilitated the space
progra:r4
Si1r.ilar pressures exist for the WIPP project at a time when a
careful rethir.kir.g of the disposal strategy at WIPP is most ne:eded.
'I"estinony after the failun~ of the Ciallenger mission reveale-d managerial
attituces that challenged skeptical engineers on the shuttle project to
"prove it won't fly"; an impossible task and a derr.and that reversed the
imp6rtant role that critJlcism plays in science. Only a new and fully
independent review process with final decisiciMi3king authority o~tsic3e the
sp:msoring agency will assure that future decisons are sound and in keeping
with an evolving national strategy for the disposal of nuclear waste.
The nuclear waste pr0<3ram has a confused history that has long failed
to inspire public confidence. We note the concern over this problem
expressed recently ~n a col um by Jack Anderson and Joseph Spear
(Albuquerque Journal, Octc)ber 14, 1987). The Bouse Energy Comrni ttee is
considering legislation to e~stablish a technical -review board of scientists
for nuclear waste which would review al 1 aspects of waste disposal. In
addition, the General Accounting Office (GN:J, 1987) presented testinony on
the proposed Nuclear Protections and Safety Act (S. 1085) that cites a
pressing need for independent scientific review and review authority over
OOE projects. We stroogly endorse this concept and these efforts and urge
that WIPP be included under its provisions.

Given the history of WIPP, we see an urgent need for removing the
fin al judgment of compliance with environmental standards from the
jurisdiction of tre sp:>nsoring federal agency.
A change in jurisdiction
and additional review will mean a delay of the WIPP project. It is a
delay, however, that is no·t artificial and one that should have been
imposed earlier by the requirements. for research on the salt-bed
environment. In the short i~un the public might not be reassured by the
delay of an already troubled nuclear waste program. H::iwever, a justifiable
delay to resol VP. questions a1ld concerns about a water-saturated repository
and to insure corrpliance wit.b environrrental protection standards would be
evidence that public safety is the prirr:e concern of the project and its
s;:::c~so rs.
In the long term, if future studies cannot give a clear answer to the
we my have to c:ontenplate a

consequences of a water-saturated repository,

reduced mission for WIPP. I,()SS of the original premise that aal t is dry
ney require solutions at WIPP that are prohibitively expensive. An orderly
and logical p:>licy suggests that no JTOre excavation be done at WIPP until
the window of uncertainty about brine inflow is reduced. If WIPP is
developed as a vet repository without full testing of the hydrologic
system, and with disregard for the potential consequences of the inflo.7ing
brine, the mission of WIPP may engender public fears and mistrust of
industry and governJrent for centuries, not only in New Mexico and the U.S.,
but for our international neighbors as 'Well.
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The corrosive brine now entering the h'!PP repository compels
reconsideration of the strategy of disposal of nuclear waste at WIPP.
Estirr.ates of brine inflow should be based or. a corrprehensive testing
progra.i. of the entire area tt:> be excavate-cl. 1-!orecver, a wice safety rrarsin
that includes a careful assessment of the higi:er values of perr.:eability
r..:st be der:or.strateC. The consequences of a ::iscalculation are so great
for future cenerations that the results should have the concurrence of an
independeni panel of the nation's leading hydrologists.
Engineering
cesigr.s at all levels nust be reevaluated to determine their ability to
adequately contain liguid waste. The t:athways of brine flow in geologic
uni ts, both into the mine and out again under pressure, rust be precisely
known before it can be assuned that seals will not be bypassed.
At this time it is not known if waste isolation through the use of
engineered barriers and seals can actually be achieved at WIP~ A
realistic assessrrent of performance with respect t'.o environmmtal standards
is not p:>ssible until the sp~ial proble.'T'S of a water-saturated rep:>sitory
are studied in detail. In short, the decision to put waste into the
repository, even as interim storage, is premature. A "business as usual"
awroach that "ftJC>uld :p.Jt a:wroxi.mately 120,000 barrels of waste in the mine
over the next 5 years does not take into account the seriousness of the
problem or the difficulty of its resolution.
We 1T1.l.St resist the terrpt:.ation to seek a short-term, partial solution
which would rr.ake the projec:t a one-time experiment with an uncertain
outcone. The pressure for haste in dem::>nstrating our ability to solve the
problem of nuclear waste disposal will continue. However, patience is
required to avoid the risk of leaving future senerations with a legacy of
unwise decisions and unsust=ectea danger. It is in this spirit that we ask
for a hold on the ir.ternent of waste in any forr.i at WIPP and make the
reo::>rr.e-ncations presented on the next pas;e of this ret:0rt.
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The panel has exarr.ined pertinent information on WIPP and evaluated
problems related to the unexpected IrOver.ent of brine into the WIPP
repJsitory. ~e believe, on the basis of test resul t.s, that the underground
disposal facility could c:ontain an appre-ciable volume of water. The
commingling of water and nuclear waste creates a ilurry of waste that
ir:validates the strategy of disposing of nuclear waste in •ary" salt beds
at W!PP. The creep or "self sealing" property of salt is a liability when
brine is present because it. squeezes the slurry a..""ld becomes a means for
driving liquid 'Waste to the surface. Waste in a liquid form is likely ·to
carry radioactive materiaJ. to the biosphere in quantities that exceed
envirorurental standards in the release scenarios required by the EPA.
The inability to close: seepage channels to inflowing brine and the
build up of pressure in tht! repository require fail-proof methods for
containing the waste. OJr examination reveals a largely untested sealing
program. We conclude that there is no assurance that the prop:>oed barriers
wil 1 isolate and contain 1 i.quid waste for the time interval required by
envirorurental standards. We agree strongly with the ~ panel on WIPP that
it must be deronstrated thalt the safety of the repository will not be
affected by the inflow of brine and by the potentially rapid rrovenent of
radionuclides.
A water-saturated repository means that the disposal methods to be
used at WIPP ll1.lSt be reeval uat.ed.
The belated discovery of a wet mine at
WIPP liBkes ~rative the following recormendations.

1.

A B::>ld en

~rations

Present pl~s for the disp::>sal of nuclear waste at WIPP are precluded
by a \.'ai:.er-saturateC rep:isitoI'y. Therefore, a hold m.:st be placed on all
Irine construction, e::cavation, and nuclear waste storage operations until
cis:;~sz.! ;:;etho~.:; are cex~stratec t!-.at ;d! l isolate •·aste •·ithin a wet
repo~itory, and until an effective progra.m for reducing or permanently

o:mtaining the slurry of waste in be03ed salt is available and tested.
2.

I.e;i al at.ian

Present disposal methods, when used in a wet mine, can lead to
releases of radioactivity that exceed envirorurental standards. 'Ibe wording
of proposed legislation that permits interim storage of waste in drums
therefore Jlllst be changed. Future leqislatioo should specify that all waste.
will cazply vith EPA standards set forth in •O c.F.P.. 191, Part B..
3.

~)dent

Jeview and .Awrc)Val

· Final approval of WIPP should not be a decision of the sponsoring
agency and should be given only after a fresh look at the problem by a ne'ti
and ~>dent review panel coirposed of scientists and en<]ineers carefully
selected for objectivity and br·oad expertise.

!·:ater is "weepir.g" into the uncerc;round e>:cavat.ion at F!?P at a slow
but steady rate. r~easurer..ents of per;..eabil ity cover a broad range of
values and estimates of bri~e inflow, ~ithin a reasonabl~ window of
i.:ncertainty, indicat~ that a significa.~t vol~&e of brine could enter the
waste-filled repository before it becorres pressurized by the creep of salt.
The new cl ass of probl err:s encountered, should this happen, includes the
fol lowir.g events and conseqi.:1er:ces.
1. Soft-steel waste containt~rs wi 11 disintegrate within their certified
life of 20 years in the corrosive brine and the waste and brine will

corrrningle to produce a slurry of waste that is available for transp::>rt.

2. Organic material in the waste and metal from the drums, exposed to
brine, will be decorrp:>sed bacterially and chemic.ally and release hydrogen
sulfide and other gasses.
3. The creep or self-sealing property of salt, an advantage in a dry mine,
will close the mine until it encapsulates the liquid waste. At this point
the waste slurry will becorre pressurized at lithostatic pressure and will
contain dissolved gas.

4. Even without pressurization, intrusion by a borehole will encounter
water-saturated waste and norrral drilling o:perations ~ill bring solid and
dissolved waste to the surface in quantities where consequences are likely
to exceed environmental protection standards. If the repository reaches
lit..i-iost.atic pressure, additional "''aste can be driven to the surface through
the b::lreoole.

5. The creep of salt into tht:! excavation produces fractures and therety
increases the :permeability of salt and fract~red anhydrite beds above and
belcw the repository. No barriers have yet been designed and tested that
can cerronstrate that 1 iq1.:id waste in a pressurized rr.ine can be isolated
within sections of the mine or from the vertical shafts.
6. Ftjdraulically driven liqt;lid waste wil 1 seek escape around engineered
barriers and through per:meat:ile tunnels and shafts. Initial attempts at
cerrenting the ma.in shaft from the .Rustler aquifer have been unsuccessful
and have al lo~ed water to bypass and enter the shafts (l 1/2 gallons per
minute), suggesting that seals and plugs may not isolate the aquifer.
7. The Rustler aguifer cxmta.ins soluble beds that have been involved with
near-surface dissolution and 1these beds have developed a solution-channel
hydrology with high transrnissivity and a IX>SSibility of fast travel tine
for radionuclides.
As a resu 1 t of the seven i terns above, a wet r eIX>si tory at WIPP def ea ts
the rnul tiple-barrier strate43y recorranended for the disposal of nuclear
waste. It releases radionuclides in quantities that may exceed
envirorurental standards in a recognized failure scenario, and it relies
for containnent upon a largely undesigned plugging and sealing program.
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Anhydrite: A brittle rock oonp::>sed of calcium sulfate that can develop open
fractures and is often interlayered with beds of rock salt
(halite).
Aquifer:

A permeable bed or 1ayer of rock beneath the surface through
which water flows.

Backfill: Rock material such a1s crushed salt that is to be packed around
the drmrs of waste and placed in the tunnels and shafts before
the mine- is seal ed.
Bentoni te: A type of clay that c:an absorb an appreciable am:>unt of water.
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BSEP:

Brine Sampling Evaluation Progralt'. A series of tests in which
holes are drilled into the ceiling, floor, and walls of the mine
and nonitored to determine the rate of inflaw of brine.

Darcy: A unit of intrinsic perrreabil ity that_g-easures the flow of water (a
rock that gives a measurerrent of 10
darcy is ItO£g perneable and
· will transmit nore water than one that measures 10 darcy).
DST:

Drill stem test: a test where part of a geologic forrr.ation is
ioolated by placing ~'packers" in a borehole and rrea.suring the rate
at which fluids enter the hole.

Em:

Envirorunental Evaluaticin Group. A New Mexico state agency, funded by
ta::, and created to evaluate the safety of WIPP.

EPA:

Federal Environmental Protection Agency. Legally empowered to
set standards and determine the i;;erformance' of WIPP.
llrpa~

FEIS:

Final Enviramental

Statenent (1980).

Grout:

Cenent that is poured or injected into fractures· and enpty space.

B.igh-1 evel waste (II.ii):

Beat-generating nuclear waste, generally in the form of fuel rods from
nuclear reactors.
Lithostatic pressure:
Pressure developed deep underground by the weight of the overlying rock.
At the WIPP mine, lithostatic pressure is about 2000 psi (pounds per
square inch).
NA.S:

National Acadecy of Sciences. A national organization of scientists;
in tr.is case cor.rnissioned and indirectly funded by rot to review the
aesisn criteria for riIPP.

Permeability:

Porosity:

The intrinsic capacity of a rraterial {rock) to transmit
water through interconnected pore space. (Often neasured in
darcys).

1b! volune of enpty space or void space within a rock or other

mterial.
psi:

Pressure in pomds per squa;t'e inch. (i:eig ia pressure at the gauge).

Rustler

~ifer:

~

vater-carryi.nq geologic layers or beds that lie above
the repository at a depth of about 700 feet (see Pig. l).

Scenario (Release Scenario):
A sequence of reasonable ev•ents that could occur to breach the
repository and carcy nuclear waste to the surface.
Tra~suranic

(TRU} waste:
Artificially produced nuclear waste that gives off alpha particles and
nay generate son-e heat1 includes plutonium.
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The panel has obtained corments and information from many sources
during the preparatioo of this report and we wish to thank all those that
have contributed to its clarity and accuracy. We also wish to thank
several geologists and hydrologists for constructive c:ortrre'lts on technical
aspects presented in an earl:y draft of this report including: Mary P.
Anderson, University of Wisc,onsin; John D. Bredehoeft, U.S. Geological
Survey; Lokesh Chaturvedi, New Mexico EEG1 Lynn Gelhar, MIT1 and Tom
Gustavson, Texas Bur. Econ. Geol. Given the controversial nature of the
subject matter we wish to emphasize that the observations and opinions
expressed in this report are tl'lOse of the panel alone.
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CONCEPTUAL ERRORS IN THE DOE MODEL
OF GROUNDWATER FLOW IN THE RUSTLER FORMATION
by Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.

Konikow (1996) identified the three most corrnnon sources of error
in modeling of groundwater flow: (1) conceptual errors; (2)
uncertainties in the model; and (3) uncertanties in the data.
These are conceptual errors in DOE's model of groundwater flow in
the Rustler Formation at the WIPP site and vicinity:
(1) Darcy's Law should not be applied to a karstland, because
groundwater velocity is not proportional to the potentiometric
gradient (Barrows, 1982).
In permeable rocks other than those giving rise to karst, the
water _table parallels the land surface, with somewhat less
relief. The potentiometric surface is the level to which
groundwater will rise in a cased well. These water levels can be
mapped, relative to sea level; and contour lines can be drawn, in
accordance with the slope of the water table. Groundwater will
flow across the contour lines, generally perpendicular to them;
and the more closely spaced the contour lines, the faster the
groundwater flows.
Velocity is proportional to the permeability
times the potentiometric gradient. This is expressed as Darcy's
Law, the general hydrogeologic equation (Jennings, 1971).
A water table such as occurs in porous rocks like sandstone does
not exist in karst. Wells close together often reach water at
very different levels (Sweeting, 1973; Jennings, 1971). Trying
to map contour lines is futile.
Potentiometric contour l~nes are
not a reliable indicator of groundwater velocity or direction.
(2) The Culebra should not be modeled as a porous homogeneous
medium with continuously varyin9 properties (Snow, 1995).
Karstified rocks are not porous homogeneous media (Milanovic,
1976).
Primary permeability, which depends on the size and
degree of interconnection of tht: original pore spaces in the rock
matrix, is uncommon in karst; s1:condary permeability, consisting
of flow through joints, fractur1:s, solution conduits, caverns,
and cave sediments, is much morE: representative (LeGrand, 1983;
Milanovic, 1981). DOE admits that "flow velocities are usually
orders of magnitude higher in the fractures than in the matrix"
(SEIS, 1996, p. H-24). That is precisely the point. According
to Rehfeldt (EEG-27, 1984) : "ThE~ groundwater travel time in open
fractures is very short in comparison to travel time in porous
media. Open fractures exist in Nash Draw, at H-6, and are
likely present elsewhere at and near the WIPP site." Konikow
(1995) regards open fractures in the Culebra as "the most likely
fatal flaw in site integrity."
1

( 5) · Borehole data should not b1e assumed to be representative of
hydraulic conditions beyond th1e immediate vicinity.
In karst, the hydraulic conductivity along solution-enlarged
fractures may be three orders of magnitude greater than that of
the adjacent unaltered rock (Fetter, 1980). Because the active
solution conduits comprise a small part of the total area of the
watershed, most boreholes will miss them, and will show values
for hydraulic conductivity whic:h are not representative of karst
conditions (Bloom, 1978; Barrows, 1982). Borehole measurements
may reflect aquifer properties only within the immediate vicinity
of the borehole (Konikow, 1995}. The technique of interpolation
between data points, although u~~ful in porous, homogenous media,
should not be applied to a kars= and (LeGrand, 1973).
(6) Matrix diffusion in the Culebra dolomite is not a reliable
mechanism for the retardation of radionuclide migration.
-

In rocks with dual porosity, groundwater flows mainly through
open fractures in the rock, while some groundwater is diffused
through smaller fractures into the rock matrix. This process,
known as matrix diffusion, is c:apable of retarding the migration
of radionuclides in groundwater (SEIS, 1996).
In karst, however,
water flowing through fractures: in soluble rocks will enlarge the
fractures as it does so. The more permeable the groundwater
pathways, the more rapidly they will become enlarged (Barrows,
1982). More and more groundwater flows through fewer and fewer
solution conduits (Fetter, 1980), with less and less diffusion of
groundwater into the rock matrix. The end result is a regional
network of primary solution channels and stagnant secondary
pathways (Barrows, 1982), with little or no matrix diffusion.
(7) Distribution coefficients used for the Culebra dolomite are
not representative of field conditions.
The distribution coefficient (Kd), or sorption coefficient, is a
measurement of the proportion of radionuclides that are retarded
during migration of groundwater. The magnitude of retardation is
proportional to the surf ace area in the host rock encounte~ed by
flowing water and therefore available for sorption. The higher
the Kd value, the greater the retardation of radionuclide
migration. The Kd values used in WIPP performance assessment
were determined in the laboratory from single measurements upon
Culebra dolomite samples which were crushed to a powder, thus
providing much greater surface area per volume of rock than
actually occurs in the field.
'The results, preferred by DOE,
give a Kd value as high as 7300 for Culebra dolomite, compared to
a Kd value of 19 for tablets of solid rock, which is more
representative of fracture flow in the Culebra dolomite. The
greater the aperture (diameter) of the groundwater channels, the
lower the Kd value. Under karst conditions, the conservative
assumption is that Kd equals zero, that some radionuclides will
3

travel at the speed of water. The only way to obtain reliable
distribution coefficients is to perform sorbing tracer tests in
the field (GCR, 1978; EEG-61, 1996; SEIS, 1996).
(8) There is no evidence that clay linings on fractures in the
Culebra dolomite will affect radionuclide migration.
The WIPP performance assessment takes credit for radionuclide
retardation due to clay lining£~ on fractures in the Culebra
dolomite. The claim is based on experiments that were performed
not upon fractures in the Culebra, which contain only small
amounts of clay, but upon corremsite clay taken from a black
shale layer in the lower unname~d member of the Rustler.
Clay
fillings are most likely to exist in secondary pathways, where
groundwater movement is infrequent enough to allow the clay to
settle out of the water; here the clay could block the movement
of water into the rock matrix, thus preventing matrix diffusion.
The WI_PP performance assessment: takes "double credit" for a
mechanism that may not exist, by claiming significant
radionuclide retardation in primary pathways in the Culebra,
while denying that clay f illinsrs in secondary pathways would
inhibit matrix diffusion (EEG-61, 1996; SEIS, 1996).
One of the problems with analyzing DOE's Compliance Certification
Application (DOE/CA0-1996-218~) is its incompleteness. Materials
are continually being added to the docket, and to criticize the
Application now is like shooting at a moving target. By the time
the EPA certifies that the Application is complete, the public
comment period will be over, and DOE will be at liberty to assail
its critics without fear of response, using materials which were
unavailable during the public comment period. Therefore, instead
of analyzing the WIPP performance assessment as it now stands, it
is more reasonable to analyze a completed report, trusting that
the public will be given another chance to analyze the Compliance
Certification Application when EPA deems it complete.
One recent addition to the docket is a Sandia Report by Corbet
and Knupp (SAND 96-2133), received by the New Mexico Attorney
General on January 15, 1997, midway through the public comment
period. The report, which models regional groundwater flow in
the Rustler Formation, is said to have bounded the hydrologic
effects of karst, potash mining, and climatic change, simply by
analyzing the effects of a three order of magnitude increase in
hydraulic conductivity in the Culebra dolomite.
Unfortunately,
the report begins with conceptual errors and misrepresentative
data, and the difference is always favorable to DOE.
The use of "geologic data to infer hydraulic conductivity values
for areas in which conductivity measurements were not available"
is inexcusable. DOE has had 20 years to collect the necessary
data.
Then: is no substitute for field work. The interpretation
should be drawn from the data, not the other way around.
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These values for rock hydraulic properties, said to be inferred
from geologic observations, are not always consistent with
borehole data in the vicinity.
Examples are given below.
Figure 2-6: The "eastern limit of Salado dissolution" is placed
at Livingston Ridge, which is not correct.
Seven boreholes east
of Livingston Ridge (P-6, P-12, P-13, P-14, H-3, H-6 and WIPP-33)
encountered dissolution residue at the top of the Salado.
F~gure 2-7: In Zone I, the fracturing and disruption of
strata in Nash Draw is attributed to dissolution of the
Salado, rather than to karst processes in the Rustler.
includes borehole WIPP-25, where the Tamarisk and lower
members consist almost entirely of mudstone breccia and

Rustler
upper
This zone
unnamed
gypsum.

Figure 2-7: In Zone II, Rustler strata is said to be fractured
but not disrupted. This zone includes borehole H-7, where 24.3
feet of Culebra dolomite was broken into six sections separated
by five cavities totalling 21.7 feet; this was underlain by 6.2
feet of mud, beneath which there was no core for 80.8 feet.
Figure 2-9: The zone assumed to have hydraulic conductivity of
1 x 10- 11 m/ sec ( 2 . 8 x 10- 6 ft/day) in Rustler anhydrite includes
borehole WIPP-33, where all of the anhydrite has been converted
to gypsum, some of the gypsum has been removed by dissolution,
and two gypsum caves were encountered in the Forty-Niner member.
Figure 2-10: The zone assumed to have hydraulic conductivity of
1 x 10- 9 m/sec (2. 8 x 10- 4 ft/day) in Rustler mudstone includes
borehole WIPP-14, where 71. 4 fe!et of mud, with anhydrite and
gypsum fragments, was encountered beneath the Culebra dolomite.
Figure 2-11: The Dewey Lake Redbeds are assumed to have hydraulic
conductivity of 2 x 10- 7 m/s (. 028 ft/day) everywhere east of
Livingston Ridge.
This is a wild guess.
I am unaware of any
measurements of hydraulic conductivity in the Dewey Lake Redbeds.
However, at test wells H-11 and WQSP-6, inflow from the Dewey
Lake Redbeds was measured at 25 to 30 gallons per minute.
The "assumed values for hydraulic conductivity" in the Culebra
dolomite are at variance with measured data.
In Figure 2-8, the
zone assumed to have hydraulic conduc:tivity of 1 x 10- 7 · 5 m/sec
(.009 ft/day) includes test wells H-3, DOE-1 and H-11, where
hydraulic conductivity is 0.86 ft/day, 1.5 ft/day, and 1.7 ft/day,
respectively.
The zone assumed to have hydraulic conductivity of
1 x 10- 6 m/sec (0.28 ft/day) includes test wells DOE-2, WIPP-13,
H-6 and P-14, where hydraulic conductivity is 4.0 ft/day,
3.0 ft/day, 3.2 ft/day, and 10.6 ft/day, respectively. The zone
assumed to have hydraulic conductivity of 1 x lo-s m/sec (2.8
ft/day) includes test well H-7, where hydraulic conductivity is
at least 31.0 ft/day.
Hydraulic conductivity (in ft/day) is
here calculated as transmissivity (in ft 2 /day) divided by the
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thick~ess of the aquifer (in fe~et) .
It is true that hydraulic
condL ~ivity at these eight test wells is anomalously high, but
that ~s exactly the point. To disregard the highest measurements
of hydraulic conductivity is to throw out the evidence for karst.

Potential recharge, defined as "the maximum amount of moisture
available to recharge the saturated zone," is assumed to be 0.2
to 2. O mm/yr. These values are! claimed by Corbet and Knupp to be
"certainly reasonable." In fact, precipitation for the last ten
years at the Carlsbad airport has averaged slightly over 15
inches per year, or 40 cm/yr. Corbet and Knupp are saying that
annual recharge equals 0.05% to 0.5% of annual precipitation,
which is t:o say that evapotranspiration equals 99. 5% to 99. 95%
of precipitation.
From this they conclude that the travel time
for vertical leakage to reach the Culebra is "probably thousands
or tens of thousands of years." These estimates of recharge are
too low. Geohydrology Associates (1978) and Barrows (1982)
estimated 96% evapotranspiration and 4% recharge.
Phillips
( 1987) est.imated 94% evapotranspiration and 6% recharge.
"Vertical leakage may contribute as little as 5% or more than 50%
of the total inflow" to the Culebra at WIPP. This statement is
an open admission that DOE does not even know the order of
magnitude of rainwater recharge to the Culebra. The truth is
that vertical leakage contributes nearly 100% of recharge to the
Culebra; the alternative explanation, that the Culebra contains
"fossil water" left over from the Ice Ages, is not supported by
geochemical data showing Culebra water to be far from saturated.
The conclusion that the Culebra is "poorly connected to the
source of recharge" is entirely unsubstantiated. DOE does not
even claim to know where the recharge area is located.
It is
said not to be "feasible" to measure, in the field, the vertical
conductivity of the "confining layers" because it would take
longer than "several months" to do so. This is a poor excuse.
DOE has already had 20 years to study rainwater recharge.
Regarding the hydrologic effects of climatic change, the computer
simulations employed by Corbet and Knupp "covered the time period
from late in the Pleistocene (l•l,000 years ago) to 10,000 years
in the future." The full-glacial maximum (genera· y considered
to have been 23, 000 to 17, 000 ye~ars ago) , and the climate and
hydrology associated with it, we~re not considered.
Indeed,
Corbet and Knupp assume that the~ climate over the next 10, 000
years will be no different than the last 8,000 years. As for
potential recharge, Corbet and Knupp assume that 2.0 mm/yr was
realized during the late Pleistocene (14,000 years ago), and that
maximum recharge during the Holocene was 0.6 mm/yr.
Recharge at
8,000 years ago is assumed to have been zero, although Corbet and
Knupp do admit that this value is "somewhat arbitrary."
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Glacial advances are cyclical. The Holocene is properly viewed
not as an epoch distinct from the Pleistocene, but as the latest
interglacial interval. Due primarily to a decrease in obliquity
(the tilt of the earth's axis), the amount of incoming solar
radiation received during the summer at the Arctic Circle (and
throughout most of the northern hemisphere) will decrease during
the next 9000 years. The polar ice cap will not be able to melt
back during the summer, and a 9lacial advance is predictable.
During the last full-glacial maximum, summers were at least 10°C
(18°F) colder in south-central New Mexico, and the evaporation
rate was 40% to 50% of the present rate. The combined amount of
precipitation and runoff into the local lake basins of the Texas
panhandle was about 50% greater than at present; this would be
sufficient to cause Laguna Grande de la s-1 (the discharge point
for contaminated water from the~ WIPP site; to overflow into the
Pecos River.
Climatic transitions can be rapid; temperature
drops of up to 5°C (9°F) have been identified.
For a fuller
discussion of climatic change, see Phillips (1987, Chapter 9)
All the studies cited by Corbet and Knupp relate to groundwater
flow through porous, homogeneous media. Not a single report on
karst hydrology is referenced. Corbet and Knupp acknowledge that
they are using equations for flow in porous media, based on
Darcy's law.
The idealized cross-sections of groundwater basins
(Figure 2-1) are representative of porous, homogeneous media.
They bear no resemblance to karst hydrology at the WIPP site.
"Differences in the elevation of the water table" are said to
"provide the driving force for groundwater flow." This is not
necessarily true.
In karst, the driving force for groundwater
flow is the flushing of underground caverns by fresh water
recharge after major rainstorms. Groundwater will flow through
preferential pathways, through channels of high transmissivity,
even if the flow path is not directly downgradient.
"All of the outflow" from the Culebra at WIPP is attributed to
"lateral flow.
Therefore, contaminants introduced into the
Culebra will travel toward the accessible environment along the
Culebra rather than by migratin!j upward or downward into other
units." This statement is in direct conflict with measured data.
DOE'S data set for hydraulic heads, incomplete though it is,
shows that water in the Culebra can and does flow upward to the
Magenta at test wells H-6 and WIPP-25. The Culebra is not a
confined aquifer, and DOE's attE~mpt to model it as such is a
misrepresentation of reality.
If it is simply too difficult, for
purposes of performance assessmemt, to model the Rustler as one
complex artesian aquifer with five units, with water flowing up,
down, and sideways, as it. does in the real world, then the proper
response is not to oversimplify the actual conditions of Rustler
groundwater flow to the point of: science fiction, but to abandon
the attempt to obtain EPA certification tc open WIPP.
7
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POTENTIAL FLOW PA~I'HS FROM THE WIPP SITE
TO TBE ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT

by Richard B. Phillips, Ph.D.
and David T. Snow, Ph.D.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico,
is intended for the permanent disposal of radioactive waste from
nuclear weapons production. The WIPP site was selected in 1974.
It is now 1997, and the Department of Energy (DOE) still does not
know the position of the water table, the flow paths of Rustler
groundwater, or where the Rustler groundwater discharges.
Without an understanding of suc:h basic hydrologic parameters,
"knowledge about the site is incomplete." (EEG-61, 1996).
If
completed early in the WIPP investigations, a study of nearsurface hydrology would have re!vealed vital information.
The water table represents the top of the saturated zone. At the
WIPP site, the water table "is believed to be in the Dewey Lake
Redbeds" (EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-6). DOE has collected data on the
hydraulic heads of Culebra groundwater from 35 test wells at the
WIPP site and vicinity. According to DOE, contour maps of these
water levels "suggest" that Culebra groundwater at WIPP flows to
the south (SEIS, 1996, p. 4-20). DOE concludes that groundwater
flow in Nash Draw "is unrelated to groundwater at WIPP, 11 (SEIS,
1996, p. 4-18), and "that the Culebra probably discharges into
the Pecos River" at Malaga Bend (EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-7).
If the
position of the water table is "believed," and the groundwater
flow path is "suggested," and the groundwater discharge point is
"probable," then little is known for certain, and all the risk
assessments based upon modeling of radionuclide migration through
an assumed groundwater flow path are without foundation.
Groundwater flows occur in a conduit, such as an aquifer,
according to its hydraulic conductivity and the gradient of
hydraulic potential (heads) acting in that conduit.
Since heads
in an aquifer can be measured rt:adily by measuring the water
surface in cased wells penetrating an aquifer, the gradient is
commonly determined from the spacing of contours drawn to
describe the potentiometric surf ace from a number of such
piezometers.
Such has been the work done for 30 years, in
attempts to understand flow in the Culebra dolomite.
If the Culebra aquifer were isolated, above and below, by
impervious aquicludes, and the water were supplied and discharged
at its edges, the piezometric work might have been adequate for
predicting flow paths.
It has been recognized (Corbet and Knupp,
1996) that recharge occurs by infiltration through overlying
strata, but flow models have assumed uniform areal recharge and
smoothly-varying hydraulic conductivity for lateral flow in the
aquifer.
Had some work been done to assess local variation of
1

such recharge, more ef~ective understanding of localized flow
controls in the Culebra, as well as the Dewey Lake Redbeds, would
have ensued. DOE chose to neglect warnings that the system does
not vary smoothly. Because the Rustler and Dewey Lake are
karstic, the flows are probably dominated by a small number of
very conductive horizontal and vertical conduits.
One type of piezometric surfac1: is the water table, depicted as
the surf ace of uppermost saturated rock, having atmospheric
pressure.
If the piezometric :surface for a buried aquifer, like
the Culebra, lies below the water table for rocks above it, such
as the Dewey Lake, a gradient i~xists across the strata tending to
develop recharge.
If they coincide, there is either no recharge
since there is no gradient, or there may be great recharge if the
interval has such high hydraulic conductivity i.n the vertical
direction that vertical flows take place with a minimal vertical
gradient.
S'ich distinctions need to be made at the WIPP site,
but because che hydrology of units overlying the Culebra has been
neglected, there is no detailed knowledge of the shallow water
table nor the heterogeneities of the Dewey Lake and other units.
At a sinkhole, such as WIPP-33, the water table {first water
encountered in a drill hole) must coincide with the Culebra
piezometric surface. At WIPP-33 a nested sequence of five
caverns, one in Dewey Lake siltstone, two in Forty-Niner gypsum,
and two in Magenta dolomite, was found during drilling.
Rapid
surface inflow during the rainstorm of September 18-19, 1985
proved the existence of a vertical conduit connecting these
caverns, of such dimensions as to provide rapid, concentrated
recharge to the Rustler aquifer.
If adjacent Dewey Lake rocks
are undissolved, a well located there might disclose a water
table higher than the Culebra piezometric surface, the difference
implying that a gradient is required to produce slow recharge
because of low vertical conductivity.
It is still important to
the WIPP project that a comprehensive program be undertaken to
study the shallow water table, the heterogeneities of vertical
conductivity, and the implications for Rustler flow.
WIPP is a disturbed site. Previously existing exploratory
boreholes for oil, gas and potash, and the WIPP boreholes and
test wells themselves, all requiring casings through the Rustler,
have affected hydraulic head dist~ibution in the Rustler. WIPP
monitoring wells have experienced sharp rises in water levels.
Between 1988 and 1993, water levels in the Culebra dolomite
generally rose from 4 to 30 feet {EEG-62, 1996). These water
level rises "were strongly correlated with a nearby salt water
disposal well operated by the oil and gas industry."
{EEG-61,
1996) . Subsequent measurements are unreliable, as graphically
illustrated by DOE's annual mapping of the changing Culebra
potentiometric surface {ASER, 1992-1995, Figure 7-3).
For
purposes of long-term prediction, what is needed is a record of
the primitive conditions {Snow, 1994).
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The best record we have of the Rustler potentiometric surface
prior to disturbance by WIPP shafts and boreholes is given in
Mercer and Orr (1977, Figure 23). This map shows a southwesterly
gradient from Forty-Niner Ridg·e to the Salt Lake (Laguna Grande
de la Sal) at the lower end of Nash Draw. Hunter (1985) also
produced maps of the Rustler potentiometric surface. These maps
also show a southwesterly gradient through Nash Draw to Laguna
Grande de la Sal (Phillips, 19;97, Figure 75).
One of the most compelling arguments for prevalent flow paths to
Nash Draw, as opposed to Malaga Bend, is the water balance. The
surface area of Laguna Grande de la Sal is so large (2,120 acres,
or 9.23 x 10 7 ft 2 in natural extent), and net evaporation rates
are so high (6.32 ft/yr), that the Rustler flow discharging to
Laguna Grande and evaporated by the lake must be an order of
magnitude greater (5.83 x 10 8 ft 3 /year) than the incremental
flow discharging to the Malaga Bend reach of the Pecos River
(6.53_x 10 7 ft 3 /yr) (Phillips, 1987, pp. 219-222, 232-235).
Further, the Malaga Bend brine springs have geochemistry more
consistent with the "brine aquifer" at the top the Salado, while
Laguna Pequena, which flows into Laguna Grande, has geochemistry
more consistent with the gypsum and dolomite aquifers of the
Rustler (Phillips, 1987, pp. 2~l2-248) . Laguna Pequena is the
single, most copious discharging point for the Rustler (Phillips,
1987, pp. 227-231), and most flow paths must be directed there
from WIPP, as from elsewhere in the watershed.
The DOE assumes a southerly flow path from the WIPP site to the
brine springs at Malaga Bend on the Pecos River, bypassing Laguna
Grande.
This flow path would have obvious advantages for the
DOE: it is 20 miles from the WIPP site boundary to Malaga Bend
along this path, compared to 12.5 miles as the crow flies; it
runs through areas of low Culebra conductivity for up to 7.85
miles from the WIPP site boundary; and it bypasses Nash Draw.
DATA FOR DOE FLOW PATH FROM WIPP SITE TO MALAGA BEND
test
well
H-11
H-17
H-12
H-9
H-8

dist.
(mi)

conduct.
(ft/day)
7
.009
.007
7.7
0.59

1.

0.79
3.00
7.85
12.27

head
(ft)

TDS
(mg/l)

NaCl
(mg/l)

CaS04
(mg/l)

2995
2995
2998
2975
2991

110000
151000
123000
3040
2710

92650
N.D.
112100
345
85

7620
N.D.
8030
2460
2420

The geochemistry of Culebra water is inconsistent with southerly
flow from the WIPP site. Dissolved halite (sodium and chloride)
decreases by a factor of 1300 along the assumed flow path, and
the principal mineral constitue:nts change to gypsum (calcium and
3

sulfate). More importantly, the geochemistry is inconsistent
with the concept of the Culebra dolomite as a confined aquifer,
bounded above and below by imp1:rmeable layers, and containing
only fossil water left over from the Ice Ages. Siegel and
Anderholm (1994) state that "no plausible geochemical process has
been identified that would cause this transformation in a
hydrologically confined unit." According to Chapman (1989), the
only plausible mechanism is rainwater recharge. DOE has yet to
present a flow path that is consistent with the geochemistry.
Dissolved sodium and chloride in Culebra groundwater are given in
Table 1. When these levels are~ plotted on a map [Figure 1] , and
contour lines are drawn, it is shown that the concentration of
dissolved halite in Culebra groundwater decreases steadily from
east to west across the WIPP site. This should demonstrate that
Rustler groundwater is not old, and that fresh water recharge is
occurring.. Water saturated with halite, incapable of dissolving
signif.icantly more halite, contains approximately 318, 000 mg/l of
dissolved sodium and chloride (EEG-31, 1985). Within one mile of
the WIPP site, the highest reliable measurements of dissolved
halite in Culebra groundwater, at test well H-5b, range from
124,100 to 139,000 mg/l, well below saturation.
In the Rustler Formation, there has been extensive dissolution of
halite across the WIPP site. T'his interpretation is supported by
Powers et al. (1978), Gibbons and Ferrall (1980), Barrows (1982),
Borns et al. (1983), Barrows et al. (1983), Mercer (1983),
Lambert (1983), Chaturvedi and Rehfeldt (1984), Bachman (1984),
Snyder (1985), Chaturvedi and Channell (1985), Lowenstein (1987),
Chapman (1988), Brinster (1991), and Anderson (1994). An isopach
map of the Rustler Formation (Borns et al., 1983, Figure 2-25)
shows a westward thinning of the Rustler from 460 feet at P-18,
0.86 miles east of the WIPP site, to 277 feet at WIPP-33, 0.54
miles west of the WIPP site. Borehole data show a downward and
westward drop in the position of uppermost halite remaining in
the Rustler Formation. This is attributed to downward and
eastward progression of dissolution in the Rustler (Barrows,
1982), first and most extensively from the Forty-Niner member,
then from the Tamarisk member, and finally from the lower unnamed
member only in the west. The Magenta and Culebra dolomite
members are disrupted and fractured as halite is removed from
beneath them; as a result they become more transmissive to
groundwater, which in turn accelerates the process of
dissolution.
The process "feeds upon itself." (Snyder, 1985)
When the progression of halite dissolution is plotted on a map,
along with the distribution of salinity in Culebra groundwater
[Figure 2], it is shown that some test wells contain dissolved
halite in Culebra groundwater where there is no halite in the
Rustler.
These wells (e.g. H-6, P-14, WIPP-25, WIPP-26) are
located west of the Rustler "dissolution front."
If groundwater
is supposed to be flowing from north to south, as DOE contends,
4
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TABLE 1: LOWEST R~-:~
OF MINERAL CONS
IN CULEBH" GROl
Well
H-1
H-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
H-7
H-8
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12
H-14
H-16
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
P-18
WIPP-13
WIPP-19
WIPP-25
WIPP-26
WIPP-27
WIPP-28
WIPP-29
WIPP-30
DOE-1
DOE-2
Engle

TDS

:aS04

30,000
8,890
51,700
18,200
135,000
52,000
3,200
2 t 710
3,040
66,000
110,000
123,000
18,100
36,000
24,000
24,200
23,700
81,200
118,000
65,500
65,800
17,000
16,000
126,000
56,000
239,000
109,000
111,000
57,800
3,000

lL
L

8,180
_:,I 303
:::.. 960
:t
180
' . 170
:t
620
'.,490
2,420
_,460
7,200
1
, 620
8,030
.J,240

2F

~,590

1.

I

1.::::
4

I

5~

9.

,680

1

500
,970
700

'I

,

f

-:.580
) / 400
57

~,

030

l_

.:,,J~U

L

~,500

SJ

4,400
.., , 810
:),150
,260
210

000

Sources: Mercer, 1983 (USGS-Wk
Ramey, 1985 (EEG-31); r-',=\r~
Lappin et al., 1989 (SAND 8~
DOE/CAO 1996-2184, Appp~~i~
Annual Site Environmental k
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FIGURE 2: TOP OF SALT IN RUSTLER
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ANOMALOUS BOREHOLE:

how then did dissolved halite appear in these test wells? It
could not have come from the brine aquifer at the top of the
Salado salt formation, because its hydraulic head is less than
that of the Culebra at all four of these wells [Table 2] . There
is no halite in the Rustler to the north and west of these wells.
There is halite in the Rustler only to the east, which requires a
westerly component to groundwater flow.
The actual groundwater flow paths from the WIPP site to the
environment are governed by three processes:
(1) Water follows
the path of least resistance, consistent with the gradient.
Because dissolution proceeds f.astest where velocities are
greatest and salinities are lowest, open channels have been
observed to form near discharg1: areas of a groundwater flow
system, connecting to sinkholes, and eroding upgradient to places
of greatest recharge.
(2) The flow path must be consistent with
groundwater geochemistry, taking three-dimensional flow into
accom:1t.
( 3) Water flows down~:rradient in isotropic (unfracturedl
regions of the Culebra, but may flow at an increasingly acute
angle to the contours in anisotropic (fractured to channeled)
regions. Only if the geometry o: the fractures or solution
channels is known, can the flow direction be deduced from the
gradient.
In karst, the paths of least re~sistance are solution-enlarged
fractures and underground caverns. At WIPP, such paths are
suggested by multi-well pump te!sts which showed some test wells
to be interconnected by networks of open fractures, and by
caliper logs and lithological descriptions which showed
unconsolidated or cavernous zones in the Rustler Formation.
The most useful indicators of groundwater flow direction are
measurements of hydraulic head (the level to which water rises in
a cased well). In porous isotropic rocks like sandstone, water
flows uniformly or radially downgradient, from higher to lower
hydraulic heads. In soluble an.isotropic rocks like gypsum and
dolomite, water flows preferentially through discrete underground
channels, rather than through the surrounding undissolved rock.
However, if karst groundwater flow paths can be identified, say
by dye-tracing or morphology, then the hydraulic heads will
confirm which direction the groundwater flows along these paths.
Groundwater geochemistry is an indicator of the sense of the
flow direction but not the flow path. The flow path must be
consistent with groundwater geochemistry. The changes in
geocher:,istry along the flow path must be explainable.
At WIPP, hydraulic heads were measured for the Culebra dolomite
at 32 test wells, and for the Magenta dolomite at 16 test wells.
Hydraulic heads were measured for the brine aquifer at the top of
the Salado Formation at 11 test wells, and for the For-ty-Niner
8

TABLE 2 . COMPARISON OF FRESH WATER HYDRAULIC HEADS,
MEASURED IN FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL
Well

Salado

H-1
> 3129
H-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
3001
H-6
H-7
2972
3014
H-8
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12
H-14
H-15
H-16
< 3152
H-17
P-14
3011
P-15
P-17
WIPP-12
WIPP-13
WIPP-18
WIPP-25
> 3008
WIPP-26
> 2962
WIPP-27
WIPP-28
3096
WIPP-29
2962-2975
WIPP-30
3008
DOE-1
DOE-2
USGS-1
Cabin Baby

Culebra

Magenta

3024
3031
3008
2995
3064
3057 *
2995
2991
2975
3021
2995
2998
3001
3011
3005
2995
3041
3005
2995
3057
3064
3050
3054 *
3011
3077
3077
2968
3067
3001
3067
2982
:2988

3159
3152
3152 *
3146
3162
3057

49er

3126

3027
3126
3214
<

3168 *

3109

3116 *

3106

3054
3080
3149
3126
<<

3182 *

<

Source: Lappin et al . , 1989 (SAND 89-0462)
Tables 3-6, 3-8, 3-10, 3-11.

3162

I

Notes: Magenta was dry at H-7, WIPP-26, WIPP-28;
not present at WIPP-29 (Mercer, 1983, Table 7).
Note:
Synoptic data is difficult to assemble from
the various sources of data presented in the Application.
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member of the Rustler Formation at 4 test wells; measurements for
the other members of the Rustler are nonexistent [Table 2] .
However, a partial data set is better than none.
The data show that, in most pl.aces, water from the Magenta
dolomite is able to infiltrate downward into the Culebra
dolomite.
This is possible wh1:n the hydraulic head for the
Magenta is higher than the hydraulic head for the Culebra.
In
some places (e.g. H-6, WIPP-25), water from the Culebra is able
to rise into the Magenta, due to higher heads.
[These instances
are denoted with asterisks in Table 2] . The data also show that
water from the Magenta is able to rise into the Forty-Niner
everywhere that hydraulic head in the Forty-Niner was measured.
It has been known for years that the Magenta and the Culebra are
hydraulically connected (equal heads) at test well H-6, in the
northwest corner of the WIPP site, "and thus the water flowing
into Laguna Grande de la Sal and the Pecos River may not be
ident1f ied as belonging to a particular zone of the Rustler
Formation." In the absence of data, it is not known where the
Magenta and the Culebra lose their hydrologic isolation from each
other (EEG-32, 1985; EEG-61, 1996).
At test wells H-1, H-2 and H-3, clustered near the center of the
WIPP site, the Magenta and the Culebra are separate hydrologic
units; the hydraulic heads indicate that rainwater is able to
infiltrate downward from the Magenta to the Culebra. This is
consistent with low total dissolved solids (TDS) at H-2, where
Culebra water is potable (8890 mg/l TDS), and with washouts or
loss of core in Tamarisk gypsum, between the Magenta and Culebra,
at H-1, H-2, H-3 and ERDA-9. This is within the recharge area
for the Dewey Lake Redbeds and the Rustler Formation.
DATA FOR DEWEY LAKE AND RUSTLER RECHARGE AREA
test
well
H-2
H-1
H-3

conduct.
(ft/day)

head
Cul.

head
Mag.

TDS
(mg/l)

.032
.038
0.86

3031
3024
3008

3152
3159
3152

8890
30000
51700

NaCl
(mg/l)

CaS04
(mg/l)

4835
21400
39700

3303
8180
5960

From H-3 there is a southeastward direction of superior hydraulic
connection, through DOE-1 and H·-11. These three test wells were
shown by multi-well pump tests t:o be hydraulically connected,
perhaps through a network of ope~n fractures in the Culebra
(Beauheim, 1989). These could be karst channels in the Rustler.
It is a zone of anomalously high hydraulic conductivity in the
Culebra (0.86 ft/day at H-3, l.S ft/day at DOE-1, 1.7 ft/day at
H-11) . As the first manifestation of dissolution in the Culebra
10

is ·probably the removal of gypsum from the fractures, the areal
distribution of transmissibility may be directly related to
removal of such fillings. Directional properties may be due to
preferential dissolution along one set of fractures versus
another set of different orientation. Alternatively, the
directional feature may be a karst channel, adjacent to which the
fracture fillings are more fully removed. Suggestive of karst
development, there were washouts and loss of core at H-3 and H-11
in the Forty-Niner and the lower unnamed members. The lithologic
description for DOE-1 is unreliable, with the Culebra 100 feet
out of place; however, at potash test hole P-4, located 880 feet
west of DOE-1, water was encountered in the lower unnamed member,
48 feet below the Culebra. A flow path along this trend would be
consistent with hydraulic heads in the Culebra, which drop
steadily from H-3 (3008 ft) to DOE-1 (3001 ft) to H-11 (2995 ft) .
West of H-11 there is a linear surface depression with sinkholes
and d~srupted drainage patterns, strikingly similar to those in
Nash Draw.
The depression is four miles long and up to 7000 feet
wide, and is plainly visible in the WIPP site air photos.
Its
southern margin follows Living:ston Ridge from the Gnome site
turnoff to the WIPP site turno:Ef, extends alongside the James
Ranch dune field, and reaches within 2000 feet of test well P-17,
where water was encountered in the lower unnamed member, 17 feet
below the Culebra. When this i:ast-west trending depression first
approaches Livingston Ridge, at a point 2.1 miles west of P-17,
it connects to Nash Draw throu~jh a northeast-southwest karst
trench, 0.5 miles long, walled by high dunes, that is plainly
visible in the WIPP site air photos. Within Nash Draw, a northsouth trench follows the base of Livingston Ridge for 0.8 miles.
Here it joins an east-west trench, 1.2 miles long, that connects
with test well H-7; drilled into a sink, H-7 encountered one cave
in the Dewey Lake Redbeds and 1:ive caves in the Culebra dolomite.
This karst trench is generally 100 to 300 feet wide.
If such a
surficial trench, having three segments of differing orientation,
is indicative of one or more subsurface solution channels, it may
connect, through courses unknown, to Laguna Grande de la Sal.
Until groundwater flow reaches H-7, it p~sses through an area
where there is residual halite in the Rustler, at least in the
lower unnamed member. This would account for the large amounts
of sodium and chloride upgradie~nt, especially at DOE-1 and H-11.
Hydraulic conductivity at P-17 is not high (.074 ft/day), but
this test well probably missed the active solution conduits;
hydraulic conductivity at H-7 is very high (at least 31.0
ft/day), and represents karst conditions. At H-7 the Culebra
sequence is 46.0 ft thick (24.3 ft of dolomite, 21.7 ft of
caverns); the transmissivity is 1430 ft 2 /day, the highest of any
WIPP test well.
The hydraulic heads at H-11, P-17 and H-7 are
equal (2995 ft), implying a region of such high transmissibility
that a high gradient is not needed to drive groundwater flow.
11

Northward from the recharge area there may be a trend of
preferential flow that extends through the ventilation shaft,
thence to H-16, H-18, and WIPP-13. There were washouts and loss
of core at all three test wells; in the ventilation shaft there
were five washouts where steel liner plates were installed to
prevent further caving of the shaft wall. At H-16, heads in the
Culebra (3005 ft) and Magenta (3116 ft) are lower than in the
recharge area. At H-18, head measurements are not available. A
solution channel must underlie~ WIPP-13, where the hydraulic head
in the Culebra is 3064 feet above sea level and the Culebra is
hydraulically connected to the: Magenta; (hydraulic heads in the
Magenta should c~onfirm this, but the data are not available) .
A chain of topographic depressions suggestive of an underlying
flow channel can be seen in the WIPP site air photos, snaking
through the WIPP-14 sinkhole, where 71.4 feet of mud with gypsum
and anhydrite fragments was found below the Culebra. This path
may continue westward to WIPP-34 and DOE-2; there was loss of
core 1n the Forty-Niner and lower unnamed members in both
boreholes, and loss of circulation of drilling fluid in the
Dewey Lake Redbeds at DOE-2. Here, at DOE-2, the path would
intercept a network of open fractures which were shown by multiwell pump tests to be hydraulically connected to WIPP-13 and H-6
(Beauheim, 1986). These could be karst channels in the Rustler.
This is a zone of high hydraulic conductivity (4.0 ft/day at
DOE-2, 3 .1 ft/day at WIPP-13, 3. 2 ft/day at H-r ! • Both of these
trends which may merge at WIPP-13 pass through dreas where there
is residual halite in the Rustler Formation; this is consistent
with the elevated levels of dissolved halite at WIPP-13.
Multi-well pump testing revealed that WIPP-13 is hydraulically
connected to H-6, where the hydraulic heads for the Magenta and
the Culebra are equal. Thus, the Rustler aquifer may include
both of these dolomites as one..
From H-6 at the northwest corner
of the WIPP site, it takes little imagination to see a connection
to WIPP-33, 0.84 miles to the southwest. The most likely flow
path lies beneath an east-west trend of three smaller sinkholes,
two of which have swallowed surf ace water carried by arroyos
(Phillips, 1987, pp. 82-86). ~~t WIPP-33, five nested caverns,
all filled with water, were fouLd within a 110-foot section of
Dewey Lake siltstone, Forty-Niner gypsum, and Magenta dolomite,
indicating the thickness of the: karst aquifer there.
The flow
may continue from WIPP-33 to the vicinity of WIPP-25, 2.0 miles
west of WIPP-33 in Nash Draw, where gypsum spring deposits at the
surf ace are evidence of groundwater discharge in the geologic
past, when the water table was higher (Bachman, 1985). Water in
this karst. aquifer would continue to Laguna Grande de la Sal.
A flow path from WIPP-13 to WIPP-25 would be consistent with
hydraulic heads in the Rustler, which drop steadily from WIPP-13
(3064 ft) to H-6 (3057 ft) to WIPP-25 (3054 ft) . No hydrologic
12

data were taken at WIPP-33. Between WIPP-13 and H-6 the flow
path enters the region where no halite remains in the Rustler;
this is a possible explanation. for the steadily decreasing levels
of dissolved salt from WIPP-13 to WIPF-25. The evident recharge
of fresh water through sinkholes is also sufficient explanation.
DATA FOR POSSIBLE GROUNDWATER FLOW PATHS
test
well

conduct.
(ft/day)
0.86

head
Cul.

head
Mag.
3152
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
3182
N.D.
3057
3054

H-3
DOE-1
H-11
P-17
H-7

1.7
.074
31.0

3008
3001
2995
2995
2995

DOE-2
WIPP-13
H-6
WIPP-25

4.0
3.1
3.2
11.0

3067
3064
3057
3054

1. 5

TDS
(mg/l)

NaCl
(mg/l)

CaS04
(mg/ll

51700

110000
·200
.5200

39700
101900
92650
71400
560

5960
7260
7620
6700
2490

57800
65500
52000
1 7000

50200
57500
45300
13400

6210
6400
4620
3320

• -_ooo

In a semiarid karst such as Los Medanos (where the WIPP site is
located) , where 14 to 15 inches of annual precipitation may occur
during a few large storms separated by many dry months, the
groundwater hydraulics may be wildly t ·~-::insient.
In Dalmatia, the
classic karst region of Yugoslavia, rapid recharge is known to
raise the water table as much as 200 ""'"" t, and tracer tests
reveal velocities of kilometers per week.
In New Mexico, lower
episodic rainfall may also produce trc3nsients, during which most
of the discharge occurs. During the 1 1ger periods between
storm-flows, the gradients vanish in the major channels, while
low-permeability rocks outsid: the channels drain into them. The
task of interpretive non-synoptic piezometry from wells tapping
domains of different transient behavior, none of which record the
behavior of the major channels, may not be very rewarding, nor
can it support realistic models: of flo or transport.
0

In every hydrologic system, groundwater moves inexorably toward
regional base level, the lowest point --· the watershed.
In Nash
Draw, the lowest point is Salt Lake, or Laguna Grande de la Sal.
Salt lakes are in closed draina.ge basi...,~. with no outlet at the
surface or underground. They lose water only by evaporation,
which precipitates salt. At Laguna Grande, groundwater seeps
upward into the lake (Robinson and Lang, 1938); this is confirmed
at test well WIPP-29, near Laguna Gra~~2, where water from the
lower unnamed member is able to rise ir~o the Culebra [Table 2].
Laguna Grande has no outlet, at the surface or underground.
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A l~ow, but discernible topogra.phic divide exists between Laguna
Grande and Malaga Bend of the Pecos River. This topographic
divide is now partly breached by an irrigation canal at an
elevation of 2960 feet above sea level. The evaporite crust of
Laguna Grande has killed all vegetation up to the same elevation,
indicating that 2960 feet above sea level is the high-water mark
for Laguna Grande.
In times of major flooding, Laguna Grande
overflows to the Pecos River (Phillips, 1987, pp. 216-217)
The evidence supports a conclusion that flow paths from the WIPP
site are predominantly directed to Nash Draw along karst channels
or fracture system enlargements. These observations indicate
that the Rustler is not a barrier to rapid transport from the
WIPP site to the accessible environment.
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IN KARST AQUIFERS AT 1HE 'NIPP SITE

t•y R1chai"d H. Phillips, Ph.D.
and Davi•1 T. Snow, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION
The Depa.It'nent of Energy (I•OE) seeks pernmsion from the Em:irorunental Protection A;ency
(EP .1:..;i to open the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant ('WIPP) uear Carls bad, Ne"Yt Me:nco tor pernlilllent
disposal of rerlioa.ctive "l'.....'--aste from nuclear "lf.;oeapons production. Geologic characterization of the
mrerbu.rden at the Vv1PP site has proceeded on the ·llln.rananted assumptions that: (1) karst .hydrology
does not occur ~ithin the ~.VIPP site.: (2) dissolution of e~raporttes has not occurred at the 'WIPP site;
(3) Fdll"1,,•·ater rect.iarge to the Rustler Fonnanon lS negligible; (4) grourui"Ytater tlo"Y.r lS coriiined to tt.ie
Culebre. dolorr.iite.: a.ild (5) heterogeneo1J.s transllris:~iv'ity data can be treated a.s random V'3riables "lf1ith
httle Oi iLO spa.ti.al cont.ul. The result has been a t1;i'd.rologic model ~rhicf! bears l."ID resemblance to
reaJit;.'. i:~..!:..RD has already dispro~.:-en these assumptions in papers previously submitted to the EP..:l.
::_see i•.pperu11x for corr1plete listmg).
l tis ru:• t mternatlornl prac1J.ce to corisider disposal of radioactr\re or toxic \l.raste in r.arstic reg10ns.
The reason "i'.i,:os "'!•.-ell stated by Fre.nJilin et al. ( 1981), in a. paper prepared for and published b:y the
Nuclear Regtuatory Comm.issIDrl (_HRC). Th.ey "Y.rairrted that filtration, ~rhicb acts m porous n-iedia
to ren1.0 11e m•iftY cont;:tji1in::111t.s from the "Vt;iter, is ~lirtu.ally absent in the karst em7ironment (p. 57).
In tt.i.e 1l1.cnuty of i;1VIPP there are large underground! ca1.rerns sometimes filled ~llth tlowmg ~rater.
Und.er such con.iiition.s, the conser:rati.v"e assumption is that redionudides will tra~.:-el at the average
speed of ~rater. DOE's conceptual model, "Ythicb relies upon matrn: diffus10n and sorpti.on to retfilU
the mig:re.tion of :r::i.dionuclides in ground"lflater, is neither realistic nor consePrati.\;oe.
11

11

TI1e J•Uipose of t.his paper is to present O:uL altemati~.r,e conceptu.al model v.rhich t1-eat:: tbe V:lIPP site
arui v1crruty as a tarstlarui. Vole begin ~nth a sy11the·sis of the geologJ.c hterature pe11airiing to karst
.h;.onrolog;~ in general, as background information tci fo.miliarize the reader vlith concept3 and
rermm.ology. We then summarize ttie wor}: of Palm.er ( 1986), ~rho has published a m.etbodok1gy
for the prediction of contaminant 11ow patfil in ka.r:::t aquifers based upon geologic s1J.1.J.ctu.re and
~m."B.tlgra.phy. We ti1en apply these concept:: t.o the 'Yv"IPP site and v1crr11ty based upon field
obser:.;oa.tion an.d measured data from WIPP boreholes and test 'i.:-efu, supporting our conclusions
'(ollth tables, maps, aJui sctier.natic diagra:iru. Firially we use a 1,o-anety of methods to estilnate . 1l1tt.i.in
an order of m.3.gnitu.de . the grol.ind1io.ter tro.~.;oel time from the ~NIPP site to the accessible environment,
a task in1peded by ttie paucity oi relevant data.
TtPES ()F .t..QUIFERS
A met fo:mJ.ation 'Vltiicr1 can :truld and transmit significant quantities of "Yrater is called an aq 1J.ifer. A
iornw.non 1illlch allovrs little or 110 mo~.rement of water lS called arl aouiclude. Karst aqwfers, ill~
those of other roc};.s, may be classified into three pnncipal types -- confined. . unconfined . or perr::hed.

In an unconfined aquifer the le~rel of saturation is fme to rise and fall in response
to vmations in
rect.lfil.--g:e. It:: upper bouruifily is a free slllface ~rriere ttie fluid pressure is atmosp:t.i.enc. Tiiis is
};,novm as the 1-.r'3.ter table. The sa.tu.rated zone belo'ir the w-ater table is the phreatic zone; the
iJrisa.tura.ted zone aboi:-e the 'irater t3.ble is the ~.:ci.dose. zone.

1

·.

In a corifiried aqltifer u'le saturat.e1i :one is mrerlain by an a.quir.lude and therefore has no free v.10.t.er
surface. The le1.rel to '\lthlch 'Water rues m a cased i~rell is called the piezomet11c or potentrometnc
surfare. If the le~.:-el of the potenti.ometric surface lies above the confining layer, the ?lell is said m be
anesiarL. If it lies abov"'e the land surface, 'Water \l..;]l t1o\l.7 spontaneously from the vlell; this coruiition
is k.no\v"Il as !1o"ll.ing a.nesion.
'\'"later infiltrating from ti'le land surface through the vadose zone to"W-ard the underlying aq ttifer mmres
under the influence of gravity. Impediments to do"W"Il\v"'filli t1o\I.,.. are sometrmes provided
'by locafued :impenn.eable layers. Ponding may ocrur above these 11yers, producing a localized
s&.turnte1i zone lmo\v"n as&. perct1ed a.quifer, suspeniied above the mairL, lo'\l.rest '!tater table.
do"lt.111\olard

YJ:...DOZE .!:.JH:i PHHEATIC ZONES
Ka:i.--:::t grotmd.1-roter systems may be dhrjded into thl:ee h:;.llirologic zones:
( 1) .i:...rt ui1:per v·aiiose zone -- a "di;.i" zone 'l.ith dowm.rard drn.iro,ge uri.der the :il1l1uence of gra~.:i.t.~ .
tra~.rersed by feeder chari:nels tt.1.rough v.r:t.iich \.tater flo'{Ots freely, alialogous to smface "\\ratercourses.

(2) ,6.£t mterniediate tlidi-?tat.er zone -- a zone through i17rlich the 'W"(t.ter table rises and falls.: caves are
sometime::: dr;:-, and sometime::: t1ooded to capacity; "It.rater sometimes !1o'li.:-s freely . and i::: sometime:::
uni er presslJie.
(3) A lo?.rer r1tireanc zone -- a. I•ernlailently saturated zorie . \\ith lateral drainage_; \\rater is under
fl;.~irost'9.tic pressure and can floirr up~rord; all ca:\re~: are continously vro.ter-filled_; springs occur \I/here
t1"113 zone mtersects ttie land smiace.
01.rer nme, a:: tl"ie Y.fil"St is progress1\rely de1reloped, the three h:yurolog:ic zones migrate dowTt\\Tfillis.
Flo'-;;.:;, in closed cond ttits under pressure are replaced by flo\v"'S in open ch..-umels. Ground ?.rater t1o\·r
m the open chaririels of ttie il.1tennediate zone can at1filrL hig:tier 1.reloc1ties trian :in the pererrn:ially
"l!.:-a.ter-filled conduits of the phreatic zone, due to conduit en1.u-gement. For the irro.ter 1D mmre from
t.he pomt of recharge to ttie pomt of disct.iarge, open channels offer the shortest paths ":Ill.th ttie least
re:::i3t3nce and are therefore preferred. It i::: a m:ist;J;.e to 8.ssum.e that the most effecti~.re t1o?r pat"l!:
oc::;ur t1eneat.t1 trie 11.rater table.
POHOSITY .~Jm PEHI·. IEABILIT:t
Poro:::i~.~ is defined as the total proportion of the spa.tial vulume vrhich is comprised of voids . arid is
comrr.10nly expressed as a percentage. Pernleability is the ability of a rocl~ to tra:nsnlit t1u:id. To be
permea.ble 3. rock mu.st be porous, but its pores mu.st also interconnect so that t1uid can move betv.reen
trien1. For a sy::tem of perfectly il.1terconnected pon~s . ttie conser,ratJ.ve trar!Sport or ado;,rective 1leloc1ty
is t.tJf ::::pecift: discharge di1Med by porosity. Since pores th.8.t are :imperfectly connected or ha.1.re
preferred onentatroru ma.y irl11uence trar1Sport, ttie l~~tlD of specific discl1arge to a1h7ecti·\re \relocrty is
called effecthre porositv. smaller than porosity.

11Ie•lJUren1ent.s of porosity •lllli pem:teability are nom1ally pe1iormed on small samples in tJ"ie
laboratoq. Tiiese are usually detenninatioru of filY:~porosity and pri:mari pemleability resultir1g:
from ~roids bet?leen ttie grairiS :irL ttie rock. Most rod~, such a:: carbom.tt:s arui some e1rapo1itt:s, are·
tritrizecte•i by fra.ctures sueti &.s joint:: .. sheared bedding planes, and fault::. Tiie percentage of ttie
~roluJne of the rock occupied by :rnch fractures and any enlaigements of them is the secondar:i

p1jIUSit;:-.

i~UfJjjjiOrU.y,

fr;j.ctwes greatly erUJBiu::t UJ.t peDI1eabillt;r of Ule rocJ~ jjl&SS, aru1 tt1e differeru~e

due to fractures lS tbe secoruiarv penneability.
TI1e solut1ility 01 car!Jona.tes •m•i e1r8J•m.ites ren•ier.:: t.t1em different from other rocks because fracture
dissolution causes pern1eability ch311ges vlith time. The very process of gmundvlo.ter fio?.r alters the
porosity of b3.rstlfie1i rocks. This is Dnportant because ground"'-1'8.ter 1relocny vanes m1rersely 1-n.th the
effectiv·e porosity.
HETEP.OGENEIT:l .AND .ANISOTROPY

TI.Le ability of an aq ulfer to trariSmit v.rater is def:iried. by its trar1Snuss1v1tv. v.rhlch is equal to tr.Le
tJllcl:ness of the ::i.qlJlfer multiplied by its h·vi:lr::i.1Jlic c:ondu.ctivitv. Some a.qulfers (?.:-e.11 sorted sands
arui g-ravels, for example) . r.iave consl.Stent "lalues for trarism.1Ssh11ty riearly independent of pos1non
1-ritlrin t.he fonna.tion, and t'le aquifer is s::i.id to be homo~eneous. In other aqulfers (not3.bly those
~nt.ti s1g:rllfic;:irtt secondary porosny, carbom1.te arui e1.raporite rocl:s, for example), trarLSl1ms11nty
1r,31ies g:re;:i.tly ~.:it.ti location, arui the aq l.J.ifer i:: said lo be heteroieneol.ls. If transmi::sivity :is t.he same
1egardless of tr.Le airectton of 1r.ieasurement, the aq wfer is said to be isotropic. If transm.1Ss11.ity "tanes
'.-.;it.1"1 d:irect.ion, the aqtUfer is said to be ani::otropic.
Grotinde.rater flcrr..:-s t.hrou.gh an a.qu.ifer in relation tx:r ii:s hy'dr::i.lJ.lic condu.ctii:i.ty and its hydra.u.lic
g:raiiient. TI1e le".rel to vrt.i:ict1 v.rater nses m a cased ·v.:rell is tt.ie h-...~raulic r.iead at the open erui of tt.Le
ca.sir"~f:. ~illhen ::i. number of cased ?.;-ells 1;;1.p the same ::i.q tl.ifer, t.he measured head values can be plotted
on a map . arui potenttorr.ietric contour liries can be dra\v~L conriectirag interpolated points of equal
1.>ol"u.e. The drop in hy'dr::i.i.llic head from one contour to another, dh:ided by t.he shortest hort:ontol
distance ben.:reen the contours . lS the h'l.Uraulic gradient. In arL isotrop:ic aq Ulfer, the flov.r paths
parallel the gradient, alvrays perpendicular 10 the pon:.ntiometric contours. How-e1ror, 'irhere
ti;:i.ctures or solution condlJlts c@.se a.n aq1Jlfer to be arusotropic, the t1c•\1:r direction vlill ret1ect a
balance bet"'i.;oeen tl"if pat!1 of least resist:;1nce (m::ixim11.un h)~raulic condu.cti.1.:i.ty) and the steepest
g:radient. It niay, m places, be almost par.:illel to the potennometric contours . t•ut the 'irater COIL
never fl.o-Yt u.pgradient.
Karst a.q uners are heterogeneous ::ind ani::otropic, ari.d become more so \vith time as the flo-Yr of vta.ter
ti.1rougr1 tt1e a.q11ifer en.laig:es the lTlOSt efiecn1:re fiovr patt.LS through preferential solution. Limestones
ma.::? ha5.re 1.;oery high values of cond u.cth:i.ty ::ilong joint.s . faults, md bedding planes, extremely J-iigh
coru:i ucti1l1ty vnttrin solution corui uits, arui "lUtually zero cond. ucthity \l.TittJ.in the urifractured v.rall
rock. It is sin1pfutic to assume that transmi::si1.:i.ty ri~mains const3.nt 01.:-e.r a. lroge dist:;1nce. According:
to

~h'fllte

(1988 I pp. 187-188):

TI1e vrell tiore lS ti. very Sff18n object on t.he ~~cale of ttie l1eterogeneities of a
J;arst ::i.qu.ifer, and one does not knovt vlhat component of the subsurface
dram.age system is being probed. Values oMarcied from pump tests vary
v..idely 01.:rer st1mt d.ist.arLCes, deJ•erid:irig on 1~xa;:;tly vrhm~ t.he v.rells are
•!rilled. A w-ell tf18.t taps a co11ri.ect10n 1-.11tt1 trie conduit system car1 produce
1.;oei:;l lroge qllantiti.es of v.rater v.ith negligible dr::i.'i.:dovm, lea.ding 10
extremely large calculated transmi::s1~nties. A. "'-:"f:ll drilled a f e"'-7 meters
a.1-.7'3.y in an unfractured bloc}~ of limestone may ha.1.:-e. negligibly s1mn 3iield.s.

3

The h"':_;Un1Jlic cond u.ct1.itY of porom media 1-;as fir:;t meastu-e1i by Henri D'Arry ill 1856. .By
passrr1g 'llater througti a o;,~ssel filled 'lllltri saturated sarui.. D' Arey fourui that the disctiarge per umt
cross-sert.oml fu"'ea iz. proportional to the h:ydrau.lic gradient The resulting equation for specific
rii.sctB.fg·e \_"ii'IU-1 umt.s of ·v--eloc1ty) :iz l~IID"'\viL as Darcy's la'llr
Q11A

= K.(.6hL6.l)

\itr.:.ere Q = disc.harg·e _.A= cross-secnonal area_, K =: hydrauhc coruiucti.v1ty, arui .6td61 = ttie
J.ydrnulic grndient. I"rarcy' s 1:1.-:::r ccin al3o be used to c8lculate the s.7e:rn.ge flu.id ptut.cle ~re lo city

D;:crr:/ £ la"YT ;'3s1J)n.es !1011.r tD t;e 1;3.m:i.nar. Tiris me;:c11Z tt1at iruihiii ual "p;:citicles" of "Yt;:c.ter n10~.~e
subparallel lD coru:l.1.llt vlall:: '\-lltr.1!ncnon1.rw;,;'ilig ma liriear m.armer '11.ritti 1.;elocny. In }~st_.
gro1md"".!'8.ter fio"ii" ms:y be ;iomi...'1.s.ted by caves a11.d l~e ::olut.on cond1..i.it:: . -::rherein turbulent rr-...tm~
p.co~.l1!1es Md1to.c!.3l fncnon. Karst 11o11.r l3 typically tiet.emgeneous arui arusotropic ...::...ddinonally,
ko.r.n fio\i.:- is genenlly 1msteo.d.;.:, attaining ~.:-e:ry high mtes follcro:;:,ing recha.r.-ge ep:isode;:;, interrupted
hy p.co.i.o:n:{el.l penods of nearly st.:ignartt cond1nons. Tiius, 111.lld resl3taru:;e ~.rw1es 1rom turbulent
to l;:..:Glirt3I, 3ILd av-ernge fio-:::r ~o.tes bear lirJe relatior:ship to mea::w"'ed gr.:..dient::. The la1-.:-::: of
·~rourul?r;3.t.er no·v ;3Je :cuJt ree.1illy fiJ1J1lica.ble to rock~ contaming 1iissol111J.on 1:;har1nels, a:: m limestone
or :~:ypsu:m... t;er&.use sufficient dat;:;_ to e~.~1.luate t\e trarl3ient bel1avior a:s 1-rell a.s tt1e t1etem~eneity ;md
;ifll3otropy a.ce m~rw18.tily lackllig:.
Tiie !1ov.r propernes of parallel-\'v'"alled fractures car1 be accurately descnbed. Ho\:.re·,rer . modelir1g of
;'-full-scale fra.ctu.red aquifer is difficult bec3.u.se: (1) t.he apertures of fractures 1.-rory along the length
of tl'ie !10-:::r path_; (2) :t101-l m dissolunon-enlarged fractures n:iay be turbulent; (3) !1o11r m fractured
aq1_iifeE :iJ o.ni:.otropic, dominated by the largest frnctu.res; and (4) for the entire a.sz.emblage of
tractures 1D tie cri.aract.enzed, the onentanoriS, spacings, arui e:·:tent of the fractures must be b.10-or,rrL.
•.::.Jl of t.hese pro bler113 in ground'.'73.ter modeling a.re compounded in };.a.rst terrains 1rhere the dominant
frai:ture sets ha~.re tieen enlarged by solunon.

To chanrteri:e f101-r in f:rn.ctu.red
Hele-~tia-i;,r

rocJ~,

the discharge of a single fracture follo1o.17. the deri':.:-ation of

(_le98):
q

= ('ll, ..:i/12)
7

(~r1'Uj (.6.td.6.1)

"I/there q = 1iiscrierge per 1.ll'iit shce, "YT= tile 1-,;-idt.h (_a.perture_i o1 t.tie fre.ctlJl-e . g = g:ra1ntanonel
accelere.tion. a1ui u = :r,.mem.a.tic vl3cositY' of tile 111a.t.er. If n parallel frn.ctu1-es of 11ifferent ;3_pei.1ures
'l!tn cut a. umt area(_ A= l _:i of tr.If' fractured rock, nonml to t.J1e !1o'lt, t.tien t.he tot~l 1iischerge per
u:nir area. of t.he Jnedium Q = I:: •in. and eifecu.1te porosity e =E en =E "'liTn .

sho"Vi"lil.2'. th.at the largest fractures have a dorniri8nt effect on transport Similarly, the discharge q
of a smgle tu.bular coniiuit follow-s the Hagen-Poiseuille equation:

"ihere d = tJ1e dian-ieter of the tube. If n parallel tuJ~e.s of different dia:meter.s dn cut a unit area., tl.i.en
rot::i1 d.:IBcharge Q = E 'In , :5.nd effecti~.Tt pornsity
0 =

k-rerage I1ltid o;reloci'ty

On= (lT.' 4 )(L::dn2).

v = ( Q 11A ) ( 1 I e ) = ( L:: qn 1L:: en ) =
1

SI!I:il3rly sr1o?lmg t.he doIT'..L.'l8nce of 19rge-apertu.re cond1Jit5. In bot.h fr;c:i...ctu.res aJtd dissolution
t.rnri;;:port is semitio;re tD the progressiv"'e erllargement that occurs -v.ith ma.tui-ity of t.J1e }~;;iJst
P..2- t.f1e above s1Jnrrf18.tron.s irtdicate, the ad.•iitron of :mlunon chartnel.s of 3-meter dimensions to a
me1iium ot.Jier1v'i::e comp1ising 1000 0.1-mrn fra.ctures, the effective :porosity \\rjli diniirdst1 greatly.

clk(ii..flel::,

~Nith.outthe criarirtel: L:'\l,;-31 E'\lr = 1000 (.0001)311000 (.0001) = 10-8

V"/ith t.be rheitnel: 2:!'11.:3 / L: '\It

= 1000(.0001)3 + 33 ,1 1000 (.0001) + 3 = 8. 7

One r!19.y neglect ttie fractu.res altogether, gh11Ilg 9. 0. Transport is dominated by tbe large-aperture
iit::soiution cJ1ami.el.s.
TURBULENT FLOY?
T1Jibulent !10~.r occurs m cao;res ~YJ.d. solunon pipes ·~r.hen recharge-irtdu.ced llo"l/l is rapid or tb.e
GC!flliuit;:: ;~re of larg:e riia.melr.r. Y-litJlirt a. single chao.rtel or pipe of a. gi'i7en size, t.tie fJDvt will becmne
turbulent lf t!1e v·elocity lS irLCree..sed abm:oe a cert.em critical o;talue, speclfic to that cnterion -- th.e
Reynohls Nu.mtrer -- w·hict1 is proportional tD ·\reb:n::ity artd •iia:meter. irL geri.eral, tlie fl.ovt 1-.rjli be
lanuna.r ?Then t!1e Re~t.rtolds Nw11ber is belo?t 500 and f u.lly turbulent at ~.:oalues great.er thBIL 2000.
V:r.tiere 110"1/r il1 a pipe or ch.amtel is fully turb1J.lent, 1ttie vekidty ·17 may be determiri.ed by t.he DarcyTl·li::isbad.t equation:

":trhere d = diame~r of the pipe, and f =friction factor. Under turb1Jlent conditiom, the sgu11re oi the
i3 proportional to the hydraulic gradient, so velocity mcreases less rapidly triarL the gradient

1li3chal~:e

bec:;:iJJ.:::e of ;:i.dditi.omil f:ric:ti.on.

CONDUIT FLOW
Kantic a.q u.ifer:; differ from other:; in tha.t they coma.in systems of solution pipes or cond ttit:. tha.t
a.ct as connected urtdergrourt.d. drams for hig"ttly localized arui trarisrem trarispmt Though such
secondar;.~ conduits are fe-.;;r b.1 number, their volume :is small in comparison v.1ith the prtm.a.ry
porosity of tt.ie area drained, vluch ret1ects tt.ie eff:ii::iency of the karst dram.age S)'Stem.

Tne acUYe condu.it:: :m karst aqulfers often ha\re more m common ~ith surface channels than with
other 'types of ground \v'"8.ter a.q u.ifers. Above the plrreatic zone, v-elocities are only slightly less than
t..t18J of s1_i1ti:t.ce nvers. Nomially t10'\l.11I1g at \re:ry loi!r gradients, the \relocity in }~st condtut::
increases m:irtedlv 1-.ith increasir~::: rechi.~e. Large iri.creases in cross-section occur v.it.h. small rises
of the '{..rater table.· The largest ca\;es, or niaster ca\~ are nonnally joined by underg:murui
t.it1uxuies . irt muJ::'.t1 ttie same :manner as surface stream networ¥..s. Hoi!tever . there are important
differences beTI.reen th.e pattern of underground drainage and tt.iat of surface ri\rers. In }lliSt, 11c1\ot
pa.t.hs may cross ea.ch other v.ithout mixing, vthich is only possible if flovr is confined to discrete
condmts. Explorations of ca~.res t.ia~.re stJO'\l.rn that undergromui streams rem.aJrL confira.ed \vithin the
ca.ves . even vrhen t.h.ey are filled v.iith \11'8.ter. Diving at karst springs has sho-.;;m tha.t undergrotmd
strearr.1S· are confira.ed 1D corui mts tt.iere as vrell. TI.If~ niaster ca~1es become '\l.rate11·illed close to the ie~.rel
of the sprti.1.g:s f.b..1t they feed.
Karst springs occur at the lovtest ele1.1'8.ti.on, the site of minimum h:Yd:ra.u.lic hea.d, in the J>.arst system.
Most oft.he fargest SI•lings m t.h.e vrorld a.re karst spm1gs. Only t.h.ose from ~rolca1uc roc};.s (suct1 as
ba.soltic lava.s) riv·al their discharge.

K.i:..RST VlATER T.t·. .BLE
Iri karst . t.I1e importance of grouri.d\o.1'8.ter 11ov.7 :m ca~1es and cori.duit:: is so great that there is no water
table in t.h.e sense of a single surface belov.r vrhich tJ!le rock :is entirely satu.:ra.ted. The :re.pid flo-.;;.r
'leloc1ties . tt.ie crossmg of flov.r paths, and the la.ck of mh::mg beTI.reen :r•.arst conduit:: demorist.iates
t.hat they ::;.re gener3lly w"a.terti.ght, and that the rocl>!: surrounding them a.re almost dry, a.cting as an
aq mc1u.d.e. Outside the ca1res &iii conduit:: there Iruty be almost no circulation. D17 ca\liti.es may e:nst
alongside penodic and perennial sprl.i.Lgs. Tunnels cut t.h.rou.g:h limestone re 1.~al vro.ter-filled fissures
o~rerlyrng empty ones. Pere.bed 1.rater ta.tiles occur in t.t1e unsa.turated zorie. Cav"'ern fonnation is tlrns
n.ot restri.cted to any I'arti.cular zone 'li.1ithin t.he llli:.31, and not e1rery free-surface stream seen in a ca1.re
can be related to a local v.rater table.

In many cave syst.ems, large charr1bers alternate "Witr1 rLaIIO\v siphons. Gromld vra.ter clICulates
tril'Ough permeable fisslJ.Ies and is under h:;i'd.rostati.c; pressure vihich activa.tes the siphons and can
mal:e th.e v.rater n10·11e upward. TI.iese fissures exist througtJOut the r..arst dov.rn to the :impemi.eable
rock beneatJ1 it such as shale; w'"8.t.er flo"llrs in fractwes 1D the level of the impenneable rock regardless
of reg:10nal base level. Submariru: spmigs ha.\re bee!n obser:.red at 700 m (2300 ft) belo"{.! Sea le\rel.
Vla.ter c:ircula.ting t.h.roug:h fissures has been obser:red at 800 m (2600 ft) belo\lr sea. lei.rel.
Kar:::t -.;;rater flDi!rs a11isotropically throug:t1 m.rrovr fissures and large ca::.res v,.·hich ma.y be independent
of one Mot.tier an1i can be regarded a.s separa.te a.q 1.llfers. TI1e ca::re systen13 operate like riv·ers tiut irt
tJ.1Iee-dimensional space rather tha.n o~rer a single su11iace. Above the phreati.c zone, open-charmeled
flovt occurs . 1rntt1 strearrJS orily partly fillirag the caves "{..7ltf1 vater. ..,Nater le\rels obser\red in ca·ves
s:tlDuM tie considered as st.ati.c pools at rest, controlled by spill-point le~.rel.s, rather than coirl.Cid.ent
\oiltJ1 t.tie local '?ta.ter tit.tile dllling l1o'\l.r penods. ....Vith.in tJ1e ptireati.c zone, grourLd vli:t.ter flovt is d1i1len
by tfle h;iu:ra.iJ.lic gr3.dient, !1ov.'in:I from pl3.ces 1o.1itJJ1 higher h:~ur3.1J.lic hea.ds to pl.aces vlith loi.rer on.es.
If a. large cond tut tra~rerses tt.ie ptireanc zone, It may be a zone of reJattvely lo'\l.r h)uralJ.lic head as
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1iictBJt-d tiy ii.s c1u.i.lt-t . li1 "'(:il.U.c!i c&.st- growtu"'(:1&.ter f10"'91 "'9l'ill COit'Terge -UJIOit tL TI.ie ·~later table atio~re
sue.ti a subni.e1"Q:ed corui mt 'Y.l'lll be depressed, and 1tte course of the corui uit 'Y.rjll be marked by tmugJ.LS
or valleys in t.hf 11later t3.ble. In f11Jly developed };z1rst, -w-a.ter flo-w-s almost horizontally :in the closed
corui uits of tlle pbreatJ.c zone arui in tr.ie open-ct.ian:n.el corui uits at tt.ie 'Ylater table.

LAGK OF SURFACE RUNOFF
The most ob~1ious geomorphic cha.racteristic of kaJ:st regions is the la.ck of surlace n1.noff. Rainv.:o.ter
:infiltration JS rn.pid arui substantial. Overlarui t1ov1 rarely reaches stream channels . but disappears mto
sirJ:.holes 1r:i enter the su.bsurla.ce dra:ina.ge s:y"Stem. This is true ev-e.n :in mi and semia.lid climates .
..:..pa:i.1 from duri.e fields, deserts on imper.l'lDus roclf~ rarely la.cl~ stream courses . :t.10v.rever ep:tierrieral
they ma:y be. Bu.t karst :in arid and semi.Jrid regions is usually vlithout th.em . as :in the N11Jlarbor Plain
of i·.ustra.lia arui the Pecos P.hrer \78.lley of Ne'Y.r I"·foxico. Rapid mfiltration ni.eans th.at 'Y.raler escapes
the s1Jifa.ce hea.t and is protected from evaporation, so th.at };arst regions discharge more of the
JireciJ•ltti.11011 falling: on t.tiem t.t1ar1 1ioes impel\l'J.OUS terram..
R.~JN'N.b..TER

INFILTRATION

In karst gr01.md. ?later systems, irtfiltratil.ig ra:invrater enters t1e be1irock through open fractures ar1d
ot.tier pbnes of secoruiaiy penneability, partlcularly at joirtt :intersections. As tr.iese oper1mgs are
enl3rged by solution they become able 1JJ transmit increasing quantities of runoff. 0~1-e.r time they
ffiay beconi.e sufficiently enlarged near tt.ie smiace to cause gradual subsidence or collapse of the
upperr.n.o:::t bedrock. The :repeated :::ub:::idence of jo:int bloc};s 1Dvrards central solution pipes creates
closed topog-rap.tiic depress:ioriS krlDvm as dolines or smJ~les. ·~lhere fmwling of ra:in-wTater occurs.
/:...perforated in1perrneable caprock 1;,rjll funnel v.:-a.ter irL1D the l;arst :in much the same \v-a.y. The floo:;r
m;3_y come from e. retree.ting o~.rerlying caprocl~ . or from the updip marg::in of an m1peimeable
fonn_;3_ton thJt is til1.e.d.

EV.6..POEITE KAHST
Not all karst telThlI'IS are fourui on carbonate rocks (li:m.estori.e or dolomite). Highly soluble e".raporite
rocJ;s (gypsum, anh:;.:drite, halite) can be sc1.llpted tn.m karst landscapes and aquifers. P...nh:yurite is
compa:i.-able "{v"lth carbonates_, usually undergo1rig alterat!On by hydration to gypsum due to diffuse
intergrawJ13r flo-:;r before rapid conduit evolution om occ1Jr. Gypsum is 10 1JJ 30 times more soluble
tt.1.ai.1 ill)i.estori.e . and tialite more soluble still. The high solubility of gypsum and tialite rrieariS t:tiat
bust sJ:::tems are both developed and destroyed at fa:::ter rates th.an :in le:::s :::oluble carbonate rocks.
Beca.use surl;:..ce outcrops of gypsum survive only in arid climates, s:inlting stre.a.mz. tend 1JJ be small
d.ry arroyos tt.iat erui either m swallo~l holes or m s:r.10rt open ca\re passages. Sinkholes may be broad
a11d shallovt or, because of rapid solution at depth in the bedrock, may exhibit collapse at the land
s1J.Iface. Soni.e colla.pse smr.s :in gypsum are qtute larg:e, such as the Sarita Rosa sirtJt.s arui the
Botto:inless La};.es of ttie Pecos River valley :in Nevr Mexico.
Gypsum i:. formed -.;;rhen :mhydrite comes :in1JJ contact -.;;lith fresh vro.ter. H3llj,ration of anh:;il:i.Iite
tD gyp:::m11 is aft1m .localized, and result:: 11-.. a ch&rig1e m volume af 35% to 39%. The pressure
dev-eloped b:v volume e:·:pansion is :::ufficient 1JJ bucltle oYerlyin.g bed:::, crea~~ jo:int5 an.1 fractures
1>.rhict1 prov11ie pa.t.t1¥.1'8.ys for su1ia.ce Y.1'8.ter to dissol'Y'e eva.pontes a.t deJ1t.t1.

Tiie rune scale for gyps@1 dissolution, as deternil:ned :b.1tt1e18.bOl'atory, is 100 times shorter thon t1at
tor limesmne dissolution. G:J'JlSUln solutions become nearly saturated V.l'lthin a fe'1.r nunutes and
aJm.ost completely saturated v.:-it.tilll an hour. For this reason, groundvlater reaches sa.tura.tion in much
short.er distances m gy'J)smr1 tr!8II. m limestone. Therefore , unsaturated "\!tater capable of dissohl'll.ig
gypsum must be supplied by ·v"ertical seepage from. overlying beds. Once initiated . hov..-ever, gypstun
ca~res s.n.ould eri.l.arge more rapidly than limestmie c:a'Y"'eS because of tb.e higJ-ier solubility.
COVERED K.6.RST

Gypsu.m arui S•jJt beds also gi~.re rise to l~st vit1en covered by a thicl: deposit of non-carbono.te rocr.s
such as sandsmrie. 11lls form of co~.rered r..arst is s:on"Jetln).es termed interstratal karst m disnrigms.h It
from t.h1t de~.reloped beneath a soil cov"Br. The tem1 con be misleading, hov.~ver, as evaporite ko.r.::t
•ieii·ebJpment is t.tJiee-1imieris10nal and is not confined m ttie evaponte beds. The classic co·vc:red l~arst
region in North .t..m.erica is the Pecos Rh.-er v-a.lley in Nevr I"'lexico, vrhere the Santa Rosa sondstone
•md t.t1e Dev.rey Lal~ Red tieds o\rerlie liniesmne arui gypsmn deposits of Pemuan age.
feature ttiat seems urnque to trie n1Jsum pla.ir1S and co\rered karst of southeasten-1 He\'r Mexico arui
-;:;.:-est Texas is the solution-subsidence trou~h. These are na.rro"Y.r, elong:a.ted depressions t1at rarige
trom 100 to 1500 m (300 m 5000 ft) in ·mdth and :from 1m15 J:m. (0.5 m 10 miles) i11 lerigt11.
Generally t.hey are only 4 to 6 m.(15 to 20 ft:) deep. The troughs run p8Iallel to the regional dip and
;:ire formed by coll•:i.pse of Stllface rocks into ca~.rems dissoh~d by ttndergrou.nd \'.raters m.ov"lI1g along:
frnftures. Tiie col1'iI•se 11e bris fornJS boniers across the ch8r1.nels and causes t.he uruiergro1m11 stre3J11S
to establish rie\il chanriels alorig riearby fractures. Tt.Lus the tmugbs are probably not tt.ie result of the
collapse of a. smgle ca~rem but of se~reral.
_e._

i;N•.::;.TER B.<:..LAl·-TCE

PrecrpitatlDn tallir1.g onm ttie land suiiace di~.~es Into three parts. One part infiltrates mm the soil,
penetre.ting t.he underly:ing bedroc}~, i'lhere it continues doi'mvro.rd throtigh the ~.111.dose zone to the
~rater table. .e.. second part t1o\i.rs mrerl•md as nmoff into small water courses arui u.ltini.-:i.tely into t.tie
ffia31Y.'I ba.se level streom. The third part returns to 1the atmosphere by evaporation ::md transpiration.
For ;:irty rninstorn1 t.n.e vlater t111dget, or \il8.ter ti;:il;:i.nce, can t•e ex}•resse•i in the follo\im1.g equa.tion:
P-E==l.,.R

vlriere P = prec1p1tation, I= infiltratior1., R = rur10ff, arui E = ev·apotranspiration. In };;erst landscapes
t.tJfre is ~.;;...."tu.ally no su.rface rnnoff; draina.ge is almost entirely undergro1Jlld. Thus the "Y.1'8.ter bolo.nee
in a }~arst terram can be expressed as:
P- E

=I

~l:l!ere I is t.he totfll Ei.mo1mt of \..'11.ter f10111l1g: t.hrou.gll the u.ruiergrou.nd system. The protilem i'Yith
;:;.111.ter bolance onalysis by this equation is th8.t e~ro.potranspiration and infiltration :m difficult to

ri1e::is1Jre.

In most drainage basu13, tJ"ie ultimate discharge point for ground water is tt.ie master base level strearn..
•!:..t the liJ'i/lest point, ttie nwter stream flow"S inm a larger rivTer, vrhich :b.1 tum floi'YTS to the sea.
Ho"V.re~.rer, especially in desert regioris, closed drairLM"e basins exist, ·~there all flov.r is centnpetal.
The lov.:-est po:int in the dra.inage basin, bot"l topogr::i.phically and potentiometricolly, is typicolly a

(j

\J

'·

;;till: tl~. ;;;.::-J-il(il J"Jijii IiD C•utlf-t i:-iti'ifi &tu.it- lhllii sw.iat:t- or uru1erfiouru1 wu1 lDses ~tater OI1ly t.y
evaporatlon. In tlus case the ¥.rater balarice equation cari be expressed as:
(E-P)l =I

i'.rhere E = evaporation irnm the lake sun'ace, P = 1~recipitation falling directly onto the lake sluiace .
arid I= su1iit.Ge arid subsurface irif.10w to the lake. If there :is no surface runoff_. then I= the total
amo1Jnt oi w.~r 11owing through the grn'l..ll'l•i "'Water system to the lake. The ad voo.1tit.ge to w.ter
t1alt1rtce analy.:iis by tl".iis equation is tl"iat laJr..e fi:-a.poirati.on and direct }1recipitation are relatively eezy to
measure. Thi3 equa:tion does not take into account chmges in storage il.1 the grn1mdY.Tater system, 1m•i
2-0 it is only uzeful irt long-t.enn calculations. -.:.;r•later u;3lartce calculations are iri.Jierently :imprecise, tiut
rl"1ey ,fo pro"Yide sI1 order of ms.gnitu.de estim::c.te of 1~mu11.dvater I1uxes. If t.I1e k:ust system vollUile
c;:iri tie irt1le1iert1ienrly estil11t1.ted, rectiarge rates arui g:rou.ndi'.73.ter fl.oi'r til11es cart tie approximated.
PREDICTION OF GROUNDi;.~1ATER FLQ':,~T PA~rns

Tii.e rr;;i;:iition;;.1 metho1i for 1JGating gm1md \Yater flow ps.ths in karst s.q uners is througJ1 t.I1e iJ.se of
11uorescem d.yes or ot.Iier tracers. TI1e dyes are irtjected irtto tti.e it.qttifer at it. Jmoi'r.ct sir1khole, artd are
otiseJYed \'there tJ1ey emerge at a karst S}1ring. Tracer test:: •io not acttwlly re17eal the grou.ruiiil'3.ter
1101.r patt13_; tt.1.ey only demonstrate it. t1y•iraulic coru1ection bervteen ttie sirtl-tl"1ole ;:.ri.d tt1e spring. Nor
do trn.cer i:ests re'?etil tJ1e s.ctiJ.31 groundw.ter velocity, 'bees.use t.he flcr~t path is ne'y"Br a str::•igtit line.
l<lor d.o tracer test.s yield ii:i:1mediate result.s_: irt aiiii regions, vitiere groll.lldi'rater "telocities may not tie
as fas't ,3_;:: in himlid regions . it m::c.y 't::cke longer for tt.ie injected tIB.i:::er.:: to 81TI'l.o""e. at the ksi-.::t spring th:~n
ttie 3JiJ.O"tlllt of til11e ti.lloneii for scientific im7estigti.tion.
Antiu.r N. Palmer (1986) tia.:: i'tiitten a 1..-:i.rtdmi:trk I•8J1er v.rttlcti }1resenl3 art alt.em.ati.ve 111et.t1odology for
det.ectir1g proti;;i.ble gro1mdi'.rater t1oiir p;:..ths in k..-:i.rst 3JiUllers, wit.bout the use of tcti.ce1-s or even d::i.ta
fo:;rn. borer1oies ;:.rtd t.est i'lells. Palmer used detailed geologic ma.ps of ;:i.p}1rox:imately 75 km of ca~.re
p8ss,~.g:es :in 8. vi:t1iety oi geologic settings, dertved from pernoni:tl e:q1lorn.tion ar11i publi3he1i so1J1)~es.
f';:tb"Jier fourtd tJ-1a.t c;:..ve I•a.::sage grit.dients artd direc·ti.ons could tie rel3.ted to tti.e local geologii:::
sw1crure t1r1d. stratigraphy. The datit. show such consistent and easily explaine1i relationshi:ps, ani
co~.rer ;:._ t•rot1.1i enougti Iitrige of geologic corLJiitions , tiiat tt1e results car1 be extrapol;;i_ted, i'litt1 caution,
tor.he :pre1iiction of grouniiY.ra.ter flov.r paths :in kars1: ;;i_quifers elsewhere.
P::iJJner iou.nd t.hat flow in the vs.1iose zone tends to follow· t.he •iip oft.he su--s:tti., while flow in t.I1e
}1t.ue;:i.tic zone tends t.o follovt tti.e sttik.e of tl"ie strata. Tiie difference is cn.lc:i..-il irt predicititg 11.ov.r pattJS
in k~.rst aq1Jnern. The gm_is the 3.ngle at which s. s11--s.~um (sedir.11ent:czy bed or layer) is :inclined from
u1e l1or:izontt1l; tl"ie greater tt1e inclination . the more steeply dipping: ttie bed. TI1e sttik.e is tl"ie direction
or bearing: of a. ho1izonw1 line in tjie plane of ari incline1i strattun; the strike :is il1de}1en•ient oi t!1e ;:.rtgle
of tl"ie dip .. t;ut is alY.rays pe111eri.dicttlar to ttie direction of tl"1e diI1.

In t.he 1,r,;_dose zone, fiov..; :is controlled by gravity, so ttie charutels descend as ~rertically a.:: possible
row;:.i-d the pr.ueatic zone. In bedrock, m.ostoi ttiese Gti.~lllels 3Ie isr from vertical Va•iose i:::oruiuits
tend to be concorditrtt to tt1e stt-ata, follow1ng ttie dip of tt1e tieds, especially irt un.defonned rocl'.s.
Devis.lions from tJ1e direction snd inclination of t.he d.ip can gener.:illy be attributed to the deflection of
I1o"li..r patt.13 tiy fractures.
No vaiiose coruiuit i'ra.:: found t.o t1a.1re a gradient less tl"ian tl"i.e dip of tl"i.e strata. Hov.re1rer,
J'erchi.'1.g: above rela.tively :tmpem1e&.ble l&.yers :in the ~.r.:i.dose zone :is com.T..on even irt

strati~~rn.:phic

rrigJtly joirtted rocJr.s. Some \irater-filled pa.::s;:iges occur in tt1e '?Mose zone irt ca.::i:::ruiirig, stair-step
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I1rofile, vlit1"1 thresholds or rest le 1.rels perched above the "\v"'aler table, confusing the distinction
betil.reen 1.T8.Jiose and phreanc zones.: boreholes car1nDt distinguish benreen them. Perched \irater can
flo\1T laterally as much as se 1re:ral Jillometers before reaching the "Ylater tcr.ble. Over this distance . the
?rater ilo'Vl is enn.rely mdependent of the head distribution "\v"lthin the underl;ling pt.1reanc zone.
The gentler the dip, the more important it is to ta}~ the dip into account ir1 predictir1g the directJ.Ons of
vadose flo-vr paths. Long-dist3.nee perching is mo::;t common in gently dipping . strongly bedded
roe}~.

Furthermore, the gentler the dip, ttie more imfluential the subtle \raliat:iDns m dip d:irecnon.

Int.he p.bre8J1c zone, conduits follo"Yr the paths of greatest hydraulic efficiency betilreen the "tadose
infeeiiers arid the 1ralley outlets. The sump at the 11ery dovlnstream end of the 1.T8.dose section, ?rhere
the conduit connnues submerged "Ynthin ttie phreati.c zone . is usually no niore tl".Lan a fevr meters
;j_(1ov·e t.!1e spririg outlet. Some conduits are never fully submerged, but continue partially air-filled
along: ttJ.e v.rater table -;:;.'1.th \rery lo-..;r gradients at approxnnately the le\rel of the spring:.

Ph.reau.c conduits :in bedded rocr..s te1-.d to be oriented at nearly 900 to the dip . rougttly along ttie
sti.il>.e. Tiie sti.il>.e direction is fa·1rored because it offers the st.lbllov.rest routes wit.J10ut req uil1ng:
•iiscor•iimce to t.he stre.t.a.. 'The st.eeper the dip, the 1ess the de"liation of the t1o"lr path from the stiike
1iirection. !IL a tl"iin solutile roct. stratum bounde11 l~y insoluble rocr..s this might seem. lil':..e a foregori.e
conclusion, beceJJ.se t!1e steep dip provides less lee'~la.y for the t1o"ll to deviate from the snike.
Pt.iie;jJiC conduit!: fi35re extren1ely lo~r hydrrrnlic gradients because of their efficiency in transrriitting
grourui-z..r;:i.ter to sp:i.irigs. Tiiey acquire rel.a.ti.o;rely lo"'\1r hyd:ra.ulic tieads v.'1.th respect to the surrol..mdir~g
(ir1tergrarmlar or fract1Jie-controlled) groundv.:-a.t.er, causirig t1ovr to con\rerge to\l,7ard t.hem.

Trncer tests haYe sho?m the.t most }:erst ground'i.T\:f.ter follovlS comrergent !1ovr pa.tbs. Tiie
t1re1ior.i:LirF3r1.ce of ca\res v.'1.th 1:lend1itic patterns, a.t I£~a.st 75% of those r...now11, supports this
o bserv·a.tion. Tiri3 comrergence generally concentrates contaminants in the major a.cthre cond u.its.
TI.iere ;lie som.e area.s of dhrergent flo'it, v.rhict1 ten.Cls to disperse con-ra:m.inants througt10ut the aq 1J.ifer.
Tiris di<tergenee is greatest in the <,rai:lose zone. Hol.re<.rer . contaminants th.at ent.er the diffu.se-11o"'f.7
portion of a. karst e41J.ifer v.lfil leeJ: slo-;:;rly intD ttie ff.1.ajor a.ctr.re cm-.d uits O\rer a !orig perrod of time.

_6.F'PLIC.6.TION OF K.ARST MODEL TO Vi1IPP SITE
1. Tiie Ru.stler e.qu.ifer . as a. "\ilhole . is uricon:fi1Led. It is one complex a41J.ifer v.'1.th fr.re r.neJnbers arid
can only tie i.m.derstDod in three dir1ier1Stms. ~Nater levels ir1 som.e v;,rrpp t.est v.rells are free ~:i rise
imd fall irt resporiSe to <.re.riatiDns m recharge. Tiris is ttie he.llm.erk of ar1 lmconfined aquifer. In the
r·1fa.gentci.1lobJinite at test ii.Tells H-2 and H-3, and in ttie Culeb:ra. dolmriite at test "\.tells H-1, H-3 arui
H-4 . "7iia.ter le1rels rose steai:lily betil.reen mid-1977 ~irui mid-1981, a. period dl..1.ring "\irhich precipit.8.tion
;:i.t C;:t.flsb3d ?t;:i.s 17.14 inches per year, com.pared to an aver;3ge of 10.85 incties per year dming the
pre<.'ii:i1J.s 25 ;.:·eers. Vv'hile the rise in. Me.genta and C11le bra "l."e.t.er le•.>e.ls cannot be correle.t.ed "llitii
iruih"idu;tl i.11.ir1StDrn1S, it car1. be conela.ted 11litt1 st10rt-term treruis in precipit.8.tion. Su.cti a st.1.0rt-term
resI1ortse ca.n orily occur dlJ.e to dovrnv.rard in:filtrn.tion of :rafuvtater through all Q\7erly:irig strat.8.. All
muz.t be trar1Sr.nisshre to rectJfil-ge. DOE has m.3Jie no nwasurements of ra.ir1.v.rs.ter rectJfil]'.e, and relies
irtStead on lTi.ea.surem.ents of penneability to estima.1J~ . .rerti.cal trariSr.nissivity.

2. The I'·fagent.8. and Cule bra dolomite members of the Rustler Forn1~.non may be considered Jierti.ally
cmuil.1.ed. TI1e Magenta. is mrer1lli1. by F011)1-Hirier ari.h.ydrite, and tjie Cu.le bra is O\rer13.in by
Tam.eruk eriJ(;~rtte, bot.h of v.i·hich are considered to be confirririg beds in most places. In actuBlity,
lO

t B. tiittlB, ff;ictUieli rock, ccrruinfljifnt is nrurt: likely to tre occa$:iDri.ed by
mter;.renmg claystories tt.ia.t do not support fractures ·'\lnthDut closing. In all Vv"IPP test ·~lells the
Mo;2:enta and Gu.le bra. vrater levels rise imo or abo..re the overl:ilng confining beds . except at H-7,
~NIF'P-26 and Vv"IPP-28 vlhere the l'-'lagenta is dry,, and at 'Y'Y"IPP-29 near Laguna Grande de la Sal
--::rhere the Cu.le bra dolomite is O".rer1."lllt only by stuficial deposi'tS. There are consistent encounter.5 of
mudstories m the Tam.ar.iSk member, 6 1D 22 feet alrio\re the Cu.le bra, arui in the Forty-Niner member,
1~: to 25 feet i:i.t1cqe the I•,Itigenta, suggestiri.g that "lUti.cal :ti;.~raulic corm.ecti.ons to tb.e l'-fagent:i. and
Gulebra are rrifrequent. Hovte\rer, 81ih)~rite fractures rieed not be numerous 10 be signific811t for
groundvio.ter transport. DOE should hav-e located •and characterized the connecting chanilels th.i'Du.g:h
th.e Tam.anst, but has ru:rt dorie so. At 'YVIPP-13, m the ru:rrthY.restem part of tt.ie WIPP site, the
Tamar.iSk t: described as ha1.iJ.1g a zone of muds10n.e1'gypsum breccia and steeply-dipping fractures
tl'i.roughout.: the Cul£: bra arui I·.fag:enta h:vuraulic heads are belie\red to be equal at\.\.'IPP-13, but tt.ie
I···Ia.genta head v.:-as not measured. At H-6, in the northv.l'l!stem comer of the 'WIPP site, the Cu.le bra.
arui I···Iagenta t1ydraulic t.ieads are knoY.rrL 10 be equal, indicating a h)'1.raulic com"lection tt.1rough tt~
TamarJSk member, but the geophysical and lithDlogic logs are una.v"'ailable.
ti2i:';ii.Gt- itiu1Yuiiti?.

3. TI1ere ;;ire localized. occu1Tences of perched \11'il.ter at the WIPP site, indica.ting the Jiresence of
underlyrr1g "t1eds Y.7hict1 are iJnpem.ieable locally, but not generally. DOE has only recently begun 10
cha.I3.cter.1Ze them. In the vichiity of the ~NIPP sha:ft5, and at H-5 in the northeastern comer of the
~NIPP site, t.here lS perched \v·ater m the SarLta Rosa saruis10:n.e; its h)~raulic gradient (28 ft ,' 100 f () is
steep :md it:: h;.:U.ra.u.lic conductivity (up 10 15.5 ft'cla.y) is high. Where the Sont3. Rosa. sandstone :i3
absent m t.tie central and southiii-est.em parts of the ~h"IPP site and south of t:t~ site tr.iere lS perched
"::rater int.he Devrey Lake Red beds.: attempt:: to con:ela.te the eleva.tions of these occurrences iVi.th
cementatton of fractures, t1wd lev""els duririg logging, aru1 loss of circulation of d1illirig !1uid. t.ia.v"'t:
failed . Perched "liro.ter :in both the ~Janta Rosa. ond De"llrey LaJ:'.e form.a:tions is fresh enough to be
attabu.ted to ra.in'll.rater recharge, arui its mcor1Sist.ent occtmence rruiicates that, else\v·:t.iere, tt.ie v.rater
drains to the 1-.'"3.ter table.

4. Tiie .uosition of i.I1e 111ater i.able at Vv"IPP is uriJ.il1ff'lltiL For ti.ii:: re;:iBon'.. it is not Jn10"\o.rn iir:tiere tle

I··'la.~~:enta arui Cule bra are confined 81111 y,rt.iere they are unconfined. TvVr.ien t:t.ie saturated zorie is
re;:i.ched diJ.J."ir~~ the drilling of a test '11.:oell, it t9J~es time for the vrater le~.11!1 in the 'lirell to ad ju.st to

the
le1.rel of t.I1e 't.7;:i.ter table. Because d1illing w"'as not stopJred long enough for suc:t.1 adjustrnent to occur,
there is ru:i record of the 'ilic.ter table under undisturbed conditions. Neit.her tt1e high-"\-tater level nor
tfi.e lo"'t.7-vla.ter le1rel :is lrrLOY.r.n, oo.111 tt.ierefore the \781'.lose zorie 81111 the pr.ireanc zorie canru:rt be defil"led
iolitr1 cern.:inty. The nature of ground'il.78.ter flo'lil is completely riifferent in tJie air-filled channels of
the wuiose zone tharl il1 tt.ie Y.73.ter-filled cr.ianriels of the phreatic zorie. Ov"er tinJe, as tt.ie karst
'becomes more developed and ti'ie vro.ter table migrates dovmv.'"3.rd, atiandoned air-filled ch.mnels
ren-.1.ain m the ··.radose zorie, arui vlhen tt.iese cha:nriels carry grourui V.73.ter folloy,;ofug 10nentl.al
:rairotorms, the tra~.11!1 times 1.D the i'v-ater ta.ble may l)e extremely short. Failure to define the 1-ro.ter
table lS a fatal flay,.· in h;.llirogeologic c:h.ar"d.Cte112ation.
U iider the c:ircumsta:cices, the best ~re can do :is 10 treat the i'..."'S.ter le~.rels in tt.ie earliest \.VIPP test y,rells

t.hough t.hey reJiresented undisturbed conditions. Gonzalez (1983) presents Y.rater le. .i-els in 13 test
1-rells u11.der supposedly undisturbed conditi.oris, before the sinlting of the ¥1IPP sr.1.8.fts, oo.111 t:t.ie
highest le1.rels represent the best estimate of the Y.73.Wr table before distubance by drainag:e into the
>;mpp st.i.afts. Sil\ra ( 1996) presen'tS w"ater lev""els in 33 test y,rells before the unexpla:in.ed rise in
Gijle brn. 'ilro.ter le~.rels i'v-hich began in Januaiy 1988; the data do not represent 1mdisturbed conditions,
but tl"ie data are sy.ci0ptii:: [Table 1 ] . From. the data pro·.,"lded by S:il..,·a tl"ie position of tl"ie ~;at.er table
in the stra:tig:ra.phic column can be approximated [Table 2] and plotted on a map [Figure 1] . From th:i3
it ci:irt be de1i 1_i.ceri tha.t tJ1e "\lti:t.ter t3.ble is m t.he De"my Li:ike Red tieds it.cross t.he ~NIPP site, 1iroJ1ping
r:.:h:rser to i.Iie tDp of i.Iie Ru.:;tler 3J ori.e ff.11:r\7es sou.ui'~.'estv.v&rd. to"llTfil'li t.est i.;ell P-15, and into
3z.
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successi'•lely lovrer memtiers of the :Rustler as one mov-es to"'Word Nash Drav,.·. At P-15, perched
~v"ater Y.ras iound irL tt.ie Dev,.-ey Lake at 225 feet belo'\lr tt.ie surface, 6 feet above tt.ie Rustler. Our
conceptual model, therefore, considers th.at the phreatic zone at the ¥lIPP si1e includes the entire
Rustler Fom.iation, arid tt.iat the p1imiti\~ '\lta.ter table is mainly in the De"'V.~Y Lal~ Red beds.
5. EffecU\re porosity irL the Rustler Fom-.ation is unkno"'V.1D.. Fracture pores filui solution charu:iels are
not 1-.rell described, mr do v.re knovr their orientations. Porosity in the Culebra dolorr.iite, measured
on small samples m tt.ie laboratory, ranges from 3% to 30%. DOE a"Y-erages this to 16%, arid
a.ssum.es t.hat frn.ctu.re flovr is represented by 1% porosity and matrix diffusion is attributable to 1S·ft..
porosity. In }~8ISt, the second.8.ry porosny is the effecti1re porosity, dlJ.e tot.he large 8.pe11ures
produced by dissolution. DOE has no m.easuremen.ts of porosity in regions of the Rustler transected
by solution conduits, and tt.ierefore does rlDt };.no\i.~ tbe effectiv·e porosity, nor therefore the velocity of
transpmt Nor :tJ.O.S DOE demonstrated the effectivuness of matrix diffusion in t..mtified a1-e;3z._; the
cor1.Se1vi1J11te ;:issumptlon is that D:tJiionucMes v,.ill 1ravel at the speed of water m charu:iel flovr.
East of He$h Dre."'llr, ttJ.e largest open karst char1.n.els fourid irL boreholes are at ~h1PP-33, 11.rtiere f11le
"':'.'ra.ter-filled ca.vemr., me;:is1_i.ring 7.0 ft, 9.5 ft, 6.0 ft, 2.0 ft and 5.0 ftfrom top to bottom, il.rere found
m ttie Devtey Lal::e Red beds arid in tt.ie Forty-Hirier arid Magenta members of the Rustler Fom:iation.
_.::.£t i;,;r;lIPP-33 t.he flu.id le1.rel during logg:ir~ "Y.:-as 27t:I ft belo"'\1r land surface, and the Rustler-Salado
contact is 677 ft beloilr Jarid smiace .: therefore . the thiclmess of the aquifer caiu10t be greater tt.ian
403 ft. The fhre caverns, totalii.1.g 29.5 ft, v.rere found v.:i.thina.110.0-ftstratigraphic section;
therefore, t.tie t.f.i.ickness of t.J"J.e ke1-stic a.qlJ..ifer car1not be less t.harL 110 ft. The i;NIPP-33 boret1ole is
16 iru::t.1.es irt 1iia.m.eter . arid is therefore tra1.rersed by at least 40 tt2 of ca.1.rerns. If tt.ie ca.1rerns are
c:ircular . t.hen they measure 160 f~: in cross-section. If the ca~.remr. are lens-shaped along bedding
aru1 uriderlie tt.ie deepest part of tt.ie i;NIPP-33 sinlU-1ole (tl".ie 3324-ft. contour line), tt.ien tt.iey are
135 ft vlide ;;ir~i n-.ieas1Jre 4000 ft2 irt cross-section.
Tr.1.ere iJ a. solu.tion-slJ.bsideru;e trougtJ. treriding "Y.resttv·;jJ1i from SY-l 114 sec 30, T 22 S, R 31 E in
tJ!B sout.t£?lestem pert of t.he Yv1PP site. Tiie weste:m bo1J.Iuie1;? of t!.ie "Vv1PP site is 4 r.n:iles long.
If v.re ;;izsu.:me that Yv1PP-33 marts the only rnajor solu.tiort channel in tt.ie norttJ.vrestem part of the
Vv'!PP site, t.hen tt.ie aquifer perforated by t.t.1.e WIPP-33 caverns is 2 miles wide i;ind 110 ft to 400 ft
fr.tick . or 1,200 ,000 ttZ to 4 ,200 ,000 ft2 in cross-secuon. It follov.rs tIJil.t the effec1i1.;ooe porosity of tt.ie
RustlerlDevrey Lar..e aq ulier cou.111 be as lovr as O. 095% {4000 tt2 11 4 . 200 ,000 tt2) but not g:re8.ter
thm O. 33·:1:.· (4000 ft2 11 1,200 ,000 ft2), 1Jilless there are major undetected kar3t cha1mels vlithin
orie mile of TvVIPP-33.
6. Karst aquifers are beterogerieous arui arllSotrop~:. Trar1SJniss1vity 1rariJes vllth position arui
direction. ~Nit1in ti.e ,~.1IPP site . measlJied Cule brn. tr'3.nsmissi~1itv ~laries bv nearlv three orders of
m.agrdtu.de, irom 0.1 ft211day to S8.0 ft2/day. Vvithm one mile of Jthe Vv'IPP sit.e, ·~u.lebra
trar1Snuss10:.;oit;.1 1ranes by rr.10re ttiall five orders ot magnitude, from 0. 003 ft2,1day to 324 ft2,1day. Tiie
highest tro.nsmissiYities haYe distinct directional orientation in the nortlrvrestern and southeastern
poruons of t.f1e TvVIPP site, as mdicat.ed by mt.e11erence tests. TI1e data cannot be treated as raridom
78.:i.iatiles, a.:: DOE has done in its stoct.LSStic perforniance assessm.ent. Values obtained from pump
t.ests at the i;,xnpp sit.e arui ~:icinity 1.rary v,.'ldely m:rer st.i.0rt distances; '11.rells that tap conriecuons \vitJ-1
il"le l:fu"st collliuit sysi.em s:tJ.O-Z{ values for tf;:t11.Sm.iss;l'Vity vtt.rict1 are orders of m.:i.gnitu.de Jtlgl1er tJ-J.filL
v.rells drill.e1i into the unfractured v.l'fill roe}~ a short distaru;e avro.y. Trammissi\11ty data in karst cariri.ot
be airera.ged or interpo1:r.ted bet\..reen data point::. Tiie discontinuous nature of the conduit system
1nola.tes tt.ie m8.t.h~matical asstunption that trammiss:i1.1ity (T) is connnuously \~rifying.

C;jl1:::u1itBu trBIGff1tsi::.<ittBs tJB57e \'w°'ied tiy ori.e tu r-;~'O orders of n'IBgTiitu.de at tt.i.e same ''lv"IPP
test 1\rells. The niost conunon reason for tt.i.e discrepariey r.L&S been the lnal.ULer of testmg.
Trarum:issivities cslculo.ted from multi-11rell pump tests ha'l,:-e tended 10 be much higher thort those
calctl.13.ted from single-~vell tests. DOE, in its pe11onnance assessn1ent (CCA, Table TFIELD-2)
has selecti1.:-ely used calculated transmissivities at t11e lovt end of the scale, especially 11.rithin one
rm.le of the center of the WIPP site [Table 3]. The result of such selectiv-e presentation of data IS
to completely misrepresent th.e trarismissrvity field at th.e 'th'IPP site. DOE's model asstu11es a
continuous s11.ratt1 of lo"\lr transmiss1vity across tt.i.e 'th'IPP site [Figure 2], wr.i.en tt.i.e higJ.i.est calculated
trarI.srr.Jssi·viti.es sho11.r a continuous s-w"a.th of big h transmisshrity across the WIPP site [Figure 3].
Use of t.t.i.e highest measured 'llalues of tral1S1IJ.ISs1v1.ty is both realistic and conse1:vati'l7e. It is realistic
'because the :highest measured values are real.: they :represent the a'bility of the rocks to transmit \,:"3.ter
along dIScrete, localized tloil.r paths at rates which are orders of magrritude higher than else"'\..rhere m
the drai..ri.o.ge basin. It is conservati.v'l' bees.use these are the po.t.hs of leost resistmce, the actu.al
!?round \\rater !1oY.r patt.LS ttiat Y.rjll occur dUling recharge transients. Our conceptual model, tt.i.erefore .
utilizes the hig:tiest cok.1.Jlo.ted trari.Smissivities along recognized ground w"a.ter flo"Yr paths.

7. TI.ie hydra.ulic gr3Jiienw along: tt.ie grourui vtat.er .tk:1vt paths at tt.i.e 'Y'VIPP site are ur1.kr101v!L
DOE has riever collected s:y:noptic data for the v~dl;ljing h;~raulic heads in the Culebra. Thus the
mee.su1-ement:: of gradient:: COIIIlOt be reliably compared to each other, and neither the flovr directions
nor the h;~raulic gradients carL be stated -with certaJ:rLty. I··foreover . tt.i.e data set for r1:;.~raulic t.i.eads in
the I··fagento. is incomplete, because DOE does not i~cognize the importmce of the :M:agento. to
g-romidY.rater !lo"'\.r in tt.ie F~u.stler. DOE has proceeded on tt.i.e assun1ption ttiat tt.i.e Culebra is a
confine1i •3.quifer, ticnJruied atioo;,re :m1i belo11r by impermeable a.nh:ro.rtte be1is. Consequently, \v"e do
not }rr11:;"'\.r \\rt.i.ere tt.i.e Culebra IS confiried arui v.rt.i.ere it is not, rU)r vtriat is the full extent of tt.i.e aquifer.
Uruier ti!e crrcuJI1stmces, t.t1e tiest Y.re C3I1. do is to utilize h~.lliraulic :t1e3.ds that '.'Ile do rU)t krU)vl to be in

error. In sncil;lzing the h:i'draulic head do.to. [Table·~] used in DOE's performance assessment (CG/:.• ,
Table TFIELD-3), vre :tiav·e fom1d eight exami1les of test "Y."ells wr.i.ere DOE's assumed values are
cle3rly in error, six ex•3.mples oft.est \o.rells vlr.iere DOE's ass1Jmed -;,ralues ai~ u.ruubsto11ti.ated, five
examples of test Y.rells Y.rr.i.ere DOE r.L&S selected 1.ralues vlhich Y.rould steer the southeasterly !1o11r patt1
s.11.ra;? from H-7 in Nash Dra.11.r [Figure 4], and tillO examples of test \v"ells (H-16 arui ~.xi'IPP-29)
~.r.tiict1 3re not mcluded m DOE's perfom1ari.ce assessr.nent e1.7en tt.LOugh they are located close to
demonstca.ted ground11raterflo11.rpaths. One of the~:e v1t!lls . ~h'IPP-29, is located 0.6 miles from
L:!gur18 Pequen8. arui 1.4 miles from Laguna GraruJ.e de la Sal, the most copious discharge pomts for
F~u.stler grou.ndvlo.t-er. At ·-i;NIPP-29 the C1J.lebra is oo;,rerla.in only by su.rficial deposit::; the \v"11.ter level
IS the hydraulic t.iead -- 2968 feet abo1.re sea lev·el. As one v.rould expect, this is the loi1.7eSt hydraulic
head measured o.t orty V'lIPP test vrell. Inclusion of ~NIPP-29 in performonce assessment flovt
ff.IOdels '\l.rould ria1.7e steered grou.ndw"a.ter floY.r paths 10 Laguri.a Grande de la Sal. Our conceptual
model considers all, not merely most, of the data. 'The GCA also reports uncertainty in Cu.lebra
t1;,~irn.ulic he;:iJis due to meas1Jrement error. Along: ~he southeasterly floY.r patt1, tt.ie margin of enor IS
greater th.on the assumed drop in hyd:rn.lilic head. Our conceptual model incorporates a range of
h:.~raulic r.i.ead 1.ralues, -w·hich riecessarily results in a range of calculated grourui water travel ti:JT.i.es.
8. Grou.nd1y•3.ter flo-w· in }~t, especially in tt.ie phreatic zone, tends to be convergent. A large
cond u.it "V.rjll be a course of rela.ti.v-ely lo?t hydra1J.lic head, ond ground vto.ter flow vlill converge upon
it. TI.ie com-se of tt.i.e subrr.i.erged conduit \vill be Jf.LSrked by troug:f.LS in the v.rater table. This can be
seen olong the southeasterly flovl path, "Vthere the C'1Jle bra heads reported by Lappin ( 1989) o.t H-11 ,
H-1 7, P-17 arui H-7 are equal (2995 ft) arui are lo"""rer than fr.ie Cule bra r.ieads in the surrouruiirig test
ill-ells [Fi~lJie 4].
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,~ Zirili1olez, or doillLtsS . 8Je presertt IT1 ea;Tei;.: }~ar~:tlarui. TI1e;.:a are tf1e qu.ir1tesserLtial featt.u-e . tbt
:3U1i;:i.c~ exnres:::ion ol :rnbstutace dissolutron. sub:::1deri.ce. and col.ki.pse. Ho\?ev·er. ma co~.rueu

i:•3D1:_. .::irJ1ole::: may be less frequent. TI.Li.cl: tieds of s•i.J..dstone exposed at tl:i.e stuiare maT not fully
re!1ect i_t1e 1i!jrnpt:lorL ol s11t1s1Jlf~.ce str8J3., an1i '!_l,rhere the be•imck is co\rered by "ii:illd tilov.111. s;311a. Ctll
"butt.he lar~:est }:srst features ma:v be obscured. Ho-;:;re~.it>r_. there 1c.ill 3till be a !act of sui.'iace nmoff.
Tii..l.S is tr.ie- t.elltale sign of l:.arst, -e~.ren m ai.1li reg·10r11S .• \\r.b.ere llll"II~· \I.rater IS g·enerally tt.i.e most
effecti~.re geomorphic agent shaping the landscape. Within the vVIPP site. most of t.1e iriilt.0.ting
ra1.1."t'Vr'l.tei lS tunneled .Clot tr.uougJ1 su.ujioles, but tbmugJ1 a pe1torated caprock of Mescal.ere callche.
C•nce ·oeri.ear.J. t.he caliche. t.he "'.::.:-a.ter :i3 protected from e~.raporati.on and finds its ';::ta..f to i:-adose feeder
cri.o.i:u:i.el: m tr.:.e De1.rey Late :Redbea.s.
;, O. FIDo::.r m i:t.iB .,,arl.2:::2 zor~ 1£ c;:mt:ol.lei! by ~·rav1:y .• 2rui is en1ll.--ely i.::uieperuient af the hyd.raulli:
h.".';:;.d d.i::ttit'J:ti::;n tr.. the u.r~·krlying p~c..ttc :•:me. In bedrock, 11o1'r in the v;IDo;;.e :oM i;;. do11;-n-:::,:-;:..rd
t:illt i:t0t 7eitl.c8l, ::u·u1 ten::!.s to follD-;::.r tl".u:: dip of the ;;trata, especially m gently dippmg:, undeformed
DX}:.;: 3;~.c h ::.:: t.he De"'.::rey Lal>.e Red beds. Tue gentler t\e di~, the more it controls the direrti.on of

7;;_;iose !b\>l, ·~.rtd t.be more mnu.ential the subtle v·a11a.tim.iS m dip •irrectron. Within t.he i:NIPP site
tl°lere i:: no pers:i3tent •iip at t.he tDp of the De-v.~y LaJ:e P.edbe1is [Figure 5]. Instead ti.ere are motmds
=:n•d iie~1J:ess10ns. TI1e Ii:t.ounds are centered 3.l.DUitd. test \1rell H-18 in the ruJ11Ii'11.rest.enl pai."t of tr.i.e site,
·lfr:i te:::t "!'...--e lli H-1 1md H-3 m the central part of tt.te site. There are tv.ro structurol depressions: one of
theff1, 15 feet deep, eefttered 8I01J.ru1 test vrell ~NIPP-1 :;;: . JS 01.rerlaiit by Sartta Rosa sai.ldstDne.: the
ot\er one. 24 feet deep, centered 3rourtd test -;:;.rell i:,rlQSP-6 . :i3 not. We l".1.85.it> df'momtrated in a.
p1ev1oui p;~_per t.tr~.t t.he i~.bsence of }sartt:i. Ros;:i. S3ILdstone IS t.f1e controllmg: B.ctoi m dtten1lliurt~ ti1t
.11i:;~ of gre•3.test y;3.h1"Fi3.teI rec .ti::ir:~t. At Y'lQ SP-6 t.he De-;:;rey LaXe F:ed. t1e1i::: prod uce1i ZS-30 g:•3llons
pe£ ffiliLU!t: u! potable ':'.rater, L1t: J.aig·est arnount reported any~;,rt.i.ere m tt.u:: vJ.Cn.uty of tt.i.e ~NIPP site.
T.t.is J3 fTit..T..'l:\' com:i.31:!:nt -:::.it.h the concept of Vo.dose I101r follc'"".'.:ing the strn.ctu.ral :!ip . collecting as
?c.:d.:.ed. c/atc;- 4i a ::rt."'Jl:t'~«il d.epiess:u:m, acui firuiw.g: its "i'ilay Cl.OWIL'll.rard throug:.ti feetler chanri.eJ.s
,_;.:1d.e::- thf conlml of :;:o.~.i~·'· Ylest oft.hf ~NIPP site t.he r 1ew1•y Late Red beds dip ":'.'.,'"f3ttlord. a.t •3.bou.t
SU feet :per nille ~:_c1. 50}_: tJ.ere ti1e -.l8.11o~e !lo~t ~.10uld be ~test?lard . tilrectl:l t.o~.rarii l~a.Sti r·1rait.
l 1. Flo1-r mt.he pl"lieatir :one folio';::.:-S t.fie p;:i.t.f.is o! ma~-:imum. hydraulic etficiency, t.f.te :pat.f.tS o! lei:t.st
t.:!It11•mced ti;.~ d13sc:lu.ti.on. ?rrreau.c cond1J1t:: m be1ided me}:;:: 1-.:'lt1"1 mtertie•He1i mu.dstones
te:td tD t!t' oriented. ;3.t neai-ly 900 to t.he dip of t.he stra.t3... rnughly along: the :::nil:e. TI1e steeptr t!1e dip
;::;: ti.u:: beds , tr:e less tr.u:: de1.rianon of tt.u:: llo'\,r pat.h fron1 tr.i.e suil;;.e direction. Tiius tt.ie 11o\1r patf1 is
:i.ln::::ist ho:i.i:o:nM. P:breat.c coru:i1.J.it3 h;3ve extremely 101-.r h;.~iraulic gra1iient.s tiecau.se tlleir 1;31-g:e
1imltn.::JDitS pro 1,;-1.de e1!iciency m trai.1:3rmttm.g: 1-.rater to Karst spnngs. Witt.lift tt.ie recku-ge area at th.e
'NIPP si11' t.he dip :i.3 e;:i3t-nort.h.eE1.stn.<crd.: the top oft.he RiJ.stler [Figure 6] dip::: a.bout 80 feet :per mile
1 ·-: !IU- H(r·,· ::i·r.d t:l:"e t1iJ-T! 101· th,:, .-=~filA;10
;'!'!
[Pi<nwi=... 'J'J
iihnm 7c; f,:,,:,t r1e·i- ·1··~·
1.-·-..:;::;-.,.th;:.
• · ·tr.Ti
- t -c<f
· t.h.e e1:i,1>r1rn
-···•.:.-·..t..
• dmc~
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[Figure 8] dips atiout 90 ieet pe.- m.ile (l .OO). In tbie fLOith-v.rest.ern pai"t of fr.i.e 'YVIPP sit.e is a region
-;:.:--here dissolution ha3 affec1J:'d the top of the Sala.do. From the 'NIPP shafts, the 110-vr pa.t.t..s through
tr.i.e Ci.Uebi3. doloirute 11.rould be almost r10n:ontal, aJ.ong tt.ie 2700-foot sullCtural contour line, it011!1resut::i.ru~e
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TI •:~ 12 c::::11SIB ter1t with the corieept of l::arsuc ptrrea1ic 11.o-v.r prnn.ai.ily tt.irougt.t tt.te F:u.stler aolonut.es,
:.r,;i si:-coru:L1Iil;.' ;;i_tiov·e t.t1e Rijztli:-r nmdstones, not because t11e flov.r i:: fully con.fir1ed, tiut becau.se
t.tiese ai-e tJ1e most pem1eable stra.ta . tJie patf.13 of least resIBta.nce.
~Nr.iei.t 11oio.r alortg

tt.ie nortt1.v.rest.erly path reacties 'rlIPP-13 itbecomes uru:oniin.ed. TI.u:: Cule bra
(3064 ft) i:. bi: lir'"l!'d 1:0 be i:a u~l 1D the I'·fozenta h~.rdr.:rnlir hi:ad. Fk1-vr
fi=orn ttie Cule bra arui lo1.rer mu:1.arrie.d rr.u::mbers nse~s through th.e 1.-·erncally fractured Ta:ii:i.a.nsk
member to tt1e l'·fagrnta and Forty-Niner member:::; there i3 no hydra.i11ic ;:eparation bett.reen t1"1e
mi:-n1tu~n o! t_t1e .Rustler. Fmn1 i:NIPP-13 t!1e !10'.-l p~.t.J°l turm '.-res~~r~r11, urti1er pro~ren t'3nt
coruiit.ort3 . J:1i33Str1.g ti;.:: H-6, ~tfJ.t?re tJ-1e C~ule bra arid. !·lagertta tiea.1is i:.re lato~rr1. to tu~
12.

t~.:tlr.:rnlir he~.d ~.t ~NIPP-13
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eq u_;:;} (3057 ft) . ;:;Iui rnntiroJ.ing: t.filough t.fie c;;v-er1i;:: t1eru~<t.tJ1 ttie Tv~nPP-33 sirud"1c.le to ~NIPP-25 :in
N;:i.sf1 Drn.1'.r. ~rJ-ieie th.e Gille bra •md. I·,.Ia~:enta :tieads are also }~U)Y.l'"ft t.o be equal ~3054 ft) ..t.JtJ-ruug:J-1
thi:. po.rtior." of the flovr patli :i3 :::till iI1 t.he pJ-.i.reati.r zone . !1o1;r no longer folio\>.;-;. t1.e strike of the bed3.
The existeflce of t.ni:: !1Di't patJ-1 I.1.8$ tieen demomtra.t.ed by t:tie mulU-Y...-ell pmT.1.p test centered in t}".1.e
('":Jle bra. 8.t ~NIPP-13. UnforttJrLate l:y, the pu.m.p test:: "'ii'ere perfonned tinder the az.s1.11npti.on tha.t !10-:::r
is coi:dilied to the Culebra, Mui Y.rere not designed 1i:i assess the importance of other members of tt.i.e
F:mtler. The calc1Jl~ted trnmm:isshit;i olong the fl.ovr path bet't..-een ~NIPP-1:3 ond ~NiPP-25 ~.;-;:iz.
mu.ct.1. .!ug:t.1.er (650 tt.:::lday; tl)ar1 tt.1.e trari.snussi~.711les caiculate1i at the mdi~ndual -.;:;,rells (69. c1 !t"-ifi;;.y
,,_t ~NIPP-13, 270 tt2,1day at ~.r.nPP-25. 'I'hls reflect: the presence of a zone -;:;ntb e:rtren:i.ely .t-.Jg:h
transnllisi.1.ity tre~reen ~NIPP-13 arui ¥lIPP-25 . most likely the ca.ver!IS at ~.;i;1IPP- 33 . all of -z.rrlic h
::ue ru·rtiei th.fill the CuJ.ebra. TI.i.e .t(\:i:l.rauhc g:rad.ient bet"'i.reen ~NIPP-13 and Vv'IPP-25 is loz..r
(2. 5 ft per mile) due to the efficienr:y along thi3 fio-:1r pa.t1. to Nash [11'8."l!r.

fio1-.: ;;ilor(~: t.J-.ie :::ou.the;3.sterly I;;3Jh re;:i.ches H-11 the h;.~irn.ulic g:re.d.ient t: es:::entiBlly :ero.
heads at H-11 . H-17, P-17 ~u:u1H-7 ai.--e equal (2995 ft). ThJs implies a
:;.:.~,,;;,;.~cf :r.cr1 rJ.~:h tD'.1rcnllisibility tJ-1at a gro.dient :iJ not e~.ident be~.;oeen !101-r e1.:-ent.s. The ~vrPP
·n~ &- prruto::: .fe·,real trill 1eg10n tD be poc}:.:m.arl~d ·in.tt.L su:1.L1'-ru1.es and rrtd::sung:1ns.t.i.able in CfJA.'lfal'.ter
fmn: ! rQ3h. D:::c.."i}7. _.:!..long t.ht: pa.t.h the groi.:ndc.:o.te.r !101-7 :i3 "'ilest-south1-.;oes~.:ord . oppmite. to t.he e0.stsou.t~~...e;3;3Tilaid. direct!.On of tti.e reg:10rial d.ip. .<:..ccorcliflg:ly, t.tie ~~rater tau le ti.1n1cate::: strang-raph1c
col'._:.rJrr,, d.rnpJibg fr;:im tJ-le De1-rey Lab~ Red beds at H-11 1-,;-it:J--.i.in the ~NIPP site to Tamarisk gypsum
:'1.t H-'7 4• l"·ias:.. D1ao;:;.r. V.1..i.en vie1r.~d m pro!Il.e . tr..i.e !1Do;:;.r pattl dunng: dry penods 1.muld ha·\re stagJ!i..'li."•t
pi:.ol.3 cf ;·ere h~d. 11r;3_ter . not ;33socfa.ted witr.1. t.f1e local 'l!lB.ter t:1.ble, 1-:ith sills or :::pill-point:: ;:l.t eveiy
::;11pe:c1::1e;;Le tied.. .2<.•!ter toffenua.l r.lliGtDfJ)!Z, rapid rec.t1ar!~:e v.rould fltl.S:t.1. out t.t.1.ese c:t1arme.lz, cre;:i.t1.ng
'~3.3C::<.d.es or ~:-::i.terfa.TI:3 .. ir, sntr-:::tep fashion . '.-rherever 7ertical pat_h"'ll.:o.:;.i::: e:-:i::t Perr.hed -;:;tater -z..:as
·e~'.:::."ted. ;:i.t ?-17 m tt.i.e Dn.rey Late Red beds . 265 ft beloiot larui surface . 117 ft abo~.re the Rustler.:
'1'.,:-;:;_t;:-: c._:-;:;3 ;3l3o reported 3.t P-17 in the fo1-.;oer u.nnomed member, 600 ft belo-z.r l3111i surface . 17 ft
:-1~!.0 ;::7 tt.u:: .:::.:w.e bra. "I1rns ttie o bserYa1loriS ai--e COfis:istent ~v"ltti tJ·.i.e karst n:iodel.
1~:.

~.~?"hen

~n.e C'ukDra .!lvdra1ll.!c

-~.:..l.

Flo'\<.r m N8.Sr1 Dra-z.r is uruier 1r.ratBr table conditions. Coruiuits ffl.8.Y not be fully subrnerg:ed.
:i3 u.J:\i:onf:ined along the 'liro.ter tJ.ble a.11 t.he vro.y 1JJ the };ar;.t sprtng::. at Laguna Peq uem (2959 ft).
Hydrn.1J.lic gradients 31e a.pp;:irently hig:tier (13.0 ft1mile from ~h'IPP-25 to L~·una Pequena, .:.1.5 ft'm.ile
from H-7 to I..agu.no. Peq uem).. probably due to caz.ca.ding conditions. Tra.nsmissiviti.e::: a.re high (650
tt2,'11&.y 8.t 'N1PP-25. 1430 tt2:bie.y e.t H-7 . 1000 ft211!la.y a.t TvVIPP-29). lru1ow from L:1.g:1m•i Pequena
to LC<'.~°iJ.Ili'. G.rn1"t11e r1e .la :::al lS atiou.t 18.5 tt3,1sec 0::320 :~·a11 nurt or 5.8 X 10t: tt3,1y{'1 8.S a lofr~·-tern1
;:ivei;:i:~:e. ;:;_;: iieten1llii.e1i by ;j_ regional vl:J.ter oahru:;e ;m.aly:::is, arui r;an oe a.s :ttlg:t1 sz. :394 f P.1sec
(1?? ,000 ,~·8.J:'mm) &.s ff.1.e;:i.smea on September 5 . 19:3.:'.! a.tter a. fo1Jr-mc.t1 rarr1Storn1 (P.t.i.l.l.llps . l '~ff? .
·=~tr3.pr.er VTiJ). Large, tr;rns1ent grnur1.d 1<,r;3_ter 1iisct.1.;:;rges froff1 ;:;_ te1r spnr1.g:::: :iJ one of t.f1e d:i.:3s1c
f'lo~:-

-

·.

-·

!

•·

!

.-.

-·

cf!a1·&.cteI!Sllc~ c•f ~- ketrstl8r1d.
: 5. [•OE . m its pr:-rtomlafice ez.sessment . a.ssurfe.s ':fojJ &.11fi.)\ol13 t.f.!Iou.gh e. rnrtfmed. C1Jlebre.
1loloil-::ite ;3_'.~ uir"er wi.tr.1. orJy st.e;:i.dy nRl.t.ix and frn.cture !1.oiol. ..::.JI of DCiE' s 118.t;Hollection 1<r:i.s t1;:i.se1i
1
:.pon t.fill 8.Sswnpt10n, rcta.dequ~.te for t.fJ.e I•1J:.'J!OS'?. o! mode.Ung because it neglecf3 t.fie extrem<?.
h.ete1o:~eneny ;md u.~:ir1Sient be:tr.:i.1,ior of a };.;3rst. DOE h;:iz. ri.e1ler Ghfil";ji:t.e:dzed t.f.1.e orient:i.tiom.
::p:3.C'::r~·~·s. &It•i 8.pertures of fracture;:- m t.t1e F;1J.stler For.m.a.t.on or t.IJ.ey wo1.J.11i have 1ii::co1lere1:l. t.t.1.e
iiicso 11J.ton :;c ruiiJirz.. A.s SfJJJ-Z-lIL ui-uier t.ti.e ite;:Hit:e~ of L;:ijilir1;:ir Flo1vT . trnri;::port is 1,rery serdti1le to
:31J.Ct ;:;:tra.n1eters tfl.8.t iiete:Cfffilte effecn1re porosity. 'Nitt.i.out }~tov.rledg:e of th.e 8.J•ertures of frn.ctures

or ;.;olution COiFi1-11t.s it i3 ruJt Jios:::ibie t;) male reli3.b1e caJ.cufa.tions of trar1Sport of ra.d.ionu.cMes.
Ho1-.7e1,.er . 11 ·;;revere t.o :::ee}: &It ;:i.7era.g·e st.e;:i.dy 1.relocny lJ.smg U .t...rcy·s Lavt a.s DOE :ti,;i.:: 1ione .
·:r..:-e 1;,:-oulii still find different resuit.s in t.he presence of karst.
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16. TI.i.e m.ulti-11lell pum:p test at "YVIPP-13 demoristrated an existing h;.:dra:ulic connection vrith the
WIPP ex:t.iaust shaft located 8000 ft (1.52 miles) to the southeast, arui "\\:ith ',7'7IPP-25 located
20 ,420 ft (3.87 miles) to the ii.rest in Nash Dro.w. 'The cal.etUalf.d h;.:draulic conducti"1ities . assuming
a confined aquifer 7 m (23 ft) t:tlkk . are 1. 32 ft1day ben.reen the exhaust shaft and "YVIPP-13, arid
26.0 ftlday betv.;oeen ~mPP-13 and ¥l!PP-25. In calculations derived from single-1>.rell pUJnp test::,
hydrauhc coruiucti.\71.ty is 11. 0 ft'day at V.lIPP-25, find 33. 3 ft'day at V..7IPP-29. As iruiicated m
para.graph 5, above, 8....re:rege effecthre porosity could be as lov.;- as 0 .1 % and sh01..'lld not be greater
t:t.ian 0.33%, although our calculatioris 'Will also cousider DOE's assmTied ....-alue of 1.0%. nie
h)i:i.raulic gradient is the most difficult parameter to assess since "Vie ha-..re only apparent, stea.dy
gradients. At the v:npp exhaust s:t.iaft the Cu.le bra hydraulic head, as deterr.n.ined fmm DOEi'W'IPP
97-2278, Figm-e 3.31, is 2992 ft, "'Vthich is 1011.:-er tJ1an the v..-ater lev"'els in Nash Dm"'V.r and is therefore
reflecting: temporary drainage mto the repository. T:tie Magenta :t1ydraulic :tiead, as detenn.iried from
DOE.'VlIPP 97-2278, Figure 3.29, co1Jld be as hig:l1 as 3096 ft or as 1011.r as 3068 ft. At 1..VIPP-13,
vr:tiere the Culebra arui Magenta heads are believ·ed to be equal, Lappin (1989) ghres a value of 3064
ft. An~7IPP-25, v.rhere the Culebraand I'-fo,gentaheads are kno"'Vm to be equal, Lappin()989) ghres
a. "t;:rlu.e of 3054 ft. At TY.lIPP-29, where t:t.ie Magenta is absent arui the Culebra is oo;,1erlain only by
su.rficbl deposits . Lappin ( 1989) giY"'es 8. h;'droJJlic head of 2968 ft. ~mPP-29 is located near the
l~st spnr1gs at Laguna Pequeria, 35 ,200 ft (6.67 ffilles) from TvVIPP-25.
Uruier Darcy's la~l . t:t.ie av""erage !1uid \relocity is fil".~proportional to the effecti.\re porosity, aru1
d:irectlv proporti.on.3.l to the h~.:iiraulic condtl.Cti.1.ity and the h:v'draulic gradient. Therefore, the highest
1.1elont:y -z,,ril1 result from lo~r :porosity_, hi!~-:t1 con11uctivity, o:iI1d :t.ii!!h gro:i.1iient; tsie lo'trest velonty vlill
result from hi!::":t1 :porosity, lo'it corui u.cti1.ity 311.d lov[ gra.dient. Our calculatioris assmne a. hyd.1~,ulic
g:radient of O. 0005 (3064 ft - 3054 ft 1' 20, 421 ft) betv.reen Y.lIPP-13 and 'NIPP-25, and O. 0025
(30S~ ft - 2%C: ft.' 35 ,205 ft) betvreen V;i'IPP-25 and V.lIPP-29. Mter the heads in the 'NIPP shafts
reco1.rer, t.:t.ie hydraulic gradient ben.reen the ~NIPP exhaust shaft 311.d Vv'IPP-13 could be as :t.iigh as
0. 004 (3096 ft - 3064 ft l 8004 ft) or a.s lo"'Vr a.s 0. 0005 (3068 ft - 3064 ft i' 8004 ft). If the a.t.rerage
effectl1re porosity is 0. 19t·, the hyuraul:ic gradient betv.reen the Y.lIPP exhaust shaft and VVIPP-13 is
0.004, and t.he hydraulic conducti.1.ity betv.reen ffiPP-25 and ffiPP-29 is 33.3 ft1da.y, then the tro.\rel
t:m.es (~i alm:1g tfie segni.ents of ttie north~v·esterly flov.r path are as follows:

V1 = [ (1.32 ftlda.y) I (0.001)] x [ 0.004] = 5.28 fti'da.y
t 1 = ( 8004 ft)•' ( 5.Zi:i ft'day) = 1,515 days
V2 = f (26.0 ft1da.y) 11 (0.001) J x [ 0.0005 ] = 13.0 ft.' day
tz = ( 20,421 ft) I ( 13.0 ftld~.y) = 1,571 day;?.
V3 = [ (33.3 ftida:;i) 11 (0.001) l x [ 0.0025 ] = 83.25 ft,• day
t :3 { 35 ,205 it) 11 { :D.25 itldB.y) = 42'.~: days
t

= 1,515 days + 1,570 ds.ys + 42:3 ds.;ls = 3509 days = 9. 6 ;rears

If t.:tie &5lera.ge effectiv·e porosity is 1% , the :t1;:Ura.1Jli.G gradient betvleen the V?IPP exhaust shaft and
iNIPP-13 is 0.0005, arui tiie hydraulic coruiu.ctivity benreen ~~lIPP-25 311.d V;lIPP-29 is 11.0 ftiday,
then the t1a."tel tirries (~; along t.t.ae segments of t:t.i.e ru::1rth11,7esterly t1o'lt pat.:ti are as follo'lts:
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= l p ..:i.::. 11tutt.y,i i lU.L•1,i j x l u.uuu::i j = u.uoo 11tutt.y
ti = ( 8004 ft) I ( 0.066 ft/day) = 121,272 days

Y2

= [ (26.0 ftlda.y) I (0.01) J x [ 0.0005 J = 1.3 ft11day
t2 = ( 20,421 it) I ( 1.3 itlday) = 15,?0B da.ys

V3

= [(11.0 itbie.y) ,• (0.01) ] x [ 0.0025 ] = 2. 75 it 11da.y
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t3 = ( 35 ,205 it) I ( 83 .25 ft/day) = 12 ,802 days
t -·

121,272 d;3y3 + 15,708 day.::+ 12,802 days = 149,782 day.:: = 410 years

Tnu.s t.I.ie grourui1.ra.ter tra5.rel time along tt.i.e rJ.Ort.I1v.iesterly fiovt path from tt.ie >,r.npp s!.18ft:: to
Lag:ur1.&. Gr8rtde de la Sal could ·be as short a.s 10 y~;ars 1J.S:ing our estima.tes of karst geometry, or as
lor~.;:

as 400 years JJ.Sirig DOE' s geometry, tiu.t lif\~~r 10 ,000 years.

17. I"'iulti-vrell p1JJ11p t.est3 ha\re demonstrated a ra.pid hydraulic com-.ection betw1:en test wells H-3 .
DOE-1. •md H-11 irl tjie sou.tj.i.east.em part oi the V-lJ[PP site. This tlovt patji, acknovtle1iged by DOE .
crosses t.fie V'i1PP site bom.ida.ry near H-11, passiflg throu.gl1 a zone of high trar.srrlissi\;-].ty bett17een
test vte!ls H-17 and P-17. It may e:rterui iarther . turning v."esn.raro tov.rard H-7 in Nash Dra.\lt.
Palmer (1986) pro1.riJied su.ppo:r.1: for the logical contention that many difiJJ.Se conduits are generally
tnbut.e.ry toe. lerge, mast.er condlJit, -.::it.rile a mast.er cond1.J.it seldom distribut.es its !10-.::t to er1 arra:y of
1iiff1JBe coruiuits. TI1u.s a. }~rst c!.i.arinel on-site mu~;t continue to a. poil1.t oi disc:t.1arge at Nas:t1 Dravr.
Tfi..e r1:;.:Ure.1J.!ic !iee.ds 8.t H-11, H-17, P-17 and H-7 are repo11.edly equal (2995 ft), ~rt.ricti demoristrates
t.f.ie •iiffic:uity in appl_ying Darcy· s la.11r to a J>arstl.a.rul clIBracterized by episodic fiovrs interrupted by
long st;3,~:n.ar1t mterYals. If \7elocity v.7ere :proportional to the apparent h;ldraulic gradient, tj.i.en tt.i.e
1.rel.oc:ity -vrouid be zero arui the trav·el time v.rould b1e infinite. A more reasonable interpretation is that
t!ie region betv.reen H-11 ertd H-? is so t.iighly transmissi\"e that a measurable gradient is riot needed
tD d1i1re grouruiwat.er ilov.r. Tilis il1.te1-pretation is supported by the Culebra transrrlissivity of
1430 it211dB.y meB.sured a.t H-7, the hi-;hest transmt;shity e·17er reported for any oft.he iorty-tv..-o
~NIPP t.est v.rells.

TI1i::: ;::01J.t.f1etiBterly flo?:-· J•8.t.f! 13 pn.mti.riJy t!.!lo1Jgh tJ1.e Gulet@ 11olomite 8n•1 on t.he mudstone
immedia.tJ;ly beneat.h the Culebra.. There has been a comistJ;nt la.cl~ of core recovery in th.is mudstone
urut . yet no l1ydrologic data t.iave been tabm m tl"Jis unit at ar1y oi tt.i.e ~NIPP test v.rells. TI.i.ere are no
relia.ble measurement:: of the Cule bra. h:ydrau.lir. head in Bny of the ~N'IPP shafts; the nearest test 101-ell is
H-1 . v.rhere Lappm ( 1989) reported a t.i.ead of 302~1 ft. Gonzalez ( 1983) reported an llluiisturbed
\'later level oi 3025 ft at H-1; I. "lercer ( 1983) repoI1led fluid density oi 1. 016, and t.he GCA report:.
l .022 . so tt.ie corrected frestiv.rater hydraul:ic t.i.ead stJDuld be 3030 ft or 3032 it. Lappir1 ( 1989)
reported J-JB0.1is of 3008 ft a.t H-3, 3001 ft at DOE-1, and 2995 ft at H-11. These heads are re6.3onable
grv·en tt.i.e reported water lev·els and t1uid densities, arid v.re vl:ill. use tt.i.em ir1 our calculatioris.
TI1e :t.i.ig::t1est measm.-ed hydrau.lir. condt"1Cti1;-].ties . 6.3Sumi:fLg a confined aquifer 7 m (2:3 ft) ttiick, are
1.32 fti'day at t.he ¥TIPP exhaust shaft, 0.86 fti'da.y ::i.t H-3, 1.5 fti'da.y a.t DOE-1, and 1. 7 ft'day a.t
H-11. TI.Le extrapolation of borehole lI.teasUl-ement~ beyond tt.i.e irrin:iediat.e •. riciriity of tt.i.e boreJ-JDle is
:iri~;.pprop:riate in a heterogeneom, arusotropic 341J.if1~r, but ghren the pa.urity of data we have no other
\;ray to estrir.iate tt.ie tra1.rel ti:ir.i.e. TI.i.e h:ydraul:ic gradient is 0.0013 (3008 ft - 3001 it 11 5224 ft)
l:tet11.reen H-'JbJ "nd DOE-1. "nd 0.0015 (3001 ft- :~995 fU 3992 ft) bet11.reen DOE-1 "nd H-11 b3.
It is ar10tt.i.er 1501. 7 ft from·H-11 b3 to ttJe V:lIPP si.te boundary. If m assume a t1ydraul:ic t.i.ead of
302' 4 ft 8.t tJ1e VlIPP exha.JJ.St shaft, t.hen the h::.~ra.uJ:ic gradient is 0. 006 (3024 ft - 3001 ft I 3852 ft)
tu~tvreen t.f1e sh8ft 8nd H-3K:; if \Ire 8.ss1Jme a. h;ur~mJ:ic he8.d of 3032 ft, t1"1en tJ-1e l"1;uraJJ.lic gm.diem
tii?t\.leen t}ie sr1:ift 81Ld H-3t13 is 0. 008 (3032 ft - 3001 ft I 3852 ft).
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If tJ"1e hydraulic gradient benreen the WIPP exhau:::t shaft and H-3b3 is 0.008, and the effectiv-e
porosity IS 0.1 % (as demred at VlIPP-33), and if iire assume that the hydraulic conducti\rity between
tvm test ?.""ells is equal to t1ie greater of the nm measured \ralues, then the tra1.;oel times (t) along the
segment.s of tt.i.e soutlleasterly llovt path are as follo'1"'S:
V1

= [( 1.32 ft/day)

Y2

I ( 0.001 ) ]

x [ 0.008

]

= 10.6 ft/day

= ( 3852 ft) I ( 9. 9 ft/day ) = 363 day.::

ti

= [( 1.5 ft1day} I { 0.001 ) ] x [ 0.0013 ] = 1. 95 ft1day
t 2 = ( 5224 ft) 1. 95 ft/day) = 2679 days
1
1 (

V3 = [ ( 1.7 ftlday) i' ( 0.001 :) ]
t3

t

x [ 0.0015]

= 2.55 ft1day

= ( 5494 ft) I ( 2.~55 Hiday) = 2155 day.::

= 363 da;,o"S + 2679 1iays + 215S days = 5197 days = 14. 2 yem

If tJ-.1.e hydra1Jlic gradient bett..reen t.t.i.e W'IPP extw.ust shaft a.r11i H-3b3 is 0. 006, fil"lli the effecti·1te
(as DOE assumes), and if v.re assun:i.e that the l".1.)'d.raulic coru:lucti\ity bet:::reen r.::.ro test
"ttells is equal to the lesser oft.tie nm niea.sured v--alues, t.tien the tral,rel times (t) along tlie segniene of
tJ".i.e sou.t.J.i.ea.steriy :flo-v.r i:i;:i.t.J1 are a.s follo'Y.73:
porosi~l is 1%

V1

= [( 0.86 ftida.y)
t1

V2

=

l ( 0.01 ;. J x [ 0.006 J = 0.52 it1da.y
( 3852 ft) I ( 0.~;2 ftl1ia.y) = 7408 1fa.ys

= [( 0.86 ftMa.y)
t2 =

1
1 (

0.01 ) ]

x [ 0.0013 J = CJ.11 ftlday

( 52:2:4 ft) I ( 0.111 ftbfay) = 47,491 day.::

V3 = [ ( 1.5 it1day) I ( 0.01 ) ] x [ 0.0015 ] = 0.225 ft1day
t :3 = ( 5494 ft) I ( 0.225 ftlday) = 24,417 d•:i)"'3
t

= 740:3 do.y.;: + 47,491da:y"'3+24,.:117 da;.;-.:: = 79,316 da.ys = 217 years

TI11J.s the trtl.vel time along the sou.t.t1east.erly 11o-vr p~Lth from t.J1e V:lIPP shafts to t.he ':NIPP site
bo1mdary cou.M 'be a.s short es 15 :years ruing our e:5tima.t.es of karst geometry, or a.s lorig as 200 ;iear.::
ruIIig DOE s geometry, but ne~.rer 10 ,000 :years.
1

'The preceding calculatiD1LS are crude but conceptually souru:l. Becarue "Y.re do not krlDil.r the aperture
of the karst coTu1uit::, or their hyd:ra.ulic conducti1.:ity, or the position of the i=rater 111.ble during l1oi=t
periods, or "Y.r.tiere ttie Rrutler t1ow is cortfiried aru:l "'vll".t.ere it is not, an adequate perfom:i.ance
;:iz;::e;::;:;ment cannot be undertaken by an:;;Dne. Had the DOE engaged in o. genuine effort to in'.""estigate
and characterize the karst :t,i.:vuro.logic system at the W'IPP site arui ~.;1cinity, rnore meariirigful
calcuhtiom i=lould ha.'.'"e been possible.

vYe have applied Darcy's lavt along pre-concehred tlovr paths made evident by the interference testing
:results M•i fortlJltolJ.3 placer.llent of "Y.rells. We pred:ict travel times of 10 to 400 years. Comrersely,
DOE has computed tra·\rel times Ov"'er sJ1ort.er paths (jrut to the compltmce boundaiy, not Nash D:ra.1-.r)
t.t.iat are tw"O to tt.iree orders of magnitude great.er. The reasons are: ( 1) tt.iat t.tiey ha\re used synthetic
head da.tB. tt1at ref.t.ect mu.cl1 of tt.i.e 11ra"Yl•io"Yrft to the stillt.s . givir1g lovt gradient::; (2) tha.t they l"1a'.re
u.sed min:irr1ur11 'rctl11es of c01Ldu.cti1ity, instead of tbie bigtiest 1ral11es approp1io.t.e to ksr.::t conditions;
and (3) that they ha:-.;oe used recharge :ra.tes commensu.ra.te i=.ith the minimized conri u.ctiviti.es, 0. 2 to
2.0 l)Yffilyr, 1>therea.s evidence given belo'!h7 suggests recharge rates close to 18 m.rntyr. DOE's
l.8

'•

recJJfil"ge rate ~l&S dei.Bi1iilliBd t13,;: ~.r:tmt WL•lW1 cWIUrate tl.ieil UiBtoi-..ed jjj.Cniel.

Tv"-le J.Lit5le 8. niore

rattorial esti1n.ate based on a hydrologic balance.
18. TI1e 'vVIPP site lies vllthln a closed drairiage basin. TI.ie lo\l.rest point il.1 the basm, tioth
topogra.pt.rically arid potentiom.etd.cally, is Laguna Grande de la Sal in Nash Dra.\v·. It is a saltlal:e
vllth r10 outlet either at the land surface or underground; it loses vlater only by ev"a.poratton. TI.ie karst
s1•1ings v.rttlcti 1irain ttie Rustler Fonnati.on reach the sluia.ce at Laguna Pequena, the most copiou;.::
mlet to Laguna G rarid.e de la Sal. 'There is r10 other apparent smiace rm10ff into either hl".e, aru! so
the regional 1v-a.ter lJalance m.3.y lJe expressed as follov.rs:

(E-P)l =I
·vrt1ere E = ev·;:i.pon.tion from t.fie late smiace, P = I•recipitation falling dil.-ectly onto t.f.ie lake sl111ace,
::trt•i I = g:rn1m1i wa.ter il.u1ov.r to the lake. The USG S estimates that brtne ev~aporati.on e•i uals 90 inches
(7.5 feet) per 3ie::tI in tl"ie 1.:icinity of L::i.gunit. Graniie. Precipitation at Carlst•::i.d a-:.rer::iges a1:1out 14.4
inc.hes (1.2 feet) per year. TI1e m.tm-::il e:\tent oi L~.g1J11a Gra11de . as m::i.pped by Robil.uon arid L:mg:
in 1934. ""¥then poi:asri mfa.ir1g begarLin Nasti Drav.r, was about 2,120 an-es (9.23 x 107 ft2\ Net
ev·;;J..:dation from Lag:-1rrto. Grar11ie vtould equal 5. 8 x 108 ft3.'yI. At least this amount of "'Ii.rater dr.'l.iriS
.
from rj-ie F:u;.::tler ::i.qu.iier into the s;:ilt l::i.ke, al).li fil1equ::il001101Jnt of :infiltratil.1g ra:in"lflater l111JZt rea.ch the
Rustler Forn1•:t.tion.
lit·~- k~rst terr::i.:in s1J.ch ::is the Hasti Dr::i:'lir v.raterst.iec1, tJ1ere is ::i.lmost ru:• sl.uiace i,moff_: drairt•:i.g:e is
almost entirely u.rL1ierg:ro1md. Thu.s the reg:ional water balance may also be expresse•i this 'W"a.y:

P-1

=E

'\:there P = I1recipit::i.ti.on. I= infiltration, fil1d E = evapomirep:ifli.ti.on. From artaly.:::i3 of USG~.:
to pc. gm.pr.tic maps tlie size of t11e Nash Dra"'lit waterstied may tie estima.ted at 226 ,000 acres, or
9. ;:i4 x 1(19 tt2:. Potenti.ometric conbJur maps indicate thit.t this topogni.phic dh:-:i.1ie 8.pproximates the
g:romtdv.r::i.ter divide. If precipit.'i.ti.on equals 1.2 itiyI, t.f.ien precipitation fallirig on trie v.raterst1ed is
1. rn x 1010 ft3/yI. Tiie .irt:f:iltrati.on rate of 5.8 x 108 ft3,•yI "'Vtould equal at•out 5% of aru.1ual
precip:it;:i.tion, and so tJie rate of evapotr;:t.rLSpil-::i.tion vlol1l1i lJe about 95%.
DOE. in it:. periornmLCe assessment, a.ss1mies that rainwater recharge to the Rustler Fol1Jl;1ti.on
equals 0.2: to 2.0 nuj"llyr. If I•recipitation at Carls1:1ad averages nearly 40 cmlYI, trien DOE is
;~_s;;.u)T.t.ing: ;~.rt irt:f:ilmi.tion r::i.te oi only 0.05% to 0.5·;;; I•er year, a.rtd an e\r-3.poti.11repirati.on rnte of
99. 59:'.'· to 99. 959C. per ;.iear. Based upon tr1ese umrerrartted :l5Slm1ptior1.3, DOE concludes that
r.ho1J.s::inds or tens of tho1J.s:m1is oi yefil"3 are reqilll1~1i for infiltra.til.'lg r::i.in'w"a.ter to rea.ch the :RlJ.stler
Forn1;~:u.::in ;:iJLd .. comequ.ently, tr1at art eq1Ji1ralent amo1mt of time is necessary to drairt ttie Rustler
a.q1J.iier. These assumptimu ::i.re not t•::i.sed upon me;:isuJed da.t::i., a.re ill.co1ui3tent wit.Ii the region;:il
'lita\er ti::il::tru:::e. :~td carutot a.ccoum for tt.ie 5.8 x 1oe ftJ,•yr: oi naturally occu1Tirig ground"'Vrater
ey;;_porn:ting from Lag:1ma Grande de lo. S;:tl. Such v.1'8.ter balortee calcu.lo.tioris provide m oiler oi
m.agnitude esmTia.te of ground.vro.ter I1uxes consistent "'V.1itJ1 the h:igtier 1.raJ.ues of tiydrau.lic condli.cti.Yity.
Arty calcl1.lo.1ions of :inf:iltrn.ti.on or ground~.~.ter tfe.vel times ,.rhich a.re inconsistent ,lith these
magnitudes ti.lSed on 8. \'13.ter balance ITlll$t be "'l/T.fOJrtg.

19. The standard mettiodoloey for :identi.iYirt2: t10~1r r•atI.i;:: artd nieasmir12: tra1rel tirr.ies in l:arst ::i111J.iiers
through t.he use of 11u.orescent dyes or other trec•~rs. Thi!! method should t,,_~re been U!!ed, mi still
could be iJ.sed .• at -.:.~TIPP. TI.ie Vv'IPP-33 drilltiole mtercepted a nested sequence of five vlater-filled
cs.~ren13 -- tv;o in r,iagenta do1:nrilt.:. . ~ro in Fon;;-}I t&Br g)ps1J.m . aru1 one in Devre~y LaJ~ silrstorre.

~
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Art.he 1:,7:,1!PP-33 siriJU-iole . follo'll.ing: a ten-inch rainsto1m in September 1985, fi'i:oe. feet of standing
vtas observed to iJ1filtrate mto the :Hound. IJf ttie WIPP-33 d1ill hole ~.rere com;oe11ed irLID a test

'llt•~ter

11rell, and eno1J.gh 11.rater '"lf.:oe.re pumped inm the sinkhole 10 simulate this rainsmnn_. then tracers in the
ivat.er nugJit be detected at the -:NIPP-25 test we.ll :in Nash Draw, ~there gypsum deposits con1Bir1ing
bones and teeth of extinct species of horse and camel record the presence of }>arst springs during the
Pleistocerie. Hoiv"'e\rer, it :is not certall'L that WIPP-25 intercepts the modem-day karst coruiuits.:
tra.cers might not be obsen:oe.d until they arriv-e at the l;.ar.::t springs at Lagll.na Peq ll.ena. The srone
problem perta:ms to groundiv·ater JIJDnimrmg in karst aquifers. Unless monimnng ~:-ells :il1.tercept the
karst conduit::, contt!Jninants in ground'"lfrater can bypass an array of monimring 11.;oelli and remain
1m1ietected 1mtil discharg:il1.g at dist.mt springs. In the case of WIPP, this could mean that failure of
cont':dnment -Y!'Duld go unrecognized until much of Nash Dra\v· is contaminated.
20. P..s prei.iJJusly stated . the conservati"Y"'e assumption is that, under karst conditions, if there is
e!fecth7ely no filtration or retardation of dissoh;red conta.:mir1ants, that radionuclides will travel at ttie
speed of "Ii.rater. Plutonium entering the Rustler aq1Jifer w"Ould begin to arrt\..e at Laguna Gre11.de 1ie
la 8al as soon as ttie fastest groundw""ater cai.1. cany it there. Plumnium w"Ould concentrate in the hl:e
sediments until flushed out by major flooding. Lagll.na Grande de la Sal is in a closed dre.ina.ge basin,
~Ji.th ru3 perenrrial outlet to the Pecos Rhrer either at the surface or m1dergrouiui_; its ·~.rater le1lel
fl11ctm.tes vlith re.infall. There is a lo-Yi, but discernible ttJpographic divide bett-teen Laguna. Grande
de la Sal aru1 ttie Pecos Ri1.rer. This topographic di:..ide is partly breactied by ai.1. inigatl.on carLal 1.rh.ich
extends sou.th-i;.:-estvra.rd from a bench mfil'l::. ( 1100 ft FNL, 200 ft F'xll.. , sec 19, T 23 S. R 29 E).
Tiie ele1r;;i.uon of tjie t•enc:t1 mark :is 2964 ft, 8Ild the ele\7atl.on of ttie :il1igation canal is 2960 ft. Field

obse1·v3.tions adjacent u:• •mot.tier berd1 mark (2314 F SL, 2203 FEL, sec 4, T 23 S, P. 29 E), v.rith fill
ele1,ration of 2959 ft, :iru1:icate ttiat ttie e\raporite crust of Laguria Grai.1de de la Sal JJ.83 killed all
1reget:i.ti.on up to an elevo.tion of 2960 ft. , the same 1elevation as the irrigation canal. The top of the
e1ra.ponte crnst records ttie higfi-~rater revel for the salt lttJ>e. Thus t.he iIIigation cartitl Carl be a
conduit for m;oerflo1-r discharge from Lag1ma. Grande de la Sal to the Pecos River in times of major
!1ood:ir1g:. Tii.e :ilTiganon cai.lal is 0.4 miles long arU:l reaches ttie Pecos Ri1,;rer 3.25 miles east of ttie
1Dvm of Lo1.:ing, Ne1-r Mexico; hence it is kri.o11m :i:nfonnally as the Lo1.ing Cari.0.1. If this can.31 should
ca:n-y plutorri.urr.L cont&lri.irLB.tion from the salt lake to ttie Pecos Rio;.rer, it is tiere arui do~1n:nv·er that
a.ctml ·~ictims -i;rould be affected.
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IGURE 1: POSITION OF wATER TABLE IN STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN
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FIGURE 2: CULEBRA TRANSM1SSIVITIES ASSUMED IN CCA
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FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF GROUNO\JATER MODELS
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test
'ljtell
H-1
H-2
H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
H-7

H-8
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12
H-14
H-15
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
1NIPP-12
~tVIPP-13

WIPP-18
V-lIPP-19
i;NIPP-21
~NIPP-22

V;lIPP-25
V-lIPP-26
i;NIPP-27
WIPP-29
1NIPP-30
DOE-1
DOE-2

Cabin Baby
D-268

lalid

sm'face
3397.7
3377.7
3389.5
3332.8
3505.9
3347.6
3163.6
3433.8
3405.6
3687.0
3411.6
3427.2

Gonzalez (1983):
deptb ele\78.tion
372.7
349.2
391.2
477.8
294.3
170.0
442.0
424.0
684.0

3025.0
3028.5
2998.3
2993.5
3028.1
3053.3
2993.6
2991.8
2981.6
3003.0

319.9
304.1
364.0

3039.7
3005.4
2971.9

':>':>Q ':>

.J.J ~ . ,J

3347.1

3481.6
3385.3
3414.2
3359.6
3309.5
3335.9
3472.1
3405.0
3458.7
3435.1
:3419.0
3428.1
3212.5
3151.9
3177.2
2977.0
3427.5
3465.2
3419.1
3328.0
3281.0

Silva (1996):
deptb

ele\78.UOn

416.1
361.8
412.1
340.2
485.4
303.8
169.2

2981.6
3015.9
2977.4
2992.6
3020.5
3043.8
2994.4

431.5
700.4
440.9
465.6
349.6
537.9
442.8
373.0
324.5
304.8
359.4
448.9
352.1
444.6
431.4
445.6
437.4
166.2
137.0
107.7
11.1
367.7
496.7
363.8
344.8
277.1

2974.1
2986.6
2970.7
2961.6
2997.5
2943.7
2942.5
3041.2
3035.1
3004.7
2976.5
3023.2
3052.9
3014.1
3003.7
2973.4
2990.7
3046.3
3014.9
3069.5
2965.9
3059.8
2968.5
3055.5
2983.2
3003.9

Wa.tfr le~.rels from Gonzalez ( 1983) are highest mei:iz.u.rement::
before disturbari.ee due to siriltirig of •vVIPP explciratol:y shaft
in July 1981. Wa.t.er levels from Silva. ( 1996) are lowest
measurements before steady rue beg:mning m January 1988.
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POSITION OF YvA11:.H TABLE IN STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN

test
v.rell

land

smface

H-1
H-?

3397.7
,,......-,.,,., .,

H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6
H-7
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12
H-14
H-15
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
V.lIPP-12
i;NIPP-13
\XlIPP-18
VlIPP-19
i;NIPP-21
iflIPP-22
1h1PP-25
-.:,;i;,;tJ:PP-26
Yv1PP-27
Vl!PP-29
V·lIPP-30
DOE-1
DOE-2
Ca.bin Baby
D-268

3389.5
3332.8
3505.9
3347.6
3163.6
3405.6
3687.0
3411.6
3427.2
3347.1
3481.6
3385.3
3414.2
3359.6
3309.5

.j.j

i

1' •

I

"71"71':1C" Q
...J...J.J.J • ••

3472.1
3405.0
3458.7
3435.1
3419.0
3428.1
3212.5
3151.9
3177.2
2977.0
3427.5
3465.2
3419.1
3328.0
3281.0

v.ra.ler level:
deptl"1 eie~ra110n

416.1
361.8
412.1
340.2
485...1
303.8
169.2
431.5
700.4
440.9
465.6
349.6

C",..,., Q
...J.::J

I.•

442.8
373.0
324.5
304.8
359.4
448.9

352.1
444.6
431.4
445.6
437.4
166.2
137.0
107.7
11.1
367.7
496.7
363.8
344.8
277.1

2981.6
3015.9
2977.4
2992.6
3020.5
3043.8
2994.4
2974.1
2986.6
2970.7
2961.6
2997.5
2943.7
2942.5
3041.2
3035.1
3004.7
2976.5
3023.2
3052.9
3014.1
3003.7
2973.4
2990.7
3046.3
3014.9
3069.5
2965.9
3059.8
2968.5
3055.5
2983.2
3003.9

mp of Rustler:
dept:r1 elev·ation
500
457
501
314
732
426

2898
2921
2889
3019
2774

87

3077
2951
2483
2846
2805
2987
2790

455
1204
566
..,...,
6""
360
b'Q?
....

509
506
389
231

.......

':1'70
._

640
517
613
590
560
574
231
9
152
12
.;.J48
'''1
bb1

639

363

10.,
u/

2922

?0'7·"
.....
_•• ti

2903
2971
3079
2958

.r:-rr,,.....-..
...
o;:,..::.

2888
2846

2845
2859
2854
2982
3143
3025
2965
2980
2798
2780
2965
3094

The \v·•:t.ter tti.ble, as indicated by ':1.13.ter le\.-rels in wells cased 10
the Culebra., measlJied in Janua.ry 19fi8 (Silva, 1996), is given
relati\;ooe 10 the 1Dp of the Rustler Fom1a1ion. These data are
not urui:isturt1e1i coruiitions, but tl"i.e d•:1.ta. are syru:1ptic.
Nole:

Bedrocl~ surface

a.t -.:,xl!PP-29 t: Culebra. dolomile.

A-:~

1rta1er
table
o-:·

T

v~·

+

QC"

...··-'
89
- 26
-t-247
+ 122
T

-

+
T

1:1-"".•

u.::..
...,.-,

;.. .j

504

+ 115

-t-156
+ 10
+ 154
+ 66
+ 133
'C"
+ ti~·

-

74
19
191
165
168
159
114
137
65
- 128
+ 44

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+ 80
+ 170
"f"

273

+ 18

-

90

T.ABLE 3: GO!'·'IF'.2-.RISON OF HIGHEST I·1rn.t..SUP.ED TP.ANSMISSIVITIES (ft2biay)
IN CULEBP.ADOLOJ'.UTE vVITH TrlOSE ASSUMED IN cc:.A_. TJi..BLE 'IFIELD-2

test
i1rell

higt1est

CCA

diffe1-ence

* H-1
"'H-2
*H-3
H-4

20.0
16.0
19.0
1.8
0.86
88.0
1430.0
16.0
231.0
0.07
43.0
0.18
6.0
7.1
0.80
13.0

0.90
0.86
..,
..., ·'-'
0.92
0.20
37.0
830.0

ww ............

H-~
H-6
H-7
H-8
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12
* H-14
>t' H-15
* H-i6
H-17

H-18
>t=

2.0

H-19
p_j

P-15
P-17
P-18

0.1

WIPP-13

* 1rlIPP-13
Vv1PP-19
* 'NIPP-21
"'WIPP-22
Vv1PP-25
WIPP-26
VYIPP-27
Vv1PP-28
V:lIPP-29
¥11PP-30
>t=

Erigle
USC.~S-1

* DOE-1
DOE-2
AEC-7

Cabin Baby
D-268
* EP.DA-9

* Exhaust ~3haft

18.6X
8.6X
2.0X
4.3X
2.4X
1.7 :·~
1.9

x

8.3
100.0
0.72
81.0
0.18
0.30
0.13
0.86
0.22

1.7
.,

.., - ..1"

...,

~

.., 9:...•

• ...J

&llr.

0.1 x
0.5X
1.0 x
20.0X
54.6X
0.9X
59.0X
1.2 x

·"')

324.0

* i;,~lIPP-12

.,

'-·

..f

• • "1

..,.,

21.0
0.003
7.9
72.0
23.0
24.0

(

360.0
0.09
1.0
0.00007
0.1
69.0
0.30
0.60

22.0

0.25

19.0
650.0
1250.0
650.0
18.0
1000.0
28.0
43.0

0.37

200.0
;2'.40.0

543.0

510.0

0.17
43.0

33.0
89.0
0.26
13.0
28.0
22.0
28.0

11.0
89.0
0.16
0.28

2.0
0.46

0.9 :{
1.1 x
21.0 x
43.0X
79.0X
1.0X
'7'
., -I ti. i .&.¥".II.

40.0 ::.::
88.0X
51.4 }::
?

0.1

~,..

x

165.0 x
1.0 x
1.1
3.0 2(
1.0 x
1.6X
46.4X
14.0 x
47.8X

* Test -v.relli loca.t.e1l v.ritt.d:n 1. 5 miles of v.rast.e pan.els.
A-3

?

..J . ..J ......

x

DOE considers that 10 tt21day is a high tr:ansmissi'~ity. In the Cu.le bra dolomite, measurements
higher than 10 ft21day have been reported at le.n of fifteen locations \1ithin 1. 5 miles of t.f1e v.iaste
panels. TI!ese mclude the ERDA-9 test 11.7ell (22. 0 ft21day) and the WIPP exh&.ust shaft (28. Ofr2lday)
i:i.t t.he center of tJ-ie Vv"'IPP site, i:ind tJ-1e H-1 test "\'\7eU (20. 0 ft211di:i.y) directly abo17e tilt' i\r8$te pan.els .
....
Yet the DOE assumes loilt tr:ansmisshiti.es. no greater than 2.2 ft<=·ldav. at all but one of these fifteen
locations . the lone exception being DOE-1.(11.0 ft2/day), loca:!fd 1.1~ ~es southeast of the vtaste
-l>""oO:.J-~
o!" .-,3
0 ...ft2:i~
"'I' \,.~.n h"P.'" reported
. . _:. "";";T}-,.,re
,!,._. . t-.--1>no·r.-.;on1"·n·r.·
Uu.\.i.;t.IJAM:l.:i: •,• ....'.'
..) •
. I l.J.tf.•l J~~ _I:! ...·J.l
·
-· .
P s_:lv
.1

•..•

TH.e net effect of s11c.h. selecti~re presentatlOit of dat:L is to corr.q::iletely misrepresent the trrutSriussivity
field ;:tt t1"1e 'NiPP site. 'rll1en DOE' s assumed trarL3n"llssiviti.es are plotted on a map (Figure 2) , it is
shov.''Tt tJ-J..~.t DOE's model e.ssu.:mes a. con:onu.ou.s S\'.ra.ti1 of low tre.n.srri.issi~.;'}ty from tl".ie sout.h'l/rest
conter to t.fie nortJieast com.er of tiie T,h1PP site, tvlo miles iltide, bounded on the southeast by test
-z.tell DOE-1 (11.0 n2:11da:y) and on t.f1e r.orthi\7est tiy test 'l/rells WQSP-1 (31.0 ft21da.y) &ld i;,;r;lQSP-2
(_ 11.0 ft211da.y), \lt.t10se sources of mea.s1Jiement, reported ill Table TFIELD-2 of the CGA, are not
disclosed. TvVithin this tvm-mile-""Y.1ide sv.rath of assumed loi\r transmissi\ity, the highest assumed
m.easu.rem.ent is at 1f.st v.;oell H-3 (2.2 f;11day), located 0 .15 miles sou.th of the vraste panels, \v·here
trer1Sm1ssi1.11ty of 19. 0 ft2'.bfa.y .tias been reported. Closer to the WIPP shaft.s the assmn.ed
trarisn-.uss1v11J.es range from 0. 25 ft2fday at test illell i;NIPP-21 , ilthere tr:ansnussi1.rity of 22. Oft2lday
··;;.r--··-+"'~ +,- 0 QQ f ..
~ 1 d 8.y
T• 8..
t+-·.""t-'.11ellH- 1, ""'Tl-.
... 0 f ..,n
·
[·.-~-"
••_..; "!-.,.,---.
•.•-.-~lLLrl•JJ.v::I_.,
1.-1
wuere """''·n··i<>nl"p.;+
•..l•:lllS]J.U.::•,:. 1i1.y
'-·-- 0 f+?id
1.-1 8.)••h8.•"'b ee1l
re:po:cr.ed. The Culebra dolom.it.e 13 23 feet thick e.t H-1_: ~.:-hen dh:o:i.ded :into t.h.e a.ssu.m.ed
t1;:i:f1ZiI1iSsivity, tll.e result is an ;:izsuri1ed h:yuraulic coruiu.cti1rity of 0.04 ftlda.y, or 14 feet per year,
:irt ti1e v1crrt.ity of tl"1e Vv"'IPP sh&ft.s.
1;J

••·•

1_i:;,_.

A trnly conservative perfom1ance assessment shouJd utili2e t.ti.e highest reported transm.issi1lities at
test v.rells. W'hen t.fie higriest 1~port.ed trn.rism:isshiti.es are p1Jtted on a map (Figure 3), it is
::ho'l/lTt t.he.t e. contirmous s"!re:th of high trensmissi1r11y_, ~ro miles "!.:o:i.de, ext.ends from t.he no:rth~lest
;~orrter to tiie sout.J1east corner of t.tie Vv"'IPP site_. bounded on the east by test iltell H-15 (7 .1 tt2/day)
ar:.d on tl"ie sou.tJ1'1/test by test -vtell H-14 (0. 3 ft.2:/day), i1rJ-iere riigher tr:ansmissi·vity -vras implied but
rv:it 11efirt.iti1.rely ffiea.su.red during the m.ulti-'l/tell pump test centered irt tJ-.ie Gule bra. at H-11. Within
t.i'..:is tvto-m:ile-1.1ide S'l/.~.t.h of reported rJ:igJ-1 tr:ansmisshit.; are a wm1ber of test 'l/.rells loca.ted i1ithin
or alongside potential groundv.~.ter flo'lit paths, including H-6 (88 tt2/da.y)_; DOE-2 (89.0 tt2i'day);
VY'IPP-13
02.0
fti:,'da.y);
ft2bfe.v);
tt2,1de.y);
.-.
.
- . ·.-.the .,vVIPP exh&.u.st she!t(28.0
.-. .
- . . H-1
.-. (20.0
.
- . . H-3 (19.0
. .-.
ftO:::.i'day)_; DOE-1 (33.0 ftO:::·/day); H-11 (43.0 fHday)_; H-17 (13.0 fHday); arui P-17 (21.0 ftL·,1day).
The Culebra do1Jmite. is 21.2 feet thick a.t the 'VIPP exh&.u.st shaft; 1-rhen diYided into the
t1ar1Sliuss11nty, the result is a h:;.idraulic coruiuctimty of 1.32 ft1day, or 480 feet per :year. TI.ie ~m:pp
exha.u.st sh..:ift 1-.~.s sho;:m by the ;,xnpp-13 multi-1-tell pump test to be hydro.ulicany connected to test
.._,rell VlIPP-25 irL l--fash Drai\r. Neither the exr.iaust st.18ft ri0r ~NIPP-25 \\1'f:re included in DOE's
perform.:mce ;3.zsessment.
~NIPP

P.Jt.ogetl"ier tl"iere are sb:teen Vv"'IPP test illells -z.there DOE's az.sumed tr:ansmisshity and t.he highest
reporte1i trarisnussr111ty differ by one to two orders of magmtude (H-1, H-2, H-3, H-14 . H-15,
H-17} P-17 P-18' 1:,;r;lIPP-12, ;NIPP-18 1NIPP-19, ¥lIPP-21, WIPP-22 WIPP-30 D-268, and
ERD.A.-9:). Such a col.iSistent pattern could ru::it have happeried by accident.
I

J

J

A-~I
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T.~.BLE

4: -i:,xrATER LEVELS j.JiD HYDR:l~ULIC HEADS . CULEBRA DOLOMITE
-- hydmulic heads --

test

larui

¥iell

surface

H-1
H-2
H..,
"·J

??QO

H-4

3333

H-5

3506
3348
3163
3434
3406
3687
:3412
3427
3347
3482
3407
3385
3414
3360
3309
3336
3472
3405
3459
3435
3419
3428

-.i-.i~u

3378
3389

H -o~

H-?

H-8
H-9
H-10
H-11
H-12
H-14
H-15
H-16
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17
i;,;vrPP-12
i;ll!PF -13
VilIPP-18
1:NIPP-19
VlIPP-21
V'lIPP-22
1

:Mercer Lappin CCA
3020
3033
3000
2996
3067
3061
2993
2991
2980
3020

3044
3014
2988

3041
3005
2995
3057
3064
3050

:3054
3011
3077
3077
:?c968
3067
:mo1
3067

~,itlIPF'-25

"j-')t-":e

3051

Vv1PP-26
i;NIPP-27
i;NIPP-28
V;lIPP-29
WIPP-30

3152

3007
3092
3077

DOE-1

DOE-2
Cabin Baby

.J,;.,J.-J

3177
3347
2977

2975

3428

3033

3465
3419
~~1")0

.j.,_1(;,,,Jj

usc;s:-1
D-268
AEC!-7

3024
3031
3008
2995
3064
3057
2995
2991
2975
3021
2995
2998
3001
3011
3005
2995

~~988

2982
3281
3657

A-!i

3024
3034
3001
2990
3065
3058
2995
2974
3023
2994
2997
3008
3006
2989
3059
3041
3011
2983
3063
3063
3053

3047
3014
3078
3076
3065
3000
3067
2989
2985
3003
3058

-- vlater levels -Gorizalez Silva

3025.0
3028.5

2998.3
2993.5
3028.1
3053.3
2993.6
2991.8
2981.6
3003.0

3039.7
3005.4
2971.9

2981.6
3015.9
2977.4
2992.6
3020.5
3043.8
2994.4
2974.1
2986.6
2970.7
2961.6
2997.5
2943.7

2:942:.s
3041.2
3035.1
3004.7
2976.5
3023.2
3052.9
3014.1
3003.7
2973.4
2990.7
3046.3
3014. 9
3069.5
2965.9
3059.8
2968.5

3055.5
2983.2

3003.9

H-1 : ..:!..ss1J.Jued he.ad in CGA :is 3024 ft. Und:isturl)ed vlater le\1el is 3025 ft (Gonzale:, 1983).
Correcuon factor is 5 ft@ fluid density of 1.016 O···Iercer, 1983). CCA reports t1uid deris1ty oi
1.022. Correction factor should be 7 ft. Head is act least 3032 ft.
H-3: P...ss1JJiied J1e~.d irt GCA is 3001 ft. Uri.distu1l1ed -Yrater level is 2998. 3 ft (Gonzale:.. 1983) .
Correction factor l3 8 it (§.1t1uid density of 1.024 (I"·Iercer, 1983). CCA reports t1uid density oi
1.035. Correction factor should be 12 ft. Head is at least 3010 ft.
H-4: .e.ssumed head inCCA:is 2990 ft. Undisturt•ed v.'1lterle~.1elis 2993.5 it(Gom:alez, 1983).
Correcnon factor lS .:i ft•¥• t1u:id derisity of 1.024 (Mercer, 1983). Head is at least 2997 ft.

H-5: .<i.ssum.ed :tiead in CCA :is 3065 ft. Undisturtied "W"'ater le"rel is 3028.1 ft (Gonzale:, 1983).
Correction factor is 46 ft @) t1uid density of 1.106 (Mercer. 1983). Head is at least 3072 it.
H-6: P..sslJJTi.e::l he3.ii in CCA is 3053 ft. Uri.disturtied vat.er le,.rel is 3053.3 ft (Gonz;:<le:, 1983).
C~on·ecnon factor is 12 ft@ fluid density of 1.040 (I"'lercer . 1983). Head is at least 3065 ft.

H-9: .<i.ssun:i.ed head in CC.LI£ is 2974 ft. Uruiisturbed "i:;.rater le\rel is 2981.6 ft (Gori:ale:, 1983).
Head is at lea.st 2982 ft.
H-10: .Assumed head in CCA is 302:3 ft. UndistuJbed 11.'1lter level is 3003.0 ft (Gonzale:, 1983).
Cor.recnon factor is 31 ft @ !1uid dertSity of 1. 044 (Mercer, 1983). CCA repmt:: t1uid density of
1.047. Correction factor should be 33 ft. Hes.d is ;::i.t least 3036 ft.
P-17: AssiJ..1"Jled head in GGA is 2983 ft. Undisturbed 11.;oater level is 2976. 5 ft (Silva. 1996).
Gorrecuon factor 13 19 ft @ fluid density of 1. 082 (Mercer, 1983). Head is at ieast zg95 ft..

'h1PP-26: Assumed he.ad in CCA is 3014 ft. Undiisturbed 'W"'ater lev9el is 3014. 9 ft (Silv"'a, 1996).
He::i.d is a.t least 3015 ft. :Mercer ( 1983) re porn fiui(l density of 1.O13. Correction fa.c1Dr should be
4 ft. Head s:t.iould be at least 3019 ft

SELECTIVE USE OF HYDRAULIC HEAD DATA IN CCA:
H-7: •.::....ssu.med head in CCA is 2995 ft. This conesponds v.:ith Lappin ( 1989) vtho report:. h:;iuraulic
riee.d of 2995 ft. UruiISturbed w"ater le'i1el is 2994. 8 ft (Silva, 1996). Mercer (1983) reports !1uid
density of 1.001 . CGA reporo fluid density of 1. :000. Freshvrater hea.d mti.st be 2295 ft. Hovn•1.:-er,
heads of adjacent "\,rells to tl".i.e east should riot be lc;vrer than 2995 ft, because ·~.rater does ruJt !1o~1
ea.stvla.rd 011t of Na.sh Dra-.::t.
H-4: _.::....ssumed head in CCA is 2990 ft. Lappin ( J: 989) report:. hydrall.lic head of 2995 ft . the s:Jme

as H-7. /!...f. shovm abov"e, riead is at least 2997 ft
H-11: .6..ssm)led riead in CCA is 2:994 ft. LapJ•in (1989) reports hyuralllic riead of 2995 ft, ttie sanle
H-7. Undisturbed vla.ter lei.rel is 2970. 7 ft ( Sil1ra, 1996). CCA reports fluid density of 1. 078.

3.S

H-17: P...f.s11med head in CGA is 2989 ft. Lappin ( 1989) reports hydrall.lic head of 2995 ft, the same
as H-7. Uruiisturbed 11rat.er le'irel is 2942. 5 ft ( Silv·a, 1996). CCA reports fluid density of 1.100.
P-17: .Assu:tT.i.ed head in CC/;.. is 2983 ft. Lappin ( 1989) reported :t.Lydralllic :t.i.ead of 2995 ft . tl"ie saJr.i.e
:;.s H -7. .!:..:.. shovm ::i.l:rove, he::i.d is at lea.st 2995 ft.

Cabin Baby: P..f.sum.ed head in CGA is 2989 ft. UndistJJrbed \v~.ter lev"el is 2983. 2 ft (Silva., 1996).
CC ..::;. report.s tt.iat fluid density IS not a·1railable (NA). Tiierefore, the assmj1ption of a r1ydraJ.llic head
lovrer than t.Jw.t of H-7 is 1.mwarranted.

TI1e net result of 1Jie selectively lo'>T h~iUra.ulic head::: ii.sstu11ed for fi~re ~rells (H-4 . H-11, H-17,
P-17, Cabin Baby) all located east of H-7 is to create a groundvl'ater model that does not allov.r ttie
sout.hea.stemt1ovrpath(H-3, DOE-1, H-11, H-17,, P-17) to t!Jm v.rest-::.l'8rd tov.l'8.rd the H-7 collapse
srriJ~ m Nasti Drav.r.

A-7

The CCA report:: th::i.t measurement:: of fluid densi1r.;.~ are not 8.i:-a:ilable (NA) for elev·en ~NIPP test
\'tell:=:: (H-16} P-13, vVIPP-12, Yv1PP-18, i:,X,1J:PP-2l) Tvv1PP-22, i:mPP-27 > AEC-7) Cabill Baby,
D-268, •:ind ERD.6.-9). \T.lithout measm.-enient:: of tluid density, freshvtater heads cannot be calculated
e1ren .!f 1md:isturt1ed \yater leo;.rel:: are 8.v~.ilatile. TI1erefore, the freshwo.ter heads assumed in the CC.t..
for Yv'IPP-12 (3063 ft), v>;,1J:PP-18 (3053 ft), ¥1IPP-27 (3078 ft), AEC-7 (3058 ft), Cabin Baby
(2989 ft), and D-268 (3003 ft) . are unsubstantiated..
Tiie CCA repm-ts subs1Bntial uncertainty in CulebraL heads due ID measurement enur. Th.e follo'\nng:
represent:: t.he range of valu.es acl::no11.rledged in the CCA:
test
,,rell

h:ydraulic
Ji.ead (ft)

test
v.rell

H-1

3017-3031
3034-3040
2995-3007

H-14
H-15
H-17
H-18
P-14
P-15
P-17

H-?
H-3
H-4
H-5
H-6

µ,.,
,.._
I

H-9
H-10

H-11
H-12

.. )

29BB-2992

3060-3070
3055-:3061
2995-2997
2974-2978

3016-3030
2991-3004
2993-3001

~.¥IPP-12

Ti-lI.P.P-13
ffiPP-18
Vv1PP-19

h.ydral.llil~

test

head (ft)

\v"t:ll

hyd:ra.ulic
:tieai.t (ft)

3008-30:::1

i;mPP-26
Y..1IPP-27
¥.-1PP-28
\¥IPP-30
DOE-1
DOE-2
Cabin Baby
USGS-1
D-263
AEC-7

3014-3015
3076-3030
3072-3079
3061-3068
2993-3014
3062-3072
2987-2991
2985-2986
3003-3004
3055-3061

3006-3o~m

2986-2992
3055-3067
3038-3044
3008-3014
2981-2985
3063-3070
3059-3068
3049-3063
3044-305;o

Fror11 tJ1e :prevK•lJS 11:iscuss1ons lt ms.y be seen that tbe trne hydraulic heads for eleYen Vv1PP test
1>relli (H-1 . H-3, H-4, H-5, H-6, H-9, H-10, H-17, P-17, ¥.1IPP-26 and Cabin Baby) fall out::ide
the m.arg·ins of error assumed in the CCA.
Finally, v.:-e note that three Vv1.PP test \\:-ells for \.,r:t.rich hydraulic :tieads hav--e prev'iously been reported
(H-8, H-16 and ¥.1IPP-29) are not included in perfonnance assessment Mercer ( 1983) report::
t.1.yd.rn.uJic heads of 2991 ft at H-8 and 2975 ft at WIPP-29. Lappin (1989) reports hydraulic :tieads
of 2995 ft at H-8, 3005 ft at H-16, and 2968 ft at ¥lIPP-29. Admittedly, H-8 is irrelevant to
perforr.n.arice assessr.nent, being located far outside the potential flov,.T paths from the \.VIPP site ID the
accessible environment. H-16 is located 1667 ft nort.h-v.:-est of t.he center of t.he ~.¥!PP site, and the
ar10ln.alously lo~.r hydraulic head in the Culebra at H-16 is probably due to dr-.illiage into the ··h1PP
smft::. Ho-v.re~rer, ¥nPP-29 is located in Nash Dra'~r near La.gum. Pequena, the inlet to Lagu.m.
G· raruie de 13. Sal, ~rhich is the ultimate discharge point for cont.aminaled v,.o.ter from the Vv1P.P site.
DOE'::: f8il1J..L-e to incorpora.te ffiPP-29 inm it:: perform.a.nee assessment, together wit.h DOE's
selecti\re use of lo~.r h;.lliraulic head data at test wells H-4, H-11 , H-1 7, P-1 7 arui Cabin Baby,
:::teer3 ground vla.ter flov.r aw"a.y from Nash Dra'li.r, snd thlJ.s does not appro:-:imate reali~;.
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January 9, 1998
To:

U.S. Environmental Protection Agenc:y
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
401 l\.f Street SW
\Vashington, D.C. 20460

From: David T. Snow, Ph.D., P.E.
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping
144 Harvard SE
A.lbuqueque, NM 87106
Re:

Reply to DoE Comment Responses elated July 3, 1997 on the DoE CCA

On July 3, 1997, DoE submitted to EPA a set of responses to CARD's I\1arch. 1997 Comments
on the Compliance Certification Application. If DoE had applied normal consideration, copying its
submission to CARD at that time, the following reply to those responses could have been prepared
in more timely fashion for your consideration. DoE has labeled Card's comments Nos. 1 to 24,
and the below replies follow that organization and pagination.
Comment L p. 1
There is no contention with CARD's item 1, that is, DoE admits to the development of aqueous
solutions and suspensions of actinides in the n~pository. Contention remains over items 2 and 3,
and these are still unrefuted by DoE in their re:sponses of July 3, 1997. They have asserted that the
salt seal.i; will have consolidated and DRZ fractures will have rehealed before repository fluid
pressures act across them. Apparently DoE. its consultants , advisors and reviewers are content to
conceptualize the seal system sustaining pressures that are below lithostatic for all levels in shafts
and boreholes. At such pressures, CARD agrees that it is possible to defend the discharges (e.g.,
lm'/10,000 years) through intact seals with small. continuous hydraulic conductivities attained in
plugs of crushed salt and clay after decades of consolidation by salt creep. But that model is
unrealistic of seals that have been subjected to pressures that will hydrofracture the materials, part
them at their contacts and erode channels as fluids bypass them.
To ignore the eventuality of failure by hydrofractun.: is to ignore geological analogues as well as
theory. Hydrothermal alteration and epigenetic mineralization occurs when an aqueous solution
separates from a magmatic silicate melt undergoing crystallization and differentiation. The volatile
solutions rise from the melt where their pressures are equal and lithostatic, hydrofracturing the
solid containment because lithostatic pressure decreases with altitude more rapidly than does the
hydrostatic pressure. Likewise, in absence of an aqm:ous phase, magma that is hotter thus lighter
than its containing rock fracs its way to the surface of a volcano. Just so will gasses or brine in the
upper parts of the repository surpass lithostati c when salt closure ceases at the down dip extremity
of the facility . Communicating via anhydrite b1=di;; over pillars and panel seals, the gas pressures
1

1
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will be first to exceed lithostatic. The concrete plug at the shaft bottom is permeable, so its fluids
attain pressures at even greater exceedance over lithostatic the higher they penetrate above the
repository. Contact hydro:fracture and salt hydrofracture past salt and asphalt seals v.ill propagate
WlStably upwards. Since disposal in salt was first conceptualized, the fundamental mechanics of
displacement of a low-density fluid inclusion in a plastic, high-density medium has remained intact.
From the moment it became evident that the repository would collect appreciable brine during
closure, the concept of nuclear waste disposal in plastic salt has remained indefensible. The NSF
did not envision liquids when it recommended salt as a geologic medium for permanent
containment of dry waste. Gaseous hydro:fracture and discharge is not a fatal flaw, but escape of
brine solutions in excess of what can be sequestered by engineered barriers in the repository
cannot be prevented.
Comment 2, DoE response, 1st line, p. 5

If the proposed seals represent an established design, then DoE should present precedents for
them, with details of emplacement and performance, preferably during centuries of closure of salt,
documenting containment of fluids under high pressures. More accurately, it should be said that
the proposed seals have been established only in the minds of the designers, neither :fixed in
concept nor detailed in design. An engineer should affix his seal to DoE 's shaft sealing plans only
if he believes that structural failure after his life-span is not his responsibility.
Comment 2, p. 6
There is no certainty that the tentative seal design will be successful in preventing entry of water
from the Rustler to the repository. Since the shafts are eccentric to the paneled repository area,
subsidence during the decades after sealing v.ill exert shears along any rigid shaft contacts, such as
concrete liningG. Mine flooding haG occurred hy ri.!as.:on of dir;;1mlution along 1mch contacts. But as

the closure rate diminishes when repository pressures approach lithostatic at those depths, neither
the salt seals nor the natural ground can he certified to prevent escape of fluids upwardc:; along
hydrofractures. In short, the containment of fluids in a large salt cavern is impossible, and has
always been so. The concept of nuclear waste disposal in salt was compromised fatally upon
discovery of brine seeps into the trial repository rooms at WIPP. DoE has persistently ignored the
inevitable need to abandon the project because such containment is required. Succeeding research
expenditures have made it no more acceptable because the liquids that can convey radionulclides
have not been wholly eliminated.
Comment 3, 3rd para., p. 11
DoE has attempted to use PA as a crutch for ignorance, and few realize the lies engendered:
Monte Carlo sampling is a powerful, accurate means of combining terms of a function, each of
which is uncertain in magnitude because it ranges over a definable PDF. However, DoE has
employed Monte Carlo sampling to also include uncertain alternative magnitudes and competing
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For exampie, matrix diffusion, as opposed to other mechanisms or species retar<lation, has been
deduced from tracer testing in fractured Culebra dolomite. The range of retardation factors from
such local tests cannot be uniformly applicabl1~ to other areas, particularly where dissolution
channeling minimizes diffusive interchange wiith wallrock pore spaces. Likewise, sorption derived
from tests on crushed rock samples of dolomite cannot be uniformly applied (in absence of field
tests) to transport paths of far smaller specific surface area, such as dissolution-enhanced fractured
media, or karst channels in salt, anhydrite or siltstone.
Suppose one concept never leads to failure (i.'e., to an unacceptable CCDF), while another concept
or process, deemed less likely, would, if true, so greatly influence flow that it would inevitably lead
to failure. By allowing, say, 10% of the PA runs to follow the adverse concept, averaging its
influence with other distributions, the CCDF remains favorable. By sampling distributions
independently, the correlationships between functions such as diffusive and sorptive retardation
with conduit size distribution have been negle,;ted by PA. The process hides the fact that there
would be a 10% chance of failure. There is no substitute for the correct concept; each must be
judged correctly to be right and admitted, or wrong and rejected. Correct assumptions and
concepts are required if PA is to be valid. It cannot ameliorate an unlikely but fatal process or
concept by biasing results towards favorable concepts through an averaging process like Monte
Carlo sampling.
Comment 3, I51 subpara., p. 12
Insignificant Salado interbed flows have been ,;;omputed on the basis of flow-tests conducted at
low pressures in the anhydrite marker beds adjacent to the test rooms. The equivalent porousmcdia conductivities arc low because they were conducted in an environment already depressurized by drainage to the rooms. BRAGFLO has incorporated fracture conductivity as a
function of effective stress, but far greater fluxes would occur as hydrofracture exceeds elastic
limits and opens clay partings at salt/anhydrite contacts and within the salt beds, or as existing
anhydrite fractures open upon reaching fluid pressures at or above lithostatic. Furthermore, creep
closure will strdch the anhydrite beds above and below the rooms, panels and the repository,
opening steep fractures appreciably, and enhancing continuity.
Comment 3.
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overburden rock. It can be argued that it will first compact (expel air), then saturate and
consolidate (expel brine and dissolved waste). Because salt is plastic, when forces transmitted
through waste drums attain local loads in excess of lithostatic when calculated over the contact
areas. there will he continuing creep of salt towards the spaces where only fluid pressure opposes
the motion. Only when the fluids attain lithostaitic does creep cease. As stated by DoE in the ne~1
subparagraph, closure ceases when the voids aire completely saturated with brine. To this must be
added, "at lithostatic pressure".
In that sense. not all rooms will act alike. AbruJPt roof falls and floor heaves will connect all spaces
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to the marker beds above and below the repository rooms, which will provide conimwty to panel
and repository scale subsidence fractures and thus throughout the repository plan. Brine
accumulating on the floor of all rooms may largely drain to the downdip rooms, which will saturate
soonest, while upd.ip rooms may attain lithostatic gas pressures in absence of collected brine.
venting first by fracturing the highest, weakest parting, propagating the fracture updip and upsection.
Comment 3, last full para., p. 12
It is understood that BRAGFLO computes two-phase displacement along marker beds,
incorporating smoothly increasing conductivity as effective stress across fractures decreases. But it
does not anticipate a sudden opening and a dramatic increase of flow as a parting opens. The
model idealization is believed adequate until lithostatic pressure is approached, whereupon
experience such as the Hartman case suggests an abrupt escape of fluids via a single fracture that
will cmve upwards or jump step-wise upwards to the Rustler. Containment of fluids within
anhydrite beds is not to be expected, nor can "isolation" be relied upon.
Comment 3, last subpara., p. 13
It is stated that for error (in BRAGFLO discharges) to be significant, brine inflow (during closure)
would haw to be large in comparison with the mild seepage data. In the undisturbed repository,
gravity drainage of brine to the lowest rooms should influence modeling, progressive hut
incomplete saturation from down-dip to up-dip rooms occurring, coupled with gas generation until
brine discharge along upper level hydrofractures permits further closure.
Comment 4. last para., p. 14. !51 para., p. 15
DoE claims that shaft performance calculations indicate that relea~es from cuttings. cavings
spaUings of an intrusion borehole are the greatest contributors to the CCDF. a prediction based on
the assumed integrity of the seals. Conversely. the attainment of lithostatic pressures at the bottom
of shaft seals will test the contact weaknesses of fully consolidated shaft or borehole seals, or
hydrofractures along marker beds may optm to th~ Rustler or to boreholes open to the Rustler.
Thus the seal system is implicated in undisturbed release scenarios as well as disturbed cases
involving Castile and Bell Canyon fluids.
Under normal circumstances, concrete placed against the walls of a hole drilled through salt, or
concrete forming the bottom plug of the shaft seal system will attain radial lithostatic pressure a
few years after plugging, and the contact may be envisioned to be as tight as the undisturbed salt.
But air propagating (fmgering) slowly updip at about repository pressure will be opposed by
decreasing rock pressure. If air can open a parting at the repository, it can prize a fracture at any
contact, such as salt against concrete. opening first elastically, then increasing by plastic creep. No
borehole seal design is leak-proof against a rising column of gas, nor of brine, which is even more
wistable because of dissolving power. The claims of negligible seal leakage (2nd subpara., p. 15)
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exceeding lithostatic pressures.
Comment 4, p. 16

DoE. its wrnmltmts at Sai1dfa National Laboratories and scientists of the Peer Re-view Panel and
National Academy of Sciences have evaluated: seal design as though they have had experience to
support their judgement of its adequacy. They seem to be of accord in the belief that an
impermeable fill of consolidated salt in impermeable wall rocks of annealed salt in the DRZ, all at
an isotropic pressure equal to the overburden 1;:annot be breached by air at higher pressures.
Apparently such proponents ofDoE's propos1~d seals, or of the typical oil-field abandonment
seals, have bought the claim that such materialls will not hydrofracture to the surface.
Conversely, this reviewer expects failure by hydrofracture. and has experience to support it. In
1977, experiments in piezometer seal perform.ance were conducted under the writer's direction at
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, preparatory to application at Stripa. Sweden. The annulus
between concentric steel pipes was filled with "Piezoseal", a Portland cement. 20% bentonite
mixture, then cured. When one end was connt~cted to a tank of nitrogen at 50 psi. it developed an
audible leak and a gradient to the atmospheric end. as recorded at piezometers placed in
intermediate sand intervals. Since leakage could not be through the steel nor the bentonite-doped
cement. it was concluded that gas pressure had invaded the contact. elastically deforming the steel
pipes and or fillings to open a fracture. It seemed such an obvious consequence as to deserve no
publication.
The analogy to the salt-filled WIPP shafts is close enough to cast doubt upon seal integrity as gas
pressures from below approach lithostatic. Sallt has a lower elastic modulus than either materials in
the above-described experiment. All rock mate:rials have heterogeneities facilitating air penetration,
including a change of granularity at the contac1t, or a film of dust on the original wall. After air
invasion. the salt can deform plastically, enhancing the aperture. Because seal designs such as that
proposed for WIPP are wholly untried, it must be assumed that they 'Will behave adversely at such
pressures.
Comment 5, p. 19
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is expressed (1st para.) that the native pore pressure in salt is less than lithostatic because '"the
rocks themselves support some portion of the overburden pressure". While the statement is true
for rocks that exhibit strength, if rock salt is a true plastic, incapable of sustaining shear without
t:ventual strain, then any fluid-filled cavity must attain lithostatic pressure equal to the isotropic
pressure in the adjoining salt. Laboratory obse1vations that salt creep is not initiated until some
threshold deviatoric stress is imposed are mainly attributable to obseivational periods too brief to
observe the deformation. The size of natural fluid inclusions, on the scale of a millimeter, is a
measure of the long-term threshold stress diffeirence salt can sustain.

wlten the Saiado anhydrite beds were fanned, erosional channels interrupted them, then infilled
with salt. In the subsurtace, the anhydrite beds are therefore inclusions in the salt. suggesting that
anhydrite may deviate little from the all-around Jithostatic stresses of adjoining salt beds. After
disturbance, such as the defonnations due to current mining acti\'ities, stresses deviate from
lithostatic. especially as closure of rooms develops extensional roof and floor strains. Fractures in
brittle anhydrite are stiff, capable of sustaining normal loads with lesser fluid pressures in the
fractures. at least until minute flows from salt to anhydrite equillibrate pressures. Intimate contact
of fluids in anhydrite fractures with bounding plastic clay lamina and salt suggest that pore
pressures must also approach lithostatic.

Fracture porosity in anhydrite beds is probably small, likely < l 03, so a borehole interception
readily diminishes the pore pressures. If the hole were subsequently resealed with an impermeable
mat~rial other than concrete, pore pressure would slowly recover if it is possible to drain the
adjacent clay and salt. In the undisturbed state, if any anhydrite beds have pore pressure less than
lithostatic, fluids from the salt would eventually flow to the anhydrite fractures. Though the steep
fractures in anhydrite beds probably contain and convey most of the brines in the Salado. they are
so short and in such intimate contact with salt that their pressures must have had abundant time to
have equilibrated with the salt. The clay laminae bounding anhydrite beds may be residual, not
depositionai reflecting the dynamics of changing fracture porosity with tectonics and salt
defonnation. Brine migration and salt regellation may produce fracture fillings of pure salt and
corresponding residual clay along the adjoining impure halite beds. So native fluid pressures in
anhydrite should be assumed essentially lithostatic, not the 12.5 Mpa adopted by DoE for use in
BRAGFLO. The impermeable salt-filled channels limit repository-related flows to the far-field.
Potential outflows are extremely limited until hydrofracture pressure is attained. That is a direct
consequence of the interpretation that observed pressures are always sub-lithostatic because of
sampling disturbance.
DoE·s position renects a trust in me observations of Salado nuid pressures mat are a'Jways at least
2 l'v1Pa below lithostatic. Given that condition. it would seem demonstrable that pneumatic pressure
in the repository would approach but not exceed lithostatic because it would bleed off through the
slightly-pervious anhydrite beds. The next logical deduction is that hydrofracture will not occur.
The writer disagrees with that line of reasoning. he cause of the afore-mentioned native lithostatic
pressures.
There are compelling reasons for a more prudent approach to the risk of hydrofracture, reasons
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1 11\i.llUmay perhaps not occur for hundreds of years. Radiation health damage may then occur suddenly
and without warning. Thereafter, re-entry and remedial removal of the crushed drums of waste
would be exorbitant. Prudence is required also because the complexity of repository design
considerations in an earth environment of ill-defined properties supports the contention that failure
by hydroftacture is likely. Though DoE claims conservatism, it is certainly unconservative to
assume that Salado pore pressure is below lithostatic, since the converse would have dictated
project abandonment years ago. Project continuance and DoE management goals since inception
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have swayed the judgements of innumerable success-oriented persons, and dissenters nave
disappeared for lack of financial support for the scientific efforts that proof to the contrary
demands.
Comment 5, para. 3, p. 19
DoE claims the integrity of seals between panels and of pillars between rooms. As indicated. the
DRZ around rigid seals will heal promptly, and stress above lithostatic in pillar regions v.ill locally
inhibit hydrofracture. The writer's comment (In para .. p. 17 of DoE response) that coalescence of
the DRZ can occur by hydrofracture across piillars should be amended accordingly. However,
because slab failures in the roof and floor of rooms will access the interbeds. continuity from room
to room and panel to panel will follow the naturally-fractured anhydrite beds, since they extend
across panel seal regions and stressed pillars. Along anhydrite beds below the repository strata.
brines will drain to down-dip rooms. A:ir and generated gasses \Vill migrate along roof anhydrites to
up-dip rooms at pressures that will increase towards lithostatic as creep closes the deepest.
partially-filled rooms. The considerable closure energy of the entire repository volume that is filled
with compressed air and ga'i is available to drive a single pneumatic fracture. Thus failure of the
sealed undisturbed repository will be by sudde:n rupture and discharge to the atmosphere. It will
not be, as envisioned by DoE and modeled by BRAGFLO. a gradual bleed-off to th~ far-fidd via
the marker beds. Whether the pneumatic ventiing will follow weak partings up-dip (N) and upstructure to the Rustler, or alternatively, along more steeply oriented subsidence-induced fractures
is conjecturaL and probably moot. Either would compromise geologic containment.
Comment 5. p. 21
As measured at some boreholes. the Rustler/Salado contact zone is tight, compared to the CuJebra
dolomite. Elsewhere, it is an aquifer of importance. The contact zone is an interval of accumulated
clay. evidently residua) after dissolution of salt. The presence of clay breccia could reflect either
depositional or residual formation. The stratum of residuum varies from inches to a few feet in
thickness within the L WA but increa~es to about 20 foet at the Culebra Bluffs outcrop. where the
Salado salt is missing. Gypsum underlies the n.~sidual clay at that exposure, whereas there is no
gypsum within the residual clay. Apparently the dissolution has removed not only the salt. but also
the anhydrite interbed'>. after their hydration to gypsum. One cannot argue that the underlying
gypsum represents the thin Salado anhydrites ]pancaked together, because residual clays afkr salt
bedc; cannot have migrated to the thick clay accumulation. The 20+ feet of residual clay without
included gypsum could not have accwnulated unless the gypsum interbeds had been dissolved.
Proceeding eastward from the outcrop area. one must be able to find, in less advanced states of
di5solution, the gypsum interbeds lying within the residual clay. Dissolution does not oi.;cur
uniformly over the area. Not only is it more complete as one traverses westward. but its
distribution must be irregular. Patches of salt, patches of gypsum or unaltered anhydrite should
remain in areas otherwise altered to the terminal clay residuum. The variable removal of strata
gives rise to differential displacements of the overburden, producing by their irregular recurrence a
pattern of randomly-oriented steep-dipping subsidence fractures superimposed upon the tectonic
pattern. northeast and northwest oriented.
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Nor does dissolution occur uniformly at the top of a salt formation. At any time, it is concentrated
at local channels of ribbon-like shape, \\-ith residual products deposited in. and briefly arched over
them. Upon collapse, flow in such channels shifts laterally to attack areas formerly protected.
Anhydrite grains and chips and grains of clay particles are transported by the conduit channel
flows and redeposited. These processes have been observed by the writer at various stages of
development. during studies of the flooded K2 :Mine in Saskatchewan. Because the processes have
reached conclusion at Culebra Bluff..c;. with no more salt to be removed, there must he. in the
transition zones extending east\vard across }Jash Draw and the LWA towards the line of no salt
dissolution. a region of active channels that typifies an evaporite karst. Though undetected east of
the WIPP-33 chain of sinkholes, open channels probably extend east from the discharge area in
Nash Draw, across Livingston Ridge and into the L WA as surface morphology suggests (Phillips.
1987 aIJ.<l March, 1997). They may be oriented preferentially parallel to the north\vesterly and
southwesterly fractures, with dissolution controlled by the paleo-gradient and its variations over the
span of time of formation. Their traces as conduits could be intersected by a gently-dipping
hydrofracture propagating upwards from the repository through the remaining thickness of Salado
salt.
Comment 6, last para .. pp. 24-25

If EPA has concluded that the potash above the repository would not be mined under current
economic conditions, thatjudgement should be re\.iewed. As recently as 1990, the A..1.\,IA.X l'v1ine
was operated by Horizon Corp. by opening an apparently sub-economic 4-ft bed of the McNutt
after the original 10-ft bt:d \Vas exhausted. Bccaus..: its location uniquely scn,.cs all agriculture
surrounding the Gulf of 1'v1exico. the potash resource over WlPP should be assumed to be
exploited as soon as institutional controls cease to prevent mining.
Because mining subsidence produces steeply 01iented fractures across the overlying interbedded
salt. anhydrite and cla.c;tic sediments. it is folly to rdy upon an EPA ruling that only the 7m thick
Culebra dolomite will be changed in the process of rractuling. Mining subsidence within or
adjacent to the L WA will breach a significant intaval of the confining beds to aquifers within the
environmental boundary. Consider the conceptual error introduced by EPA 's criterion. They have
given substance only to enhanced transmissibilit> uf I.he Cuh.:bra dolomite, assumed to bt: confined,
that it may randomly increase as much as I 000-fold. That produced little change in PA. because
spatial ekments of the Culebra were moddcd \\ iih random increases of the transmissibility, by
factors of 1. to 1000., whose geometric mean. 100. most closely indexes the velocity change
att1ibuted to mining. Combined with other non-.;ons.:;rvative transport functions, such as sorptive
and diffusive retardation inapplicable to concentrated flow in channels. the CCDF remained within
EPA limits. :No consideration has been given to the certain effect of a fe\-V subsidence fractures,
typically dipping 60 to 75 degrees, open passages that would concentrate conduction across the
upper Salado interval, except for the 75m lying benveen the repository and McNutt horizons. The
EPA' s concept still requires an intrusion borehole to connect the repository to the Culebra,
whereas the occasion of mining would develop widespread vertical connections above the mine,
even into the L \\'A from mines outside its boundary. The 40CFR154 conditions are minimum
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Due to dispiacemenis induced by mining subsidence, steep fractures may not read'ily rchcai in ine
anhydritic salt fonnation. Furthermore, there would be no conu-ol over the technology of shaft and
borehole sealing above a future mine. so containment would be breached thereafter from the mine
to the Culebra and to the surface. But to brea,;h from the repository to the mine horizon \Vould
require either hydrofracture (undisturbed conditions) or a borehole intrusion. Thus. mining as a
certainty outside the LWA and as a probability inside it has not strongly modified the CCDF, and
would not do so unless a more certain. calculaihle time of hydrofracture is included in PA. r..1ining
.;ould pro\.ide brine storage during venting if hydrofracturc from the repository occurs before
creep closure of the mine. The presence of a nearby or overlying mine, does, however. shorten a
hydrofracturc-~.stablished path, cmmecting th': repository more immediately to the surface. Given a
mechanism of hydrofracture. by attainment of lithostatic pressure in the repository or more readily
at th~ tQp of a permeable concrete plug at the shaft bottoms, the conditions to breach 50m of salt
would readily breach the rest of the cover. A nearby or overlying mine augments the hazard,
thl'refore.
Comments 7 to 22. Synopsis, p. 27, -1-th bullet:

It is noteworthy that DoE has chosen not to respond in detail to comments concerning the Rustler
hydrology, induding implications of the fracture system in the Culebra. nor to the karst features of
the Rustler and Dewey Lake Red Beds. Because the conduit system geometries along various parts
of the path are undefined, the transport computations based upon continuous-media properties and
generalized gradients suffer from the age-old problem of unknown effective porosities.
Consequently, contaminant travel-times may err by orders of magnitude. In fractured and karstic
formations. there is great likelihood that transmissibility tests. few in number and limited in
dimensions and coverage, have missed the occ.asional, steep planar fracture conduits and sub-linear
solution conduits. Concentrated flow along sm;h features may shorten mean travel times from. say,
10,000 years to as little as 100 years. With ran:! exceptions such as WIPP-33, test we11s and
observation wells. being vertical, generally miss the major conduits. Since there was no hydrologic
resting done in WIPP-33. the data-base does not reflect the presence nor character of channels.
Tests conducted in wells accidentally near a channel may weakly reflect its presence. All of the
tests miss the region of most likely solution features extending cast of Livingston Ridge into the
region of the western half of th1;: L \\:A.
A s1.;attering of head data-points in either continuous or discontinuous media can ahvays be

contoured because values decrease monotonously towards discharge regions. But that doesn't
prove the existence of a smooth distribution. :Measures in fractured formations often appear
capricious rather than smoothly consistent actually reflecting transients of very different response
times in open faults to tight intervening blocks with only fine fractures. The ages of such waters
may vary also. A karst channel imbedded in a formation may lie stagnant at different heads than
its wall-rocks until suddenly recharged via a s\vallow hole. As pointed out in comments (Snow,
.lvlarch, 1997, p. 12) on karst hydrology, the technique of T-ficl<l modeling relied upon to fill the
spaces of missing field data is in-valid for discontinuous media. The conduit-size heterogeneity th:1t
invalidates T-field modeling increases from east to west due to increasing fracturization and
dissolution of fillings and channels, thus the most important segments of potential flow paths from
9

the repository towards the discharge area in Nash Draw are ill-defined for modeling.

It was pointed ounhat explorations have not been conducted so as to define the variations o'i
conduit type and their frequencies. Thus, even if T-field interpolation were valid. contaminant
velocities would not be determinate because the variations of effective porosities are unkno\"\-n. If
DoE was aware of a line of sinkholes at the surface. including WIPP-33 (Response to Comments.
p. 31 ). why was it not tested. and why was the obvious potential of more such features in or within
the L WA not fully explored ? Had the model of a simple confined porous aquifer been questioned
objectively in response to observations of di~solution foatures. the truth would have emerged.
Because of its importance to transport. the description of conduit system geometry has received
much attention by the community of hydrologists working elsewhere on nuclear waste repositories.
Instead of seeking the appropriate geotechnical expertise to characterize conduit geometries. or
developing their m\.n innovative means of aquifer investigations for the purpose, DoE 's consultants
have discounted. denied and avoided the issues. Instead. they have adopted the classical porousmedia approach, treating the Culebra and other Rustler units as though they were sands instead of
fractured. dissolved rocks. Like\"\-ise. lacking corresponding means of modeling transport through
highly heterogeneous fractured media and karstic formations, DoE has made the damaging
simplification that equivalent continuous media properties can be estimated, extended stochastically
and modeled in conventional. 2-D, layer-cake stratigraphic style. Sensitivity studies of variable
parameters and rudimentary 3-D infiltration effects (1 to 2mm)-T) on regional flows fail to
incorporate the range of properties relevant to karst terrain. DoE's model work does not
approximat~ r~ality. Suppos~ that contaminated brine \Vere to be displaced updip from the
repository to the Rustltrr along hydrofractures. l\!light it not rest there in karst channels for a long
period while the gradient remains flat? Then. when a -1- or 5-inch rainstorm suddenly recharges the
karst via sinkholes, can it not respond to the transient gradient by transporting the waste across the
environmental compliance boundary and to Nash Draw in a matter of weeks? Admitting
observations of karstification. such as the sinkholes of \V~P-33, it is incumbent upon the applicant
to prove that transpon will not be rapid nor episodic. that larger etfective porosities exist, as the
tracer tests (in the wrong areas) suggest. not small effective porosities that would imply CCDF
results exceeding EPA limits.
Comments 7-22. p. 28. lstbullet

The notion of 1 to 2mrn recharge is intuitively questionable to anyone who has visited the
Mescalero Plain, a channel-less surface pitted with depressions partially filled with eolian sand.
Because sinkholes are known, and observations have been made at WIPP-33 of storm water
infiltrating at high rates, it is deduced that many of the sand-filled depressions conceal sinkholes or
dolines, conduits for rapid recharge that must aggregate inches over some areas. not millimeters.
Such surface morphology and its hydrologic implications, as can be drawn from the Phillips thesis
(1987) should merit intense study by DoE. The proponent's consult.ants should pursm: ground
penetrating radar, backhoe excavations, shallmv piezometry, surface flow gaging, and other
techniques. The Peer Review Panel must not have been shown the field conditions. thus
·--------- ....
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Comments 7-22, p. 28, 2nd bullet
Tne CCA uses the assumption that climate change may raise the water tabie to the surface. a
condition impossible in karst terrain. A rise in the water table can multiply karst system discharges
manv-fold. because small rises saturate lar!!er channel cross-sections and increase low !.!fadients
~
several-fold. The 1-Iescalero Caliche implies a persistent water table below the caliche. even during
glacial maxima. That horizon would be a good candidate for modeling the highest water table.
Even for modem conditions of precipitation,. 1he water table has remained undefined for lack of
diligent field measurement.

-

-

Comment 20. last para.. p. 30
DoE n:spon<led to CARD· s concerns about potential cavernous zones in the Rustler. DoE wunts
upon the interpretation that soft sediments logged in boreholes across the \VIPP site are not
dissolution residues. That is based on Holt and Po\\lers · investigation of exposures in shafts. where
they noted intraformational conglomerates and graded bedding in fillings of erosion-bounded
channds. Since these an~ features of open cha1nnds, they convinced everyone thal they formed
.;;uhareally, not in the subsurface as halite \Vas eroded. They expressed the interpretation that a
Rustler-age salt pan existt:d east of·~\1PP, that mud.fiats existed to the \Vest and transitional regimes
between. Conversely, Holt and Powers' description of features now obscured by shaft linings do
not establish their subareal origin. The writer has had uniqudy applicable experience in an
emironment of underground salt dissolution: J[n company of other geologists. he inspected,
r-::;.:orckJ, studied and interpreted proci,;sscs of dissolution and sedimentation that occurred
repeatedly in salt beds above a flooding potash mine. From 1988 to 1993. he made monthly
inspections at the K2 :\Iine at Estcrhazy, Sasbt;:,hew:m, \Vhere successive inflows (up to 8000
gpm) from an overlying dolomite aquifer followed subsidence fractures that crossed a 30-ft redbed
and dmvnwards across 100 ft of bedded roof salt. In the course of weeks. a new leak would carve
an elongate solution channel at the top of salt .and along several bedding horizons in the salt. The
channel~ were studied on hands and knees as successive new ones were formed and older ones
dosed by creep. Some were as much as 1000 ft long. downcut towards the mine in stair-step
profile. Rounded cobbles were seen. transported from cave-ins of the overl~·ing fractured
dolomite. \\ih.ile eroded redbeds produced silt-1~hip conglomerates, sand. silt and clay which formed
bedded deposits along the subterranean stream channels that meandered along the floors of
sinuous solution passages \valled by intact rock salt. Point bar deposits of the transported elastics

conrained imhricated cobbles recording flow direction. Graded bedding recorded the progressive
diminution of rates as aquifer grouting stanche:d the flow. If one could revisit the closed passages,
such cut-and-fill sedimentary features would be preserved. They would closely resemble those
described by Holt and Powers at the WIPP shafts, yet the Saskatchewan channels formed not at
the surtace but at 3100 feet in depth. It is by no means evident that all Rustler conduits were
initiated along fractures formed in response to Salado salt dissolution. Dissolution channels may
also have been directly caused by dissolution of salt beds in the Rustler, or by fractures developed
as a result of differential subsidence as Rustler or Salado salt was removed. The clay horizons in
the Rustler were probably residuals from dissolution of those Rustler salt beds. The solution
channels may extend eastward into the WIPP site, because they are related to Rustler, not
11

necessarily Salado salt dissolution.
The controversy between Rustler salt dissolution vs. salt non-deposition (e.g., Non-Salado Flow
and Transport Position Paper, December 15, 1994, 3.1.1.4) has been conveniently decided (ibid ..
3. 1. l .. 4. 2) \\ith bias favoring WIPP. A more convincing determination is needed because PA
would have a different outcome if Rustler salt intetvals have been dissolved from the site. If the
top-to-bottom progressive salt dissolution model (Snyder, 1985) is correct. then conduits must
remain in the transition zone. and drilling and testing have not been adequate to define them at
either the top of Salado, nor in the Unnamed Member~ the Tamarisk nor Forty-Niner Members
when: salt beds once prevailed. In support of the Rustler dissolution concept, it is noted that the
thinning of the Rustler interval. from east (about 500 ft) to west (about 300 ft) across the site is
wholly attributable to differences of salt thickness. It is preferable to ascribe the thinning to
dissolution because the alternative. non-deposition, would require about 200 ft more syndepositional subsidence of the basin, an abrupt flexure at the site of the 'VIPP.

Two other observations in Culebra cores from on-site drill holes support \ate, and pe1naps currenl
dissolution. First the percentage of fracture fillings of gypsum decreases from ea~t to west across
the site. Second. ,,ugular porosity. probably by dissolution of fine-grained dolomite replacements
of beds of fecal pellets, has developed on-site as well as at the Culebra Bluffs outcrop. Both of
those features are clearly due to post-depositional dissolution, both contribute to westwardincreasing transmissibility, and their occurrence would be consistent with dissolution channelization
of salt heds in the same sequence of rocks. All such effects increase in severitv towards the west.
Sim:c the Salado formation has not been thinned appreciably at the '\1PP site, the presence of
Culehra dissolution features there is more reasonably associated with Rustler salt dissolution than
with subsicknce fracturing by Salado dissolution. Nonetheless, vugular and fracture porosity
attributable to dissolution of Culebra dolomite and gypsum fracture fillings on site may have
important relationships to through-going conduit~ that provided the flux of water, such as enlarged
fractures. faults or contact zones. It not prudent to dismiss such secondary porosity features in the
belief that T-fieJct modeling incorporates them. The extremes are never included in borehole
sampling. since the probability of channel intersection is vanishingly small on an area basis. Such
e\.1remes dominate overall performance. because nearly all flow paths funnel through solution
channels or other large conduits when present.
Comment 20, p. 32
CARD has not expressed concern that t11e dissolution front will propagate to the W1PP site during

the ( 10, 000 year) period of regulation, but rather. that there has been rnisrepresentation of the
present-day distribution of dissolution conduits .::apable of fostering rapid transport from the
repository footprint to the compliance boundary. The dissolution front has long since incorporakd
the "1PP site. With higher pluvial recharge rates, dissolution of highly soluble salt and gypsum
may enhance conductivities within the regulatory period, displacing conditions eastward.
Comment<> 7 to 22. p. 33
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The application of uniform recharge rates of 0.2 to 2.0 mm 1}T over the entire region of Rustler
modeling leads DoE to the conclusion that it ·1akes thousands of years for water to reach the
Culebra in the \VIPP site". The problem with that concept stems from the implications of nonuniform recharge. East of the L \Vi\ where the limited explorations have revealed no exc.:p1ions to
the intact undissolved character of the Rustle:r or Salado. vertical conducti\ity is probahly
negligibk, (e.g., 0.2 to 2.0 ™Year). unchan.ge<l from lhal of the original intact se4u.:m;.: of ~alt.
siltstone. sandstone and anhydrite, perhaps with all fractures sealed by gypsum or halite. West of
the L WA., but east of Ll\ingston Ridge, then: are known S\\·allow hoks that hav.:: tu i.:Onn.:,.t i.v
solution channels. In the transition zone that includes at least the western half of the 1. WA.. there
arc surface depressions \.Vithout surface charu1els masked by eolian sand. These features arc
suggestive of unidentified swallow holes. Recharge through them has been observed to be brief
and localized, so that the equivalent steady, unifonn recharge might be as little as the assumed
.Lnmvyr. or a.s great as 20.mntJyr (Phillips. 1987). But travel times via solution channels. large and
small. would be Yery much shorter, awraging a small multiple of the period hctwcen e\'Cnts, a few
y~ars insica<l of thousands. In effecl DoE · s failure to fully describe all aspects of conduit system
geometry has lead to indefensible CCDF cun·es based on idealized homogeneity. A fe'v
calculations of the implied travel times would illustrate the vulnerability of DoE 's assumed
conditions.
P. 33. para (i)

All DoE' s flow modeling has been done upon the assumption of isotropic conducti\ity properties.
the only assumption possible to a party that has not conducted tests in sufficient number to
systematically evaluate the anisotropy of difterent areas. as should have heen done. At a fow of the
test pads, anisotropy has been e,.idcnt (Jones, et. al., 1992), hut inconclusive of generality from
site to site. These data cast doubt on the ~oJTe~tness of models that have assumed isotropy. and
that therefore the direction of flow is parallel to the gradient. In the eY~nt that some areas benvecn
the repository and the discharge points for n:~1onal flmv have well-defmed. sub-paralld solution
channels in the Rustler, then the m:ijor flow U'mponem1; are parallel to those channel<:. not the
regional gradient. BecatL'ie water in large solution duru1ds lies nearly stagnant perhaps for years
betwern recharge events. the heads in them are controlled hy the elevation of the discharge points.
If such points ar.: dispost;d from north to soull1 along ~ash Draw. each parallel channel trending
easterly or northeasterly into the LW A would have a different head. diminishing from north to
south. Without knmvledge of the channds. random piezomek:rs in the \Vall-rocks would be

interpreted to record a southerly gradient. But during unobserved stonn events. slight components
of the gradient along the length of the channels would produce major transient flows in those
directions. The true nature of karstic transport cannot be modeled in the steady-state, isotropic
manner typically employed for stratified interg~·anular media. It would be necessary to acquire
sultici~nt data to define the anisotropy and tht: conduit geometry to model the transients that
:iccount for the majority of the fluxes.

P. 34. para. (ii)
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groundwMer must discharge at Nash Draw, but rather that a
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larger fraction discharges there than would be allocated by DoE on the basis of its isotropic, nonchanneiized model. The important consideration is that brine from the repository. conveyed either
along breached well or shaft seals or along hyclrofractures, would arrive at the Rustler aquifer in :1
region tributary to Nash Draw, not Malaga Bend. ln that region of prevak:nt solution channds. U1-.:
velocity of westerly travel to a discharge area in Nash Draw is likely to be far greater. and tr:rn:l
times to the compliance boundary will be correspondingly shorter. In tcl1IlS of fun<laim:nl.al
properties that invalidate the CCA it is the effective porosity and anisotropy that are dlfferent from
those assumed by DoE, thus producing failing CCDF curves. Both properties are strongly
influenced by the presence of preferentially-oriented solution channels. either at salt contacts or in
fractures. Sorptive and diffusive retardation also deteriorate. Failure to seek knowkdgi: of
dissolution by appropriate explorations is the reason for serious doubt of the idealized model
results presented in the CCA.

P. 39. 3rd. para.

As discussed above, the failure to characterize solution channels in and west of the LW A ha~ led
DoE to ascribe to those areas transmissibilities unconservatively mininuzed. It daims to have
modified measures to account for pore and fracture dissolution features, hut if i~ not c'' ident that
those modifications have been sufficient. Since data on han<l Wt.:re US1.:<l lo a<ljust n.:d1arg~ to U1.:
level of 0.2 mml}T for replication of model head distrihution. then T-field manipulations consistent
with those magnitudes would not change values appreciably, lest gradient; d..:cr.:as;: h...11) mu..:h
\vhile maintaining uniform recharge. Better models can be developed that incorporate more
realistic geology than DoE has offered.
Let us suppose that one gives credenci: to the observations of Phillips (1987), that surface
maniiestations of karstic drainage persist east of WIPP-33 and northeast of the Nash Draw
embayment, both penetrating the L \\'A. The system of dissolution channels must pen-ade the
saturatt:J intl;;.!rval to at foast tht: dt:plh of t111;;.! Cult:bra where fracture fillings have been dissolved.
The evaporarion csrima1ed tor rhe area of Laguna Grande de Sal (Phillips, 1987) suggests grearer
dfcctive red1argt.: in that larstic area, since Hows from occasional stonns drain efficiently via
s\vallow holes into the aquifer. Extending eastward from the eastern extremity of evident Culebra
kadling, salt be<ls may n;main in tl1c Rusl.l..:r. pr.:vcnling all recharge through the unit. Recharge
rate. variable over the region, should correlate best to vertical hydraulic conductivity. While rates
on the on.ler of 1 nun year may correspond to th~ low values of laboratory conductivity associated
with intact siltstones, anhydrites and salt there is no ready method of measuring average
conductivity of ground perforated by a fo\\, \\·iddy-spaced swallow holes. The only evident means
\vould enrail opportunistic surface flow measurements at sinld10les on the rare occasions of stonns
during years of patient observation. For exampk, five foet of ponded \Vater in the WIPP-33
sinkhole represents at least a minimum recharge rate over its watershed during some interval ·
between stonns. A rough correlation between ve11ical and horizontal conductivities also prevails in
such a karst region, since the Salado limits the depth of flow and directs it laterally to the discharge
area. Both vertical and horizontal conductivities far exceed values derived from a steady state
modd scaled to the evaporation-controlled discharge. because karst systems operate by transient

events. Quantit.1tive hydrolog_,v in karst terrains has evolved slowly, due to mea.~urement
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constraints, but has progressed by application of dye-tracing and surface flux measurements, too1s
neglected by DoE for comprehension of the \~1PP site hydrology.
The importance of the admissibility of such alternative models. embodying non-uniform transient
recharge. anisotropy and higher-than-measurc::d T values in and west of the L WA is that transient
transport models so constructed would yield far shorter travel times to the environmental
compliance houndary. The gradation of solution features. fewer but larger as one moves
\Vesl\\:ard. connote west\vard decreasing effective porosities and consequently faster transport rates
at the same gradient and conductivity. The field observations and demands of conservatism justify
an<l n\.'.cessitate such interpretative modeling, rather than acceptance of homogeneous-isotropic
steady models with uniform recharge that happen to support licensing with acceptable CCDF
distributions.
DoE has responded (p. 40) to the noted difficulties of representing loca1-sca1e transm1ssihiJity,
espousing the stochastic tools of de Marsily and others. Such methods fail in karst terrain because
their fundamental premise is that conductivity varies continuously. Fractured formations :-i1so are
discontinuolls. From matrix to fracture. condUlcti\iity jumps orders of magnitude: from unaltered to
solution-channeled evaporites, conductivity jumps orders of magnitude. ~.foasurements in wallrocks bear no relationship to the properties of the conductors. The spatially-variable T-fields DoE
has applied cannot be defended if solution conduits prevail in the Rustler. The presence or '1hsence
of them is th'~ first and foremost characterization required, an activity DoE has negh;..;ted.
The conncct~dncss of transmissibilities noted in the first bullet (bottom p. 40) ·is particularly
inappropriate for karstic aquifers. An equidim1~nsional grid can represent intergranular porous
media adequately (e.g., a sand), but not a solution-channeled carbonate or evaporite. If one were
successful in finding and measuring T for a cell traversed by a channel, then cells upstream and
downstream of it (wherever they are). are perfectly connected and highly correlated, while other
cells nearh:v are uncorrelated to it. Such is the nature of the region. roughly west of the middle of
the LWA, that remains ill-defined in propenies amibutable to dissolution. If the Rustler flow field
from reposito~' to Na~h Draw were characterized as spatially linked in the direction of flow, the
transport model for PA calculations would have produced adverse results.
In the last hullet (p. 41 ). DoE discounts the o;;ignificance of all T-fields. on the grounds that
r~tardatiun 0f radionuclides in transport throu£11 the Cukbra is such as to ensure that no releases
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Cuk:bra, \Vith matli\. diffusion and sorption prO\,iding the retardation. In a karst conduit model
(the same discharge concentrated at a one-dimensional conduit of tubular cross-section). specific
surface would be so small that matrix diffusion and sorption would be negligible. Retardation has
heen demonstrated at tracer test pads south and southeast of the repository, data consistent with
mcdiJ dominated by a network of fine fractures, but not solution openings. Matn-x diffusion is
assumed. not proven. since a convective dispersion model can also explain the tracer breakthrough
behm.ior from these tests. Whether retardation of conservative tracers is attributable to matrix
diffll~ion or apenure distribution. or both, it is a property strongly dependent upon conduit-system
geometry. whose variations along the flow path remain obscure for lack of exploration efforts by
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DoE. Because karst channels exist \"'tithin the compliance boundary, retardation properties
deduced from ill-placed tracer tests cannot be applied in those regions. Hydrofracture from a
pressurized repository. following partings in the Salado updip to the west that break to shallower
strata and the Rustler would probably connect to dissolution channels of vanishing retardation
capacity. It is the mis-representation of effective porosity and retardation that invalidates the DoE
transport modeling. both arising from neglect of the true nature and implications of the ll'actur.:<l
and dissolved conduit system.
Comment 8, p. 43
DoE responded to some aspects of the alleged inadequacy of fracture characterization. By
ncglectipg work on the Culebra that is within the realm of currently available technology (e.g.,
slant-hole or horizontal-hole drilling and coring). it has shut off the possibilities of gaining insights
into other features that consequently remain \vholly obscure. '\.11.at, for instance, is the nature of
fracture system geometry and conductivity for other saturated rock units. such as the thick Rustler
anhydrites ? And what is the role of fracture-system diss0lution. oh.uguJar penneability. and most
significantly, of dissolution channels in or on salt beds ? What are the hydrological in1plica1ions of
the distribution of massive gypsum bodies. altered from ;mhydrite heds ? There are too many loose
ends to the evaluation of transport in this complex medium. too much unc~rtainly Lo warrant a
licence for radioactive waste disposal at \\:1PP.
\Vhile the fractured Culebra is the most persistent transmissive unit tested. it is only 6-7m thick. If
th~ fra.:tur~ wnduit syst..;ms in thc very thick anhydrites had been examined and \\:ere better
understood. might not the site hydrology be found to be dominated by them ? DoE assumes that
anhydrite fractures are the result of the dissolution of Salado salt, not the dissolution of Rustkr
salt. Conversely, CARD cik<l evi<lence to the effect that abundant Rustler sali dissolution has
thinned the unit over the cast-west extent of th1..~ sik. Thus, anhydrite fracturization is consistent
with other dissolution features within silc boun~uics. and thus co-existent with them. Anhydrik
fractures need nor be numerous to be significant. especially for transpo11. Given that subsidence
develops a certain magnitude of rock mass strain. producing apertures, the fracture conductivity
increases "ith the square of spacing, as does contaminant velocity. So. if a thick monolith of
anhydrite tends to have widely-spaced. obswrc subsidence fractures, it may provide very short
travel times in such units as the Tamarisk or Fortv-"'Jiner. even in absence of dissolution conduits.
Such undetermined property variations in the aquifrr kave corresponding uncertainties in the
CCDF.
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confined is ob"\.iously incorrect for transport. All Rustler strata participate in the flow field, since
they are interconnected by steep fractures. !auJts and dissolution chinmeys. Future mine
subsidence will produce cross-cutting features, as may repository driven hydrofractures. One
revealing iong-tenn test has been the water level recovery after the Air Intake Shaft was lined and
sealed. From 1989 to 1994, monitoring wells on and off the site registered water level rises
defining a consistently-varying cone centered on H-16 (with 71 fr of recovery), while sufficient
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\viih one of the known regionai tectonic fracture orieniaiions. Tne recovery cone reflects the whok
saturated. fractured Rustler formatio~ not just the Culebra. though all monitoring wells are
completed in that thin dolomite.
Comment 10. p. 43
With respect to the use of Darcy's Law. CARD agrees ~ith the assumption of linear friction for
the sake of conservatism. even if turbulence may act briefly in transient channel tlmvs following
recharge events.
Conunent 11. p. 44

It appears to be necessal}' to reiterate CARD· s o~jection to the WIPP site T -field construction
technique, which is hased on an assumed continuity of nlues. The mathematics is without merit
because there are sharp discontinuities betvveen conduit sizes of matrix. fractures and solution
channels. Let us suppose that well tests have characterized the Culebra transmissihility at two
points in the region separated by a mile, and it is desired to establish a rational value of T at a midpoint between them. In a fracture-dominated medium, it is correct to treat the nodal value to
n:present some volume around it, i.e .. to assign an equivalent continuous-medium conducfr\iity to
the thickness and breadth of a defined volume circumscribing the node. The intermediate.
undefined nod;; lies \Vithin a similar volume. Field experience in karst k:rrain indicaks that adjacent
nodal v:ilues may bear no relationship to each other. Sudden inflows occur to tunnels in fractured
igneous rocks 'vhen faults are intercepted, or in carhonate rocks when solution ;:hannds arc
intercepted. Likewise. when salt or potash mining intercepts trapped or connected brine-iilled
conduits. sudden inflows are experienced. At the WIPP site, the transition from a fully-cemented
domain east of the L WA to a maturely-developed karst conduit domain astride Livingston Ridge.
there ar~ sub-domains at all scales that are so wildly capricious that a hydrologic test in one gives
no clue to its neighbors. each sub-domain difforing by several orders of magnitude in
transmissibility. The interference testing that has been done supports the contention of structural
control. Certain well pairs are apparently conn1;cwd efficiently. while most pairs are not. DoE has
over-worked the data set never questioning th1: validity of conclusions based upon smooth
contouring or stochastic manipulation.
Comment 12, p. 44

DoE has faikd to adopt vastly-improved technology of core recovery available for at least 20
years, or of directional drilling technology availlable for at least 10 years. Inspection of WJPP
Project cores pre-dating 1995 (i.e., most of the data-base) reveals so much rubble and so many
missing core intervals as to guarantee that fractured and dissolved features. if present could not be
desctihed. Even the superior, latest cores from the vertical H-19 pad holes are incapable of
disclosing the predominant near-wrtical fractures of the Culebra. DoE has spent far more to justify
poor simplifications of the conduit system than it would have cost to seek contemporaneous skills
in the geotcchnical and petroleum disciplines that could have. and still could rectify the lack of
knowledge. Without such data. the underlying ';auses and variations of effective porosity and
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retardation are unkno\\n. Fracture data are needed to determine if other features. such as
dissolution of fractures and development of channels plays a part at the pad scale. ·without such
explorations targeting fracture systems, there is little hope of discovering dissolution conduit~.
As expressed before, the stochastic model is unconsetvative in the presence of dissolution features
that occur in parts of the flow fo~ld: DoE · s approach is not robust.
Comment 13, p. 4-l

In the domain of Rustler dissolution that extends eastward an uncertain distance from "1PP-33
and Nash Draw. the relevance and legitimacy of hydrostratigraphic units is lost due to cross-cutting
fracture.s and solution openings. The assumption of confinement is inconsistent with the presence
of such openings. whose distribution can be determined using improved field obsetvations.
Comment 15. p. 45
CARD has reiterated concern for rnis-represema1ion of the currem Rustler hydrology by modds
that discount the current effects of widely-separated solution channels in the carbonates and soft
erodibk elastic sediments. as wdl as partial fracture fillings residual after evaporitt: dissolution.
Insofar as the solubility of halite and gypsum facilitates rapid conduit enlargement. minor changes
in vidocity and ch.:mi.stry due to increased recharge during the span of 10,000 years can speed the
propagation of a dissolution front and enhance the hydraulic conductivity throughout the karst
t;.;rrain.
\\rule fractures that are short, arcuate and slichensided are typica1 of those that develop by sluinkand-swell processes in the near-surface. it is not credible to claim that no other types of fractures
are prestnt. An orthogonal pattern of regional tectonic fracnm;s is e'·ident dse\vhere in the
Ddaware Basin. They can he ohserved at outcrops such as Cukhra Bluffs, the Capitan Red and
m Carlsbad Caverns. These and any subsidence tracrures tend to be missed by dtill holes because
they an: steep and widely separated. espei.:.ially in poorly-cemented units that dcfonn somewhat
plastically.
The argument that fluids apparently saturated in halite or gypsum cannot further dissolve the
conduits that convey them is incorrect. The slightest shift tO\vards dis-equilibrium~ either by
meteoric water dilution or temperature change can facilitate renewed dissolution of either species.
The observed coexistence of open fractures and gypsum-filled fractures, open ,.ugs and carbonatefilled vugs reflects the current geochemistry and active dissolution. thus supports current
development and thus regional variations in degree. CARD warns against underestimation of the
rok of undisclosed solution features in controlling transport. especially in the western parts of the
L\~\'A.
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TO: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
401 M Street SW
Washington, DC 20460
FROM: Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.
Citizens for Alternatives to Radioactive Dumping (CARD)
144 Harvard SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
RE: DOE Response to Comments made to EPA by CARD on the DOE's CCA
Rebuttal to DOE Response to "CARD Comments 7 to 22," pages 26-46
On March 17, 1997, CARD mailed to the EPA, in duplicate, nine scientific papers by five
authors, in response to the Compliance Certification Application (CCA) by the Department of
Energy (DOE) regarding the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), which DOE seeks permission to
open. CARD also resubmitted Richard Hayes Phillips' doctoral dissertation entitled: "Prospects
for Regional Groundwater Contamination due to Karst Landforms in Mescalero Caliche at the
WIPP Site near Carlsbad, New Mexico." On May 16, 1997, without waiting for a response to
CARD from DOE, the EPA Administrator informed DOE that EPA had deemed the CCA
complete. On July 3, 1997, DOE submitted to EPA an anonymous 75-page response to CARD's
"comments." Neither DOE nor EPA informed CARD of DOE's response, and no copy was ever
sent to CARD. Nor was CARD informed that the public comment period on the CCA had been
extended to August 7, 1997, which could have given CARD an opportunity to rebut the DOE. On
September 30, 1997, shortly after receiving a copy of DOE' s response from other sources, Dr.
Phillips mailed to EPA a notarized letter stating his intention to write a rebuttal to DOE' s
response, and asking for sufficient time to do so. On October 16, 1997, Lawrence G. Weinstock
of EPA sent to Dr. Phillips a letter refusing to accept any further submissions until after the
issuance of a proposed decision by EPA. On October 27, 1997, EPA published in the Federal
Register its proposed decision to open WIPP, dlenying CARD the opportunity to rebut the DOE.
Five of the scientific papers submitted by CARD on March 17, 1997 concerned karst hydrology
in the Rustler Formation. These papers were written by Drs. Richard H. Phillips and David T.
Snow. The DOE, in its response, made no reference to Phillips' doctoral dissertation, and
reprinted verbatim some, but not all, of the other works of Phillips and Snow. DOE may not have
wanted the EPA to read the parts of CARD' s work that deal with karst hydrology, rainwater
recharge, groundwater flow paths, or conceptual errors and misrepresentative data used by DOE.
Dr. Phillips, along with his notarized letter of September 30, 1997, resubmitted to EPA the parts
of CARD's work which DOE chose not to reprint, but rather to "summarize." Phillips wrote:
"Our work speaks for itself. We have a right to be judged according to what we actually said,
not according to what the DOE says we said."
The following is CARD's rebuttal to DOE's response to "CARD Comments 7 to 22," the parts
which DOE may not have wanted EPA to read . Our rebuttal begins by reexamining CARD's
original reports, identifying the passages which stand uncontested, and restating our original
findings together with additional evidence to support them. We then present a point-by-point
rebuttal to DOE' s response. As a convenience to the reader, CARD has numbered the arguments
made by the DOE, and has numbered the paragraphs of CARD's rebuttal correspondingly.
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CARD urges all readers not to begin with DOE's response, as EPA appears to have done. A
more objective procedure is to begin with the original works submitted by CARD on March 17,
1997, then to read DOE's response to CARD, and finally to read CARD's rebuttal to DOE.

CAVERNOUS ZONES AT THE WIPP SITE
Most of CARD' s original paper by the above title stands uncontested. DOE has long held that the
Culebra dolomite member of the Rustler Formation is the most likely pathway for contaminated
water to travel from the WIPP site to the accessible environment. The Culebra is highly
fractured, and the effective groundwater flow paths are through the largest fractures. Dolomite is
a soluble rock; it slowly dissolves when exposed to water. As fractures become enlarged by
solution, they become even more effective groundwater flow paths. The larger the diameter of
the solution conduits, the less contact the radionuclides will have with the surrounding rock and
the less the retardation of radionuclides.
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Recent pumping tests in the Culebra dolomite have shown certain WIPP test wells to be
hydraulically connected. These include DOE-2, WIPP-13 and H-6 in the northwestern part of the
WIPP site, and H-3, DOE- I and H-11 in the southeastern part of the WIPP site. DOE interprets
these hydraulic connections as fracture networks, and takes issue with CARD' s contention that
they could be karst channels in or near the Culebra.
CARD' s original report was based on the multi well pump tests centered in the Culebra at test
wells H-3 and DOE-2. CARD has since become aware of the multiwell pump test centered in the
Culebra at test well WIPP-13. Response times were even more rapid; DOE-2, which is 4835 feet
(0.92 miles) from WIPP-13, "responded within one hour to the beginning of pumping," and H-6,
which is 7137 feet (1.35 miles) from WIPP-13, "responded within 8 hours." (CCA, Appendix
SUM, p. 110) The delay in maximum drawdown at H-6, relative to the time at which the pump
at WIPP-13 was turned off, was only 5 hours (CCA, Appendix SUM, Table 4.7). The apparent
transmissivity between WIPP-13 and DOE-2 is 57 ft 2/day; between WIPP-13 and H-6 it is 69
ft 2/day (CCA, Appendix SUM, p. 114).
The WIPP-13 pump test also showed efficient hydraulic connections to test wells P-14 and
WIPP-25. At P-14, which is 13,897 feet (2.63 miles) from WIPP-13, the first drawdown was in
71 hours, and the delay in maximum drawdown was 56 hours (CCA, Appendix SUM, Table 4.7).
The apparent transmissivity between WIPP-13 and P-14 is 260 ft 2/day (CCA, Appendix SUM,
p. 114). P-14, which is located 4664 feet west of the current WIPP site boundary, is the only
test well between the WIPP site and Nash Draw; its transmissivity was previously measured (in
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single-well tests) at 324 ft /day (LaVenue et al., 1988, SAND 88-7002, Table C.l), the highest
measured transmissivity east of Nash Draw. At WIPP-25, which is located in Nash Draw, 20,421
feet (3.87 miles) from WIPP-13, the first drawdown was in 76 hours, and the delay in maximum
drawdown was only 26 hours (CCA, Appendix SUM, Table 4.7). The apparent transmissivity
between WIPP-13 and WIPP-25 is extremely high, 650 ft 2/day (CCA, Appendix SUM, p. 114).
Figure 2 of CARD' s original paper should be altered accordingly, with test wells P-14 and
WIPP-25 depicted as bull's eyes.
The demonstrated hydraulic connection between test wells WIPP-13 and WIPP-25 is proof of
karst hydrology at the WIPP site. Here is why:
2

WIPP-13 is located within the WIPP site, 2714.3 feet (0.51 miles) inside the northern boundary.
and 7010.6 feet (1.33 miles) inside the western boundary. WIPP-25 is located in Nash Draw,
about one-half mile from Livingston Ridge. Located almost exactly midway between WIPP-13
and WIPP-25 is borehole WIPP-33 ( 1.87 miles west of WIPP-13, and 2.02 miles east of WIPP25). DOE, in its response to CARD, agrees that "Nash Draw and WIPP-33 are karstic features."
(EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# II-H-46, p. 27). DOE, in its response to the Peer Review Panel,
admits that open fractures have been observed in the Magenta dolomite at WIPP-13 (CCA,
p. 9-29). The lithological log for WIPP-13 describes the Magenta dolomite as "broken and
shattered by numerous fractures dipping 60°-80° and displacing bedding planes 0.5-1.0 cm;" it
describes the Tamarisk member as having a zone of mudstone/gypsum breccia and steeply
dipping fractures throughout, one of them filled only with silt; and it describes the Culebra
dolomite as being "highly fractured," with "nUtmerous solution pits," and underlain by 8 feet of
soft, fissile mudstone with poor core recovery. The Culebra and Magenta hydraulic heads are
believed to be equal at WIPP-13 and are known to be equal at WIPP-25, where Magenta
transmissivity had been measured (in single-well tests) at 375 ft 2/day. At WIPP-33 no hydrologic
data were taken, but five water-filled caverns were found - two in Magenta dolomite, two in
Forty-Niner gypsum, and one in Dewey Lake :siltstone. WIPP-33 is the westernmost of a chain of
four sinkholes, all of which DOE now concedes to be karst features (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item
# II-H-46, p. 31); they are almost perfectly aligned with WIPP-13. The response time between
WIPP-13 and WIPP-25 was extraordinarily rapid - a delay in maximum drawdown of only 26
hours between test wells nearly four miles apart. There was also a measurable response at the
WIPP exhaust shaft, 1.50 miles southeast of WIPP-13 (CCA, Appendix SUM, Table 4.7), which
suggests an existent flow path from the WIPP repository all the way to Nash Draw. Beauheim
(1987, SAND87-2456, pp. 45, 47) and LaVenue et al. (1988, SAND 88-7002, p. 6-3) state that a
higher transmissivity zone between WIPP-13 and the WIPP shafts is necessary to explain the
response; this is borne out by a recently reported Culebra transmissivity of 31.0 ft2/day at
WQSP-1, located 0.51 miles south of WIPP-13 (CCA, Appendix TFIELD, Table TFIELD-2).
DOE still insists that groundwater flow associated with Nash Draw is unrelated to groundwater
flow at WIPP (SEIS-II, p. 4-21). This claim has never been substantiated; now it is disproven.
CARD's original paper correlates and presents borehole data showing washouts and consistent
loss of core in two distinct horizons of Rustler mudstone: in the Forty-Niner member about 20
feet above the Magenta, and in the lower unnamed member immediately beneath the Culebra.
These are not occasional occurrences. CARD, in Tables 2 and 3, succinctly summarizes 12 such
encounters above the Magenta and 14 beneath the Culebra, all of them at or near the WIPP site.
CARD describes a similar horizon in the Tamarisk member, with washouts or loss of core in 5
locations and reports of dissolution residue in 7 others. DOE denies that these are evidence for
caverns, citing DOE's own poor coring techniques, and DOE denies that these are dissolution
residues, thereby challenging the validity of DOE's own lithologic logs (EPA Docket, A-93-02,
Item# II-H-46, p. 30). CARD has since discovered the caliper log for the WIPP exploratory
shaft, which records washouts in nearly the same stratigraphic horizons: in the Forty-Niner
member, 574-583 feet below the surface, 18 feet above the Magenta dolomite; in the Tamarisk
member, 686-694 feet below the surface, 5 fee1t above the Culebra dolomite; and in the lower
unnamed member, 732-742 feet below the surface, 15 feet below the Culebra dolomite (TME
3178, Figure 3, Sheet 2). The washout in the Tamarisk member would correlate with the
dissolution residue of siltstone and gypsum breccia found immediately above the Culebra at
WIPP-19, interpreted by some as cave filling (Ferrall and Gibbons, 1980, SAND 79-7110).
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CARD' s original paper describes in detail six karst sinkholes in the vicinity of WIPP: one at H-7,
four at WIPP-33, and one at WIPP-14. DOE concedes that H-7 is a sinkhole, being located in
Nash Draw, where the occurrence of karst and collapse features is to be expected (EPA Docket,
A-93-02, Item# II-H-46, p. 31). DOE concedes that WIPP-33 is a sinkhole and, for the first time,
DOE concedes that three other depressions, east of WIPP-33, closer to the current WIPP site
boundary, first identified by Phillips ( 1987, Chapter N), are sinkholes as well (EPA Docket
A-93-02, Item# II-H-46, p. 31). DOE appears to deny that WIPP-14 is a sinkhole (EPA Docket
A-93-02, Item# Il-H-46, p. 32), perhaps because this one straddles the current WIPP site
boundary; but upon closer examination, what DOE has written is a classic "non-denial denial,"
reminiscent of Watergate press conferences. CARD never stated that WIPP-14 is a collapse sink;
the WIPP-14 depression is an alluvial doline (solution-subsidence doline) 600 feet in diameter,
9 feet deep, with 15 feet of alluvial fill, but there is no evidence of collapse. For this reason DOE
can claim that the WIPP-14 borehole exhibited a "normal stratigraphic sequence," even though
the Culebra is immediately underlain by 71.4 feet of mud (not mudstone - mud) with gypsum and
anhydrite fragments, an occurrence reported nowhere else east of Nash Draw. CARD interprets
this material as cave sediments, and DOE has offered no alternative explanation. DOE truncates
the words of Barrows et al. (1983, p. 57), who stated that WIPP-14 is an alluvial doline and
attributed the high-amplitude negative gravity anomaly measured at WIPP-14 to conversion of
anhydrite to gypsum "in the vicinity of karst conduits." The observation by CARD that all halite
has been removed from the Rustler at WIPP-14 is indeed "not consistent with the interpretation of
Holt and Powers," who claim that there has been no dissolution in the Rustler, that halite was
never deposited where today it is absent; however, CARD is unaware of anyone outside of DOE,
Sandia Labs and EPA who agrees with Holt and Powers. Not only does DOE fall short of
denying that WIPP-14 is a sinkhole; the CCA confirms it. CARD has since discovered this
passage in Appendix DEF (p. DEF-30): "Only a few small clusters of shallow dolines on the
Mescalero caliche have been identified on the Los Medanos plateau east of Livingstone (sic)
Ridge." DOE refers the reader to Figure DEF-7, where the karst features are depicted with three
black dots: at WIPP-33, WIPP-13, and WIPP-14.

RAINWATER RECHARGE AT THE WIPP SITE
DOE still does not know where the groundwater aquifers are recharged. In the CCA (Appendix
HYDRO, p. 51) it is "suggested" that the Rustler Formation is recharged at Bear Grass Draw,
some 25 miles north of the WIPP site; this was pure speculation, dating to a report by Robinson
and Lang (1938). In the Draft SEIS-11 (1996, p. 4-18) it is stated that recharge "probably" occurs
IO to 20 miles northwest of WIPP, where the Rustler Formation reaches the surface; this would
be in Clayton Basin, which Hunter ( 1985) has shown to be hydraulically separated from the
WIPP site (Phillips, 1987, Figure 75). In the Final SEIS-11 (1997, p. 4-21), DOE changed its
mind again and "suggested" that recharge originates "in areas that are north and northeast of the
WIPP site." DOE's latest suggestion is not based on field observation or measured data; it is, in
the words of EPA, "assumed" and "theorized" by DOE; it is a "new conceptualization" designed
to explain the long-standing inconsistency between observed geochemistry and groundwater flow
paths (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# III-B-3, pp. 77-78).
CARD, in Figures 1 and 2 of its original paper by the above title, has identified and mapped the
recharge area for the Dewey Lake Redbeds and the Rustler Formation. Simply stated, the
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recharge area is in the south-central and southwestern part of the WIPP site and south of the site,
everywhere that the Santa Rosa sandstone is not present. At least 9 of 13 test wells in this area
produced water in the Dewey Lake Redbeds. In 7 of IO Culebra test wells in this area, total
dissolved solids (TDS) were measured at 36,000 mg/I or less, fresh enough to be classified as
brackish. This is consistent with the interpretation that Culebra groundwater becomes mixed with
increasing amounts of fresh water as it approaches Nash Draw, because the regime becomes
increasingly karstic, recharged through sinks or swallows.
DOE cannot and does not deny any of this. DOE admits in the CCA and in SEIS-II that the
Dewey Lake "contains a productive zone of saturation, probably under water-table conditions, in
the southwestern to south-central portion of the WIPP site and south of the site." The saturated
zone is typically found in the middle of the De.wey Lake, 180 to 265 feet below the surface, "and
appears to derive much of its transmissivity from open fractures." The saturated zone "may be
perched or simply underlain by less transmissive rock." Fractures below the saturated zone "tend
to be completely filled with gypsum" (CCA, p. 2-131; SEIS-II, 1997, p. 4-29). DOE described
the Dewey Lake Redbeds in this area as "relatively transmissive" (SEIS-II, 1997, p. 4-21), but
DOE refuses to acknowledge rainwater recharge in the area.
EPA noted that these fracture fillings may be c:aused by infiltration of rainwater, and that the
CCA did not adequately describe the fracture characteristics, the fracture density, the percentage
of fractures filled and partially filled, or what caused the fractures in the first place (EPA Docket,
A-93-02, Item# 111-B-3, pp. 39-40). DOE alleviated EPA's concerns by stating that the Dewey
Lake Redbeds have "not produced water within the WIPP shafts, or in boreholes in the immediate
vicinity of the waste panels" (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# 111-B-3, p. 84; see also CCA, pp.
2-98, 2-131), and that the Dewey Lake "exhibits no flow at the WIPP site" (EPA Docket,
A-93-02, Item# 111-B-3, p.65). These statements are false, for the following reasons: (I) The
Dewey Lake Redbeds have produced water in the WIPP exhaust shaft at approximately l 00 feet
below the surface, which EEG says "can be traced to recharge" (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item#
II-E-36, p. 3). The Dewey Lake produced watier in the air intake shaft as well (EEG-61, 1996,
p. 2-6). (2) The Dewey Lake Redbeds have produced water in four test wells in the immediate
vicinity of the waste panels (H-1, H-2, H-3 and WQSP-6) (EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-6). One of these
wells, H-1, is located directly above the waste panels (CCA, Appendix DEF, Figure DEF-8). (3)
The Dewey Lake Redbeds do exhibit flow at the WIPP site. Test well P-9 (the H-11 hydropad)
produced 25 gallons per minute, and WQSP-6 produced 28 gallons per minute (EEG-61, 1996,
p. 2-6). According to the neutron log for H3-b4, a down-hole camera recorded "water streaming
from fracture" at 466.85 feet below the surface, 200 feet below the so-called "saturated zone," in
a horizon where, according to DOE, "fractures tend to be completely filled with gypsum." (CCA,
p. 2-131; SEIS-11, 1997, p. 4-29). This open, water-filled fracture is only 35 feet above the
Rustler Formation, which leads to the inescapable conclusion that, in the immediate vicinity of
the waste panels, the Dewey Lake Redbeds contain feeder channels which readily transmit water
from the surface to the Rustler Formation.
DOE's original fallback position was that the Rustler anhydrites, siltstones and claystones are
confining layers (CCA, pp. 2-127, 2-128), barriers to rainwater infiltration. In performance
assessment, the Forty-Niner, Tamarisk, and lower unnamed members are assigned a permeability
of zero (CCA, pp. 6-123, 6-147, 6-148). This is consistent with testing of unaltered anhydrite
core samples in the laboratory. It is not consistent with occasional reports of Rustler claystones
producing water at rates equivalent to the Culebra or Magenta (Mercer and Orr, 1979; Mercer,
1983; Chaturvedi and Channell, 1985, pp. 37, 39; Beauheim, 1986; LaVenue et al., 1988, p. 2-5;
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Lappin, 1989, Table 4-3, reprinted as CCA, Appendix SUM; Jones et al., 1992, p. 2-12). Clearly,
DOE' s assumption that rainwater recharge never reaches the Rustler Formation was unwarranted.
Under pressure from EPA, "DOE concluded that the presence of anhydrite within Rustler units
does not preclude slow downward infiltration, as had been previously argued by DOE." (EPA
Docket, A-93-02, Item# ill-B-3, p. 78)
Based on an assumption of "extremely slow vertical leakage" (CCA, Appendix MASS, p.
MASS-72), DOE concluded that the travel time for infiltrating rainwater to reach the Culebra
is "probably thousands or tens of thousands of years." (CCA, Appendix MASS p. MASS-75)
According to DOE, this equates to an infiltration rate of 0.2 to 2.0 mm/yr (EPA Docket, A-93-02,
Item# II-H-46, p. 37), which amounts to only 0.05% to 0.5% of annual precipitation (40 cm/yr).
This would require a continuous, impermeable layer, acting as a barrier to rainwater infiltration,
somewhere in the stratigraphic column above the Rustler Formation. If it is not the Dewey Lake
Redbeds, then it would have to be the dune sands or the Mescalero caliche, because the Santa
Rosa and Gatuna formations are not continuous at the WIPP site.
The l~ck of surface runoff at the WIPP site indicates that the surface sands are transmissive
enough to allow infiltration of even the largest storms. EPA states that about 75% of total annual
precipitation results from intense thunderstorms between April and September (EPA Docket,
A-93-02, Item# ill-B-3, p. 88). Phillips ( 1987, Chapter N) stood in one of these thunderstorms
and observed one of the few small arroyos at the WIPP site, draining into the WIPP-33
depression; five feet of standing water sank into the sand within days.
As evidence for a continuous barrier to rainwater recharge and karst hydrology at the WIPP site,
EPA cites the Mescalero caliche. "DOE indicated that the Mescalero caliche is typically present
beneath the sand." (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# ill-B-3, pp. 58-59) DOE stated that the
Mescalero "covers the WIPP area as a hard, caliche crust," and DOE indicated that the caliche is
up to 10 feet thick (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# III-B-3, p. 43), which led EPA to conclude that
karst development is not a threat to waste containment at WIPP (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item#
III-B-3, p. 52). DOE also said, in the CCA, that the Mescalero caliche "is expected to be
continuous over large areas," but that "WIPP data are limited mainly to boreholes." (CCA, p.
2-60). EPA did complain that "a site-specific detailed map of the Mescalero caliche distribution
was not provided in the CCA" (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# III-B-3, p. 43).
EPA is referred once again to Richard Hayes Phillips' doctoral dissertation, the only extensive
work on the surficial geology of the WIPP site and vicinity. EPA has three copies, including one
with color photographs submitted at public hearings in Albuquerque in 1990. There is no
confirmation that anyone in EPA has read it, or factored into deliberations the relevance of its
findings.
Phillips' dissertation contains 16 site-specific detailed maps of the Mescalero caliche surface,
based on 1000 augur holes and 10 backhoe trenches, including WIPP-14 and the chain of four
sinkholes at WIPP-33. Four of these trenches, described in Chapter V, were located in the eastern
end of a karst valley, within the WIPP site (SW 114 sec 30, T 22 S, R 31 E), within the rainwater
recharge area, where Mescalero caliche is in direct contact with the Dewey Lake Redbeds. The
karst valley, one mile long, plainly visible in the WIPP site air photos (a valuable tool neglected
in DOE geological investigations), is also described in CARD's original paper. DOE, in its
response to CARD, does not deny that this is a karst valley.
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Trench exposures in the karst valley revealed 15 solution pipes, I to 14 feet in diameter, most
of them passing entirely through the caliche, the largest of them displaying surface collapse in
the Dewey Lake Redbeds. Some of the solution pipes formed where taproots had penetrated
the caliche; others formed where rainwater collected in depressions on the caliche surface.
Altogether, 15.3% of the caliche surface was absent, with surficial sand in direct contact with
Dewey Lake Redbeds. A smooth, continuous caliche surface cannot be expected; the effect is
more like Swiss cheese. After heavy rainstorms, water runs along the caliche surface until it
disappears into the solution pipes and infiltrate:s into the Dewey Lake Redbeds.
DOE videotaped the trenches. Larry Barrows, Al Lappin, Steve Lambert and George Bachman
all viewed the trenches, as did a number of other scientists affiliated with New Mexico Tech,
Texas Tech, EEG, and EPA. The trench exposures were consistent with Mescalero caliche
morphology described by Bachman (1973) and Bachman (1974), excerpted in the CCA
(Appendix XRE, pp. XRE2-20, XRE2-22). DOE, in its response to CARD, is forced to admit
that Mescalero caliche has "some permeability," and that "recharge to the water table can occur
over the entire land surface" (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# II-H-46, p. 27). At the WIPP site,
there. is no barrier to rainwater infiltration at arty level above the Culebra.

POTENTIAL FLOW PATHS FROM THE WIPP SITE
TO THE ACCESSIBLE ENVIRONMENT
Most of CARD' s original paper by the above ti1tle stands uncontested. DOE disagrees that: (I)
there has been extensive dissolution of halite in the Rustler Formation; (2) the Culebra dolomite
is recharged by modem rainwater; (3) DOE' s JProposed flow path is inconsistent with
groundwater geochemistry; and (4) Laguna Grande de la Sal is the principal discharge point for
Rustler groundwater, including the Culebra dolomite. These issues are dealt with in CARD's
point-by-point rebuttal to DOE.
CARD, in its original paper, identified three potential karstic groundwater flow paths from the
WIPP site to the accessible environment. Anderson (1996, p. 4) has visualized these flow paths
also; he describes them as resembling a "pincer," leaving the southwestern part of the WIPP site
"as an outlier of the main dissolution front." Frnm the recharge area in the central part of the
WIPP site there is a southeasterly flow path to H-3, DOE-I and H-11, proceeding between H-17
and P-17, thence westward to H-7 in Nash Draw. From the recharge area there is a northwesterly
flow path between H-18 and WIPP-18 to WIPP-13 and H-6, thence westerly to the WIPP-33
chain of sinkholes and WIPP-25 in Nash Draw. There is a westerly flow path from the WIPP-14
sinkhole to DOE-2 and WIPP-13, where two flow paths merge and the Rustler becomes one
unconfined aquifer with five members. These flow paths remain unchallenged, and CARD has
further evidence to support them. They include: and extend in a logical way the flow paths
recognized by DOE.
Jones et al. (1992, SAND92-1579, p. 2-21) have observed that Culebra fracture fillings are absent
or have been dissolved at H-3, DOE-1 and H-11 in the southeastern part of the WIPP site, and at
DOE-2, WIPP-13 and H-6 in the northwestern part of the WIPP site. As these six test wells are
located within two zones of high transmissivity identified by multi-well pumping tests
(Beauheim, 1986; Beauheim, 1989). Jones et al. conclude that open fractures "significantly
enhance groundwater flow and solute transport."
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Since the submission of its original paper, CARD has discovered a more complete transmissivity
database for the Culebra dolomite (LaVenue et al., 1988, SAND 88-7002, Table C.1; Beauheim,
1989, SAND89-0536, Table 6-1). Accordingly, CARD has updated its own data base, which is
given in Table 1 of this paper. Hydraulic conductivity is computed as transmissivity divided by
the thickness of the Culebra aquifer, though the transmissive interval is probably thicker.
The rainwater recharge area identified by CARD includes test wells H-1, H-2, H-3, ERDA-9, and
all four of the WIPP shafts. Two of the flow paths originate here. When CARD submitted its
original paper, the Culebra transmissivity at H-3 (19 ft 2/day) was thought to be anomalously high.
Now we know that Culebra transmissivities elsewhere in the recharge area are comparable (20.0
ft 2/day at H-1; 16.0 ft2/day at H-2; 22.0 ft 2/day at ERDA-9; and 28.0 ft 2/day at the WIPP exhaust
shaft). These transmissivities are more than an order of magnitude (more than ten times) greater
than previously believed, implying a faster rate of recharge and lateral flow. Hydraulic continuity
throughout the recharge area is indicated by the drawdown at well locations H-1, H-2 and H-3
caused by drainage into the WIPP shafts during the spring of 1983 (LaVenue et al., 1988,
SAND88-7002, p. G-6; see also Figures E.1, E.2 and E.3), and by drawdown and recovery at well
locations H-1, H-2, H-3, H-16 and ERDA-9 following drilling and grouting of the WIPP air
intake shaft between 1988 and 1994 (Silva, EEG-62, 1996, pp. 49-52).
CARD and DOE have identified a zone of high transmissivity through the southeastern part of the
WIPP site, indicating a flow path from H-3 to DOE-I to H-11. CARD noted at the public
hearings in February 1997 that lithologic descriptions for H-1, H-2 and H-3 were never published.
CARD has since discovered drawings and brief descriptions of Culebra core samples at H-2b,
H-2b2, H-3b2 and H-3b3 (Jones et al., 1992, SAND92-1579, Figures 6-2, 6-3, 7-2 and 7-3). At
H-2b and H-2b2 the cores were massive or vesicular with some fractures, most of them filled
with gypsum. But at H-3b2 the Culebra is "totally fragmented." Only three core samples totaling
4.0 feet were recovered; 18 feet of Culebra core was lost, and another 5.0 feet of core was lost in
black clay (not claystone - clay) immediately beneath the Culebra. At H-3b3 the whole Culebra
interval was "broken into pieces" less than I foot in length; where pieces were preserved, the core
was very porous; some fractures were open, some were filled with gypsum; 14.5 feet of Culebra
core was lost, and another 4.0 feet of core was lost in the black clay beneath the Culebra. This is
entirely consistent with a cavernous groundwater flow path through the Culebra dolomite and the
claystone of the lower unnamed member.
Jones et al. ( 1992, SAND92-1579) also present drawings and brief descriptions of Culebra core at
H-11b1, H-11 b2, H-11 b3 and H-11 b4 (Figures I0-2, 10-3, I 0-4 and 10-5). Here the Culebra is
sometimes "highly fragmented," sometimes "massive with subvertical fractures;" core recovery
was about 80%. The Culebra is underlain by black clay with subvertical fractures, some of them
open, some of them filled with gypsum.
DOE has concluded from tracer-injection testing at H-1, H-2, H-3, P-14, H-14 and H-19 that most
or all of the flow in the Culebra dolomite comes from the lower I 0 feet (CCA, Appendix MASS,
Attachment 15-6, p. 6) to 21 feet (Lappin, 1988, SAND88-0157, p. 77) of the Culebra. This is
consistent with the interpretation that fracturing is more extensive in the lower Culebra due to
caving in the mudstone and claystone immediately beneath the Culebra. There is direct evidence
that the lower unnamed member is involved in groundwater flow along this path; at H-3, the
dissolution residue in the lower unnamed member yielded as much water as the Culebra or
Magenta (EEG-32, 1985, p. 39).
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TABLE 1: HIGHEST MEASURED TRANSMISSIVITY (ft2/day)
AND HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY (ft/day)
IN CULEBRA DOLOMITE AT WIPP TEST WELLS
test
well
* H-1
* H-2
* H-3
* H-4
* H-5
* H-6
H-7
H-8
H-9
H-10
* H-11
H-12
* H-14
* H-15
* H-16
H-17
* H-18
* P-14
* P-15
* P-17
* P-18
* WIPP-12
* WIPP-13
* WIPP-18
* WIPP-19
* WIPP-21
* WIPP-22
WIPP-25
WIPP-26
WIPP-27
WIPP-28
WIPP-29
WIPP-30
AEC-7
*DOE-I
* DOE-2
* ERDA-9
* Exhaust Shaft
D-268
*Cabin Baby
Engle
USGS-1

trans missivity
20.0
16.0
19.0
1.8
0.86
88.0
1430.0
16.0
231.0
0.07
43.0
0.18
6.0
7.1
0.80
13.0
2.0
324.0
0.1
21.0
0.003
7.9
72.0
23.0
24.0
22.0
19.0
650.0
1250.0
650.0
18.0
1000.0
28.0
0.26
33.0
89.0
22.0
28.0
28.0
13.0
43.0
543.0

hydraulic
conductivity
0.87
0.73
0.86
0.075
0.037
3.8
31.0
0.59
7.7
0.002
1.7
0.007
0.22
0.32
0.037
0.51
0.08
14.7
0.005
0.84
0.0001
0.32
3.1
1.0
1.1

0.92
0.86
26.0
54.3
25.0
0.69
33.0
1.2
0.10
1.5
4.0
0.96
1.32
0.083
0.71

source of data

Beauheim ( 1987)
Beauheim ( 1987)
Mercer (1983)
Gonzalez (1983)
Seward (1982)
Gonzalez (1983)
LaVenue et al. ( 1989) •
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Beauheim (1989)
LaVenue et al. (1989)
Beauheim (1989)
Beauheim ( 1989)
Beauheim ( 1987)
Beauheim ( 1989)
Beauheim ( 1987)
Hydro Geochem
Seward (1982)
Beauheim ( 1989)
Hydro Geochem
Beauheim (1987)
Beauheim (1986)
Beauheim (1987)
Beauheim ( 1987)
Beauheim (1987)
Beauheim ( 1987)
Beauheim (1987)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Mercer (1983)
Beauheim ( 1987)
LaVenue et al. (1989)
Haug et al. ( 1987)
Beauheim ( 1986)
Beauheim ( 1987)
Beauheim ( 1987)
LaVenue et al. (1989)
Beauheim ( 1989)
Beauheim ( 1987)
Cooper ( 1962)

* Test wells located at or within one mile of the WIPP site.
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This southeasterly flow path crosses the WIPP site boundary south of H-11, "where it narrowly
lies between the P-17 and H-17 boreholes" (CCA, Appendix TFIELD, p. TFIELD-125). Culebra
transmissivities at P-17 and H-17, as measured during the multiwell pump test centered in the
2
2
Culebra at H-11 (Beauheim, 1989, Table 6-1) are moderately high (21.0 ft /day and 13.0 ft /day,
respectively), so these test wells probably missed the active solution conduits. LaVenue et al.
( 1988, SAND88-7002), when attempting a numerical simulation of this flow path, recognized
that a "relatively high transmissivity zone between wells H-17 and P-17" is required (p. iii) in
order "to reduce the differences between the calculated and observed heads at H-11 and DOE-1"
(p. 4-10) to a smaller amount than the margin of error of field measurement. They concluded
that the calibrated transmissivities between P-17 and H-17 are approximately 5 x 10·5 m2/sec
(pp. 4-12, 6-2), or 46 ft 2/day.
CARD represents that this flow path then turns westward, following an avenue of low resistance
beneath a vast karstic depression with disrupted surface drainage, four miles long and up to 7000
feet wide, extending from the James Ranch dune field to Nash Draw. It then flows beneath a
sinuous karst trench walled by high dunes, 2.5 miles long, leading directly to the collapse sink
where test well H-7 was drilled. At H-7 a dry cave was found in the Dewe{. Lake Redbeds, five
water-filled caves were found in the Culebra, and transmissivity of 1430 ft /day was measured in
the Culebra. When viewing the WIPP site air photos, the disrupted surface drainage immediately
south of the site is indistinguishable in character from Nash Draw. The karst trench, when
viewed stereoscopically, is unmistakable. The entire flow path from the WIPP site boundary to
Nash Draw demonstrates unconfined flow under water-table conditions. Typical of karst
channels, the hydraulic heads in the Culebra are equal at H-11, H-17, P-17 and H-7.
DOE, in its modeling assumptions, recognizes that Culebra flow is "strongly affected by a hightransmissivity zone in the southeastern portion of the WIPP site" (CCA, Appendix MASS,
p. MASS-77). DOE prefers a flow path continuing southward from H-17 to H-12 and thence
toward Malaga Bend; however, there is no evidence of a hydraulic connection between H-17 and
H-12. During the multiwell pump test centered in the Culebra at H-11, there was no response at
H-12 for 33 days, and the maximum drawdown was only 6 inches (Beauheim, 1989, Table 5.1),
which could not be attributed to the pumping at H-11 (Beauheim, 1989, p. 79). But DOE does
allude to H-7 when describing the "high-transmissivity zone" between P-17 and H-17 (CCA,
Appendix TFIELD, p. TFIELD-125; see also LaVenue et al., 1988, SAND88-7002, p. 6-1). In
SEIS-11 (p. 4-25), DOE describes Culebra flow patterns, stating that "flow above the WIPP
repository is to the south," "flow south of WIPP is possibly toward the west" (toward Nash
Draw), and "flow in Nash Draw is to the southwest" (toward Laguna Grande de la Sal).
It should be noted that H-19, the latest WIPP hydropad, consisting of an array of seven test wells,
is located between H-3 and DOE-1, within the zone of high transmissivity. Multi-well pumping
tests and tracer tests have been performed at H-19, but the results remain unpublished, tucked
away in the Sandia central files, unavailable to the public or even to the Peer Review Panel
(CCA, Appendix PEER, pp. 3-60, 3-61). The CCA (Appendix TFIELD, p. TFIELD-126) does
allude to the H-19 tracer test of December 1995 through March 1996, and does provide
hydrographs (Appendix TFIELD, Figures TFIELD-39 and TFIELD-40) which indicate a rapid
response at test wells H-1, H-3, WQSP-4 and WQSP-5 and no response at H-15. EPA should not
be content without full disclosure of these most recent drillholes and tracer tests. Reportedly, a
triple-tube core barrel produced high-quality core, and hydraulic and tracer testing procedures
were superior to the older tests conducted.
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CARD, in its original paper, identified a second zone of high transmissivity through the
northwestern part of the WIPP site, further described in pages 2 and 3 of this paper. The flow
path leads from the WIPP shafts to WIPP-13 1through a zone of high transmissivity between H-18
and WIPP-18. The flow path continues from WIPP-13 to H-6 to WIPP-33 to WIPP-25. This
flow path ultimately involves all five members of the Rustler Formation. CARD has discovered
additional evidence in support of this flow path.
It has been noted that the WIPP exhaust shaft responded to the multi-well pump test at WIPP-13,
and that LaVenue et al. (1988, SAND 88-7002, p. 6-3) believe that a high transmissivity zone
between WIPP-13 and the WIPP shafts is nec1~ssary to explain the response. Lappin (1989,
SAND 88-0157, p. 76, reprinted as CCA, Appendix SUM) observes that WIPP-21 "responded
strongly and rapidly" to both the multiwell pump test at H-3 and the sinking of the WIPP
ventilation and exhaust shafts. "This behavior probably reflects the presence of ... a single
fracture or fracture zone connecting the region near WIPP-21 with the two WIPP shafts, but not
intersecting WIPP-21 itself." Lappin notes that even if a given borehole does not indicate local
fracturing, there may be fracturing nearby. From these observations, CARD infers that there is a
zone of high transmissivity to the west of WIPP-21, from the WIPP shafts to WIPP-13.
CARD stated in its original paper that hydraulic heads in the Culebra and Magenta are equal at
WIPP-25 in Nash Draw and at H-6 within the northwestern comer of the WIPP site. Somewhere
between the WIPP shafts and H-6 the Culebra and Magenta lose their hydraulic distinction and
become a single, unconfined aquifer (see also LaVenue et al., 1988, SAND 88-7002, pp. 2-4,
2-5). CARD also observed that the Culebra head at WIPP-13 (3064 feet) is higher than at H-6
(3057 feet) and concluded that the Culebra and Magenta heads are equal at WIPP-13 as well,
stating that hydraulic heads in the Magenta should confirm this, but the data are not available.
CARD has since discovered that the Culebra head at H-18 (3059 feet) is also higher than at
H-6; again, hydraulic heads in the Culebra and Magenta may be equal, but the data are not
available. DOE needs to perform the necessary testing to determine where the Culebra and
Magenta lose their hydraulic isolation from each other.
At the public hearings in February 1997, CARD noted that geophysical logs for H-4, H-5 and H-6
were never published; only brief lithologic descriptions were provided (Mercer and Orr, 1979).
At H-6 the Culebra was described as "dolomite, light-olive-gray to olive-gray, pitted; some
gypsum, light gray; trace mud." Directly above and below the Culebra are dissolution residues
described as "mud matrix with mudstone, clay, and gypsum." No information was given about
the nature and extent of fracturing or the amount of core recovery. CARD has since discovered
that only 2.3 feet of core was recovered at H-6b (Jones et al., 1992, SAND92-1579, Figure 9-2).
It is described as "dense dolomite with minor vugs and some vertical fractures." Altogether, 90%
of the core was lost, indicative of conditions of dissolution. The release of the geophysical logs
for H-4, H-5 and H-6 is required.
In its original paper, CARD observed that hydraulic heads in the Magenta dolomite are higher
than hydraulic heads in the Forty-Niner member everywhere that heads have been measured in
the Forty-Niner (at H-3, H-14, H-16 and DOE-2). From this DOE concludes that flow between
the Magenta and the Forty-Niner at these locations "would be upward." This, observes DOE, "is
not consistent with the results of groundwater modeling, and this inconsistency may be the result
of local heterogeneity in rock properties that affect flow on a scale that cannot be duplicated in
regional modeling" (SEIS-11, p. 4-27). Upward flow between the Magenta and the Forty-Niner
is indeed inconsistent with DOE's concept of the Culebra dolomite as a confined aquifer,
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sandwiched between two anhydrite beds with zero permeability. These data indicate a discrete
flow path which DOE cannot reproduce in its modeling. There is direct evidence that the FortyNiner member is involved in groundwater flow at these locations. At H-14 and DOE-2 the
measured transmissivity of Forty-Niner claystone was more than an order of magnitude (more
than ten times) greater than the transmissivity of the Magenta dolomite (Lappin, 1989, SAND881057, Table 4.3, reprinted as CCA, Appendix SUM).
Lappin ( 1989) observes that "there must be a qualitative increase in the transmissivities of the
Tamarisk and Forty-Niner anhydrites somewhere between the WIPP site and Nash Draw,"
because "evaporite karst in and near Nash Draw involves formation of small caverns and
sinkholes within the Tamarisk and Forty-Niner members." He states that "karstic hydrology
might occur within the Rustler Formation at the WIPP site," which would involve rainwater
recharge to the Rustler dolomites and/or anhydrites. In order for this to occur, the Forty-Niner
heads would have to be greater than those of the underlying Magenta dolomite, at least in places.
The hydraulic heads at H-3, H-14, H-16 and DOE-2 "do not rule out fluid movement from the
surface downward" into the Forty-Niner claystones and anhydrites and/or into the Magenta
dolm:nite elsewhere, in areas "where the Dewey Lake is saturated." Vertical flow from the
Magenta to the Culebra would require downward movement through the Tamarisk member;
however, "it has not been possible to measure either transmissivities or head potentials within
either the claystones or anhydrites in the Tamarisk at or near the WIPP site." But such
measurements may not be necessary; rainwater recharge could happen "near the center of the
WIPP site," where Magenta heads are greater than those of the Culebra, "consistent with
downward flow between these two units." (Lappin, 1989, SAND88-1057, pp. 79, 81, reprinted
as CCA, Appendix SUM). This is a fair and honest assessment by Al Lappin, who observed
Phillips' trenches, stood upon the Dewey Lake Redbeds where Mescalero caliche is absent, and
evidently understood that rainwater recharge is occurring.
CARD, in its original paper, identified a third groundwater flow path along the northern boundary
of the WIPP site, in the Culebra and lower unnamed members of the Rustler, from the WIPP-14
sinkhole to DOE-2 to WIPP-13, where it merges with the flow path from the WIPP shafts. The
confluence of two underground flow paths in the Culebra at WIPP-13 is consistent with the
interpretation that the Magenta becomes important at WIPP-13, that some Culebra water rises
through the interconnected vertical fractures of the Tamarisk member and into the "broken and
shattered" Magenta dolomite. When viewed in plan, flow paths converge at WIPP-13. When
viewed in cross-section, flow paths diverge at WIPP-13. This illustrates the necessity of
modeling the Rustler aquifer in three dimensions.
As the flow path continues toward Nash Draw, the Magenta and higher units become increasingly
important. At WIPP-33, five underground caverns, all of them filled with water, were found in a
nested sequence: two in Magenta dolomite, two in Forty-Niner gypsum, and one in Dewey Lake
siltstone. The four Rustler caverns totaled 22.5 feet within a 50.5-foot stratigraphic section, and
the siltstone cavern was 7 .0 feet from top to bottom. These are large caverns, connected to
extensive conduits carrying water from the WIPP shafts all the way to Nash Draw and thence to
Laguna Grande de la Sal and the Pecos River.
The multiwell pump test centered at WIPP-13 has demonstrated a hydraulic connection between
the WIPP exhaust shaft and WIPP-25 in Nash Draw. CARD has discovered additional evidence
for the tributary flow path from the WIPP-14 sinkhole. In the CCA (Appendix DEF, p. DEF-30),
DOE distinguishes between "Nash Draw, where karst features are developed, and a more easterly
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region, including the WIPP site," where, according to DOE, "there is no significant shallow
dissolution of halite, anhydrite, or dolomite." DOE states that: "These two regions are separated
by a transition zone which includes a prong of dissolution extending from Nash Draw towards the
site of WIPP-14." The next paragraph refers 1the reader to Figure DEF-7, which displays a black
dot at the location of WIPP-14, together with this description: "Depression Areas North ofWIPP
Site." It should be noted that although the WlPP-14 borehole is 98 feet north of the current WIPP
site boundary, the depression into which it was drilled is 600 feet in diameter, straddling the
WIPP site boundary. This is direct evidence of karst geomorphology at the WIPP site.

CONCEPTUAL ERRORS IN THE DOE MODEL
OF GROUNDWATER FLOW IN THE RUSTLER FORMATION
DOE must defend its conceptual model of groundwater flow, lest it be shown that the highly
dependent performance assessment is fatally flawed. DOE's charges are dealt with in CARD's
poim-by-point rebuttal. However, there is one: criticism contained in CARD's original paper
which DOE made no attempt to refute: Borehole data should not be assumed to be representative
of hydraulic conditions beyond the immediate vicinity of the borehole.
In karst, hydraulic conductivity along solution-enlarged fractures may be three orders of
magnitude greater than that of the adjacent unaltered rock (Fetter, 1980). Because the active
solution conduits comprise a small part of the total area of the watershed, most boreholes will
miss them, and will show values for hydraulic conductivity which are not representative of karst
conditions (Bloom, 1978; Barrows, 1982). Borehole measurements may reflect aquifer properties
only within the immediate vicinity of the borehole (Konikow, 1995). The technique of
interpolation between data points, although useful in porous, homogeneous media, should not
be applied to a karstland (LeGrand, 1973).

DOE's performance assessment is said to be supported by the work of Corbet and Knupp
(SAND96-2 l 33). Their three-dimensional conceptual model of Rustler hydrology is said to
justify the two-dimensional mathematical model used in performance assessment (EPA Docket,
A-93-02, Item# II-H-46, p. 33). CARD, in its original paper by the above title, assailed the use
of geologic data to infer hydraulic conductivity values for areas in which conductivity
measurements were not available. CARD, on page 5 of its original paper, presented numerous
specific instances of assumed values which were inconsistent with borehole data in the vicinity.
The entire page stands unchallenged, and CARD now presents more examples.
Figure 2-7: Zone IV is said to represent "intact strata" in the Rustler. This zone includes the
WIPP air intake shaft, where much of the Culeibra dolomite exhibits "extensive subvertical to
vertical fracturing." About half of the fractures are filled with gypsum, and the rest are open.
Fractures interconnect all vugs, which are as large as 7.6 cm (3 inches) in diameter. The lower
0.15 m (6 inches) consists of brecciated dolomite (Jones, 1992, SAND92-1579, p. 2-19 and
Figure 2-10). This description is especially significant in view of the fact that DOE told EPA that
"it does not appear that the Culebra is extensively fractured in the vicinity of the WIPP shafts."
This led EPA to conclude that DOE's assumption of dual porosity (fracture flow and matrix
diffusion) "may be conservative." (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# 111-B-3, p. 38) This zone also
includes borehole H-11, where Culebra core is described as "highly fragmented." (Jones et al.,
1992, SAND92-1579, Figures 10-4, 10-5)
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Figure 2-9: The zone assumed to have hydraulic conductivity of 1 x 10· m/sec (2.8 x 10·
ft/day) in Rustler anhydrite includes borehole WIPP-13 where, according to the lithologic
description, 56 feet of Tamarisk anhydrite has been converted to gypsum; 7 .1 feet of dissolution
residue consisting of mudstone with angular clasts of gypsum breccia was encountered; steeply
dipping veins and fractures, one of them filled only with silt, were found throughout the Tamarisk
member; the overlying Magenta dolomite is "broken and shattered by numerous fractures dipping
60°-80° and displacing bedding planes 0.5-1.0 cm.;" and the Culebra is believed to be
hydraulically connected to the Magenta. This zone also includes borehole WIPP-19, where
solution cavities were found in Forty-Niner anhydrite (SAND79-7110, p. 17). This zone also
includes the WIPP ventilation shaft, where mudstone in the lower unnamed member of the
Rustler contains 24 vertical to subvertical fractures, all but one of them open, most of them
interconnected (TME 3177, Figure 5; EEG-32, 1985, Plate 1), and produces water in a dissolution
residue immediately beneath the Culebra (EEG-32, 1985, p. 39).
Admittedly, these occurrences may be anomalous, but that is exactly the point. To disregard
lithologic descriptions of the most disrupted ground is not a conservative assessment, because
groundwater selectively follows the paths of least resistance.

POINT-BY-POINT REBUTTAL TO DOE'S RESPONSE TO CARD'S COMMENTS
No one has previously correlated evidence for karst from DOE boreholes and test wells.
CARD is first to do so. The mere submission of Basic Data Reports for DOE boreholes as
"supporting references" does not mean that the implications of these data have been "considered"
by DOE in its performance assessment (PA); indeed, it is CARD's position that the data were
subjectively filtered for EPA examination.
2 If CARD had presented "few arguments" that were not discussed in the Compliance
Certification Application (CCA), then DOE should have been able to reprint them, submit them
to Larry Weinstock, and respond to them in detail. DOE chooses instead to refer to three of the
scientific papers presented by Ors. Richard H. Phillips and David T. Snow as one "comment"
each, parts of a "letter," so that the detail, depth and validity of CARD' s work might go
unrecognized by EPA.
3 DOE continues to describe the Culebra dolomite as "fractured," but not karstic. DOE's
groundwater model may be "consistent with international practice," but it is not appropriate for
karstic media, which are inherently unpredictable. It is not "international practice" to consider
disposal of radioactive or toxic waste in karstic regions. Barrows ( 1982, p. 17) cites 16 papers by
20 authors who have identified karstlands as unacceptable waste disposal environments.
4 CARD does not "confuse" DOE's "simplifying assumptions" with a "statement of reality."
DOE, specifically Corbet and Knupp, has applied simplifying assumptions, conceptual errors, and
misrepresentative data in its modeling of groundwater flow, then called the output "reality."
5 CARD disagrees that DOE's Culebra flow model is "consistent with the WIPP borehole data."
In its paper entitled "Conceptual Errors in the DOE Model of Groundwater Flow in the Rustler
Formation," CARD presents numerous examples of boreholes where measured data are
inconsistent with DOE's simplifying assumptions. In each case, CARD has identified the
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locations of the boreholes and has contrasted the data measured therein with DOE's
misrepresentation. The "detailed localized information" presented by CARD has not been
accounted for by DOE, "implicitly" or otherwise.
6 DOE admits that groundwater geochemistry in the Culebra can only be explained by "vertical
leakage," synonymous for rainwater recharge. But DOE remains committed to a miniscule rate
of rainwater recharge to the Culebra that is unrealistic in view of the geochemistry. Within the
WIPP site, total dissolved solids (TDS) vary by a factor of 25 (8,890 mg/l at H-2 to 230,000 mg/I
at H-15). Dissolved sodium and chloride (NaCl) also vary by a factor of 25 (4,835 mg/I at H-2 to
124,100 mg/lat H-5), well below saturation (318,000 mg/l NaCl). Such a discrepancy cannot be
explained by a recharge rate of 0.2 to 2.0 mm/yr, requiring transit of "several tens of thousands of
years," as assumed by DOE. This assumption has no basis in fact, but it would be consistent with
an equally slow rate of groundwater flow in the Rustler which, if believed, might support an
erroneous finding that the WIPP site is suitablle for waste isolation.
7 Regarding climatic change, full-glacial conditions would not "raise the water table to the land
surface." Such a concept on the part of DOE reflects a lack of understanding of karst hydrology.
An increased amount of groundwater (due to increased precipitation, decreased evaporation, or
both) would flow more rapidly than before through existing karst channels, enlarging them
through corrosion as it does so. As proof, CARD refers EPA to the Mescalero caliche, which
forms in the capillary fringe and dissolves whe:n exposed to standing water. The Mescalero
caliche is said to be older than the most recent glacial advances. If the water table had been at the
land surface during glacial maxima, the calicht! would have been obliterated.
8 It can never be stated categorically that "tht~re are no examples of karstic features" within the
WIPP site. A nearly continuous mantle of desert soil and windblown sand up to 13.5 feet thick
covers the entire WIPP site and vicinity, obscuring all but the largest and most obvious karst
features. One example of a karst feature within the WIPP site is at WIPP-14, where a solutionsubsidence doline 600 feet in diameter straddle:s the current WIPP site boundary.
9 DOE has never considered the human consequences of contamination of the Pecos River (part
of the accessible environment) by plutonium from the WIPP site. In restricting its analysis to the
WIPP site boundary, and by postulating very long groundwater travel times to that boundary,
DOE vouches for the safety of the WIPP site even while claiming not to know the ultimate
discharge point for contaminated water.
10 "The DOE has not denied the presence of k.arst features _ _ the WIPP site." This sentence
lacks a preposition. What is it - "near," "at," or "within"? There is a space here. A word has
been deleted.
11 It is interesting that DOE cites Barrows ( 1982) without having provided this landmark report
to EPA, except as Appendix A to Chaturvedi and Channell (EEG-32, 1985).
12 Harry LeGrand did not carry out an "investigation" of the karst issue. He wrote informal
reports, based upon his previous work in other karst regions. To our knowledge, he conducted no
field work at the WIPP site other than participating in a one-day field trip led by Larry Barrows.
LeGrand's reports were reprinted as appendices to Chaturvedi and Channell (EEG-32, 1985).
Nowhere does EEG state that it agrees with LeGrand's conclusions.
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13 DOE states that Nash Draw is "some 6 miles (10 kilometers) to the west of the Land
Withdrawal Area." This is an erroneous statement which could have misled EPA into thinking
that Nash Draw, one of the largest karst features with surface expression in North America, is
"some" safe distance from the WIPP site. DOE personnel drive through Nash Draw every day on
their way to the WIPP site. The truth is that the fluvial incisions of Livingston Ridge, which
mark the eastern boundary of Nash Draw, reach to within one mile (1.6 kilometers) of the
northwest comer of the WIPP site, and to within 1.2 miles ( 1.9 kilometers) of the southwest
comer of the WIPP site, 400 feet from the WIPP site turnoff.
14 DOE states that "there is no evidence from hydraulic conductivities" that the karst
development found at WIPP-33 extends into the Land Withdrawal Area (L WA). There are two
reasons for this: (1) WIPP-33 is no longer within the LWA, having been gerrymandered out of
the WIPP site when its boundaries were reduced. (2) WIPP-33 was never converted to a
hydrologic test well, and so there are no multiwell pump tests designed to determine whether or
not the five water-filled caverns found at WIPP-33 are hydraulically connected to the zone of
anomalously high transmissivity within the northwestern part of the WIPP site (test wells H-6,
WIPP-13, and DOE-2). If there is "no evidence," this is because DOE has not done the necessary
testing. WIPP-33 was drilled in 1979. DOE has had 18 years to measure hydraulic conductivity
under certifiable karst conditions in the immediate vicinity of the WIPP site. Absence of
evidence is not evidence of absence.
15 The "heterogeneous transmissivities" in the Culebra should be cause for grave concern.
Within one mile of the WIPP site, measured Culebra transmissivities vary by five orders of
magnitude (0.003 ft2/day at P-18 to 324 ft2/day at P-14). DOE interprets these as preferential
flow along "fracture networks," citing Beauheim (1989). EPA should not dismiss CARD's
interpretation that these linear zones of anomalously high transmissivity could be indicative of
karstic channels, especially in light of DOE's own admission that groundwater flow in all
members of the Rustler "is primarily controlled by fractures that have been affected by shallow
dissolution processes." (SEIS-II, p. 4-30) In Jones et al., (1992, pp. 3-9, 3-10, 12-19), DOE
admits that a variable-aperture channel model, with the bulk of the flow occurring in channels,
"could fit the observed data equally as well." Yet DOE adheres to its "stochastic" model, treating
the "heterogeneous transmissivities" in the Culebra as "random variables" without geographic
orientation. Given the observed data, the conservative approach would be: (1) to acknowledge
that paths of anomalously high transmissivity, being interconnected paths of least resistance, are
representative of actual site-scale groundwater flow paths and to assess the suitability of the
WIPP site according to these data; and (2) to convert WIPP-33 and WIPP-14 into hydrologic test
wells in order to measure Rustler transmissivity under actual karst conditions in the immediate
vicinity of the WIPP site. That was done at H-7 in Nash Draw, where Culebra transmissivity is
1430 ft 2/day and hydraulic conductivity is at least 31.0 ft/day, or 2.1 miles per year. Figure
TFIELD-5 in the CCA does not present "the same data" as Figure 3 in CARD's paper entitled
2
"Cavernous Zones at the WIPP Site." CARD presents its data in ft /day, showing the great range
of values. DOE presents its data logarithmically, which obscures the range for most readers. In
addition, DOE seldom presents the highest measured transmissivities for a given test well, as
CARD does, and as DOE should do if its performance assessment is to be conservative. CARD
has subsequently revised its data base with the receipt of reports containing even higher measured
transmissivities at twenty-five WIPP test wells (LaVenue et al., 1988; Beauheim, 1989).
16 DOE contends that "the measured head data can be contoured as continuous smooth surfaces
and so argue against karstic flow." This statement is misleading. Any data can be mapped with
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smooth contour lines if the data is used selectively. EPA should compare Figure 2-31 (CCA, p.
2-125) with Figure TFIELD-7 (CCA, Appendix TFIELD, p. TFIELD-27). On Figure 2.31, thirty
test wells are shown, all in their correct geographic locations. The contour lines are on the wrong
side of four test wells (H-2, H-3, H-4 and H-15). Six test wells are missing altogether. Four of
them (H-8, H-16, WIPP-27 and WIPP-29) do not fit with DOE's "continuous smooth surfaces,"
falling on the wrong side of the contour lines; one of them (H-19) is an unknown quantity, the
data still unpublished; and one of them (AEC-7) fits perfectly, right on the 932-meter contour
line. The most significant problem with Figure 2-31 is that the data are inconsistent, partly
confined, partly unconfined, especially in the western half of the field. In places, Culebra water
rises through the Tamarisk member and into the Magenta. This is true at WIPP-25 in Nash Draw
and at H-6 within the northwestern comer of the WIPP site, where the Culebra and Magenta
heads are equal. It is probably true as well at WIPP-13 in the northwestern part of the WIPP site,
where the Magenta is broken and shattered by numerous steeply-dipping fractures, the Tamarisk
exhibits a zone of mudstone/gypsum breccia (dissolution residue) and steeply-dipping fractures
throughout, and the Culebra freshwater head is higher than at H-6. Just northwest of the waste
panels is H-16, where the Culebra freshwater head is anomalously low (3005 feet), which is why
it does not fit with the contour lines on DOE's map. CARD believes that some water from the
rainwater recharge area in the central part of the WIPP site flows through the Rustler in a
northwesterly direction, bypassing H-16 and H-18 on its way to WIPP-13, H-6, WIPP-33 and
WIPP-25. No generalized map of the Culebra potentiometric surface, with or without all the data
points, can reflect such a discrete channelized flow path. Interpolation between data points is not
appropriate for hydraulic heads in unconfined aquifers.
17 DOE proclaims that "head changes in borelholes indicative of rapid recharge at the WIPP site
during times of heavy rainfall have not been observed." There are two reasons for this: (1)
boreholes which intercepted karst channels (e.g. WIPP-33 and WIPP-14) were not converted to
test wells; and (2) water levels in test wells which did not intercept karst channels cannot be
expected to fluctuate with rainfall. Within the WIPP site, the top of the Culebra is 413 ft (at
P-15) to 899 ft (at H-5c) below the surface. Rapid infiltration to such depth can only be expected
in the sinkholes themselves, as at WIPP-33, where five feet of standing water was observed to
sink into the sand in a matter of days (Phillips, 1987, p. 86). However, a steady rise in water
levels in the Magenta at test wells H-2 and H-3, and in the Culebra at test wells H-1, H-3 and
H-4, all located within the recharge area, were recorded between mid-1977 and mid-1981
(Gonzalez, 1983, SAND83-0210, pp. 22-25). This occurred in undisturbed hydraulic conditions,
before the sinking of the first WIPP shaft in July 1981 (CCA, Appendix TFIELD, Table TFIELD9). DOE says that this rise in hydraulic heads is "unexplained" (CCA, Appendix TFIELD, p.
TFIELD-17). CARD offers an explanation. During this four-year period 68.55 inches of rain
(17.14 inches per year) was recorded in Carlsbad, compared to an average of 10.85 inches per
year during the preceding 25 years. While the rise in Magenta and Culebra water levels cannot be
correlated with individual rainstorms, it can be correlated with short-term trends in precipitation.
18 DOE misrepresents CARD's position regarding the significance of a lack of core recovery. If
one omits the word "particularly," then CARD's position regarding carbonate rocks is correctly
stated. However, evaporite rocks are not typically fractured, so a consistent lack of core recovery
in horizons identified by the drill loggers as containing dissolution residues is a clear indication of
unconsolidated or cavernous zones capable of transmitting water with little resistance. When
these occurrences are correlated and mapped, as CARD has done in its paper entitled "Cavernous
Zones at the WIPP Site," it is shown that these zones snake across the WIPP site, penetrating its
heart at the ventilation shaft, extending from the repository to the discharge area in Nash Draw.
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19 On the authority of Powers and Holt, DOE takes the position that these zones are not
dissolution residues at all -- that no subsurface dissolution of halite has ever occurred in the
Rustler Formation, because no halite was ever deposited where today it is absent. No one besides
Powers and Holt and their collaborators subscribe to this. There is "ample published evidence for
the real extent of dissolution," (Anderson, 1996, p. 6). The works of two scientists on the DOE
payroll does not "largely rule out this explanation," as contended by DOE (CCA, p. 2-38).
CARD, in its paper entitled "Potential Flow Paths from the WIPP Site to the Accessible
Environment" (p. 4), has cited fifteen reports which describe extensive dissolution of halite in the
Rustler Formation, and now, in its rebuttal to DOE, cites eight more: Jones et al. (1960), Vine
(1963), Cooper and Glanzman (1971), Brokaw et al. (1972), Jones (1978), Ferrall and Gibbons
(1979), LaVenue et al. (1988), and Anderson (1996). Many of these authorities are or were
consultants to DOE on the WIPP project. DOE, in the CCA, cites Powers and Holt 25 times in
7 pages (beginning at p. 2-38), more often than DOE cites the works of all other scientists
combined. Anderson states that "the extensive character of Rustler dissolution at WIPP is
recognized by virtually all scientists who have examined this area." (Anderson, 1996, p. l) "By
disregarding the weight of professional opinion regarding the extent and history of dissolution,
and by using the Holt and Powers study to claim that dissolution is 'physically unreasonable,'
when in fact it is real and ongoing," DOE reveals unacceptable bias. "Climate-related failure of
shaft seals has important ramifications for both undisturbed and disturbed containment scenarios,
and the DOE application cannot simply eliminate the problem by citing a minority opinion that
dissolution is not a significant factor at the WIPP site." (Anderson, 1996, p. 2) The work of
Lowenstein (EEG-36, 1987) should be sufficient to resolve the issue. Lowenstein performed a
detailed sedimentological analysis of Rustler cores from four test wells (DOE-2, WIPP-19, H-11
and H-12). This included visual examination of the cores, petrographic analyses of 52 thin
sections from selected locations of the cores, and X-ray diffraction analyses of 40 samples from
selected locations of the cores. Lowenstein found evidence of late-stage alteration in every
member of the Rustler - in gypsum/anhydrite, mudstone, and dolomite. The alteration has
involved physical processes such as brecciation, slumping, fracturing and faulting, and chemical
processes such as rehydration of anhydrite to gypsum, precipitation of gypsum, and dissolution of
halite, anhydrite, and gypsum. The abundance of gypsum-cemented breccias and gypsum-filled
fractures that crosscut all other sedimentary features indicate that dissolution in the Rustler is a
recent process. Moreover, the zones described by CARD in the Forty-Niner, Tamarisk, and lower
unnamed members of the Rustler, are specifically identified as dissolution residues in the Basic
Data Reports for at least twelve boreholes (ERDA-6, ERDA-9, H-1, H-6, WIPP-13, WIPP-18,
WIPP-19, WIPP-21, WIPP-22, WIPP-25, WIPP-26 and WIPP-33), and for the ventilation shaft.
Most of this data is republished in the CCA (Appendix BH). The Peer Review Panel is rightfully
concerned that alternative hydrogeologic models which attribute spatially varying porosity and
permeability in the Culebra to solution of halite within the Rustler Formation "were considered
and discarded." (CCA, Appendix PEER, p. 3-12)
20 In order to deny that subsurface dissolution has ever occurred in the Rustler Formation,
Powers and Holt attribute all fracturing and brecciation in the Rustler to dissolution at the top of
the underlying Salado Formation. Powers and Holt have confused the cause with the effect.
Dissolution proceeds from the top down, due to infiltrating rainwater. Dissolution at the top of
the Salado cannot occur without dissolution of the Rustler, and the more fractured and brecciated
the Rustler, the more likely that dissolution will affect the top of the Salado.
21 Livingston Ridge does not mark "the eastern limit of significant karst development." It is
not a geomorphic divide. In fact, it is not a ridge at all, but an eastward-retreating escarpment
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marking the eastern edge of Nash Draw. There~ significant karst development east of
Livingston Ridge, sometimes localized, sometimes extensive, as can be seen by stereoscopic
viewing of the WIPP site air photos.
22 DOE admits that WIPP-33 is not the only sinkhole east of Livingston Ridge. Phillips (1987,
Chapter IV) demonstrated through structure contour maps based upon 347 augur holes that
WIPP-33 is one of a chain of four sinkholes, all of which are evident in the air photos. Phillips
also recorded, following a torrential rainstorm,. the sudden appearance of a new arroyo which
disappeared into the easternmost sinkhole. DOE considers this chain of sinkholes to be a "prong
of dissolution" that extends eastward "as far as WIPP-33." If DOE would examine its own air
photos, DOE would discover that the sinkhole drilled as WIPP-33 is the westernmost in this "line
of sinkholes described by CARD." In fact, by confirming that these are sinkholes, DOE
inadvertently admits that proven karst features extend 2000 feet east of the WIPP-33 borehole, to
within 1000 feet of the current WIPP site boundary. It is exceedingly dangerous for DOE to
assume that this is the eastern limit of karst development, that the WIPP site is a karst-free island
in the midst of a regional karstland.
23 DOE, citing Powers and Holt ( 1995), says that "there is no indication that the Salado at the
WIPP site has been thinned by dissolution," and that "evidence for a dissolution residue at the top
of the Salado is limited to the west of the WIPP site." In the CCA (Appendix DEF, p. DEF-30),
DOE states that "the edge of halite dissolution at the top of the Salado will not reach the
controlled area until well after the period of regulatory concern." Yet at least seven boreholes
east of Livingston Ridge encountered dissolution residue at the top of the Salado. All seven, at
the time they were drilled, were located within the WIPP site boundary. Three of them (P-12,
P-14 and WIPP-33) are no longer within the WIPP site, having been gerrymandered out of the
WIPP site when its boundaries were reduced. JFour of them (H-3, H-6, P-6 and P-13) are within
the current WIPP site boundary. Dissolution rnsidue at the Rustler/Salado contact was also
encountered in the WIPP ventilation shaft, at the heart of the WIPP site. Moreover, this
dissolution residue is a water-bearing unit, commonly known as the "brine aquifer," which is why
at least seven hydrologic test wells located within the WIPP site (H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4, H-5, H-6
and H-16) have been completed to this depth. In SEIS-II, after stating that the brine aquifer "is
absent under the WIPP site" (SEIS-II, 1997, p. 4-28), DOE observes that, "in Nash Draw," it
"contains the largest concentrations of dissolved solids in the WIPP area," ranging from 41,500
mg/I in borehole H-1to412,000 mg/I in borehole H-5c (SEIS-Il, 1997, p. 4-29). These boreholes
are not in Nash Draw; they are both within the WIPP site.
SALADO DISSOLUTION EAST OF NASH DRAW

hole
vent shaft
H-3
H-6
P-6
P-12
P-13
P-14
WIPP-33

top of Saladlo

top of salt

dissolution
residue

844.5 ft
821 ft
721 ft
659 ft
749 ft
721 ft
687 ft
675.3 ft

845.5 ft
823 ft
723.4 ft
661 ft
752 ft
725 ft
695 ft
678.0 ft

1 ft
2 ft
2.4 ft
2 ft
3 ft
4 ft
8 ft
2.7 ft
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DOE has always been reluctant to admit to the extent of shallow dissolution. No later than
November 1981 a map was prepared by Richard P. Snyder of USGS, based upon the borehole
data cited above, showing the shallow dissolution front extending eastward into the WIPP site
itself. This map was stamped "OFFICIAL USE ONLY" and was withheld from the public until
March 1983 when it was finally published by Sandia Labs (Borns et al., 1983, Figure A-12).
In the meantime, DOE published a map which falsely depicted all of the WIPP site as being free
of dissolution in the Salado (WIPP SAR, Figure 2.7-33). And even the map prepared by Snyder
does not tell the whole story. Borehole H-3 is anomalous, being located nearly two miles east of
the shallow dissolution front. H-3 represents an isolated pocket of Salado dissolution deep within
the WIPP site, 400 feet south of the proposed waste disposal area. This implies localized
recharge and vertical flow through solution conduits. It is interesting that DOE cites Dennis
Powers as its authority for the statement that the Salado at the WIPP site has not been thinned by
dissolution. Powers was a co-author of Borns et al. (1983), the very report in which Snyder's
map was first published.
24 It cannot be stated that "there are no examples of karstic solution channels" within the WIPP
site unless and until: (1) DOE employs field techniques capable of detecting karstic solution
channels up to 1000 feet below the land surface; (2) DOE covers the entire WIPP site with such
technology; and (3) DOE turns WIPP-33 and WIPP-14 into hydrologic test wells and conducts
multiwell pump tests in them. CARD, in its paper entitled "Cavernous Zones at the WIPP Site,"
has shown ample evidence of karstic solution channels that cannot be disproven by DOE.
25 CARD does indeed conclude that WIPP-14 is a sinkhole, but not because "lost core represents
dissolution zones into which there has been collapse." WIPP-14 is probably not a collapse sink,
but is more likely an alluvial doline (solution-subsidence doline), for which the Pecos River
valley is well known. CARD specifically differentiates between subsidence and collapse, stating
that no collapse is evident at the surface at WIPP-14. Nor is there evidence of collapse beneath
the surface, which explains the "normal stratigraphic sequence" claimed by DOE. However, at
WIPP-14 the Culebra is directly underlain by 71.4 feet of mud with gypsum and anhydrite
fragments, interpreted by CARD as transported cave sediments into which collapse of overlying
strata has not yet occurred and through which groundwater can flow almost unimpeded. 71.4 feet
of mud (not mudstone -- mud) does not constitute a "normal stratigraphic sequence." Culebra
dolomite was not deposited and lithified on top of 71.4 feet of mud; it was formed as a residue of
salt dissolution. DOE has not offered an alternative explanation for the presence of mud beneath
the Culebra, an occurrence reported nowhere else east of Nash Draw. In the CCA (Appendix
DEF, p. DEF-30) DOE states that Nash Draw and the WIPP site "are separated by a transition
zone which includes a prong of dissolution extending from Nash Draw towards the site of
WIPP-14." The CCA goes on to say that: "only a few small clusters of shallow dolines on the
Mescalero caliche have been identified on the Los Medanos plateau east of Livingstone (sic)
Ridge." The CCA refers the reader to Figure DEF-7, which identifies "Depression Areas North
of WIPP Site" at the precise location of WIPP-14. It is important to note that although the
WIPP-14 drill hole is located 98 feet north of the current WIPP site boundary, the sinkhole into
which WIPP-14 was drilled is 600 feet in diameter and straddles the WIPP site boundary, which
constitutes direct evidence of karst at the WIPP site. In 1990, when Phillips led EPA officials on
a tour of the WIPP site and vicinity, he found that the road to WIPP-14 had been barricaded.
26 Radiocarbon dates as young as 11,250 years B.P. (before present) have been reported for
Mescalero caliche (Phillips, 1987, p. 67). Thus, the conclusion that Livingston Ridge assumed its
present position hundreds of thousands of years ago is unsubstantiated. Livingston Ridge is an
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eastward-retreating escarpment; its rate of retreat is uncertain, and it could indeed reach the WIPP
site within "the regulatory time frame." The edge of halite dissolution at the top of the Salado
will not only "reach the controlled area (WIPP site) during the period of regulatory concern
(10,000 years)," it has already reached the WTI>P site, as shown above. DOE's position is more
explicitly stated in SEIS-Il (1997, p. 4-30), where DOE contends that "dissolution at the top of
the Salado at the edge of the WIPP site would not take place for some 225,000 years ... " This
time frame dates to a paper by Bachman (1973), as quoted in DOE's response to Anderson (CCA
Docket, A-93-02, Item# Il-H-23, pp. 5-6). Bachman's paper was written before the DOE even
existed, before any of its test wells were drilled, when it was generally believed that the brine
aquifer at the Rustler-Salado contact was confined to Nash Draw. DOE, in its defense of the
WIPP site, is compelled to fall back upon an Ollltdated report which preceded most data collection.
27 The issues in dispute are, indeed, the amount of recharge and its infiltration rate to the
Culebra. DOE errs by one to two orders of magnitude on both related rates, adopting one which
is tantamount to no recharge and infiltration at all. In its performance assessment, DOE relies
upon the simplifying assumption that groundwater flow is two-dimensional, confined to the
Culebra. DOE assumes that no other subsurface pathway exists above the Salado (CCA,
Appendix MASS, pp. 67, 68), contrary to its own admissions that "flow in the Rustler Formation
is three-dimensional and occurs to some degree in all Rustler units" (SEIS-Il, p. 4-21), and that
the two-dimensional model "does not properly account for vertical leakage into the Culebra"
(CCA, Appendix MASS, Attachment 15-7, p. 22). DOE admits that the "confined model" is a
necessary simplification for performance assessment (CCA, p. 9-18). If the assumption of
confined flow was made to avoid the difficulti(~S of three-dimensional modeling, it is a mistake.
DOE has speculated about the percentage of rainwater recharge that reaches the Rustler
Formation, with guesses ranging from 25% (CCA, p. MASS-69) to 30% (CCA, p. 2-128) to
66% (CCA, Appendix MASS, Attachment 15-7). DOE has never even attempted to measure
infiltration rates at the WIPP site. Reliance on a chloride mass balance method is no substitute
for measured data. DOE admits that, in its groundwater model, the recharge value was chosen in
order to yield the desired result. DOE then claims that the model reveals the locations of the
recharge areas, all of which just happen to be distant from the WIPP site. CARD, in its paper
entitled "Rainwater Recharge at the WIPP Site.," has already shown that the recharge area for the
Dewey Lake Redbeds and the Rustler Formation is at and near the WIPP site, everywhere that the
Santa Rosa sandstone is not present. CARD will not restate its supporting evidence here.
28 Since April 1979, when the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was issued, DOE
has proceeded on the assumption that Culebra groundwater from the WIPP site would discharge
at Malaga Bend on the Pecos River. DOE now concedes that it will not. This admission
invalidates the WIPP performance assessment, which charts all flow paths southward toward
Malaga Bend only. Phillips (1987, Chapter Vrn) showed through geochemical analysis that
while groundwater from the Rustler/Salado brine aquifer discharges at Malaga Bend, the
dolomite and anhydrite members of the Rustler Formation discharge at Laguna Pequena and
Laguna Grande de la Sal in Nash Draw. DOE admits that the Tamarisk discharges at Laguna
Grande de la Sal, but denies that the Culebra discharges there (SEIS-11, p. 16-17), seemingly
unaware that the Culebra is exposed there (Vine, 1963). Phillips (1987, Chapter VIII) showed
through analysis of evaporation rates that Laguna Grande de la Sal may account for ten times as
much groundwater flow as do the brine springs at Malaga Bend. DOE denies this (SEIS-11, p.
4-21 ), citing Hunter ( 1985, p. 32) who thought the surface of Laguna Grande de la Sal is 660
acres, when in fact it is 2,120 acres (Robinson and Lang, 1934, Plate 4). On one occasion,
Phillips ( 1987, Chapter VIII) measured 394 cubic feet per second ( 177 ,000 gallons per minute)
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of water flowing from Laguna Pequena into Laguna Grande de la Sal. However, in 1990, when
Phillips led EPA officials on a tour of the WIPP site and vicinity and attempted to show them
Laguna Pequena, DOE personnel intervened and prevented him from doing so. DOE now
recognizes discharge at Laguna Pequena, but still is "not clear" why groundwater from WIPP
must discharge at Laguna Grande de la Sal. Such statements reflect a lack of understanding of
groundwater hydrology. In Nash Draw, the lowest point of the watershed, both topographically
and potentiometrically, is Laguna Grande de la Sal. Such an argument is not "entirely irrelevant
with respect to compliance." Evaporation rates suggest that nearly 600 million cubic feet per year
of Rustler groundwater flows into Laguna Grande de la Sal (Phillips, 1987, Chapter VIII). If
none of this water comes from the WIPP site, then DOE must propose another discharge point for
Rustler groundwater, based upon field observation. In the CCA (Appendix SCR, p. SCR-29),
DOE states that: "In the region around WIPP, the principal discharge areas are along Nash Draw
and the Pecos River." If groundwater from WIPP does not discharge to the Pecos River, then it
must discharge to Nash Draw. If DOE cannot identify another groundwater discharge point, then
EPA certification should be denied because a basic understanding of the regional groundwater
hydrology is lacking. DOE must not be allowed to restrict its calculations to the WIPP site
boun9aries, since that permits DOE to divorce its groundwater model from reality. By ignoring
Laguna Grande de la Sal, DOE underestimates by one to two orders of magnitude the amount of
rainwater recharge in the Rustler groundwater system.
29 DOE misrepresents CARD' s presentation of groundwater flow paths. DOE observes that the
geochemistry of Culebra groundwater varies markedly across the WIPP site and vicinity. "Zone
A," primarily east of the WIPP site, has water with moderately high concentrations of dissolved
halite. "Zone B," south of the WIPP site, has water with lower concentrations of dissolved halite
than of dissolved gypsum. "Zone C," including most of the WIPP site and immediate vicinity,
has water with concentrations of dissolved halite steadily decreasing from east to west. "Zone D"
has water contaminated by effluent from potash refineries in Nash Draw. CARD does not believe
that Culebra water flows from "Zone C" to "Zone B," as suggested in the CCA. CARD believes
that the simplest explanation which accounts for observed groundwater geochemistry is that
Culebra water flows from "Zone C" to "Zone D," that is, from the WIPP site to Nash Draw. So
does water in the Forty-niner, Magenta, and lower unnamed members of the Rustler. CARD has
never "assumed" that groundwater flow is confined to the Culebra; to the contrary, CARD has
given evidence that groundwater flow in the Rustler is three-dimensional. DOE admits that
Corbet and Knupp (1996) sought a "coherent explanation" of Culebra groundwater geochemistry
"consistent with the flow directions presented in the CCA." Anyone can produce a groundwater
model consistent with the desired conclusion. CARD's interpretation is consistent with field
observations and all measured data. In "Zone C," the steady decrease in concentrations of
dissolved halite from east to west, from the WIPP site to Nash Draw, together with the presence
of dissolved halite in test wells to the west of the WIPP site (H-6, P-14, WIPP-25 and WIPP-26),
where there is no halite in the Rustler, does indeed indicate a westward component to
groundwater flow. DOE makes the very same argument for "Zone A" east of WIPP, while
insisting that westward flow cannot be happening in "Zone C." Moreover, the concentrations of
dissolved halite in the Culebra at P-14(18,100 mg/I) are low enough to indicate direct rainwater
recharge and a short residence time. Lambert (1983, SAND 82-01, p. 72) made the same
observation. DOE generalizes that "the sites of recharge can be found in a groundwater basin
model by tracing various flow paths from the WIPP site upstream to the water table." If the
model is wrong, so are the flow paths deduced from it. Such flow paths "were not identified."
(CCA, Appendix MASS, p. MASS-71). DOE cannot rely on speculation that there are three
distinct areas of recharge at unknown locations distant from the WIPP site. DOE must either
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accept that recharge to the Dewey Lake Redbeds and the Rustler Formation occurs at the WIPP
site itself, wherever the Santa Rosa sandstone is not present, or admit that it lacks a rudimentary
understanding of the regional groundwater system.
30 DOE claims that Culebra groundwater is more than 12,000 years old. Let us examine DOE's
evidence. (1) According to DOE, no tritium from nuclear testing has been detected in Culebra
groundwater. DOE does not reveal which Cullebra test wells have been tested for tritium; one
would certainly not expect to find it where the Santa Rosa sandstone impedes infiltration. Even if
every Culebra test well were tested and found not to contain tritium, this would only mean that
Culebra water, at these specific locations, is at least 52 years old, and then only if it could be
shown that tritium contamination from nuclear testing had actually occurred in the region.
Moreover, tritium was found in WIPP test wells 15 years ago (Barrows, personal communication,
May 1983). The data are not revealed by DOE. (2) Stable isotope signatures and radiocarbon
dating are not reliable means for determining the age of groundwater; the reader is referred to
Chapman (EEG-35, 1986) and Chapman (EEG-39, 1988). (3) DOE says that recharge rates "in
excess of 12,000 years are consistent with the flow pattern predicted by the groundwater basin
modeling." A flow pattern, even if correct, reveals nothing about the age of the water. (4)
DOE says that "overlying anhydrites are not thought to have been fractured by upper Salado
dissolution." DOE is referring to "Zone C," where overlying anhydrites are commonly converted
to gypsum (e.g. at P-1, P-4, P-12, P-13, P-14, P-15, H-11, H-14, H-16, H-17, H-18, WIPP-11,
WIPP-12, WIPP-13, WIPP-14, WIPP-18, WIPP-19, WIPP-33, WIPP-34 and DOE-2) by solution
processes due to fresh water recharge proceediing from the top down, regardless of whether
dissolution has reached the underlying Salado. (5) The geochemistry in "Zone B" is not relevant.
Test wells H-8 and H-9 are far from groundwater flow paths from the WIPP site to the accessible
environment in Nash Draw. (6) Not all Culebira water at WIPP is saturated with respect to
gypsum. The lowest reported concentrations of dissolved gypsum in the Culebra at test wells
within the WIPP site vary by a factor of seven, from 1,170 mg/I at H-5 to 8,180 mg/I at H-1, as
compared to 13,180 mg/I at WIPP-29 in Nash Draw. (7) Undersaturation with respect to halite
can and should be attributed to short residence times (Ramey, EEG-31, 1985, p. 21).
Undersaturation occurs even where halite is present above the Magenta (89,200 mg/I NaCl at
P-18), where hydraulic conductivity is said to be very slow (0.0001 ft/day). Under these
conditions, a residence time of far less than the 12,000 years postulated by DOE should be
sufficient to achieve saturation (318,000 mg/I NaCl).
31 The evidence says that the recharge area for the Dewey Lake Redbeds and the Rustler
Formation is at and near the WIPP site, everywhere that the Santa Rosa sandstone is not present.
DOE claims that recharge occurs far from the WIPP site precisely because it would "not affect
the model results." The discharge area for groundwater from the WIPP site is at Laguna Pequena
and Laguna Grande de la Sal in Nash Draw. It is here that plutonium contamination from WIPP
would reach the accessible environment. DOE denies that anything beyond the WIPP site
boundary is part of the accessible environment. The argument is that plutonium concentrations in
groundwater would be diluted as it travels away from the WIPP site boundary, and therefore
would be of less consequence to the victim. The flaws in this argument are: (1) Large amounts of
Rustler groundwater, nearly 600 million cubic feet per year, flow into Laguna Grande de la Sal;
this is more than ten times as much as DOE has acknowledged (Hunter, 1985, p. 44). DOE
argued unsuccessfully for years that Laguna Grande de la Sal is an artificial lake entirely
attributable to effluent discharge from potash refineries. (2) The huge volume of Laguna Grande
de la Sal does not comport with the very slow recharge rates and groundwater travel times
predicted by DOE. (3) Laguna Grande de la Sal has no outlet, either at the surface or
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underground, and plutonium entering Laguna Grande de la Sal would concentrate in the lake
sediments until (4) Laguna Grande de la Sal overflows into the Pecos River during times of
major flooding, at which time actual victims downstream would be affected.
32 DOE has made no "measurements" of rainwater recharge. Campbell et al. ( 1996) used a
chloride mass balance method, which is no substitute for measured data. The derived values
(0.2 to 2.0 mm/yr), which Corbet and Knupp (1996) assumed for their equations, are too low.
Precipitation at Carlsbad averages nearly 40 cm/yr. Corbet and Knupp are saying that
evapotranspiration equals 99.5% to 99.95% per year, that only 0.05% to 0.5% of annual
precipitation ever reaches the Rustler Formation. This cannot account for the nearly 600 million
cubic feet per year of naturally occurring groundwater flowing into Laguna Grande de la Sal.
Hunter ( 1985) concluded from a literature review that evapotranspiration is 96% in the vicinity of
WIPP. Her calculation of 98% to 99.5% (Hunter, 1985, SAND84-2233, p. 44), cited by DOE,
was erroneous, based upon a severe underestimate of evaporation from Laguna Grande de la Sal,
and an unwarranted assumption that the discharge to the Pecos River at Malaga Bend comes from
the Rustler Formation. Phillips (1987, Chapter VIII) calculated an evapotranspiration rate of
95%,.based upon water balance equations for which all other variables are well known. A
recharge rate of 20 mm/yr is necessary to account for the discharge to Laguna Grande de la Sal.
33 The claim that Corbet and Knupp (1996) have bounded the hydrologic effects of karst,
potash mining, and climatic change, simply by analyzing the effects of a three order of magnitude
increase in hydraulic conductivity (applied randomly) in the Culebra dolomite was made by an
EPA scientist in Albuquerque, New Mexico in January 1997. DOE made a similar claim in
SEIS-II (1997, p. H-99). In view of evidence that the Rustler is integrated by dissolution features,
this treatment of future effects is unduly restrictive. DOE acknowledges that early interest in the
effects of climatic change on the WIPP site "focused on the possibility that wetter climates might
increase the rates of salt dissolution .... Questions have also been raised about whether
dissolution or precipitation of fracture fillings in the Culebra could occur during climatic changes
and alter the rate of radionuclide transport in groundwater." (CCA, Appendix MASS, pp. 99, 100)
In fact, Anderson ( 1996) and Phillips ( 1997) are still interested in these points. In DOE' s
performance assessment, however, the climate change model is implemented through the use of a
single parameter, an increase in hydraulic conductivity in the Culebra dolomite, because EPA
criteria erroneously allows DOE to do so.
34 DOE admits that the hydrologic conditions of a full-glacial maximum were not incorporated
into its computer simulations. Corbet and Knupp ( 1996) began their simulations at 14,000 years
before present, "when there was a clear decline in the annual precipitation rate." This is not the
same as the full-glacial conditions of 18,000 years before present, when the precipitation rate was
higher and the evaporation rate was lower. DOE states that Swift (1992), reproduced as
Appendix CU in the CCA, "forms the basis for the DOE' s present understanding of climatic
change." (CCA, Appendix MASS, p. MASS-100) Swift clearly states that the precipitation rate
during the late-Pleistocene full-glacial climate should be the conservative upper limit for DOE's
groundwater model for the next 10,000 years (p. 11, 19), even though he believes a return to fullglacial conditions to be "highly unlikely" (p. 22). DOE states in the CCA (Appendix MASS, pp.
99, 100) that climate change during the next 10,000 years "should be bounded by the extremes of
the late Pleistocene glaciation." It is unfortunate that DOE disregards its own advice. Phillips
( 1987, Chapter IX), citing future decreases in incoming solar radiation due to predictable changes
in the tilt of the earth's axis, disagrees that a return to full-glacial conditions is highly unlikely,
but otherwise agrees with Swift. If such conditions are plausible within the next I 0,000 years,
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they should be modeled by DOE. Placing the water table at the land surface does not suffice
because, as explained above, the water table was not at the land surface during the Pleistocene,
as proven by the continued existence of Mescalero caliche.
35 It is not sufficient that Corbet and Knupp (1996) considered the "cyclical nature" of climatic
change during the Holocene - that is, since the Ice Age. The issue is that full-glacial conditions,
cyclical or otherwise, have never been incorporated into DOE groundwater models.
36 DOE explains that, in its performance assessment (PA), it has "screened out" surface waters,
including Laguna Grande de la Sal and the Pecos River, "on the basis of low consequence." DOE
cites Appendix SCR, Section SCR.1.5.4., which screens out river flooding and lake formation
because the WIPP site itself will not be flooded. That is not the issue. The problem is that
Laguna Grande de la Sal, the discharge point for contaminated water from the WIPP site, will
overflow into the Pecos River during glacial conditions, as it has during major flooding events of
this century. The Pecos River is where the people live. Contaminated surface water is of the
highest consequence to them, now and in the foreseeable future.
37 Regarding water quality and quantity in the Dewey Lake Redbeds, it is not true that CARD
merely "repeats the documentation given in Appendix USDW of the CCA." Only two WIPP test
wells (H-4c and WQSP-6a) are listed by DOE 1in Table USDW-4. Reports of water in the Dewey
Lake Redbeds at eleven other WIPP test wells were collected by CARD from a variety of sources
and presented in Table 2 of its paper entitled "Rainwater Recharge at the WIPP Site." DOE' s
failure to present this data to EPA is an indication that geologic evidence has been used
selectively. None of the data on the Dewey Lake Redbeds was included in the Draft CCA. It was
at the insistence of the EEG that DOE divulged the information (EEG-61, 1996, p. 2-6).
Moreover, the neutron logs and caliper logs for H-1, H-2 and H-3, the hydrologic test wells
closest to the center of the WIPP site, have never been published at all; CARD obtained them
from the USGS. DOE still claims that the Dewey Lake Redbeds have "not produced water within
the WIPP shafts or in boreholes in the immediate vicinity of the panels." (CCA, p. 2-131). To the
contrary, EEG has reported that the Dewey Lake Redbeds produce water in the WIPP exhaust
shaft at a depth of approximately 100 feet below land surface (CCA Docket, A-93-02, Item #
Il-E-36). The Dewey Lake produced water in the WIPP air intake shaft as well (EEG-61, 1996,
p. 2-6). The Dewey Lake has also produced water in test wells H-1, H-2, H-3 and WQSP-6, all in
the immediate vicinity of the waste panels. EEG believes that the CCA should be modified to
include the Dewey Lake Redbeds as a potential pathway for release of radionuclides because they
contain significant quantities of potable water (CCA Docket, A-93-02, Item# Il-E-36). In
addition, CARD points out that Culebra water is potable in test well H-2b, located only 0.7 miles
west of the center of the WIPP site, within the Land Withdrawal Area (L WA), 0.25 miles from
the proposed waste disposal area. Perhaps DOE should calculate the dose to a victim drinking
water from this well after institutional control of the WIPP site is lost.
38 When analyzing groundwater flow in a karst terrain, using the highest measured values of
transmissivity is both realistic and conservative. It is realistic because the highest measured
values are real; they represent the ability of the rncks to transmit water along discrete, localized
flow paths at a rate which is orders of magnitude higher than elsewhere in the drainage basin. It
is conservative because these are the paths of least resistance, the actual effective groundwater
flow paths; to be sure, groundwater flow through karstic solution channels is the worst-case
scenario, but this is inevitable, and it is precisely what a conservative person must analyze.
Within one mile of the WIPP site, Culebra transmissivities vary by five orders of magnitude.
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Corbet and Knupp (1996), by "using the geometric mean of measured values," have averaged the
test values and eliminated karst conditions from consideration.
39 In order to discount the existence of karst conditions at the WIPP site, DOE attributes
"fracturing and disruption of Rustler strata" to dissolution of underlying Salado salt. No such
correlation has been demonstrated. Each foot of dissolution residue at the top of the Salado
represents perhaps 10 to 20 feet of missing salt. At P-14 there is 8.0 feet of dissolution residue at
the top of the Salado, and no cavernous zones were reported in the Rustler. At WIPP-33 there is
only 2.7 feet of dissolution residue at the top of the Salado, and there are four nested caverns
totaling 22.5 feet within a 50.5-foot section of the Rustler. Two of these caverns are in the
Magenta, totaling 7.0 feet within a 19.0-foot section of dolomite. Elsewhere the Magenta ranges
in thickness from 19 ft (at H-6) to 28 ft (at H-2), but at WIPP-33 only 12.0 feet of Magenta
dolomite remains. The missing dolomite is due to dissolution and removal by groundwater; it
cannot be attributed to dissolution of Salado salt 209 feet below the Magenta. Within the WIPP
site are four drillholes (H-3, H-6, P-6 and P-13) where 2 to 4 feet of dissolution residue was found
at the top of the Salado. DOE' s response is to deny its own Basic Data Reports by insisting that
there.has been no dissolution of Salado salt at the WIPP site. Corbet and Knupp ( 1996) may have
"clearly described" their "mapping of the boundaries marking the extent of these processes," but
their "boundaries" are wrong.
40 DOE concedes that its technique of dividing the WIPP site into model "cells" of four square
kilometers (1000 acres each) means that "local-scale variations" are not "represented." These
would include zones of high transmissivity attributable to karst conduits. This "limitation"
cannot be "offset" by emphasizing "larger-scale features," which only compounds the distortion
caused by ignoring smaller-scale, but dominant, dissolution features. Nor can this "limitation" be
"offset" by emphasizing aspects of groundwater systems that are "less sensitive" to "local-scale
variations;" this completely ignores the transport implications of karst.
41 CARD must reiterate its statement that Corbet and Knupp's assumed value of 0.28 ft/day for
hydraulic conductivity in the Dewey Lake Redbeds is pure speculation. It is not based on
measured data. DOE admits that it is "based on literature data for similar rock types." DOE
claims that "use of the highest measured conductivities" would be "unrealistic." To disregard the
highest measurements of hydraulic conductivity is to throw out the evidence for karst, and to
ignore the significance of maximum values observed in channel flow.
42 CARD did not say that the Santa Rosa sandstone has sufficiently small conductivity to
"block" recharge. CARD stated, based on the mapping of actual measured data, that (where it is
present) "the Santa Rosa sandstone retards, but does not prevent, rainwater recharge to the
underlying Dewey Lake Redbeds."
43 DOE characterizes Culebra transmissivity as varying "significantly" across the WIPP site.
More precisely, it varies by nearly three orders of magnitude, from 0.1 ft2/day at P-15 to 88.0
2
ft /day at H-6. Within one mile of the WIPP site, Culebra transmissivity varies by more than five
orders of magnitude, from 0.003 ft 2/day at P-18 to 324 ft 2/day at P-14. DOE claims to "capture
the uncertainty associated with the spatial variability of the available data" through the use of a
"stochastic model." The word "stochastic" is defined as "involving or containing a random
variable." Indeed, DOE' s model assumes "that the spatial variation is random." It is not random.
It is spatially dependent. The anomalously high measured transmissivities have distinct
directional orientation in the northwestern and southeastern portions of the WIPP site; these
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represent preferential flow paths for groundwater and should be treated as such. They are linked,
highly correlated. The Peer Review Panel made the same objection, noting that "some localities
have implied high permeabilities over distances of several kilometers." These are hypothesized
to be "interconnected fracture zones." They are "too large in magnitude to be explained by
variation in sample interval" in the Culebra; th,ey have distinct spatial orientation; and they "have
not been clearly associated with a conceptual model of the geology of the dolomite or of the
Rustler Formation as a whole." (CCA, Appendix PEER, p 3-8) "All hypotheses failed to
correlate the detailed hydrogeology of the Cule~bra with its tested hydrologic character." (CCA,
Appendix PEER, p. 3-12). The DOE "agrees with this assessment." (CCA, p. 9-18) The Peer
Review Panel concluded that DOE's "single arid multiwell and tracer testing in the Culebra are an
attempt to characterize the hydrology of the Culebra ... by numerical modeling alone." (CCA,
Appendix PEER, p. 3-11). Having failed to propose a conceptual model that accounts for all the
observed data and satisfies the Peer Review Panel, DOE relies instead upon a method more
applicable to a sand and gravel aquifer, treating the data as random variables. It is interesting to
note the other definitions of the word "stochastic." The word also means "characterized by
conjecture," or "involving chance or probability." It is derived from the Greek word
stokhazesthai, meaning "to guess at."
44 DOE takes the position is that it does not matter how transmissive the Culebra is to
groundwater, because any radionuclides in Culebra groundwater would be sufficiently retarded
that there would be "no releases to the accessible environment." Unless and until the DOE
demonstrates matrix diffusion, and performs sorbing tracer tests in the field within solutionenhanced conduits, this statement is without foundation.
45 CARD, in its paper entitled "Potential Flow Paths from the WIPP Site to the Accessible
Environment," presents Table 2, "Comparison of Fresh Water Hydraulic Heads," for the benefit
of the reader. To our knowledge, DOE has never compiled all of it in one table. The "point" that
CARD makes with this table is that the data set is incomplete.
46 The groundwater flow directions modeled by DOE are not consistent with the observed
Culebra heads. The DOE deduces a southerly flow path from the WIPP site, bypassing Nash
Draw altogether. This is impossible, for it would require that Culebra groundwater flow up the
hydraulic gradient from H-17 to H-12, (2995 ft to 2998 ft), and from H-9 to H-8 (2975 ft to
2991 ft). Moreover, the multiwell pump test centered in the Culebra at H-11 revealed no
hydraulic connection between H-17 and H-12 (Beauheim, 1989, p. 79).
47 Both CARD and EEG have observed that hydraulic heads for the Culebra and Magenta are
equal at H-6 and WIPP-25. At these locations the Culebra and Magenta are not hydrologically
isolated from each other, and the Rustler is one complex aquifer with five members. Whether this
is also true at WIPP-13 is not known for certain because of insufficient data. However, the
Culebra head at WIPP-13 (3064 ft) is higher than at H-6 (3057 ft) and WIPP-25 (3054 ft), and it
is predicted that if the DOE would conduct the necessary testing at WIPP-13, it would be found
that the Culebra and Magenta heads are equal there as well.
48 We have already noted that potential victims beyond the WIPP site boundary have been
discounted by DOE. As for the two-dimensional model of the Culebra, the equal heads for the
Culebra and Magenta at H-6, located within the WIPP site boundary, disprove "the validity of the
assumptions." Demonstrably, the Culebra is not a confined aquifer at H-6.
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49 DOE' s failure to characterize fractures in the Culebra through slant-coring or any other
method enables DOE to attribute fracturing in the Culebra to dissolution in the underlying Salado,
which is inconsistent with the claim that no dissolution has ever occurred at the WIPP site. The
Peer Review Panel stated that fracture distribution, aperture, and orientation have not been
sufficiently characterized to make possible any correlation between hydraulic properties and
geologic features. Such characterization would require slant-coring and three-dimensional
modeling (CCA, Appendix PEER, p. 3-9). To be sure, slant coring would be expensive, but not
compared to the $2 billion which DOE has spent already. This is not a new suggestion. Gibbons
and Ferrall, then under contract to Sandia Labs, proposed a slant-coring program in 1980; DOE
declined to publish their proposal.
50 DOE does not address the issue. The Culebra should not be modeled as a porous,
homogeneous medium. Karstic rocks have dual porosity, and groundwater flow in karst cannot
be approximated by modeling flow through a single-porosity medium. Moreover, it is
disingenuous for DOE to deny that there are "significant (i.e., large-scale)" features with higher
transmissivities than those measured in boreholes. The problem is that there are small-scale
features with higher transmissivities. They are called "sinkholes" and "solution channels,"
none of which have been tested.
51 DOE does not address the issue. The fracture model, of very limited use without fracture
data, should not assume isotropic flow. DOE concedes that "Culebra transmissivity is controlled
by the abundance of open fractures," but does not take into account that some of these open
fractures have been enlarged by solution and are now karst conduits. DOE confuses the issue by
presenting the false choice of modeling the Culebra as having randomly-variable transmissivity or
randomly-oriented fractures. Neither one is random. The zones of anomalously high
transmissivity have preferred direction according to the orientation of solution-enlarged fractures,
and they provide linked pathways for groundwater flow, bypassing the rock matrix.
52 DOE relies on a two-dimensional model which treats the Culebra as a confined aquifer and
completely ignores the other four members of the Rustler -- even the Magenta dolomite, long
recognized as an important water-bearing unit. DOE claims that "all of the outward flow" from
the WIPP site is "by lateral flow along the Culebra." The hydraulic heads at H-6, where the
Culebra and Magenta heads are equal, and the water-filled caverns at nearby WIPP-33, two of
which were found in the Magenta, are sufficient evidence to negate DOE's model. DOE's
neglect of the Magenta dolomite as a potential pathway is based on a number of claims, all of
which are erroneous or unsubstantiated. DOE did claim that the Magenta "is unfractured at
WIPP" (CCA, p. 2-98). This claim was later modified to read that "the Magenta is a porous
medium with no hydraulically significant fractures" at the WIPP site (CCA, p. 6-147). The Peer
Review Panel was unconvinced, and stated that: "The principal hydrogeologic difference between
the Culebra and Magenta is purported to be the absence of hydrologically active fractures in the
Magenta. This assertion is based on two slug tests and very limited field observation in shaft
excavations." DOE, in response, stated that: "The only location on the WIPP site at which open
fractures have been observed in the Magenta is WIPP-13." (CCA, p. 9-29) We draw attention to
WIPP-19, where open high-angle fractures were found in Magenta core (SAND 79-7110, p. 15),
and to the WIPP ventilation shaft, where eleven fractures in the Magenta, all of them vertical to
subvertical, all of them open, were observed and mapped (TME 3177, Figure 2). Groundwater
seepage from the Magenta was reported to produce enough water to wet the shaft wall for about
20 feet below the Magenta (TME 3177, pp. 1-2, 4-4, 5-3). DOE correctly stated that the highest
Magenta transmissivity measured at the WIPP site was 0.3 ft2/day (at H-6) (CCA, p. 9-29).
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However, Magenta transmissivities were deriv1!d from single-well tests rather than multi well
pump tests which, in the Culebra, have found tiransmissivities in some wells to be an order of
magnitude higher than previously thought (LaVenue et al., 1988, Table C.l). DOE also stated
that there are no regions of high transmissivity due to fractures and that all flow in the Magenta is
matrix flow. The Peer Review Panel called the:se conclusions "weak," due to "a very limited
observational and testing data base" (CCA, Appendix PEER, p. 3-55) which does not include, for
example, WIPP-13 or WIPP-33. A similar statement was made in SEIS-II, where DOE claimed
that: "The Magenta does not have hydraulically significant fractures in the vicinity of WIPP."
(SEIS-11, 1997, p. 4-27). However, the Magen1ta does have two hydraulically significant caverns
at WIPP-33, 0.5 miles west of the current WIPP site boundary. DOE twice stated to the Peer
Review Panel that at four locations (DOE-2, H-3, H-6 and H-19), "the Culebra has been found to
be fractured and have a high transmissibility, whereas the Magenta has not." (CCA, pp. 9-29,
9-30). CARD is unaware of any published lithological descriptions for the Magenta at any of
these four test wells, except for one paragraph describing the Magenta at H-6 as: "Dolomite,
light-olive gray to olive-gray, silty; some gypsum." (USGS WRI 79-98, p. 4). DOE admits that
"transmissivities of the Magenta" are "based on sparse data." (SEIS-II, p. 4-27). This is well
illustrated by DOE' s map of hydraulic heads in the Magenta, which contains almost as many
contour lines as data points (CCA, p. 2-129). DOE, in its response to CARD's comments, states
that Corbet (1995, Appendix MASS, Attachment 15-7) "carried out an analysis specifically to
ensure that the two-dimensional model is adequate" for performance assessment. In this memo,
Corbet states that "all of the vertical leakage between the Magenta and the Culebra in the
controlled area is directed downward,'' and that "zero percent of the flow out of the Culebra is by
vertical leakage across its upper surface." Corbet further states that: "These results are supported
by field observations of fresh-water heads in th1;! Magenta and the Culebra." (CCA, Appendix
MASS, Attachment 15-7, p. 21). Corbet overlooks test well H-6, within the controlled area,
where the Culebra and Magenta fresh-water heads are equal. In his next sentence Corbet hedges,
stating that: "In areas in which the Tamarisk is intact, observed fresh-water heads are higher in
the Magenta than in the Culebra." (CCA, Appe111dix MASS, Attachment 15-7, p. 21) This would
seem to exclude WIPP-13 where, according to the published lithologic log, the Magenta dolomite
is "broken and shattered by numerous fractures dipping 60°-80° and displacing bedding planes
0.5-1.0 cm," and the Tamarisk member includes gypsum/mudstone breccia and steeply-dipping
fractures, one of them filled only with silt. Corbet concedes that "fluid pressures and densities in
the strata between the Magenta and Culebra are not known." (CCA, Appendix MASS,
Attachment 15-7, p. 21) Yet DOE told the Peer Review Panel that "the Culebra is under
pressured with respect to the Magenta and Dewey Lake. Therefore, any cross flow between the
units will occur from the Magenta and Dewey Lake to the Culebra." (CCA, p. 9-30) Corbet
concludes that "all flow out of the Culebra in the controlled area is by lateral flow," and that "a
two-dimensional model is able to represent realistic release paths." This, says Corbet, "is perhaps
the most important point to be considered in evaluating the applicability of the two-dimensional
model and the strongest argument in its favor." (CCA, Appendix MASS, Attachment 15-7, pp.
21-22). But there are parties within DOE who know that this argument is not true. In SEIS-11,
"DOE concluded that flow between the Forty-Niner and Magenta would be upward in H-3, H-14,
and H-16, three boreholes which yielded reliable pressure data for the Forty-Niner. This
conclusion is not consistent with the results of groundwater modeling, and this inconsistency may
be the result of local heterogeneity in rock prop1;!rties that affect flow on a scale that cannot be
duplicated in regional modeling." (SEIS-11, 1997, p. 4-27) On the other hand, this conclusion~
consistent with one of the karstic groundwater flow paths described by Phillips and Snow in
CARD's paper entitled: "Potential Flow Paths from the WIPP Site to the Accessible
Environment." CARD notes that flow between the Forty-Niner and Magenta would also be
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upward at DOE-2. In the CCA, the DOE tries to rationalize the Magenta flow path, which is
predominantly westward from WIPP-13 to H-6 to WIPP-33 to WIPP-25, by saying that "flow in
shallower units (than the Culebra) is expected to be more sensitive to local topography." (CCA.
p. 2-128) This argument does not bear scrutiny. At WIPP-13 the Magenta is 564 feet below the
surface and only 118 feet above the Culebra. At H-6 the Magenta is 490 feet below the surface
and only 90 feet above the Culebra. At WIPP-33 the Magenta, or what is left of the Magenta, is
449 feet below the surface and only 82 feet above the Culebra. The difference in flow directions
between the Culebra and Magenta has nothing to do with topography; it has everything to do with
karst. The Peer Review Panel concluded that DOE's "assumption" that the Dewey Lake Redbeds
and Magenta dolomite" are not flowpaths "is not well supported .... If the need to assess transport
in the Magenta and Dewey Lake were shown to exist, the small hydrologic testing data base and
the existing conceptual model would not be adequate to such an assessment." (CCA, Appendix
PEER, p. 3-57) CARD contends that the need to model all members of the Rustler as one
complex three-dimensional aquifer is shown to exist. DOE has ignored the advice of the Peer
Review Panel, as it has with so many others.
53 D_OE concedes that "CARD is correct in stating that matrix diffusion becomes less important
as fracture apertures widen and groundwater flow rates consequently increase." DOE then claims
that "double-porosity groundwater transport models account for this effect." Unfortunately,
DOE's model is unrealistic, because its assumed dual porosity involves fracture flow and matrix
diffusion, and does not incorporate enhanced conductivity through solution-enlarged channels.
More appropriate models do exist. In Jones et al., (1992, SAND 92-1579, pp. 3-9, 3-10, 12-19),
there is a discussion, with references to published literature, of a "variable-aperture channel
model," where the bulk of groundwater flow occurs in "preferred flow paths" or "channels." It is
stated that this model fits the breakthrough curves yielded by the converging-flow tracer tests
performed at the H-3, H-6 and H-11 hydropads, but channel-model interpretation approaches
were not attempted by DOE. The model preferred by DOE starts with the measured porosities of
the Culebra dolomite (which vary by an order of magnitude, from 3% to 30%) (CCA, p. 2-119),
and averages this to 16%. Of this "average effective porosity," DOE assumes that fracture flow is
represented by 1% porosity and matrix diffusion is represented by 15% porosity (CCA, Appendix
PEER, p. 3-59), that matrix diffusion is much more effective than fracture flow. It would follow
that retardation of radionuclides by matrix diffusion would be effective. These assumptions are
not based upon empirical field data. DOE states that fracture porosity "is thought to be a small
percentage of the total volume of the Culebra involved in transport" (CCA, Appendix MASS, p.
MASS-80). These values for fracture porosity and matrix porosity are assumed to be constant
throughout the WIPP site and vicinity. Never does DOE consider groundwater movement and
radionuclide transport through karst channels. Franklin et al. (1981, p. 57), under contract to the
NRC, warned against the siting of nuclear facilities in karst terrains. They stated that "flow
velocities are often orders of magnitude greater in karst," and that "filtration, which acts in porous
media to remove many contaminants from the water, is virtually absent in the karst environment."
In the vicinity of WIPP there are large underground caverns, filled with flowing water, at
WIPP-33, H-7, and surely elsewhere. Under such conditions, the conservative assumption is that
Kd approaches zero, that most radionuclides will travel at the speed of water. Sandia Labs
(SEIS-11, Appendix H, p. H-103), the EEG (Chaturvedi and Channell, EEG-32, 1985) and the
EPA (SEIS-11, p. H-103) have all calculated that if there is no matrix diffusion, the WIPP will
violate EPA standards for groundwater contamination. The Peer Review Panel is concerned that
"zones of relatively rapid fracture flow, without significant retardation of radionuclides by
physical or geochemical processes, could cause accelerated transport in the Culebra." (CCA,
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Appendix PEER, p. 3-13) EEG does not believe that sufficient evidence exists to prove that
matrix diffusion will be effective (EEG-61, 1996). Until effective matrix diffusion is
demonstrated, and Kd values are measured by the performance of sorbing tracer tests in the field,
WIPP should not be licensed.
54 DOE admits that its model for Culebra groundwater transport "does not account for
dissolution and consequent widening of fracture apertures" during the next 10,000 years, but this
is not CARD' s primary concern. Enlargement of fractures into solution channels at the WIPP site
has already occurred. The WIPP site is in karst already, and karst will become more and more
developed over time. DOE's model should account for this not only in the future, but now.
55 It has not been said that "solution collapse" has occurred at the center of the WIPP site. One
would expect not to find it in the WIPP exhaust shaft. However, one should not infer from this
that there is no relationship between fracturing and dissolution anywhere else within the I 0,240acre WIPP site, especially in areas west of the repository.
56 DOE says that Culebra groundwater is saturated with respect to gypsum. DOE made this
statement in response to EPA' s concerns about the potential for dissolution of gypsum fillings
in fractures in the Culebra dolomite. DOE convinced EPA that "dissolution processes are not
presently occurring the the Rustler" (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# III-B-3, p. 38) and that
"conditions are not expected to change during the regulatory period," that is, in the next I 0,000
years (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# III-B-3, p. 82). DOE's argument is that infiltrating waters
that would cause the dissolution would become saturated with respect to calcium sulfate and
therefore would be unable to dissolve anhydrite or gypsum (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item#
III-B-3, pp. 48, 83, 91). As supporting evidence, DOE calculates a gypsum saturation index for
Magenta groundwater at test well H-4 (Corbet et al. to Chu, January 16, 1997, p. 10, Attachment
to CCA Docket, A-93-02, Item# II-H-23), where measurements of dissolved calcium and sulfate
are higher in the Magenta (7210 mg/I to7760 mg/I) than in the Culebra (4180 mg/I to 7000 mg/I).
The truth is that infiltrating rainwater will not be saturated with respect to gypsum until it has
dissolved enough gypsum to become saturated. Presently, some Rustler groundwater is saturated
with respect to gypsum, and some is not; concentrations of dissolved calcium and sulfate vary not
only from well to well, but also from time to time. At test well H-5, measured concentrations of
dissolved gypsum in Culebra waters range from 1170 mg/I to 9600 mg/I, varying by a factor of
8.2X. At H-4, the range is 4180 mg/I to 7000 mg/I (l.67X). Along the southeastern flow path,
the range is 5800 mg/I to 7200 mg/I ( l .24X) at H-3, 7260 mg/I to 9200 mg/I ( l .27X) at DOE- I,
7400 mg/I to 8900 mg/I ( l.20X) at H-11, and 6520 mg/I to 8900 mg/I ( l.37X) at P-17. Along
the entire flow path, dissolution of gypsum fillings in Culebra fractures ~presently occurring.
Anderson ( 1994, p. 5) has also observed that Culebra groundwater in this area of high
transmissivity "is relatively fresh and unsaturated for gypsum," and that "gypsum cement has
been removed by dissolution." In addition, measured amounts of dissolved calcium and sulfate
in Magenta waters ranges from 2700 mg/I to 4600 mg/I (l.70X) at H-3 (Ramey, EEG-31, 1985,
pp. 52-60; Chapman, EEG-39, 1988, pp. 50-58; Lappin et al., 1989, SAND89-0462, Table 3.12).
Fracture apertures will increase and matrix diffusion will decrease over time, and the rates of
these changes will be accelerated during glacial conditions. DOE' s failure to characterize and
evaluate the potentially rapid dissolution of gypsum and salt is a flaw in its groundwater model.
57 The examples of Kd values (distribution coefficients) given by CARD are for Pu-239, and are
taken from the Geologic Characterization Report (CCA, Appendix GCR), as cited in CARD's
paper. The Kd values clearly demonstrate why DOE prefers measurements made upon crushed
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powder (7300) to measurements made upon solid rock ( 19); there is almost a 40-fold difference
between the two values. Moreover, the laboratory experiments were made in water which was
not representative of Culebra groundwater geochemistry. CARD did say that the surface area per
volume of rock is much greater for crushed powder than for fractured or karstic rocks, and thus
the laboratory measurements are not representative of actual conditions. The Peer Review Panel
made a similar observation (CCA, Appendix PEER, p. 3-62). CARD did not ask that DOE
"attempt to scale the data." The only way to obtain reliable distribution coefficients is to perform
sorbing tracer tests in the field. DOE complains that such testing would be costly and difficult,
but CARD finds these to be unconvincing excuses, considering the opportunities lost during
decades of study of WIPP hydrology. As recently as 1996 the EEG made the same objections to
DOE's distribution coefficients (EEG-61, March 1996, pp. 6-8, 6-9; Neill to Salisbury, June 10,
1996). Even if EEG has abandoned this position, CARD has not done so. DOE has recently
performed tracer tests at the H-19 hydropad, but the results of these tests are unpublished,
unavailable to the public or to the Peer Review Panel (CCA, Appendix PEER, p. 3-60).
58 CARD is not "mistaken." As recently as November 1996, when the Draft SEIS-II was issued,
DOE. "anticipated that, in the final compliance certification application, clay fracture linings will
be assumed and credit will be taken for some degree of chemical retardation." (Draft SEIS-II,
1996, p. H-86) EEG called this "a mechanism which may not exist." (EEG-61, 1996, pp. 6-12,
6-13) In fact, as CARD stated, DOE's adsorption studies were performed not upon fractures in
the Culebra, which contain only small amounts of clay, but upon corrensite clay taken from a
black shale layer in the lower unnamed member of the Rustler.

In closing, CARD wishes to pay tribute to Roger Anderson. He is the disinterested patriarch, the
man who has investigated the WIPP site and vicinity longer than anyone else, and his words
should carry weight:
"A disturbing conclusion is that DOE has selectively presented evidence in support of the
application and disregarded evidence which is highly relevant to containment and performance.
In so doing, DOE has greatly complicated the task of evaluating the suitability of the site. The
non-objective character of the document means that EPA cannot accept even supported
conclusions without further investigations." (EPA Docket, A-93-02, Item# II-H-03, p. 6)
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TO: Eft'iiii:.Imlf.ni.al Pro~cti.on AgfiLGY (EPA)
Office of Radia:o.on and Indoor Ari
401 M Street SY..1
Wi;.s.t11ngtDn, DC 2:0460
FROI.,·I: Richard Hayes Phillips, Ph.D.
CitizerLS for P.Jt.emativ"'es tD Radioa.ctiv"'e Dumping (CARD)
1-44 Harvard SE
_.!:.Jbu.q iieiQ. ue, l:U·"I 87106
HE: Supplement tD CARD He butt.al tD DOE Response tD CARD Comment::
On Janua.ry20, 1998, CARD submitted 1D EPAourHebuttal 1D DOE's Response UJ CARD's
Contm.ents on tb.e Compliance Certification Applicat10n (CCA) for the Waste Isolat:IOn Pilot Plant
(¥lIPP). C.t..RD reserved the option of submitting f1J..1"1h.er comment:: before the deadline of Feoru.a.ry
27 .. 1998. CARD has since discov·ered ftu"ttier e'l.>idence ill support of our :mt.eIJ1retat10rLS, and vle
sub:mit ttili: evidence novr.

EVWENCE OF K.J;..RST .t..TH-6
Beg:ii-u:ting in Ji.me 1978 tr1e DOE d1ille1i tt1e H-6 test -vrells -v.:-:i.tJ-filt tJ-1e nm-rJ-1-::.;o-estern corner of tJ-1e
~NIPP ;;.1t.e. H-6 is arL an-ay of tt.iree test \v"'ells .•2..t tr.Le ti:m.e H-6 \i.ras d1illed, trie DOE \il'&.3 mtere::.ted
in t.hree vla.ter-bea.ring i.m.it::: tJ-1e !'·fag:enta. dolo:mite., the Culebra. dolo:mite, and the "brine aquiier" at
the Rustl.er-s;~Jado contact. Accord.i:ngly, the three test "W"'elli "W"'ere completed to tt.i.ese deptt.is. TI.ie
DOE a.ssulJ'...ed t.tJ.at groundvrater flovl \v'"'3$ confined to these u.nit:. . and it:: core saJnples at H-6 -;::..-ere
larg:ely confmed to them also. For tbese reasons, 1he a'l.Tfillable lltholog:ic and h;.:Urologic data at H-6
are incomplete. Very brief litllologic descriptions for H-6 vrere published by l'·'le:rcer and Orr ( 1979).
Geophy.::ical logs arLd photographs of core are still urLpublished, nearly 20 year.:: after completion.
G•.!:..RD obtained them from t.he Sandiacentralfiles onFebrn.a.ry 19-20, 1998.
H-6 is of interest for tt1ese rea::.ons: ( 1) the h:;.;Uraulic heads for the I"fagenta arui Culebra ;jre eq u.al
(3057 feet) at H-6, rruiicatrr1g a lacl~ of h:;lraulic separation ben.reen the n.ro umt5 at tbis location_; (2)
(::;1.Jle brn. tia1tmmsivity is llig.t1 (88. Of t2/da.y) a.t H-6; (3) multi-·-y.rell pump t.est:. have re~.realed
t1:;.:Urci.uii,. conriecuons betilteenH-6 and othertest~~.rells (DOE-2, Vv'IPP-13 . P-14, and Vv'IPP-25)
vlit..t1 higt1 C1Jle tira. trn1l3m:issivities; and {4) H-6 is locat.ed only one mile from Na::.h Dra.\ir, \'there
ki;rst con.1itiortS previ:o.il.
Tiie fluid le<.7el durm.g logging at H-6 \itas :in. the Dev.Tey La.¥..e Redt•e•is . 226 feet belo\it lanii s1Jlia.ce,
201 feet •:i.bove t.J.1.e Rustler, 3123 feet abo~.re sea le~rel, 66 feet t.dgher t.t1a.n tti.e Rustler t1j;Urau.lic heads,

vrhic.t1 i:mplies percti.ed \Irater m the De-v.rey LaJre Red beds.
Gore rn t.he Me.gent.a. dolomite (496-515 feet) is mtsict, vlit.h hort;:ontal fractures ( 1 per ~Tertical foot)
from 496 .3 to 509. 8 feet . arui 1rrui ul-9.tDi.·y fractures along v..ra.v:-; lanilii.ae at 512. 3, 513. 5, arui 513. 3
feet. It is in!.eIJiret.ed tt1a.t the riorth.\i.7est.erly flo\it ptlth through ttie Magenta from VYIPP-13 . \!there the
Ifo;,;:ent.a is brol~en arui SM.tt.ered, V.:1 v;,71pp-33, vttv~re t"::ro open, vl's.t.er-flli.ed ca\rerns were fomld in
t..tie Ma.gent.a., largely b;lpasses H-6.
frL t.f.lf.< T>!1:1n.e.no.=1k m.>!lm.ber, t.Ite ce.liper log 11ho"'!'.78 e. siT.a.e..11 vesh.01.:i.t e.t 583-586 ieet, f.tte g&mrf!F.t. re.y lo~:

iruiii:::i.t.e::. increased c11y content at 584-590 feet, aru1 the resistivity log implies a. v..rater-bea1ing zone at
581-588 feet Core sa."!"iples v..rere not ta}',,en e.t ttili: inrtfiral . but Mercer and On ( 1979) describe tt.11S

i

inter.till as dissolution residue vtith a mud matrix. It corresponds stratigra.phicsJly "Ytith the
dissolunon residue of mudstone "With ar1gu.1ar clasts of gypsum fourui at 16. 7-23.8 feet abo1.re tr.If
Gule om at ~NIPP-13.

Core in t1"1e C1Jlebra dolomite (604-627 feet) is i11taJ~t from 604-609 feet, "Y.;ith one gently dipping
.;_100) i1-e.ct1J1-e. Tii.ere -r.ras no core recot.~i;,>irom609.0-614.0 ieet_. orirom615.1to615.8 ieet.
Tiie core is oroJ:en into :pieces from 616.8 feet to tli.e bottom of the Rustler, reportedly 627 .o feet;

'ltrt.J-ijn tills irtt.erYal_. only 1.4 feet of dolomite frs.gments '\l.rere reco\rered.
reco1,rery "Y.Tas only 7 .1 feet, or 30% [Plate l ].

~Jtogether_.

mtact core

Int.fie bz.ter 1J1IB@1ed member tJ-iere ":::.'"3s 5.5 feet of lost core bett\reen 628 and 634 feet, :inunedt3.t.ely
beneatJ-1 tJ-1e C1Jlebra_; the 0.5 ieet oi recovered core consists of daik 'broYm dissolution residue ":::n.th
;::·vps1J.m fr;3;;:m.ents. Th.ere 'I.res 3. 9 feet of lost core bettv-reen 634 and 639 feet; the 1.1 feet of
recoYered. core consists of reddist1-bro'lm dissolution residue 'l.~th g:ypsum fragment.s. 1'1Ie1-cer and
Cn-r (1979) desc1ibe tJ-iese dissolution resiiiues as Ili:'lving a mUJi matrix. The resiiiu.e is uruierlain by
1.0 foot of ~rng:gy gypsurn 'lthich is broken mto pie!ces [Plate 2]. Core samples "Y.rere not t,~:en belo-.::-t
640 feet.
In tt.i.e Cu.le bro. and lo"V.rer u11r1.amed members, t:tj.en. toget.h.er, ttiere "'\\'"3S 33. 9 feet of lost core in a
39.0-foot inte:r:.ral at H-6. Core recm~ry -r..:oas only 13%_. and this consists m.ost1_v of subrounded
dolomite frn.gment:: or dissolution resiii ue v.1tt1 a mud matrix, sJl of which fil"e indications of mo~.;;.ri.g
grourtd'l.'"3.ter. Tiiis 39-ioot ca.\rerrt.0us zone is direct eviiience of };BISt at the Tr\'IPP site.

EVIDENCE OF K.AR~!.T ATH-3
TI1e Oi.igim1l H-3t.est1-.rell v.ras drilled in July and A.u.gu.st 1976. Beginning in October 1983, H-3
v.res exI1e.nded. to art array of four test "Y.7ells. 'They 1rre located 0.6 miles south of ttie center of the
W'IFP site, aoout 400 feet souttJ. of ttie proposed -.;:;,r;15te disposal area. H-3 is of interest for these
ree3ons: ( 1) t.he :t1;.~re.ulic heaii for tti.e Magent.e. (3 l 52 ieet) is higher thait t.:ti.e hydre.ulic hee.d for tt.ie
Fori:y-1-·iirter (3126 feet), irt.dii::ating up-v.'"3l"d flov.r bet'W--een tt.iem at this location; (2) Cul.ebra
trorl.Smissi~.ity is hi;h (19 f1?11day); (3) multi.-'lrell pump tests ha~.re revealed h;.~ra.1Jlic connecmns
betv.reen H-3 art.d ott.ier test v.rells (DOE-1 _. H-11) -w'ith :t.righ Cul.ebra trar1Smissi~.Tit1es; and (4) H-3 is
7ery close t;:i t.I1e ;NIPP repositoiy.
"\-Vrien the H-3 h;.~ropa.d Y.'"3S expanded_. the "iv--ells ,,rere renamed H-3bl, H-3b2_. H-3b3 and H-3b4.
Tiie '!tell casirigs 'l.rere perforated m I"'lagenta dolomite (559-584 feet) at H-3bl . in Culebra dolomite
(676-700 feet) s.t H-3b2 . in Cu.le bra dolorr.Jte (673-696 feet) s.t H-3b3 _.and in Forty-Niner cl3.ystone
(_537-547 feet) at H-3b4. TI.ie g·eopti:_vsical log:s, litliDlogic desci.ipnDriS . arui pt.1Dtog:rapt.1S of core are
urtpublished. C.6.P.D obtained geophysical logs for H-3b1 _. H-3b3 and H-3b4 from USGS in
Ja:m.lfil-y 1997 . arui obtairaed litholog:ic desc:i.ipnons :for H-3b2 arui p:t.10tographs oi core for H-3b3
from the ~~ondia central files in February 1998. The evidence is no11r conela~d for the first time.
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Core in tl"1e De -.::-rey Lake Re1i t•eds at H-3b3 revTeals tt.1-3.t ttJe UJ•per 150 feet (22:-1 feet) is tligttly
trari.smissi\re to do'V.rr1"WTard. irifiltranon. TI.ie upper 18 feet (22-40 feet) v.ras ruJt cored; trerie:t1
exposures ~lit.h.in tJJ.e TvVIPP site B.nd out.crops at Lh~irigstort Ridge re~.rea1 t.ha.t tiiis hmizon is t;111iC;jlly
bro}.en and crumbled into platy fragnlf:nts. Betv.reen 40 arui 172 feet tt.ie core IS bro}ren arid st.iattered
a.t 22 inter:rals ranging in thickness from 0 .1 1D 1.1 feet; there 11.:oas 33. 9 feet of lost core a.t se~ren
intei-y--oJs <_48.4-51.0, 64.1-69.0, 82.2-83.8, 98.0-99.0, 112. 7-117. 9, 132.6-142.0_. 160. 7-169. 9)
':ftitIJ. open, dipping fr;:i.ctm-es above each i11ter:r3l. 11: is cm.1cluJied tha.t dovm'lra.rd :infiltration t.hrough
t:tiis irLtenral carL be rapid. Belo~.r 172 feet roost fractures are filled -.::-.Titt1 selenite, r.oaljng ttie

De;;;7e-::.: LiJJ:t- Re11t1eds less :pe11ilBatlf. tc• do~Tit"f.lBiii :tnfiltration: a moist 2one ~las detected irt d1ill
cuttn~:s cuttings at 175 feet in H-3bl. Ho~v""e"Y'er, tt.ris does not mean that the lo'\irer pornon of ttie

Devre~l Lal:e Red beds is impenneable. At H-3b3, core in the lo-vrer Dev.;oey Lal~e F:ed beds ( 172-502
feet) re·1re.i;i.Is 14 o:pen, diJ•ping f111.ct1.1res, three of then:i witt.iin one foot of the Rustler; there '\iras 11.1
feet of lost core at fhre. irttel:'ltals (192.0-194.1 . 26S.6-268.0, 319. 7-320.0, 343.3-346.0, 4t:4.24ee. 0) .: artd. t.11ere ere rouI1.1ied core san1ples at eight locatioris, iruiicati.v--e of n1ovir1g ground -vtater.
Lit1"101:1gic desniptions for H-3b2 :ir1.dicat.e 65. 6 feet of lost core in the De-v.rey Lal~ Red t•eds.

Int.he Forty-Niner :rr'...ember at H-3b3 the caliper log records v.rash01.1t:: at 534 feet and 536-540 feet.
P:tJDto~uan:t.is of core at H-3b3 shov.r an interv·al of mudstone at 533-542 feet, containir~ b1-ecciated
gyp:::1lln. fI'3.gment:: at 534 feet. Lithologic descrip1ions a.t H-3b2 identify a zone of dis:::olution
resi.d u.e at this :t.101izon, desc1ibed as "mud, dar}~ reddish-bro'\irrt, resid u.e from pre\riously exisnr1g
a.rzillaceo11s halite unit" (534.:3-539.3 feet and 543.0-544.0 feet), "mud, greenish-grny . interl::i.yered
'{-lltf! light greenish-gray gypsum stiingers" (544.0-545.1 feet), arui "fragments of dark-reddish1Jro1-m cla.ystone in gypsiferouz. matrix" (545.1-545.2 feet); there \11"8.S no core recovery from 539.3
to 543.0 feet. DOE measured tt1e hydrnu.lic h.ead in thls uriit at H-3b4 (and also at DOE-2, H-14 erui
H-16), vrhere it is chystone. DOE meaz.llled mromissi.,1ity in thls unit only at DO E-2 (0. 011
tt2i'day), H-14 (0. 071 tt2,1da.y), ari.d H-16 (0. 0056 ttl11da.y), and concluded t.J1a.t . :ili. perfonnari.ce
::i.ssessment, Forty-Niri.er claystone coulii be a.ssigneii a pemieability of zero. A t:illly corise1vati.~.re
pe1ionr1;mce assessment i-lOUJd I.lil5le utilized r.nea.surer.nents of Forty-Niri.er trerisrI.rissivity at H-3b2 .
v.rhere t.l1ere i:: no cL3.y·3tDne at all, but a gapirig 10.'3-foot cavity partially filled \i7itt1 mud rutii
bc11mded abo~re artd. beloi-l by a.nt1ydrite.
Gore m t.J1e I··fag:entadolom:ite (563.8-584.3 feet) a:tH-3t•3 is intact at three inte1vals (563.8-567.4
feet, 571.6-575.1 feet, arui 575.9-584.3 feet), althougt1 there are ten horizontal fractures along
be•iding }'lari.es 'lllithin t.Jiese int.eni-.;Js. Th.e other 5. Ofeet of the Magenta (56 7. 4-571. 6 feet artd
575.1-575. 9 feet) is broken rutd shattered [Plate 3]. TI.ds is especially significertttiecau.se DOE TI.rice
st.ated to t!1e Peer Revie'l/t Partel that t.he Magenta. at H-3 . specifically, has not "been f01Jiui to be
frnDtuieii." (CGA, pp. 9-29, 9-30). The lithologic 1iescrtption for H-3b2, only 100 feet from H-3ti3 .
does riDt disclose any fractures at all.. nor fili.Y shatti~red fragments as seen irt H-3b3 core. TI.ris could
1.,rell be U.lJ.e.; h)'irau.lic properties c:m .,m-y grea.tly over short d:ista.nces in a 1':MStlarui. Th.e I1·fog:ent.a
could tre st1a.ttered artd higttly trariSm:issiv·e a.tone location, yet irttact artd impernieatile 100 feet avla:y.
At H-3bl, also 100 feet distant from H-3b3, Magenta trarisnlissivity \v·as measured at 0.1 ft2:/day,
vlhich cannot be represent3.ti.,re of conditions a.t H-3b3. .e.. truly consel:'llati\re. perfonn::ince a5sessment
'\irould ha\re utilized measumnents of Magenta tl-a.rt::nlissi~l1ty at H-3b3, v.r:t.iere tt.ie I"·Iagenta prm;-iiies
tvm preferential pa.thv.ra.:;.:::: for groJJndvrater flovr.
Int.he Tem.arisk member a.t H-3b3 the caliper log records a v.:oz.hou.t at 640-654 feet. Photogr3.phs
of core at H-3b3 s:t.LO\v' rut interval of derk-redd:ist1-·bro'l/m clay '\irjth angular anhyd1ite fragr.nents at
640.e-643.8 feet ;md 646.0-654.8 feet. Lithologic descriptions e.t H-3b2 identify this zone, a.t
648.2-649.2 feet and 650.0-656.2 feet, as "residllf~ from pre·viously existirig halite uri.it;" tt.iere \v·as
no core recmrery from 649. 2 10 650. 0 feet TI-.ie f:rn.cturing and disruption of the ov-erlying !'118.genta
dolomite is attlibu.table to collapse irLto \roids cause1i by dissolution of :tJ.alite irt ttie Tamaris}~.
Core m t:t.ie Cule bra dolorr.Lite (668. 5-691. 6 feet) at H-3b3 is broken into blocks by eight solutioneru::irged fractures, 4 per . .rerti.cal foot, from 668. 5 to 670. 5 feet. Th.e rest of the CulebI'3. :is broken
a:rui shattered [Plate 4], the largest intact sections bf:ing 4 inc:t.ies lorig (abmre 684 feet), 2. 5 feet long
(~.omre 6B9 feet), ~nd ? inche~ long (belo1'r 690 feet). l>..c:cording to hand vniting upon blocks of
\1rood left ir1 t:t.ie trays, TI.ro of ttiese sect!Onz v.rere ll~l1'10v--ed by G. Walter of Hydrogeoc:t.iem to test for
ma.ti.ix 1iiffu.sion. TI1u.s DOE's n-.iethodology is re~realed: labora.tory ertaly3:is -vra.s pe11ornied u.pon tl".ie
fr'F ;::1J.!v1vmg tiloc};.;:: of ~111ggy dolorrnte rem~.ir!ing in M ot.herw"ise completely sh~.ttered inte1va1 of
....

.;1

the C1Jlet1ra., and u.pon tllis analysis the su.pposed ability of the Culebra to retlld the mjgration of
r-ctdiOnuclides in gmund \irater is based.. Clearly this is ruJt representatl'Y""e of conditio11S in the field .
Lithologic descriptions a.t H-3b2 disclose only 3. 4 feet of core recovery in the Ctllebra (676. 0-6 77. 3
feet . 686.0-687 .3 feet, arui 691.0-691.8 feet).
In the lower UlU18lT1ed member at H-3b3 the caliper log records a 'W"'"ashout at 692-702 feet.
Photogra.phs of core at H-3b3 sho\v broken block!~ dark gra.y shale at 696-697 feet and broken blocks
of reddish-brov.1It mud.stone at 702. 4-703. 8 feet, underlain by breccia '1.oi.th gypsmn frag:n:umts at
703. 8- 704. 2 [Plate 5]. There 11ro.s no core recovery from 691. 6 to 696. 0 feet, or from 697. Oto
702.4 feet, 1it.iii:::h coincides \\oitt1the11.~.shout. The lost core '1.ras probably clay residue, as lithologic
descrtpti.ons at H-3b2 rev-eal a loss of core from 691.8 to 699.0 feet . immediately benea.th the
Culebra, aru:i trill is underlaifl by 6.6 feet of clay_, gradirig dovl1Wvard from g:ra):lsh-black to darkredd.i.s1H:irov.:-n, cont3.ining anh;.;U1ite frn.gments, described as "residue of previously existing: J13Jite
uriit." TI.ie fra.ctmirig: and disrupuon of tt.ie oo;,rerlyi:rig Culebra dolomite is atnibutable to collapse mto
voi.1s cauz.ed by dissolution of halite in the lo-v.rer unnamed member.

In the Cule bra and lov.~r 1J.nn.amed memb.ers, t3.ken tog et.her, there vla.s 17. 7 feet of shattered
dolomite, 9.8 feet of lost core, arui 2.8 feet of diss,ulution residue in a 33. 7-foot irLte:i.val at H-3b3,
arid there 1la.s 19. 6 feet of lost core arid 6. 6 feet of dissolution res idu.e in a 28. 3-foot inte.n:-al at
H-3b2. Intact core reco~.rery in this inter~ctl "V.ras ortly 10%.

TI1u.s. m ts1e H-3 tesn\rells . there is a.10.8-foot cavity_, parnally filled '1.oi.th mud, in tt.ie Forty-Niner
memtier_; 5. Ofeet of broken and sha.ttered I"'la.gent:i. dolomite; 14. 0 feet of dissolution residue in the
Ta:ii1aiisk men1ber; 17. 7 feet of broken arid s:tmttered Culebra dolomite_; arui 12.6 feet of dissolution
res11ue in t.f1e lo1ter 1J1mamed member. There is direct evidence of lIBISt a.t the H-3 test v.relli: in every
n-.u::niDer of trie Rustier Fon-nauon.
DOE lii8.y 117 t.o attnbute the shattered Magenta and Culebra core sar.r1ples to its ov.;-rL prtmitive conrig:
t.ectilliq_1J.es. DOE contractors ha~.re been obser-red ushig hammers to remmre core samples from the
tubes. Ho"'{,re·,rer, at the urging of David T. S110~v· / t1.e recently completed corir1g at the H-1 9
h.;.;t.ropa.d 1.:-a.s done "Y.ith a triple-tu.be core barrel, ..~rhich produces superior samples. This technology
ti.as exJ.Sted for 25 )''ears . but DOE is now usirig it for the first time. E~ren at H-19 (v.rh.ere ttie Cule bra
is 740.8-764.4 feet belo1.r the slJ.rface) there v.~re tv.ro inte.n.-a.ls of cru.shed dolomite. at 749.6-750.8
feet im•i 755.3-75il5 feet, and anottier inten"81 desc1ibed as "intensely fractm-ed" at 754.0-755.3 feet.
Holt (1997, 8Af-lD 9?-0194) states that in.tact pieces are rare in tllis in.tf.1"":,"81; the core is typically
crnsh.ed or unrecoo;,rered. Photograp:tJS of core at H-19 . prior to its remmral fron1 the core barrel,
:::hovr t.hat ttili inte.n"Ol "Yla.s intf.nsely fractured, and t.hat t.he fractures v.rere ~.~rtical to slJ.b~.~rtical.
The H-6 test 1-.relli: "li.rere drilled in 1978. The H-3 1est 1.relli: "Y.rere completed in 1983. The
g·eopt1)'31Cal logs, littJOlogic descrtpt1011S . arid prJOtog:raphs of core ai-e still unpublis:t.ied. :r.·Iost of
t.hl: m::i.teri:,1 -r;raz not submitted 1D t.he Simdia. records center 1.mtil 1995. 1:-tone of this materi:,l is
referertCed in th.e CCA, so it is uri.l.fr.ely that the EPA v.rould :t.ia~.re asked for it. To our l::rio"1.rledge .
none of ts.Lis material v."O.s a5ia.ilable for public e:rnmlnation in the Sandia records cent.er until February
13, 1998, tvto '1.reel~ before the EPA deadline for 1mblic corr.ir.nents. TI.iere are forty-tvlo VY'IPP test
"!relli, and nlJmerous other ~NIPP boreholes. It is m1 affront to the scientific community to be allov.red
so little fune to exe.iT!l!!e slJ.ch pertinent records. Until tiie be.sic de.ta. for ell WIPP tioreholes e.nd test
~relli has tieen exa1nined by in.dependent scientists, t.he ~NIPP should not be licensed.

L.!i. EST IN 'IHE EXHAUST SH.to.FT
In our paper entitled "Pottmtial Flovr Paths from tile 'WIPP Site 1JJ the Accessible Envii.--onment,"
(pp. 12-1:3) -rve identify a. no11Jr~rest.erly 11ovr pa.th. irom tbe 'YVIPP stiaft:: to Nash Drn.\v· by -vray of the
~NIPP-13 t.est v.rell, im10hrjng all fh.-e members of the Rustler Forniation. In our "Rebuttal 1JJ DOE
Respor1Se to CARD Comments 7 to 22," (pp. 2-3, 11-12) \Y"e descrtbe the ¥lIPP-13 pump test 1'rt.iich
:::t1011red art existent h:vuraulic connection beTI..-een the ~NIPP exhaust shaft (l .50 miles sout1eeizt of
¥1IPP-13) and 'WIPP-25 in Nast.1. Draw(3.87 miles '\I.rest of ¥llPP-13) by 'ray of the ~NIPP-33
;;irJ;hole. In our "Conceptual !'1Iodel for Con1amlliant Transport in Karst Aq i.tifers at the ~NIPP Site"
(pp. 16-1 7) vle c~ulat.e the tra~.rel time along this flow path and conclude that trarisport of
conts.rr-.i.in3.ted "l/il:l.ter from the ~NIPP e:-:hau.st shaft 1l0 Lag:l.ln.a Grande de la Sal could t3J;.e a.s little a.s
10 years. ~Ne ha\re since di.scm..-ered additicmal ev:ideru::e il.1. suppm1 of tr.iis flo'll7 path.
In a repol1 entitled "Geot.ectillical Mti~.rities m the Exhaust Shaft" (DOE-"flIPP-86-008) there are
m.aps of cem.in inter:.:ols of the shaft 11.:alls. One of these maps (Figure 11) depict:: a "breccia zone"
m ti1e 101-,rer iJrmamed member of the Rt'IStler, :irr.u11ediat.ely benea.t.t.1. tt.ie Cule tira. It is in the sha.pe of a
soluton cr.1.0.rmel, 6 feet high and 5 feet "ii'id.e. The u.pper half is descrtbed as consisting ma.inly (8095)
of arigtllac to subangular clasts of dolonilt.e n1 an a;cgillaceous dolo1Ilit.e lnatri.x; tt.i.e lo""V...-er half is
de3ciit1ed. as :::oft cla.ys1JJne . nearly fissile . ro.1.d poorly ind u.rated. The o~.rerl;.1il1g dolomite t•eds ;;ire
fractured and 1i-end do-v.rmtard_; tt.ie sur.counding beds thin tov.:oard tt.ie "breccia zone."
Tile "breccie. :one" is located :in t.f.ie north11restem ,;,ran of the exhaust shaft_. centered at about 3000
(N 600 V-T;. TI.iis points m the direction of test 'll..-ell H-16 (N 640 V·l) ""V.rt.i.ere tr.i.e Culebra head is
:mo:;n,;!louzly loi::r (3005 feet:> . indic::i.ting a zone of lovt fluid potenti..'31, as one vm1_ild expect ::ilong a
su.tm1erge1i !1in~ path m tile p:t.1reatic zorie. It also :po:ir1.~ in t.t.ie general direction of WIPP-13 (N 250
'i't). It is rv)t clear 1.rhy t.he "breccia zone" does not appear :irt the o:pJiosite 11tall of the shaft; either the
mip is incomplete . or th.e zone penetrates t.:t.ie shaft vlall tangentially. Either v.re.y, it is direct e\ridence
of dissolution in the extJ.aJ.JZt shaft. If it is a solution ctJ.8IIIlel, it v.101.J.ld explain the existent h;.~irau.J.:ic
connecncin benteen the exhaust st.l.8ft arui Na.sh Dravr by 11ray of Vv'IPP-13 and VYIPP-33.
TI.te same reporti:_DOE-TvVIPP-86-008) identifies three 11 uri.st1-1.ble area.s" in the ext.1.8.ustshaft: (1) t.f.1e

Forty-H:iri.er ch.ystm1e (575. 5-586 .5 feet), 16. 5 feet abov·e the Magenta.; (2) the Talr.1a.risJ~ c13.ys1JJne
(689. 0-695. 5 feet), 18. o· feet abm:oe the Cl.llebra; arui (3) the claystone of th.e lo11..-er unr1.a:m.ed
member (7:36.0-745.0 feet), imm.e1iiately ben.eatt1 tb.e Culebra. These are the srune irtt.e1va1s whict1 are
F~3rstic e.t H-3 . B.:rui 11.rhich ~.-e f.1.85.:-e correlated at 23 other 'WIPP boreholes and "le.st v.7ells . and at ttie
1rentiiati.on S:tlilit, in 01rc pa.per entitled "Ca\rer.c1.01JS Zones a.t ttie 'NIPP Site. "
Vv"IPP SITE P.E SI snv1n· SUP.VEY
In the eerly stages of geologice.1 cl".i.e.rMt.erise.tion, ''twn the VY'IPP sit.e "'es s'till Jr.no'l'.ril es t.h£1 Los
Ne1ian.os site . ar. electrical resisti\'1.ty survey '\l.7"35 perfonned o~rer the entire site .. vlttlct1 1-.ras t.tien st-:

miles in diameter. The '\l.10rJ: '\ltas performed by Elliot Geophysical Company of Tucson, .i:i...rizona.
The ortg:irl.81 stu.dy, entitled ".An Expe:i.im.ental Detajled Resistivity Surrey oi K.no1-m or Suspected
Breccie. .Pipes and Sin.1U.10les, Eddy County, Ne'V.r Mexico," "{.18.S trarism.itted in triplica.te to George B .
Gris1;rold on December 22, 1976. A follovr-up re:port, entitled "Evaluation of the Proposed Los
I·-'Iedari.0& l·.fo.clear Vl&JJt.e Disposel Site bv Meoo.iS of Electdcel Resistivity Sur:.:revs. Eddv 8t Lee.

Cou.rtti.es, N' e11r Mexico," -r.,as trarismitt.ed in triplicate to Dermis Y-t. Po1".rers on ·December 29, 1977,
t.ogether 'V.;;.tt.1. 11 m.aps and res:isth:ity profiles 'Without 11.rhich ti.ie text is not useful.

.·.J

The report:: ¥.'ere Ilfv"er pu.bli3he11. C.l~.RD 'l.ras UILa'l.rare of them lULtil they iliere referenced in the
CCA (pp. DEF-40, DEF-41). On December 24, :l 997 . ·"Y.re subnutted afonn.al request to Saruiia

l·l8.tioml La.bo:ra.IDn.e::: asrJrig for the report:: and maps. On January 12.. 1998, il.:-e v.:-ere infonned by
Sart1i1:1. t.fJ.at ( 1) tf£ ongiri.al stui1 y is available in the Saiuiia centfal files; (2) th.e follo"V.r-up study is
available in tJ-£ ~NIPP reading rooms; and (3) the maps and resistivity profiles are not a\:iillable.
G..::...P.D t.ias s11"1.Ce obtairied origiri.als of the maps arid resisti.1.ii.ty piufiles frmn other sources.
Ironically, v.re ha~re receh:-ed t'Vm inq umes from DOE cont:ra.cmrs \v-anting to obtti.in them from us.

On Janua.ry 19 . 1998, the EEG received a copy of a report concerning piezometers insttiJled in the
8imta. Rosa. Fonn3.tion near the "'VIPP exha.tl$t s.haft (DOE."WIPP 96-2278). Tiris repOit contains a
section a.uthored on October 28 . 1977 by Dennis W. Po'irer.::. In this section is a. map (Figure 18)
"Vll"llCh stru"ll'S tt.i.e outlines of nlo types of lo"Y.r resistio;,rity anomalies taken directly from a n:iap vttllCh
accompanied t.he Elliot SUI\:-ey. GP..RD inqu.ired al)OUt t1ris and \'.'OS infonned that it v.ra.s krtovm ;3Jl
along that Deruiis ~N. Po'i.:-ers possessed the maps, but that it '"Ylas not tt.ie job of the tec.l'u11cal staff at
Saridia labs 1D tracJ: dow"ll. 3nd pro1:i.de ma.t.erfal -v.rllich i.s not in the Sandia. central files.

It s.l'iot1ld be not.ed t.hat Denni.::: Y'1. Po1-.:-e.rs il.oOS tJ.i.e principal author of the Geologic3l Gha1~1cte1iza.tion
Repo11-(GCR . 1978 .• £~J. ID78-1596) 1'v·hich, at ttie tin1f:, ~;as used as the basis for recom:i11f:ruiirig
tha.t ti1e site be selected. an.1 tha.t underground cons·tr1J.ction proceed. Tills report allu.des 1D the
resi.s11v1ty smwy illlt1lout referencing it, falsely stat.es that ari.al;lsi.s of tl'.ie data v.ras not yet complete
(p. 2-25) . and pro~.:i.des t'Vto maps (Figtues 2.14 3J[ld 2.15) iltl1ich foil ID locate the 9t:t:O measurement
sta.1J.ortS o:@i t.t1e 391 line nilles of resistivity profiles i:lt.i.ich t1"1orou.gJtly cO'irered t1"1e ~h"IPP site.

TI.ie pm-pose of the resisthity sm-vey "l\ras to locate geological :tJ.aZards such as collapse strnctures or
breccio. pipes 1nt.hir. the ·wIPP site. There il.ras concern that such features might exist but remain
m·irecogmzed by surface mapping arui aertal photograpt1y because t.l'.ie ~NIPP site is :t.ieao;.rily covered
vn.th dune s:mds iirhlch 1-m1J.ld obscu.re all but the li~rgest structu.ral features. '\~re dissolution or
brecciation :t.i.as !atf.fn place . and subsequent compaction :tias not occurred, th.ere struuld be a strong
decrea.se in resi.sti,.rity, indicating higher porosity, moi.sture content, clay content, or salinity.
Tne follo11ing concllJ.sions -v.rere draw"ll. from the resistivity sun:-ey:

( 1) The disscl11tion front a.t ti1e 1Dp of the Sal'ldo extends inm t.he northv.:-est.ern and southv.:-estern

J;oruc:ns of tt.ie ~NIPP site, v.r:t.iere H-6, vYIPP-33, arid P-15 ai-e noil.r located.
(2) TI.ie1-e is a zorie of structural w·eat..ri.ess m the .Rustler .Fom:iation, a possible dissolution front,
ent.ering the sit.e from the southeast.: this is Milt bto1-m ID be a zone of high tt1u1Sm.i.ssivity . 1-rhere
Cabm Ba.by, P-17 . H-17, H-17 arui DOE-1 are located.
(3) TI1ere is a localized, t.Lig:h-amplitude . lo"\\r resistivity araomaly in sec 17 . T 22 S, .R 31 E, "l/thich
vras :::u.specte.d of 'being 3. breccia pipe. This feature vt8.s la.te.r drilled as V'lIPP-13. The Tam.a.r:i.sk
'"ras fourui to be 1.rertlcally fractured, the Magenta broken and shattered. Multi-"r.lell pWii.p tests ha1.re
sho1-m a h;:drau.lic connection bet'V.:-een the ~NIPP s:tlaftr. and Nash Dra1-r by il.ra.y of 'WIPP-13.

(4) There is a. broa.der, high-amplitude, lo"llt resistivity anom3ly in secs 30 & 31,, T 22 S, R 31 E, in
t!1e lorgest topogro.phic depression ea.st of Ne.Jh Drn"\\r struvrrL on the 15-minute USGS topograpt.Lic
map, Nash Drn."\\r qiJ.adrar~~le. 8ubsequ.ent trench e:·:posures :tJ..-,.'.:-e sho-vm this 1D be a. fan:t ~.:-alley
o~lerla.in by pe11orated Mescalero calich.e caprock.

6

.•

(5) There iz a CbjSed topognpr.d.i:: depression ill sec 9, T 22 S, R 31 E "Ythict1 iiras suspected of beinr
ti. colla.pse smJ:; a. lO\v· resisn~n.ty ar1.on:ialy \v"aS detected only at shallovr depths, and it v.ras conclu1ied
t.ha.t this is not a "major collapse structure," but ''merely an ordinary s:inJdlole due 10 solution
cao;,rem:ing. " TI.iis feature ~.ras later fourui to be und1erla:in by a hig:I1-amphtude negati\re gra1,11ty
anomaly. It \.ia.S then drilled as ~NIPP-14, and the Cule bra "li.ras found 10 be underlain by 71. 4 feet
of mud -v.i'itt1 gypsu:m arui a:iU-1ydri1e fragments.
(6) 'There is a general increase m porosity arid vrater content m the Rustler Formation arui the De1,rey
LaJ:.e Red beds from east 10 "Ii.rest across the site and. tow-ard Nash D:ra.vt.
(7) TI1e Cule t•r;:i. ;Jrld M:ag:enta dol.om.1."tes are not t.he only v.73.t.er-beaiing tuli'IS in the Rustler Forn1ation;
the Inudstories aru1 siltstones of tti.e Forty-Niner, Tan1iilisk, arui lo-v.rer m1nam.ed rn.embers have m.uch

lo\..rer resistivity th.an t.he a.n.liydrite la.yers.
t::;) TI1e :::ilt::tJJne &Jui nllJJistone layers in the Salaiiei ha~re "extremely lo'tr resisti~.rity;" these 3Ie i'ta.terteanri.g: uruts, terl3 of feet in -v.rjdth, in "the supposed dry salt."

'Ne r.1a5.r.e prepared a contour map [Figure 1] depicting the lovt resisti\11ty a11omali.es. Tii.e outermost
contour lines are 250 ohm-meters, and the contour inter:rol is 25 olun-meters. The innem1ost closed
contours are filled in black, rather th.an using hachures "\irhich canr1Dt be s:t.10vrfL on tt.iis scale. 'The
follov.:"i.i."'lg observati.ons m3.y tie ma.de:

n) cne cf t.r1e tma.iiest lo":!?' resisti'i:ity ;momalies (< 175 ohm-meters) extends northvl8.rd from the

collapse sr.cJ:. la.t.er drilled as VlIPP-33. Five 'V.rater-filled cav"erns 'V.rere fouru1: one in Dev.rey Lake
:::ilt.::tine, t?ro in Forty-rHner gypsum., fuid tvm in f•'lagenta do1'.Jmite.
(2) ..:::.. localized . high-amplitude, loior resi:.ti~.:ity anomaly (<150 ohm-meters) "li.:oa.s found at the P-14
bore.t.10le. P-14 'V.~as later comrerted to a test iv"ell ·-vrtiere t:tie hig::t.iest Cule bra transffiissi\rity east of
l·fa.-:::t1 Drn"Y.r (233 ft2lda.y) ·~,.ras mea.-::ured.

(3) A tiro;:rJi , l.01-.r resi3ti.vitl ar1om.3ly (-::: 175 ohm-meters) is f ouru1 in the victctity of t.est vrell
'-HQ ~;P-6 . m tJ1e ~Jitvi'B.t.er rec:t.i.arge area., 'lr.Jt..ere 25- 30 ga.llons per rr.Lirmte of pot9Ne viater v.l'fil!
fourui in t.f1e Dei'.rey L;:;J~ Red beds, the largest h1flovt of pot:i.ble i\r::r.ter measured ;3.t arLY of ttie

fortv-tt.ro '7.lIPP test vtells.
{4) A local:i2ed lovi resJS1J.vitv an.omalv (<200

oh:m··r.neters) \li'B.S fo1md at the cent.er of t:t.ie Y\''IPP site
,,rhere e~.idm;e of dissolutiorL :tJ.8.3 beerL ioml.d ll.1 t.I1e ~.x,11pp. s:tl<.=tfts.
'
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2. Estimation of Plutonium Content in Biturninized Waste Processed at RIS0 Using Isotope
Ratios, Knud Brodersen, Steen Carugati (R/Sl'o-

Denmark), Kendra Foltz (Univ of l/linois)
INTRODUCTION
Although Denmark has no nuclear power reactors, research related to nuclear energy has been performed at RIS0
National Laboratory for more than 30 yr. The waste management plant at RIS0 and the associated storage facilities function as the national center for radioactive waste management
in Denmark. No disposal of radioactive waste, however, has
so far been carried out. Two-thirds of the collected and processed waste comes from the RIS0 laboratory itself, which is
home to the heavy-water-moderated research reactor, DR3.
Most of the long-lived radioisotopes in the stored waste are due
to postirradiation studies of spent fuel performed in the nowdccommissioncd hot cells.
The focus of this study is to characterize the new and old
bituminizcd evaporator concentrates from the processing of
low-level liquid effluents from the various installations at
RIS0, including the hot cells. The waste units containing 11he
bituminized product, or compressed low-level waste are rou.
l7
'
tmely measured for 1 Cs by gamma scanning and other methods. This type of analysis is perfonncd on old waste units when
they arc removed from unsatisfactory storage facilities to new
buildings.
METHODS
As a part of the bituminized waste characterization program, RIS0 is particularly interested in the amounts of plutonium and other alpha emitters in the waste. It is our objective
to estimate the concentrations of these difficult-to-measure
radioisotopes by the use of isotope ratios based on burnup c:alculations typical for the spent fuel investigated in the hot cells.
The use of such scale factors under the conditions partkular to RIS0 is currently being verified by comparison of the
gamma measurements of 137 Cs with results from the destructive analyses of selected samples of the bituminized material.
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Classical radiochemistry methods are used for sample preparation, and plutonium i:mtopes are then measured by alpha
spectrometry using 242 Pu as a tracer for yield determination.
The bituminized evaporator concentrate contains typical!\
·
from 100 to 1000 Bq 1)7Cs1g.
RESULTS
Preliminary alpha results indicate that there are -0.3 to
3 Bq 239 •2'°Pu/g in the bituminizcd waste and about a two to
three times higher concentration of 238 Pu. Scale factors from
burnup calculations indicate that plutonium concentrations two
to four times higher should be expected. This trend, however,
is not surprising when the very different chemical behavior of
plutonium and cesium is. taken into account. Plutonium has
much more of a tendency to be retained and delayed by sorption on surfaces in the water collection system, while cesium
tends to move with the solution. It might be argued that the
missing plutonium may be in other waste units, but this will
be difficult to prove.

3. Critical Evaluation of Experimental Programs
in the Culebra Aquifer at the Waste Isolation Pilot
Plant, David T. Snow (Snow and Assoc), William.

W.-L. Lee (EEG)
The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) is a geologic repository for the disposal of transuranic waste from the weapons
program. The WlPP must show compliance with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's standards for high-level
and transuranic waste disposal but is not regulated by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In performance as;essme111~
to show compliance, the only disruptive event considered hitherto is human intrusion by drilling. After closure, the repository will be flooded with brine, and when penetrated by
drilling, brine equilibrated with radioactive material will flow
up the borehole, and the current anticipation is that contaminated brine will enter the Culcbra dolomite, the most transmissive member of the Rustler formation. Culebra dolomite is
fractured, slightly porous, and probably heterogeneous. The
conceptual model for flow and transpon currently used in performance assessment 1 is dual-porosity flow with three radionuclide retardation mechanisms: sorption, matrix diffusion,
and corrensite clay sorption (Fig. I). Lee and Chaturvedi~
have suggested that there is no experimental evidence to support the claim for these retardation mechanisms.
The U.S. Depanmcnt of Energy is conducting a seven-well
tracer test to uniquely identify the mechanism of flow, heterogeneous, anisotropic, or channeling, as well as to quantify
matrix diffusion. 1 Sorbing tracer tests have been considered
but climinated. 4 We will discuss some limitations of the proposed test and limitations of using a pump test to derive transport parameter values.
Outcrop and core observations of the 7-m-thick Culebra
show two sets of near-vertical fractures and a set of horizontal fractures, along with matrix pores and vugs. Because only
vertical cores have been drilled on-site, this fracture system has
not been fully characterized. Consequently, simplified models
of flow and transport are being used, as Fig. 1 shows.' Such
an approach does not insJPirc confidence for us in the models
used since it will underestimate the retardation effects provided
by dispersive spreading and enhanced sorption. Slant-hole coring could be used to characterize the complete system as required for comprehensive modeling.
Breakthrough curves from convergent pump tests can seldom give a unique interpretation of transport mcchanisms.'- 7
For the WIPP, Jones ct al. 8 ascribed all of the retardation in
previous Culcbra pump tests to matrix diffusion. Such breakthrough curves can also rc:sult from hydrodynamic dispe1sion
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Fig. I. Current concep1ual model for flow and transport in the Culebra. 1

due to the distribution of local velocities from variations of the
conduit sizes and orientation. Lee and Chaturvedi 2 have suggested independent experiments to establish the extent of matrix diffusion in the Culebra.
It has been shown that the transpon of sorbing tracers cannot be predicted by testing nonsorbing tracers. A sorbing tracer
will panition itself between the fracture surface and the water
according to K., a surface distribution coefficient. Rewriting
Neretnieks and Moreno's 9 expressions for the respective residence times of sorbing t, and nonsorbing tn tracers to apply to
any fractured rock system with specific surface S, due to connected fractures havi1·.g the same half-aperture l'J, we have
I,= (61 + K,)S,V,!Q
and

where V, is the volume of pores in the rock, Q is the water
flow rate, and q,1 and <Pm arc the fracture and matrix porosities, respectively. We conclude that the nonsorbing tracer tests
being implemented at the WIPP cannot be used to estimate
actinide sorption propenies because the residence times depend
on different rock propenies. Laboratory batch and column
sorption tests being conducted on Culebra cores will be of marginal value in replicating field conditions. If credit for radionuclide retardation is to be taken in postclosure performance
assessment, we recommend that field-scale sorptive tracer tests
should be conducted.
1. "Preliminary Performance Assessment for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant," December 1992, S vols., SAND92-0700,
Sandia National Labs. (1992).
2. W. W.-L. LEE, L. CHATUR.VEDI, "Radionuclide Retardation Mechanisms in the Culebra Aquifer at the Waste
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4.

Need for Engineered Barriers at the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant. Matthew Silva, Lokesh

Chaturvedi (EEG)
INTRODUCTIO!I\
To dispose of defense transuranic waste in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) in southeast New Mexico, federal
law 1 specifies that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
must receive certification from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that the facility is in compliance with the
EPA disposal regulations. 2 This includes compliance with the
containment requirements and the assurance requirements of
the EPA standards for the disposal of transuranic waste, 40
CFR 191 (Ref. 2). The containment requirements rely largc:ly
on the predicted performance of the repository over the nc·xt
10000 years. The EPA recognized the inherent uncertainties in
forecasting repository performance over such a long period of
time and mandated the use of both engineered and natural barriers as an assurance requirement to compensate for tho,se
uncertainties. Thus, the potential contribution of engineered
barriers is not to be measured simply by improvements in compliance with the containment requirement of the standards;
they are required to provide additional assurance in the intt:grity of the disposal system.
WHAT CONSTITUTES AN
ENGINEERED BARRIER?
The definition of a barrier in the EPA standards 2 includes
three examples of an engineered barrier: " ... a canister, a
waste form with physical and chemical characteristics that significantly decrease the mobility of radionuclides, or a material
placed over and around waste, provided that the material or
structure substantially delays movement of water or rad.ionuclides." Thus, according to this definition, a robust container
that would not easily degrade or corrode, a modified wa.ste
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form, and an engineered backfill are examples of engineered
barriers provided that they can be shown to substantially delay
movement of water or radionuclides.
It is noteworthy that this definition does not include panel
and shaft seals as examples of engineered barriers. There is a
good reason for that. The seals are required to rectify the dam·
age done to the natural environment by excavation and can,
at best, be an imperfect attempt to simulate the characteristics
of the original rock. An engineered barrier has to provide protection in addition to the natural barrier.
NEED FOR ENGINEERED BARRIERS AT WIPP
The engineered barriers at WIPP are specially needed for
the following reasons:

1. The waste to be disposed of at WIPP is not in a fixed
form, and some of the waste remains highly soluble and respirable. The waste acceptance criteria 3 allow up to 1a;o of the
radioactivity to exist at the highly respirable and hazardous particle size of <IO µm. Putting the waste in glass or a specially
formulated grout will reduce the amount of radionuclides available for inhalation or ingestion by humans in case oi a breach
of the repository.
2. The carbon steel drums containing contact-handled
transuranic (CH-TRU) waste do not have a longevity require- .
ment. The 20-yr-life requirement for drums packaged since
1970 was eliminated in 1991. The drum lids are not welded and
have to meet only a 1.2-m (48-in.) drop test, while the drums
will be raised 4 m above ground routinely for removal from the
transport cask in the WIPP waste handling building and for
emplacement underground. Moreover, these drums would be
corroded and crushed within a few years after disposal in the
repository. A drum that resists corrosion and crushing will
increase the chance of retaining the integrity of the waste much
longer as well as reduce the chances of accidental releases.
3. The WIPP is unique in that it is located in an area with
abundant mineral resources. It is located in a known potash
enclave that has a 64-yr history of commercial mining and continues to provide >80% of the nation's potash production. The
4- x 4-mile WIPP site is surrounded by oil and gas production
wells. This greatly increases the likelihood of future disruptive
human activity in the area. Incineration or concentration in
glass or grout would reduce the volume of the waste and therefore the footprint of the repository, thus reducing the probability of interception by drilling.
4. The WIPP waste contains metals and cellulosics, which
are expected to produce large quantities of gas in the presence
of moisture expected in the repository after closure. If the pressure of the gas thus generated exceeds the lithostatic pressure,
the existing fractures associated with the interbeds in the repository would enlarge and may provide pathways for release to
the environment. The Engineered Alternatives Task Force
found' that waste form modification would significantly reduce the quantity of radionuclides discharged into an overlying
aquifer in the event of human intrusion by drilling.
The latest quantitative analysis conducted by the WIPP
project strongly suggests the benefits of engineered barriers to
the repository. The systems prioritization method' analyzed
the potential of three engineered alternatives to improve the
possibility of showing compliance. The three considered were
backfill, backfill with waste form modification, and passive
markers. The analysis found that inclusion of backfill would
result in a dramatic improvement in the repository performance, and backfill with waste form modification improves the
performance even more.
CONCLUSIONS
Engineered barriers are required for a nuclear waste repository because of the very long time of concern for the integrity

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE, WIPP and the DOE
The Deparunent of Energy (DOE) has shown a pattern and practice of placing dump sites and their most
polluting and dangerous projects in areas with high numbers of minority and low-income people. Whether
intentional or not, this practice has caused these populations to bear a disproportionate share of adverse
environmental impacts from DOE activities. Some examples of this practice include:
~

The WIPP site for transuranic waste

~The

Yucca Mt. site for high level waste (sited on traditional Shoshone land)

~The

Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility for high level waste in Utah
(proposed for the Skull Valley Goshute Reservation)

$The DOE low level waste dump proposed for Andrews County, Texas
(just across the border from WIPP near Eunice Texas)
$ Increased plutonium projects at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
(such as pit production and the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Program)
Senator Paul Wellstone of Minnesota, when speaking of another, non-DOE radioactive dump site
proposed for the Sierra Blanca area of Texas (just south of New Mexico) stated that the Sierra Blanca
dump was part of a "... national pattern of discrimination in the location of waste and pollution ... " It is clear
that, although there are various projects involving radioactive materials going on throughout the DOE
complex, the most potentially polluting projects are being planned for high-minority, low-income areas.

The Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP)
The WIPP repository itself is sited in an area that is 36.8 percent minority (The U.S. as a whole is 24
percent minority). In addition, 21.5 percent of the total population had 1989 incomes below the poverty
line ( 13 percent of the U. S. as a whole is below the poverty level.) DOE states these facts in their last
Environmental Impact Statement on WIPP (SEIS-II) but doesn't go on to draw the obvious conclusion
that therefore WIPP violates Environmental Justice .
The transportation route to WIPP is also of concern. All 38,000 shipments of transuranic waste planned
for the repository would converge on New Mexico--a high minority population state (at least 47 percent of
New Mexico is made up of Hispanics and Native Americans) which is one of the poorest of all fifty
states. DOE states in the SEIS-II that accidents, esp·ecially those releasing radiation, would be random
events that could occur on any segment of the route and that any high and adverse impacts from these
accidents are not likely to disproportionately affect minority or low-income populations. However, unlike
their study of the site, DOE has done absolutely no studies of the route, even in New Mexico, to

determine if it is truly surrounded by equal numbers of minority and non-minority persons.
Therefore, their assumption that minority and low income populations would not be disproportionately
affected has no basis in fact. It could be just as easily assumed, since interstate highways are more likely to
go through minority and/or low-income neighborhoods and since the route crosses many Indian
reservations as well as the state of New Mexico, that the route does go through a higher proportion of
minority, low-income neighborhoods.

Los Alamos National Laboratory
LANL is being considered as host to a variety of waste-generating and polluting projects such as pit
production, residue treatment, and the DARHT project (which would explode depleted uranium and toxic
metals in the open air as well as exploding plutonium in canisters.) Most of the transuranic waste that
would fill the 70% of WIPP reserved for future waste, would be generated here at Los Alamos and
transported on Route 841285 to WIPP. Much of the low level waste from these new projects would be
permanently buried at Area G at the Laboratory. Interestingly enough, LANL just happens to be the DOE
site which is surrounded by the highest concentration of minority people of the whole DOE complex.
(Minorities constitute greater than 55 percent of the population within a 50 mile area. The next highest
minority site is Savannah River Site with 35 percent.) DOE could have chosen to site these potentially
dangerous and polluting projects at another site (such as Lawrence Livermore Laboratory which is in a
higher-income, lower-minority area) but, as usual, they picked their highest minority and low income site
instead.

What We Can Do
The Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color or national
origin in programs or activities receiving federal financial assistance. It bars disproportionate impact in the
administration of environmental programs, including siting and enforcement. The Equal Protection Clause
of the U.S. Constitution also bars such discrimination.
Pressure can be put on the DOE to comply with Environmental Justice through our political
representatives, through direct discussion or through legal action. Citizens have a variety of legal and
administrative options open to them. Communities can file Administrative Complaints with the DOE
under the Civil Rights Act. Lawsuits can be filed under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
complaining about, among other things, the EIS process for WIPP and various LANL projects. Lawsuits
can also be filed under the Civil Rights Act and the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution on the
whole DOE policy of discrimination or on its various parts. We can demand that DOE comply with state,
tribal and national environmental laws and regulations. Native American pueblos and tribes can use
sovereignty issues to demand equal protection from contamination. And finally, civil disobedience such as
blocking shipments or other acts, could be used to get the issue of Environmental Justice into the courts.
There is no reason why New Mexico has to accept so much of the burden of contamination and other
harmful effects of DOE's programs. In fact, under the law, this burden is supposed to be spread among all
communities. We need less of the dirty projects and dumps and more of the "green" research which is
now going to other sites. Then New Mexico and Los Alamos National Laboratory can become the
innovative scientific leaders they deserve to be.
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Environmental Justice and WIPP Transportation
THE WASTE
The Department of Energy (DOE) doesn't know what radioactive materials are in much of the
WIPP waste. They also don't know what hazarclous materials are in most of the waste. In fact DOE
doesn't even know how many drums of waste they have even though they have been counting them
for over 20 years.

1. DOE's methods for determining what is in the waste drums don't always work and could result in
dangerous materials that aren't supposed to be s.hipped to WIPP being transported on the WIPP
route.
2. DOE wants to ship waste from Los Alamos N21tional Laboratory (LANL) before they get the state
permit that would let them ship mixed (radioactive and hazardous materials) loads of waste. They say
they will ship only loads that are purely radioactive. But DOE wants to determine itself whether or not
a drum of waste is purely radioactive or "mixed". They also want to determine how much hazardous
material can be in a drum before it is labeled "mixed". Again. their determinations could be based on
wrong information.
3. DOE has changed the WIPP regulations so that they can ship drums of waste that are filled with
powdered plutonium. This is the most dangerous form of plutonium because it is easily inhaled. Also. it is
one of the most difficult form to clean up.
This powdered plutonium, called residues. will mmtly be coming from Rocky Flats nuclear weapons plant
near Denver. but much of it exists at LANL as well. DOE also wants LANL to process some of the Rocky
Flats residues so there would be double shipping of this dangerous material on Highway 84/285-up to
LANL for processing and then down to WIPP for <jisposal.
Because residues have so much plutonium in them. a shipment of residues could be a target for
terrorists who could extract the plutonium to make a bomb.
NORMAL TRANSPORTATION
1. Because some of the radiation coming from the WIPP waste is penetrating radiation (gamma rayssimilar to X-rays but more energetic), radiation will be coming through the sides of the transportation
containers. Anyone living, working or going to sct1ool on the WIPP route or commuting on the route
would be regularly exposed to radiation.

2. DOE will often say that the dose from WIPP shipping is very low-less than we receive from
background radiation. Remember, however, that the WIPP dose would be in addition to our dosage
from background radiation. And background in Santa Fe is higher than elsewhere because of our high
altitude and doses received from LANL. There is no level of radiation exposure which is "safe". Even the
lowest dose has the potential to cause cancer or other health problems. as new studies have
confirmed.
TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS
The shipping containers for WIPP waste (like the TRUPACT) are not even intended to protect us from
the worst type of accidents that already occur on our highways. It would cost too much to create a
container that would truly protect the public from these very intense accidents.

1. The TRUPACT has not been crush-tested-a type of accident which DOE itself admits is a likely type of
accident.
2. Although the TRUPACT has been heat-tested to 1450'F. there are chemicals transported on our
roads (including propane and liquefied natural ga1s) which burn at least t:vvice as hot as this. There is no
way to know if the TRUPACT would break open and release radioactive m<~terials if it burned at these
hotter temperatures.

3. DOE rarely includes the possibility of human error in their transportation risk assessments even
though it is one of the major causes of "high-consequence" accidents like Chernobyl and Exxon-Valdez.
4. There is a potential for fire or explosion in a drum within the TRUPACT because of the flammable
gases in the waste (hydrogen and methane). Much of the waste is packed in plastic bags which can
create sparks when they rub together. These sparks could start the gases burning. The image of a
TRUPACT driving down Highway 84/285 with a burning radioactive waste drum inside is not a pleasant
one.
5. Because of lack of money and because the State believes an accident which could release large
amounts of radiation is unlikely to happen, emergency preparedness has concentrated on training for
the "average" accident. A large release, however, especially if it were of powdered plutonium, could
affect people. homes and the environment in a wide area around the accident.
6. It could take DOE's Radiological Assistance Teams and hour or more to arrive at an accident in Santa
Fe County. If the transport container is broken open. radioactive materials could be coming out of it all
this time and longer-until the Team was able to get some kind of containment around the break.
7. There are no plans for evacuation if a release should occur. We would most likely be told to stay
indoors with our windows shut.
8. Clean-up of contaminated homes and property would have to occur right away (within one or two
months) or it wouldn't work. Even so. if a powdered release happened, clean-up to before-accident
radiation levels would be practically impossible.
9. If the release was serious enough, "clean-up" could mean virtually destroying any buildings involved
or actually bulldozing the buildings and scraping the soil and then carting all that to a dump site
(WIPP7). If property was able to be "cleaned-up" after an accident, radiation levels on that property
would likely be higher than those allowed for the general public. You would have to choose either to live
in a more highly radioactive house or sell that house at a great loss !if you could sell it at all). The
government would not compensate you under the Price Anderson Act since the radioactivity levels
would be acceptable under the law.

10. Insurance against a radioactive accident is specifically written out of homeowners' insurance
policies.
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
DOE has concluded that •... accidents are random events that could occur on any segment of the
transportation routes. Therefore, any high and adverse impacts from transportation accidents are not
likely to disproportionately affect minority or low-income populations." However, DOE has admitted
that they have done no analysis whatsoever of the population make-up on any part of the route.
Therefore, they are basing this statement totally on their unsupported assumptions about the
demographic make-up of the route. We can show with our data that at least part of the route does
go through high-minority, low-income neighborhoods. An accident might actually be more likely to occur
in a minority neighborhood no matter where it might happen. Also, the WIPP repository itself. by
DOE's own admission, is sited yet again, in a minority and low-income area.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended. prohibits discrimination on the basis of race. color or national
origin in programs or activities receiving federal financial assistance. It bars disproportionate impact 1n
the administration of environmental programs. including siting and enforcement. The Equal Protection
Clause of the U.S. Constitution also bars such discrimination.
Pressure can be put on the DOE to comply with Environmental Justice through our political representatives. through direct discussion or through legal action. Citizens have a variety of legal and
administrative options open to them. There is no reason why New Mexico has to accept so much of the
burden of the potential harmful effects from WIPP transportation. In fact, under the law. this burden
is supposed to be spread among all communities.
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